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Summary
An analytical approach for satellite orbit determination methodology will be investigated 
in this work. The motivation for this study is the realisation that enhanced microsatellites 
can be expected which require accurate orbital knowledge and control onboard to support 
their payloads. However, a satellite tracking capability has not yet been implemented at 
Surrey even on the ground segment, as this would involve a considerable cost to maintain 
and operate.
Advanced modern technology enables micro or nanosatellites to have low cost and low power 
Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, which opens the way for onboard orbit determina­
tion. However, the heavy computational demand required for executing orbit determination 
has made such an approach unsuitable given the onboard processing environment.
In order to overcome this problem, a novel analytical description of a perturbed orbit has 
been developed by focusing on near circular orbits which is appropriate for Low Earth Orbit 
(LEO) satellites. To use this analytic description of the orbit for orbit determination exten­
sively reduces the computational demand as no numerical integrator is required to propagate 
the orbit, the variational equation of the orbit, or state transition matrix. Thus analytical 
solutions to the orbit perturbation problem are the main focus of this work.
The majority of extensive studies made mainly in the late 50’s to 60’s on this subject considers 
the general case of orbits, so that the solutions are extremely lengthy and complex. Due to the 
conventional methods they have chosen, the solutions have a singularity when the eccentricity 
approaches zero and the argument of perigee becomes undefined.
The new description of the perturbed motion of near circular orbits is developed in this work, 
which does not have a singularity when the eccentricity is zero. This novel description is a 
natural expansion of the epicyclic motion of a small eccentric orbit, which results in a much 
simpler expression in the solutions and provides a greater understanding of orbital geometry.
A fully analytical orbit determination system is also developed based on this epicyclic descrip­
tion of a perturbed orbit. As this orbit estimator requires no numerical integration scheme, 
it has extensive computational advantages and suits most onboard applications.
This analytical orbit estimator is practically implemented onboard UoSat-12, which is Sur­
rey’s 350 kg class minisatellite. It has been operated for more than two years, and has 
demonstrated reliable autonomous onboard orbit determination. The in-orbit orbit determi­
nation results as well as the evaluations of practical accuracy are also presented.
K ey words: Epicycle, General Perturbation, Onboard Orbit Determination, GPS Naviga­
tion, Near Circular Orbit
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 M otivation
The success of some future missions requires knowledge of a satellite’s orbit, such as satellite 
constellations for global communication coverage, formation flying for scientific payload and 
precise targeting for remote sensing applications.
Up until recently, however, the tracking of Surrey’s microsatellites are entirely dependent on 
the information provided by North American Air Defense Command (NORAD), known as 2 
line element (TLE) set. If the TLE set is unable to be obtained for some reason, the satellites 
can be lost in space, possibly preventing even fundamental telemetry and telecommand com­
munication links from being established. The enhanced future payload quoted above may 
also require orbit control capabilities in order to maintain or change their orbits, and it is 
necessary to know the orbit after manoeuvring and preferably as soon as possible.
To have a dedicated traditional satellite tracking system, however, requires very costly 
ground-segment involvement. In addition, the preferred orbit manoeuvring may have to 
take place when the satellite is . not in the view of the groundstation. This implies the neces­
sity of global networks in order to support and exchange the satellite’s orbital information 
in real time, or the necessity of multiple tracking stations all over the world. To reduce the 
cost arising from these requirements, a great degree of autonomy can be considered. The 
goal of autonomous orbit determination is a fundamental step toward autonomous satellite 
operations.
Low cost Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers are also available for small satellites [77] 
as an orbit sensing device. This opens the way for in-flight orbit determination, reducing the
1
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risks and costs involved with ground based control [45, 82]. The great advantage of using GPS 
measurements is that position information can be obtained all around the orbit, providing 
quick and accurate convergence of orbital parameters. However, the power consumption of 
GPS receivers is substantial for small low-cost satellites. For example, on the Surrey SNAP 
(Surrey Nanosatellite Applications Program) satellite, the GPS receiver uses 2 Watts power 
out of the a maximum orbit average power supply of around 6  Watts [78, 72]. Hence GPS 
measurements may only be available at infrequent intervals around the orbit.
The limitation of computational power on micro- or nano-satellites is also one of the chief 
difficulties with such an approach. Although precise orbit determination can be achieved 
using sophisticated modelling algorithms and high power workstations on the ground, the 
issue remains to produce small, fast, yet accurate and stable code for in-flight operations.
In order to overcome these limitations, two alternatives can be considered. One approach is to 
seek some integrator to propagate the dynamics as fast and as accurately as possible. Recent 
advances in celestial mechanics have resulted in a sophisticated tool capable of meeting this 
challenge, in the form of state-of-art symplectic integration methods [69, 58, 59]. Unlike 
conventional integration methods, symplectic methods are especially adapted to exploit the 
geometric behaviour of Hamiltonian systems and integrable parts of the force field. This 
makes these methods particularly fast while maintaining accuracy.
Another approach is to review the analytic solutions of perturbed orbits and to design an 
orbit estimator analytically, which requires no numerical integrator. This can determine the 
orbit in terms of some orbital elements from which a simple geometrical interpretation of the 
orbit can be extracted. Although this subject has been explored extensively since the late 
1950s, the majority of research investigated a general type of orbits, so that the solutions are 
usually very complex and lengthy. In addition, the rapid progress in computer technology 
has enabled people to use numerical methods in order to provide precise orbit propagation 
capabilities. This has made the analytical study on the perturbed orbit less popular in recent 
years.
Conversely, recent mission concepts of satellite constellations or formation flying may revive 
this old heritage, as the understanding of long-term perturbed orbit behaviour is an essential 
factor to consider in designing such systems. The analytical orbit description is advantageous 
in understanding and visualising the perturbed motion of orbit, and may help to establish 
the orbit controller algorithm for the constellation or formation maintenance.
2
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In spite of the intuitive simplicity of circular orbits, there are few references focusing on near­
circular orbits. This may be due to less research interests in near-circular orbits or due to 
inconvenient singularities associated with some coordinate transformations, for instance, from 
position and velocity to orbital elements or some canonical transformations of Hamiltonian 
dynamics of orbits. On the other hand, up until now, all Surrey’s satellites are in near-circular 
orbits.
Therefore, it is required to develop the analytical description of near-circular orbit behaviour. 
Ideally, this should be achieved using much simpler expressions, but still considering the 
effects of perturbation sources. For this, the fundamental idea is to use the epicycle systems 
originated by Hipparchus, who assumed that the Sun was placed on a small circle called an 
epicycle, the centre of which rotated about the Earth. The circular orbit of the epicycle 
centre was referred to as the deferent [79].
The main scope of this work is to investigate the analytical approach to near circular orbit 
determination problems.
1.2 Discussion of Problem
When considering the problem of solving the motion of satellites under the influence of a 
spherically symmetric potential, known as the 2  body problem, it has been shown that the 
satellite traverses the locus of a conic section either circle, ellipse, parabola or hyperbola, 
depending upon the total energy of the satellite. Such an orbit is called a Keplerian orbit 
and both the angular momentum and the orbital energy are conserved. The orbit is in a 
fixed plane in three dimensional space, called the orbital plane, and is readily defined by the 
position and the velocity vectors of the satellite.
In reality, however, the satellite motion is disturbed by forces arising from several sources, and 
the orbit is no longer Keplerian. This problem is called the orbit perturbation problem. One 
of the main causes of orbit perturbation is due to the Earth’s non-spherical potential, and 
which becomes significant especially for satellites orbiting near Earth. It is also understood 
that the effect of atmospheric drag cannot be ignored when describing the motion of close 
satellites. The effect of luni-solar attractions become important when a satellite’s altitude is 
considerably higher. In Table 1.1, the approximated magnitudes of the various forces on the 
satellite are listed [6 ].
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Table 1.1: Disturbing Forces on Satellite in m /s 2
Source h = 150 km h =  750 km h = 1500 km Synchronous
Central Gravity 9.35 7.85 6.42 0 .2 2
Earth Oblateness J 2 30 x 10“ 3 2 0  x 1 0 ~ 3 14 x 10~ 3 160 x 1 0 " 7
Jz 0.09 x 10“ 3 0.06 x 1 0 " 3 0.04 x 10~ 3 0.08 x 1 0 " 7
Ja 0.07 x 10~ 3 0.04 x 10~ 3 0 . 0 2  x 1 0 ~ 3 0 .0 1  x 1 0 " 7
J 22 Equatorial Ellipticity 0.09 x 10~ 3 0.07 x 10“ 3 0.04 x 10“ 3 0.5 x 10~ 7
Atmospheric Drag 3 x 10~ 3 1 0 " 7 - -
Luni-Solar Attraction 1 0 " 6 1 0 " 6 1 0 " 6 70 x 10~ 7
Solar Radiation Pressure 1 0 ~ 7 1 0 " 7 1
O
1 0 " 7
The effects of a non-spherical Earth on the orbits of satellites has been studied for around 40 
years. Extensive analysis has been made showing the principal long term effects that cause 
the orbits of satellites to slowly evolve over time. The standard approaches to this problem 
are based upon expressing the evolution of the satellite orbits in terms of “instantaneous” 
Keplerian orbital elements or osculating elements. The evolution equations expressed in this 
form were attributed to Gauss in the study of perturbative effects on planetary motion. When 
the perturbing forces are conservative, as with gravitational perturbations, then the forces 
can be expressed in terms of the gradients of a disturbing function, expressed as a function 
of the osculating elements.
The conventional descriptions of analytic orbit perturbation are, however, quite rigorous and 
have an eccentricity e divisor in their formulations. This causes lengthy equations when the 
derivatives in terms of orbital elements are computed and e-1 terms turn to have e2 divisors.
The eccentricities of several nano, micro and mini satellites are summarised in figure 1.1, 
which were obtained from a NORAD bulletin on 3rd of February 2003. As can be seen, all 
these satellites are orbiting in near circular orbits with eccentricities of the same order as 
J 2 or smaller; J 2 =  1.0826 x 10-3 , second zonal harmonic of the Earth. Hence terms with 
an e or e2 divisor may cause some numerical instability in the orbit determination for these 
orbits. The approach to the perturbation problems through the orbital elements fails when 
near circular orbits are considered, as the argument of perigee becomes undefined.
The analytic description of an orbit is very useful in understanding the nature of major
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Figure 1.1: Eccentricities of Nano/Micro/Mini Satellites
perturbation effects on the orbit, and provides superior computational advantages not only 
for the orbit propagation but especially for orbit determination applications. However, the 
analytic formulation of perturbed orbit becomes more complicated and lengthy as more higher 
terms or short periodic terms are considered to increase accuracy, and it becomes more 
difficult to obtain a simple and clear geometric understanding of orbits.
If the problem is restricted to near circular orbits, then the question may arise as to whether 
new descriptions of perturbed orbits exist or not, which can provide mathematical simplicity 
and no singularities due small eccentricities.
1.3 Structure of Thesis
The majority of this thesis is concerned with the development of analytical descriptions of 
a perturbed orbit, focusing only on near circular orbits. The following chapters describe 
a new methodology to solve the perturbation problem. The design of cost effective orbit 
determination systems using these analytical orbit modellings is also introduced.
In chapter 2, previous works on the general perturbation theory are reviewed. Most of the 
contributions in this area are mainly in late 1950’s to early 1970’s.
Some of the preparations required to develop the perturbed epicycle motion are introduced 
in chapter 3. In this chapter, the time and coordinate systems used in this work are defined.
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Needless to say, the clear definition of the time and coordinate system is essential for the 
development of orbit determination systems.
The two-body motion of a satellite is also briefly reviewed in this chapter. Some of the 
fundamental theories associated with Keplerian motion are introduced, and the classical 
orbital elements are also described. Using the simple example of Keplerian motion, the 
basic idea behind the development of the epicycle orbit is explained. This development of a 
Keplerian epicycle orbit is helpful for greater understanding of how the perturbed epicycle 
theory is established in later chapters. The definition of epicycle coordinates and elements 
are also given.
The equation of motion is re-formulated in terms of the epicycle coordinates and notes on 
the system constants are briefly given.
Chapter 4 explains how the epicycle orbit under the influence of the non-spherical Earth’s 
potential is developed. First, restricting the potential to the zonal harmonics only, the first- 
order zonal epicycle solutions are expanded to any degree of harmonic.
Because the Earth’s second-degree zonal harmonic J 2 is 3 orders of magnitude larger than the 
second largest third-degree zonal harmonic J 3 , the second-order theory of J 2 perturbation is 
also discussed in this chapter.
Next, the perturbation due to the longitude dependent geopotential, tesseral/sectorial har­
monics, is considered. The first-order tesseral/sectorial epicycle solutions are given up to an 
arbitrary degree and order. Because this potential is co-rotating with the Earth, particular 
types of perturbations are introduced for a satellite whose orbital period is commensurable 
with the Earth’s rotational period, known as resonance.
Focusing on the simplest case of commensurability, the 24-hour equatorial orbit, the mechan­
ics of the resonance motion is studied in this chapter.
In chapter 5, the orbit disturbance under the attraction of the Sun and the Moon is investi­
gated. Similarly the first-order epicycle solutions are developed, assuming the motion of the 
Sun and the Moon is epicyclic. For deep space orbits, such as a geostationary orbit (GEO), 
the order of perturbation due to the Sun and the Moon becomes almost the same as the 
Earth’s dominant second-degree zonal harmonic J 2 , and hence is not negligible.
The considerable solar perturbation effects on the special case of a low Earth orbit (LEO), 
sun-synchronous orbit (SSO), is also discussed.
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The orbit perturbation due to the atmospheric drag is the last subject studied in this work. 
In spite of extensive research efforts, the drag perturbation is still a real-world problem due 
to the difficulty in modelling the atmospheric density behaviour. For a cost-effective orbit 
determination approach, it is undesirable to use intensive computational effort to make a 
very small improvement in accuracy, such as computing the force due to very high degree- 
order geopotentials. Thus epicycle modelling including a very simplified drag perturbation is 
established, which none-the-less creates a considerable improvement with practical use.
Chapter 6  describes the over all design concept of the epicycle orbit estimator.
Starting with the well-known GPS navigation, general estimation theories which are com­
monly used in orbit determination applications are briefly reviewed.
Based on the structure of general estimation algorithms, how the analytical epicycle orbit 
estimator is designed and implemented is introduced.
The possible extension of an epicycle orbit estimator to GEO application is also briefly 
examined in this work by looking forward to future Surrey missions. Problems in adapting 
the epicycle LEO estimator for GEO are addressed, and possible solutions are also considered.
In order to evaluate the expected accuracy from the analytical epicycle orbit estimator, the 
numerical simulations are performed both for LEO and GEO estimators, and the simulation 
results are presented.
In chapter 7, the in-orbit GPS measurements of the Surrey minisatellite UoSat- 1 2  are pro­
cessed and its orbit is determined. Both UoSat-12 orbit fitting and prediction accuracies 
are examined and results are compared with the simulation results of chapter 6 . A set of 
results from the onboard estimator’s of UoSat-12 are also introduced. Some other Surrey’s 
nano-, microsatellites orbit determination results are also briefly introduced. The overall 
performance of the epicycle orbit estimator when compared with real in-orbit measurements 
is evaluated in this chapter.
The last chapter gives conclusions, and describes possible follow-up work that can lead on 
from this work.
1.4 Novelty
• This Thesis describes a novel method of describing the perturbed motion of near circular 
orbits.
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• This new description is based on the epicyclic motion of satellites which has no singu­
larities associated with an eccentricity or an argument of perigee.
• The novel analytical orbit determination system is developed based upon the new de­
scription of perturbed near circular orbit. This orbit determination system is concise 
and no numerical integration scheme is required, and thus suits most onboard imple­
mentations.
Chapter 2. Related Work in General Perturbation Theory
Chapter 2
Related Work in General 
Perturbation Theory
In 1958, King-Hele [43] published his study on the orbit of a LEO satellite under the effect of 
Earth’s oblateness, up to and including J 4 . His approach, like all perturbation methods, was 
simple. First, the basic orbit - an ellipse about a spherical Earth - is established, in as gener­
alised a form as possible, in three dimensions. Suitable small unknown extra terms are then 
added and suitable parameters, which are constant for the basic orbit, are assumed variable. 
By substituting into the equations of motion the unknown extra terms, the variations in the 
constants are evaluated. He used the reciprocal radius parameter p =  1/r.
In 1959, Kozai [48] and Brouwer [11] produced analytic solutions of the perturbed orbital 
elements of a satellite.
Kozai’s solutions included short periodic variations up to first order in the perturbing forces up 
to and including J 4 and secular variations up to J 2 second order. In his paper, the disturbing 
potential was restricted to axially symmetric terms as these produce more significant effects 
on the orbit. He expressed the disturbing function in terms of the orbital elements and 
used Lagrange planetary equations to find the perturbative corrections in the elements. His 
solutions, however, had singularities for either small eccentricity or small inclination orbits.
He later re-formulated his solutions to overcome the problem for small eccentricity [49]. Kozai 
introduced the modified equinoctial coordinates (ecoscu, esinca) and the mean argument of 
latitude M + u, to replace the eccentricity e, the argument of perigee u  and the mean anomaly 
M  and derived the perturbation in terms of these orbital elements. In this way he was able
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to remove terms which had a small divisor of e.
Kozai’s approach was investigated further by Cook [19], who showed that the zonal disturbing 
function can be written in a convenient manner by neglecting the short-periodic terms and 
expanding Kozai’s solution in e cos u  and e sin a; up to an arbitrary odd zonal harmonic order. 
For the even zonal harmonics, only the dominant J2 effect was taken into account and terms 
of 0 (e2) were ignored in his solutions.
Brouwer used von Zeipel’s method [80] to approach the similar problems to those of Kozai’s, 
including the contribution of J 5 . Although his solutions of I and g, mean anomaly and 
argument of pericentre, have eccentricity divisors, he quoted that in the calculation of the 
coordinates, I and g are not needed separately but only the sum, I + g, is required, which 
appears to have no eccentricity divisors. However, Brouwer’s theory uses Delaunay variables, 
L  =  y/pa, G =  Ly/1 — e2, H  = Geos I  as actions and I = M, g =  u, h = Cl as angles 
where p is the gravitational parameter, I  is the inclination and Cl is the ascending node, and 
singularities exist for zero eccentricity and zero inclination.
Lyddane [54] solved the zero eccentricity and zero inclination problem by introducing an 
alternate set of variables such that the new transformation is also valid for small eccen­
tricities and inclinations. His coordinates are x\ = a, X2 = esin M, X3 = ecosM, x± = 
s in (//2 ) sinQ, £ 5  =  s in (I/2 ) cos D, xq = M  +  u  +  Cl, which are somewhat similar to the 
equinoctial coordinates.
Hoots [36] reformulated Lyddane’s transformation in order to allow calculation of position 
and velocity with considerably fewer algebraic and trigonometric operations. His new set of 
variables avoids one solution of Kepler’s equation. He found, by defining an alternate set 
of variables, called position elements yi, a convenient reformulation of the Lyddane trans­
formation which provide significant computational advantages while still having no small 
eccentricity or small inclination restrictions. His transformations are y\ = r, =  r, ys = 
rv, 2/4 =  s in (//2 ) sin(^ +  qj), ys = s in (//2 ) cos(z/ +  ca), ye = v  +  u  +  f), where v  is the true 
anomaly.
Douglas and Ingram [21] expanded the periodic variations in the elements a, i, Cl, ecoscu, 
esin a; and M  +  u  up to 0 (J2 e), while Izsak [40] developed the small eccentricity solutions 
to include O(Jf) terms.
Nacozy and Dallas [6 6 ] give the geopotential expansion in terms of non-singular orbital ele­
ments, which are often referred to as equinoctial elements. The expansion and its derivatives
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are valid for zero eccentricity and inclination. The classical Lagrange planetary equations in 
terms of equinoctial elements are also derived in their article.
In 1961, Merson [57] expanded the analytical solution up to and including Jq, and also 
pointed out the importance of clarifying the relations between the osculating elements and 
the mean - he called smoothed - elements. He commented that the simplest analytical 
approach to the problem of satellite motion lies in the use of the osculating elements, which 
are easily understood and have a long history of use in astronomy. However, he stated that 
the osculating elements are not suitable for use as working elements in the case of a close 
Earth-satellite for two main reasons: the amplitude of the oscillations in the elements are 
relatively large, and the perturbation in the argument of perigee has an eccentricity divisor 
which becomes unmanageable in the case of near-circular orbits. Yet his approach was to 
derive first the perturbations of the osculating elements, thus his solutions have eccentricity 
divisors, then to consider transformation of the elements which reduce the short-periodic 
perturbation to the smallest possible amplitudes.
Kozai, by the use of von Zeipel’s method, further developed second-order periodic perturba­
tions with third-order secular perturbations in motions of satellites orbiting in the Earth’s 
gravitational field without air drag [50]. He assumed J 2 is a small quantity of the first-order, 
J 3 and J 4 are of the second-order, and J 5 , Jq, J 7 , and J% are of the third-order. The solutions 
are all very lengthy.
More recently further investigations have been made by Gooding [29] who developed complete 
- untruncated in eccentricity - first order perturbation formulae, via recurrence relations.
These works significantly contribute to the first operational, analytical approaches to deter­
mining satellite orbits. However, because they did not include drag, the results were very 
limited, especially as most of the early satellites were in low Earth orbits.
In 1961, Brouwer and Hori [12] extended the original work to include the effects of drag, and 
the subject has been explored intensively. Probably the most comprehensive reference is by 
King-Hele [44]. He summarised his study on the contraction of orbits under the influence of 
drag by assuming following three cases; in a spherically symmetrical atmosphere, in an oblate 
atmosphere and when scale height varies with altitude.
In 1987, Hoots and France [37] present an analytical solution for the motion of an artificial 
Earth satellite under the combined influences of gravity and atmospheric drag. The gravita­
tional effects of the zonal harmonics up to and including J 4 are modelled as well as the drag
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effects of any arbitrary dynamic atmosphere.
In 1960, Musen [64] presented a method for the determination of tesseral/sectorial harmonics 
in the Earth’s gravitational field, with the availability of more accurate data and extended 
over longer intervals of time. Cook [18], in 1963, published complete descriptions of long- 
periodic variations due to tesseral harmonics up to and including the fourth degree without 
any assumptions on inclination and eccentricity.
Garfinkel [2 2 ] also extends the solution of artificial satellite motion to include the effects of 
the tesseral harmonics of the geopotential. He used the method of von Zeipel to calculate the 
long-periodic variations of order nJim/ a;®, where n is the satellite mean motion and a;® the 
angular velocity if the Earth’s rotation. He pointed out two cases of practical importance: (a) 
J2 mw®/n <C 1 , (b) there exist small and mutually prime integers p and q such that 
pujQ — qn =  0 {nJ2). Only case (a), however, is being considered in his article. Case (b) is 
the case of resonance arising from the near-commensurability of n and w®.
The resonance effects due to the tesseral harmonics are also discussed in many articles, 
especially focused on 24-hour satellite orbits. In 1962, Blitzer, et al [10] reported the influence 
of the principal longitude-dependent term J 22 of the Earth’s potential on the orbit of a 24- 
hour satellite. They pointed out that there might be large perturbations on the orbit of a 
satellite with a period of 24 sidereal hours from the fact that the asymmetrical character of 
the Earth’s equator leads to observable effects on close Earth satellites. This is particularly 
important for geostationary communication satellites, which must stay at a given geographic 
longitude on the equator.
Biltzer [8 ] expanded his work to investigate the influence of the entire spectrum of tesseral 
harmonics of the geopotential on 24-hour satellite orbits of small eccentricity and inclination. 
With the J22 terms alone there exist four possible geostationary points, symmetrically situ­
ated on the extensions of the principal axes of the equatorial ellipse. Two of these points on 
the minor axis are stable equilibrium, and the other two are unstable. However he found that 
with the higher-order harmonics included, the symmetry no longer holds. He found the new 
equilibrium longitudes and the modified frequencies for the long-period librations about the 
stable points by including the higher-order harmonics. Later he generalises the problem to 
include the effects of all tesseral harmonics on near-circular orbits of arbitrary inclination [9].
Gedeon, et al [24] investigated resonance effects on eccentric satellite orbits. They show that 
eccentric orbits, with periods commensurate or nearly commensurate with the rotation period
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of the Earth, are also subject to resonance effects, although their ground-track may not be 
repeating because of the rotation of the line of apsides, except at the critical inclination. 
Gedeon [23] further studied the whole spectrum of orbits with respect to resonance effects.
Dallas and Diehl [20] developed the solution to the motion of a satellite in an eccentric orbit 
and in response to the second-degree sectorial harmonic. They used von Zeipel’s method 
and the solution consists of expressions for the variations of the Delaunay variables. Their 
solution is basically the extension of Brouwer’s solution, including first-order perturbations 
due to the second-degree sectorial harmonic.
Kaula [42] derived generalised expressions for first order perturbations for any term in the 
potential. He converted the spherical harmonic potential in terms of the classical Keplerian 
elements, by introducing the inclination and eccentricity functions, and solved the problem 
through Lagrange’s planetary equations.
The effects of disturbing bodies, the Sun and the Moon in particular, have also been inves­
tigated when analytically describing the motion of satellites, especially for deep-space orbits 
such as geostationary orbits. Detailed analyses of the luni-solar perturbations are complex 
because the third body’s geometry changes continually. It is also important to use highly 
accurate ephemerides to know the location of the disturbing bodies.
In 1960, Moe [60] investigated the perturbations of the orbit of a highly eccentric Earth 
satellite due to the Sun and the Moon. He simplifies the problem by assuming that the 
angular velocity of the disturbing body is small compared to the angular velocity of the 
satellite. Thus the disturbing body may be considered to be fixed during one revolution of 
the satellite, which makes the integration of the instantaneous rate of change of the orbital 
elements over one revolution of satellite possible.
Musen [65] established two systems of formulae for the determination of lunar and solar long- 
period effects on the motion of an artificial satellite, to first-order. The first method is based 
on a theory originally developed by Gauss and can be used for the determination of the lunar 
effect for all satellites. The second method is valid for close satellites, and is based on the 
development of the disturbing function, which is more convenient for finding the lunar effect 
for close satellites and the solar effect for all satellites.
Cook [17] developed formulae giving both the change in the elements during one revolution 
of the satellite, and the rate of change of these elements. He used Lagrange’s planetary equa­
tions, and assumed a circular orbit for the disturbing body. He included only contributions
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due to the P2 term in the expansion of the disturbing potential. He also derived the changes 
in the orbital elements due to solar radiation pressure, including the effect of the Earth’s 
shadow.
Allan and Cook [2 ] considered satellites at distances of 3 ~  10 Earth radii where the effect 
of the Earth’s oblateness is of the same order as the effect of the Sun and the Moon. They 
focused on the long-term evolution of a circular orbit by taking the average over the mean 
anomalies of the satellite, the Sun and the Moon. The motion consists of simultaneous 
precession about the Earth’s axis, the pole of the ecliptic, and the pole of the lunar orbit.
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Chapter 3
Equations of Satellite M otion
3.1 Coordinate and Time System s
To describe and determine orbital motion involves forces that are modelled and measurements 
that are taken in various different coordinate and time systems. This section defines the 
systems used in this work and proves the necessary transformations between them.
3.1.1 C oordinate S ystem  D escrip tion
A coordinate system is defined by specifying the origin of the coordinates, a reference plane 
and a principal direction in the reference plane. This specification of the reference plane 
includes a definition of the positive sense along the normal to the reference plane.
The following reference planes are used:
• The Equator. The equator is the Earth’s equator. This is the plane normal to the 
Earth’s rotation axis and it is positive in the direction of the angular velocity vector of 
rotation.
• The Plane of an Orbit. The plane of an orbit is defined by two-body motion and it is 
positive in the direction of the angular momentum vector. In the subsequent pertur­
bation analysis, the osculating plane or the mean plane with the periodic oscillations 
removed are used.
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• The Ecliptic. The ecliptic is the Earth-Sun orbital plane, which is a special case of the 
plane of an orbit. Positive is the direction of the system’s angular momentum, also 
called the ecliptic pole.
The principal direction is specified by giving the sense along the intersection of the reference 
plane with some other plane, which may be a meridian plane or an equatorial plane. A 
meridian plane is defined as any plane that contains the axis of rotation of the Earth. Principal 
directions or meridians used in this work are:
• The Greenwich or Prime Meridian. The Greenwich meridian is the Earth’s meridian 
plane that passes through the Royal Observatory at Greenwich in England.
• The Vernal Equinox or Equinox. The equinox is the fundamental principal direction 
used in astro dynamics. It is defined as the intersection of the ecliptic and the Earth’s 
equatorial planes with the positive sense being the Earth-Sun direction at the time 
when the Sun crosses the equator from south to north.
The following coordinate systems are commonly used in this work.
•  Earth-Centred Equatorial Inertia l Coordinate System , E C I
The origin of this system is at the centre of the Earth. The reference plane is, as the 
name implies, the Earth’s equatorial plane at epoch, and the principal direction is pos­
itive towards the vernal equinox of epoch. This coordinate system is not rotating and 
as it is assumed to be fixed in space. It is an inertial system. The epoch is important 
for a rigorous definition of the vernal equinox. The equinox is defined by the inter­
section of the ecliptic and the Earth’s equatorial planes. The motion of the equinox 
is, therefore, governed by the combined motions of the two planes. The motion of the 
Earth’s equatorial plane is due to the gravitational attraction of the Sun and Moon 
on the Earth’s equatorial bulge. It consists of two components: luni-solar precession 
and nutation. Luni-solar precession is the smooth long-period westward motion of the 
Earth’s rotation axis around the ecliptic pole and it has an amplitude of approximately 
23.5° and a period of approximately 26000 years. Nutation is a relatively short-period 
motion of the Earth’s rotation axis with an amplitude of approximately 9” and a period 
of approximately 18.6 years. This motion of the ecliptic is due to the planets’ grav­
itational attraction on the Earth and consists of a slow rotation of the ecliptic. The
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motion is known as planetary precession and consists of an eastward movement of the 
equinox of approximately 12 arcseconds per century and a decrease of the obliquity of 
the ecliptic, the angle between the ecliptic and the Earth’s equator, of approximately 47 
arcseconds per century. In astronomical work, the precessional motion of the equator 
and ecliptic is considered separately from the nutational motion. Thus the mean equa­
tor and equinox are determined by neglecting nutation. The true equator and equinox 
can then be obtained by correcting the mean equator and equinox for nutation [14].
Generally three ECI frames are defined, depending on a specified equator and equinox:
— M ean Equator and Equinox o f the Standard Epoch J2000 - J2000
This coordinate system is related to the coordinate system fixed in the Earth by 
means of new models of the Earth’s precessional, nutational and rotational motion. 
The Mean Equator and Equinox of Standard Epoch J2000 (simply J2000) has 
been the reference coordinate system for the ephemerides of the planets and the 
Moon since January 1984. The previous reference coordinate system was the Mean 
Equator and Equinox of the Standard Epoch B1950 [63]. This coordinate system 
is commonly used in this work.
— Mean Equator and Equinox o f D ate - M OD
This coordinate system is defined by the Mean Equator and Equinox at the given 
date (or epoch). For instance, the J2000 coordinates are transformed into MOD 
by correcting only for precession.
— True Equator and Equinox o f D ate - TOD
This coordinate system is defined by the True Equator and Equinox at the given 
date (or epoch). The transformation from MOD to TOD involves correcting for 
the nutation effect.
Unless otherwise specified ECI designates the J2000 frame throughout this work.
•  Earth-Centred Earth-Fixed Coordinate System , ECEF
The Earth-Centred Earth-Fixed coordinate system is a geocentric coordinate system 
co-rotating with the Earth. The principal direction is the intersection of a particu­
lar meridian with the equator, and usual choice is the Greenwich meridian (or prime 
meridian).
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If the principal direction is defined by the Greenwich meridian, the coordinate system 
is generally known as the Earth-Fixed, Greenwich System - EFG, however ECEF is 
used throughout this work. Because the coordinate system rotates, an epoch must be 
specified. The transformation from TOD to ECEF consists of a rotation about the true 
of date z-axis if the effect of irregular motion of the pole is ignored.
•  Perifocal/N odal Coordinate System
In these systems, the reference plane is the satellite’s orbital plane and the origin is 
at the centre of the Earth. The principal direction, or x-axis, points towards perigee 
for the perifocal coordinate system or is in the direction of the ascending node for the 
nodal coordinate system. z-axis is defined to be normal to the orbital plane and y- 
axis completes the right-hand coordinate system. Note that these coordinates do not 
rotate with the satellite. If non-Keplerian orbits are considered, then these coordinates 
can slowly evolve due to the perturbative motion of either the argument of perigee or 
the ascending node. In this case, these coordinates are instantaneously defined using 
osculating elements. The perifocal coordinate system always maintains an orientation 
towards perigee so that it is suited for orbits with a moderate eccentricity, as the perigee 
is well-defined. Conversely, the nodal coordinate system is preferred when near circular 
orbits are evaluated, although this is ill-defined for equatorial orbits. In the case of near 
circular equatorial orbits, the x-axis is occasionally chosen to point towards the vernal 
equinox.
•  Satellite Coordinate System
The satellite coordinate system is useful when considering the relative motion of satel­
lites. The system moves with the satellite and the origin is the satellite centre of gravity. 
The reference plane is the orbital plane and the principal direction is the radius vector 
from the centre of the Earth to the satellite. Therefore, the x-axis is always pointing 
from the Earth’s centre along the radius vector toward the satellite, as it moves through 
the orbit and is often referred to as the radial direction. The z-axis is fixed along the 
direction normal to the orbital plane, and is known as the cross-track direction. The y- 
axis completes the right-hand coordinate frame. The y-axis is usually not aligned with 
the velocity vector except in circumstances where the velocity vector is perpendicular 
to the radius vector, which is the case for Keplerian circular orbits and elliptical orbits 
at apogee and perigee.
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The y-axis direction is commonly called along-track direction. 
The coordinate systems are summarised in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Summary of Coordinate Systems
System Origin Principal Plane Principal Direction
ECI Earth Earth Equator Vernal Equinox
ECEF Earth Earth Equator Greenwich Meridian
Perifocal Earth Orbital Plane Periapsis
Nodal Earth Orbital Plane Ascending Node
Satellite Satellite Orbital Plane Radial Vector
3.1.2 T im e S ystem  D escrip tion
Four time systems now provide time-keeping for scientific, engineering, and general purpose: 
sidereal time, solar and universal time, dynamical time, and atomic time. Sidereal time 
and universal time are based on the Earth’s rotation and are related through mathematical 
relationships. Dynamical and atomic time are truly independent from the other forms. They 
are for very precise time-keeping [79].
•  Sidereal Time
Sidereal time is determined by a direct observation of the Earth’s rotation, which is 
measured positively in the counter-clockwise direction when viewed from the North 
pole, from the vernal equinox to the local meridian. The sidereal time associated with 
the Greenwich meridian is termed Greenwich Sidereal Time, denoting O q s t  or GST. 
The sidereal time at a particular longitude is called Local Sidereal Time, O l s t  or LST. 
Throughout this work, Greenwich sidereal time GST is used and is simply denoted by 
6 g unless otherwise specified.
Sidereal time is well-defined unless the vernal equinox direction moves. Recall, however, 
that the equinox results from the intersection of the Earth’s equator and the ecliptic, and 
both planes are moving. Mean sidereal time, which is most commonly used, refers to a 
mean equinox that moves only with secular - or precessional - motion. Apparent sidereal 
time is measured from the true vernal equinox which includes secular and periodic -
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precessional and nutational - contributions to the motion of the vernal equinox. The 
difference between the mean and apparent equinox is the equation of the equinoxes.
• Solar Time
Solar time is based on the interval between successive transits of the Sun over a local 
meridian, which establishes the basic solar day. The Sun’s apparent motion combines 
the Earth’s rotation on its axis and its annual orbital motion around the Sun. Notice 
that the Sun’s apparent annual motion is nonuniform because the Earth does not move 
with a constant speed, as its orbit is not circular. In addition, the ecliptic is inclined 
about 23.5° to the equator, therefore the solar motion on the ecliptic appears as a 
sinusoidal motion about the equator.
— Apparent Solar Time
Apparent solar time is the interval for successive transits of the Sun observed 
from a particular site. If this particular site is on the Greenwich meridian, then 
it is called Greenwich apparent solar time. Because the Earth’s orbit is slightly 
eccentric and inclined, the length of the day varies by a small amount. This makes 
it difficult to establish a precise time system. Therefore, in the late 19th century, 
astronomers replaced apparent solar time with mean solar time as the primary 
reference for time keeping.
— M ean Solar Time and Universal Time
To provide more uniform time system, a fictitious mean Sun was proposed by 
Simon Newcomb (1835-1909) in 1895. This fictitious mean Sun moves along the 
equator at a constant rate equal to the average annual rate of the Sun. Mean 
solar time is defined by the hour angle of the mean Sun. The hour angle is the 
azimuthal orientation of an object measured westward from the Earth’s meridian. 
The difference between the mean and apparent solar time is described by the 
equation of time. Universal time, UT is the mean solar time at the Greenwich 
meridian; that is the hour angle of the mean Sun observed at Greenwich in hour 
plus 12 hours, modulo 24. UT is also called Greenwich Mean Time, GMT.
There are three measures of UT in common usage: (1) UTO, which is determined 
from observations of the local meridian sidereal time, (2) UT1, obtained by cor­
recting UTO for polar motion, and (3) UT2, which results from the removal of the 
seasonal inequality from UT1 [14]. Even UT2 is, however, not a uniform measure
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of time.
•  A tom ic Tim e
Atomic time is based on counting the cycles of a high-frequency electrical circuit main­
tained in resonance with a cesium-133 (Ce) atomic transition. I t’s considered the most 
accurate time because it is independent of variations in the Earth’s rotation and orbital 
motion.
— International A tom ic Tim e, TA I
In 1967, the 13th General Conference on Weights and Measures established the 
Systeme Internationale (SI) second as the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the 
wavelength associated with the radiation emitted by electron transition between 
two hyperfine levels of the ground state of cesium-133.
This unit is the basis of International Atomic Time, temps atomique international, 
TAI. The reference epoch of TAI is January 1, 1958, when 0h0m0s T A I  equaled 
0ft0m0s UT2.
— Coordinated Universal Time, UTC
The most commonly used time system is coordinated universal time, UTC, which is 
derived from TAI and was introduced in January 1972. UTC uses the TAI second 
as the fundamental unit, however, UTC is designed to follow UT1 within ±0.9 
seconds. Because UT1 varies irregularly, leap seconds have to be added periodically 
in order to keep the two time scales in close agreement. UTC, therefore, always 
differs by an integer number of seconds from TAI due to the adoption of leap 
seconds.
— G PS Time
The GPS time system has a constant offset of 19 seconds with TAI and was 
coincident with UTC at the GPS standard epoch 0/l0m0s 6 th January 1980.
•  Terrestrial D ynam ical Time, T D T
Both solar and sidereal time fluctuate under the combined effects of the Sun, Moon, 
and Planets. In the early 1960s, Ephemeris Time, ET, was created to provide a more 
stable time reference than those based on the Earth’s variable rotation. As additional 
effects were discovered, it became apparent that relativistic effects were significant. 
Many of the astronomical equations of motion now reference the barycentre of the solar
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system. Terrestrial Dynamic Time, TDT and Barycentric Dynamical Time, TDB, 
were adopted in 1976 to replace ET and provide a link to the barycentric-referenced 
equations of motion [79].
TDT uses the SI second as the fundamental interval and derives directly from TAI. 
TDT is 32.184 seconds ahead of TAI and this difference is the predefined constant 
offset between the two time systems.
The time systems are summarised in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Summary of Time Systems
System Defined By Regularity
Sidereal Time Earth Rotation Irregular
Relative to Stars
Apparent Solar Time Earth Rotation Irregular
Relative to True Sun
UT Earth Rotation Irregular
Relative to Fictitious Sun
TAI Atomic Oscillator Uniform
UTC Atomic Oscillator Uniform Except
for Leap Seconds
GPS Atomic Oscillator Uniform
TDT Earth Revolution Uniform
3.2 Coordinate Transformations
Coordinate transformations used in this work are briefly reviewed in this section. As co­
ordinate rotations are generally involved in coordinate transformations, it is convenient to 
introduce the following notation for the principal axis rotation matrices.
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1 0 0
\
Rz(0 ) = 0 cos 9 sin 9
0 — sin 9 cos 9
cos 9 0 — sin 9
Ry(9) = 0 1 0 ►
sin 9 0 cos 9
cos 9 sin 9 0
Rz{0)  = — sin 9 cos 9 0
0 0 1 j
(3-1)
3.2.1 Transform ation b etw een  J2000  and E C E F
Four transformations are involved to transfer the J2000 coordinate system to the ECEF 
coordinate system. The first transformation is carried out using the so called the precession 
matrix, which transforms the J2000 system to the MOD system. The MOD system is then 
transformed to the TOD system using the nutation matrix and the non-rotating TOD system 
is transformed to the pseudo-ECEF system using the 2 -axis rotation matrix, known as the 
rotation matrix. The pseudo prefix is due to the complex motion of the North Pole, known 
as Polar Motion. The coefficients describing this motion are measured by the International 
Polar Motion Service (IPMS) and published by Bureau International de l’Heure (BIH). The 
motion is approximately a circular spiral about the North pole with the period of about 430 
days, known as the Chandler period. By compensating this effect, the pseudo-ECEF system 
can be transformed to the ECEF system. However, the maximum amplitude of the variation 
of this polar motion is about 9 metres in any direction [79], so that it is assumed in this work 
that pseudo-ECEF and ECEF are equivalent.
Precession
The equatorial precessional parameters 9, 2  and (  are obtained by [79]
9 = 2004.3109,,T -0 .42665,'T 2 -  0.041833,,T 3 '
2  =  2306.218l"T +  1.09468"T2 +  0.018203"T3 (3.2)
C =  2306.218l"T +  0.30188"T2 +  0.017998"T3
j
where T  is the fraction of a Julian century from the standard epoch J2000 lo the Julian  
date of interest in TDT, e.g. T  = (JD  -  JDj200o)/36525 and J D j2ooo = 2451545. The
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precession matrix, denoted P , is
P  = R z{-z)Ry(9)Rz{ - 0  (3.3)
This matrix transforms the mean equator and equinox of the standard epoch J2000 to
the mean equator and equinox of date such that
* m o d  =  -Prj2ooo5 rj2ooo =  P T * m o d (3.4)
where the super-script T  is matrix transpose operator. Commonly it is assumed that 
P  «  0 and hence the velocity transformations are also readily found by
VMOD =  -Pvj20005 VJ2000 =  P TVMOD (3.5)
• N uta tion
The next transformation accounts for the periodic effects primarily caused by the Moon. 
The nutation equations are lengthy and consist of more than 100 trigonometric terms.
Firstly the mean anomalies of the Moon and Sun, M  j), M@, the mean argument of 
latitude of the Moon L  ^ measured on the ecliptic from the mean equinox of date, the 
mean elongation from the Sun D@ and the longitude of the ascending node of the mean 
lunar orbit, ft $ are given by [79]
M  j) = 134.9629814 +  (1325 x 360 +  198.8673981)T
+0.0086972T2 +  1.778 x 10"5T3 
Mq  =  357.5277233 +  (99 x 360 +  359.05034)T
—0.00016028T2 -  3.33 x 10“ 6T 3 
L ^ = 93.2719103 +  (1342 x 360 +  82.0175381)T
—0.0036825T2 +  3.06 x 10"6T3 
D q  = 297.8503631 +(1236 x 360+  307.111480)T
—0.00191417T2 +  5.28 x 10"6T3 
ft 5  =  125.0445222 -  (5 x 360 +  134.1362608)T
+0.0020708T2 +  2.22 x 10“ 6T 3 
Notice that units in Eqs. (3.6) are all in degrees.
Once these values are found, then the nutation in longitude A + and the nutation in 
obliquity Ae are obtained through trigonometric series such that
(3.6)
106
A4/ — ^T (^A{ +  B(P) sin(aiM  +  b{MQ +  c\L ^ +  diDQ +  e^ft j)
i—1 
106
Ae — ^T (^Ci +  D{T) cos(azM  ^  +  b{M(7) +  C{L j) +  d{Dq  +  e^ft ])) 
2= 1
(3.7)
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where all coefficients are tabulated in Appendix A.
The mean obliquity of the Earth e is
e =  23°26'21.448" -  46.8150"T -  0.00059"T2 +  0.001813" T3 (3.8)
and then the true obliquity of the Earth is given by
e =  e +  Ae (3*9)
The nutation matrix N  is obtained as
N  =  Rx(-e )R z( - A * ) R x(e) (3.10)
and this matrix transforms the mean equator and equinox of date to the true equator 
and equinox of the date.
*tod  =  N r m od , ?mod =  N t ttod (3-11)
Ignoring IV, the velocity transformation is also obtained by
v to d  =  N wmod, vmod =  N t vtod  (3.12)
•  Rotation
The third transformation requires the Greenwich apparent sidereal time because the 
ECEF frame references the Earth’s true equator. Greenwich apparent sidereal time is 
measured on the true equator relative to the true equinox, and Greenwich mean sidereal 
time is measured along the mean equator relative to the mean equinox. The difference 
between these two times is given by the equation of the equinoxes, which is formulated 
from A ^cose [79].
The given Julian date of interest JD  is now measured with respect to Universal time 
UT1 and is expressed as JD  = JD rnid + A JD , where JD mid is Julian Universal date at 
the midnight nearest to JD  and A JD  is the fraction of a mean solar day from midnight 
to JD.
The fraction of Julian centuries from the standard epoch J2000 to the midnight nearest 
to JD, denoting Tu, is then
T» = , JD J2000 = 2451545 (3.13)
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The ratio of sidereal time to solar time in revolutions per mean solar day is given by
0 =  1.002737909350795 +  5.9006 x 10“ n Tw -  5.9 x lO"15^  (3.14)
which is the derivative of the Greenwich mean sidereal time with respect to the Universal 
time UT1.
The Greenwich mean sidereal time in seconds at midnight is then
Og m s t m i d  =  24110.54841"+8640184.812866"T^+0.093104"T^-6.2" x10"6T 3 (3.15)
The Greenwich mean sidereal time is found from the Greenwich mean sidereal time at 
midnight from Eq. (3.15) by adding the elapsed time from the nearest midnight A JD.
Og m s t  =  Og m s t m i d  +  0 N J D  (3.16)
Care should be taken with the units here. The Greenwich apparent sidereal time is 
obtained by adding the equation of the equinoxes to the Greenwich mean sidereal time 
such that
Og a s t  — Og m s t  +  A\f cos e (3-17)
Then the rotation matrix R  is
R =  R z ( 0 g a s t ) (3.18)
which transforms the true equator and equinox of date system to the true equator and 
Greenwich meridian of date, or ECEF, system.
rE C E F  =  R y t o d j r r o D  =  R t t e c e f  (3.19)
Because the third transformation is from an inertial to a rotating frame, the velocity 
transformation is
v e c e f  =  R v t o d  +  R ? t o d j v t o d  =  R F v e c e f  +  R t t e c e f  (3.20) 
or equivalently to
v e c e f  — v t o d  — x * e c e f  (3.21)
where a;® = [0 0  9]T  and the 0 term is ignored.
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The transformation between J2000 and ECEF is summarised by
* e c e f  =  R N P r j2ooo, r j 2ooo =  (R N P )t t e c e f  (3.22)
and
v e c e f  = RN PVJ2000 +  P-NPrj20005 v j2ooo =  (R N P )t v e c e f  +  (R N P )t t e c e f  (3.23)
where the precession, nutation and rotation matrices P , N  and R  are given in Eqs. (3.3), 
(3.10) and (3.18).
3.2.2 O ther Transform ations
•  Between Perifocal/N odal and E C I
The transformations between the Perifocal coordinate system and ECI are given by
Y E C I  =  R z ( ~ f l ) R x {  -0 R z { ~ w ) r  Perifocal , **Perifocal =  R z { ^ ) R x { I ) R z { ^ l ) ^ E C I
(3.24)
where the conventional Keplerian element notation is used; Q for ascending node, I  for 
inclination and u  for argument of perigee. Similarly, the transformations between the 
Nodal coordinate system and ECI are readily found by
* E C I  = R z { - fy R x { - I ) r  Nodal, r Nodal =  Rx(I)Rz(®)*ECI (3.25)
•  Between Perifocal/N odal and Satellite
The transformations between the Perifocal coordinate system and the Satellite coordi­
nate system are
Satelli te = Rziy)"?P erifocal, r Perifocal ~  Rz{~^)^ Satelli te  (3.26)
where v is the satellite true anomaly. The transformations between the Nodal coordi­
nate system and the Satellite coordinate system are
**Satellite = R ziy  “I” ^ )r Nodal, r Nodal = R z{~^  cu)rSatellite (3.27)
•  Between E C I and P erifocal/N odal/Satellite  by C artesian
If the position and velocity vectors r, v of a satellite in ECI are available, then the 
transformations between ECI and the Perifocal/Nodal/Satellite coordinate systems can 
directly obtained without the use of trigonometric functions.
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The Perifocal coordinate system transformation, however, requires the eccentricity vec­
tor in order to locate the direction of periapsis. The eccentricity vector e is obtained 
from
1e =  — ^u2 — — ^  r  — (r • v)v (3.28)
and three vectors are defined by
U = A> V  =  W  x U, W  =  t—— — 7 (3.29)
le l |r x v|
Note that all vectors are assumed to be column vectors.
Then the transformation is
*ECI =  [U V W ]rPerifocal5 r Perifocal =  [U V  W ]TTe CI (3.30)
For the Nodal coordinate system transformation, only the U vector needs to be altered
u  =  A  (3.31)|n|
where the node vector n  is defined as
n =  k x (r x v) (3.32)
and k =  [0 0  1]T.
Similarly the Satellite coordinate system transformation is readily obtained by re­
defining U as
U =  A  (3.33)r
3.3 Two-Body Equation Review
The motion of satellites about a spherical Earth, known as the two-body problem shall be 
briefly reviewed in this section. The two-body equations of motion on the orbital plane are
f  — r A2 =  ~ ^~2
=  ° r
(3.34)
where p = GM§ is the gravitational parameter; G is the gravitational constant and is 
the mass of the Earth. The azimuthal equation, the second of Eqs. (3.34), integrates to 
provide the angular momentum h = r 2 A, and the radial equation, the first of Eqs. (3.34) 
integrates to give the specific mechanical energy, hereinafter simply referred to as the energy.
£ =  i ( r 2 +  r2A2) -  ^  (3.35)
2 r
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and both are constants of the two body motion.
It is well known that the equation (3.34) has an analytical solution. One way to derive the 
solutions is to introduce the reciprocal radial parameter p such that p =  1/r. Using the 
notation of prime as p' — dp/dX, then following equalities are found
p =  hp2 p' 
f  = —hp' 
f  =  —h2p2p"
as dX/dt = hp2.
Substituting Eqs. (3.36) into the first of Eqs. (3.34), it can be shown that
(3.36)
p" + P = %  (3-37)
Eq. (3.37) is readily solved to give
p = +  k cos(A -  Ao) (3.38)
where k and Ao are some integral constants. This equation is the general equation of a conic 
section written in polar coordinates with the origin located at a focus. Although this equation 
represents a family of conic sections, e.g. circle, ellipse, parabola and hyperbola, dependent 
on the integration constant fc, only the circle and ellipse are considered in this work.
If the angle v is referenced to periapsis where the p becomes maximum (hence r  reaches 
minimum), then v =  A — Ao- Assuming p~l = r = a( 1 — e) when v =  0 and p~l = r = a (l +  e) 
when v =  7r, the integration constants of k and h2 / p are both determined by
k =  6  , — =  a(l -  e2) (3.39)a (1  — ez) p
which leads to a solution in r:
a ( 1  — e ) . .r =  — --------  (3.40)1 +  e cos v
The constant a (1 — e2) is called the semi-latus rectum and the constant e is called the ec­
centricity which determines the type of conic section represented by Eq. (3.40), a circle if 
e =  0, ellipse if 0 < e < 1, parabola if e — 1 and hyperbola if e > 1. So that only the case 
0 < e < 1 shall be considered. The angle v is the angle of the satellite from periapsis, called 
true anomaly.
Notice that Kepler’s laws are proven as follows:
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• F irst Law - The orbit of each planet is an ellipse, with the Sun at a focus.
This can be readily shown from Eq. (3.40).
•  Second Law  - The line joining the planet to the Sun sweeps out equal areas in equal 
time.
This can be explained through the conservation of the angular momentum h . The 
differential element of area, dS , swept out by the radius vector as it moves through an 
angle, dv is given by the expression dS =  (1 / 2 )r2 dv. As h = r2 (dv/dt) is constant, this 
results dS/dt = h /2 which is then constant.
•  Third Law - The square of the period of a planet is proportional to the cube of its 
mean distance from the Sun.
During one orbital period Tp the radius vector sweeps out the entire area of the ellipse. 
Integrating dt = (2/h)dS for one period gives Tp =  27rab/h where b is the semi-minor 
axis given by b = ay/1 -  e2 and because h = y / f i a {  1 -  e2) through Eq. (3.39), Tp =
By denoting n = 27r/Tp which is the satellite’s average angular rate of motion over one orbit, 
Kepler’s third law shows that n is then related to the semi-major axis a by
and commonly n is called mean motion. The mean anomaly M  is then defined through the 
mean motion by
(27T//Z1/ 2 ) a 3 /2  o r  T p 2 =  ( 47r2 / / i ) a 3 >
(3.41)
M  = n(t — T) (3.42)
where T  is the time of perapsis passage. In figure 3.1, the angle E  is called the eccentric 
anomaly, the angle of a satellite projected onto the auxiliary circle measured from periapsis.
The solutions for r and v in terms of eccentric anomaly E  are:
r a( 1 — cos E)
(3.43)
Other useful relationships are:
\
rcosu a(cosE — e)
(3.44)>
rsm u ay/ 1 — e2 sin E
J
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and
cos E  = 
sin E  =
The relationship between the mean anomaly M  and the eccentric anomaly E  is given by 
Kepler’s equation which is
M  = E  — es'mE  (3.46)
Auxiliary Circle
Ellipse
Centre Focus Periapsis
Figure 3.1: Orbital Ellipse
Including the semi-major axis a and the eccentricity e, five independent quantities called 
orbital elements are sufficient to completely describe the size, shape and orientation of an 
orbit. A sixth element is required to specify the location of the satellite along the orbit at a 
particular time. The classical set of the six orbital elements with respect to ECI are defined 
as follows [4]:
• a, sem i-m ajor axis - a constant defining the size of the conic orbit.
• e, eccentricity - a constant defining the shape of the conic orbit.
• I ,  inclina tion  - the angle between the k vector and the angular momentum vector, 
h =  r  x v.
e +  cos v 
1 +  e cos v
sin v
1 +  e cos v
(3.45)
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•  £1, longitude o f the ascending node - the angle, in the equatorial plane, between 
the i vector and the point where the satellite crosses through the equatorial plane from 
south to north (ascending node), measured counterclockwise when viewed from the 
north pole. This is often called simply the ascending node.
•  u, argument o f perigee  - the angle, in the satellite’s orbital plane, between the 
ascending node and the perigee point, measured in the direction of satellite’s motion.
•  T, tim e o f perigee passage - the time when the satellite was at perigee. M, the 
mean anomaly, is often referred as the sixth element as it is equivalent to the time since 
the satellite’s perigee passage through the definition of M  = n(t — T), where n is the 
mean motion of the satellite.
The orbital elements, or the orientation of orbit in space are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
z
Satellite
..r- Line of apside:
Orbital plane
Equatorial plane
X
Line of node
Figure 3.2: Orientation of Orbit 
The vectors denoted i, j  and k are the basis of the ECI frame.
The argument of latitude, A, is the angle measured between the ascending node and the 
satellite’s position vector.
A =  v -4- u  (3.47)
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The coordinates (x y z) in ECI are expressed through the orbital elements (r I  Q A)
as
x = r(cos Acosfi — sin A cos 7 sin Q) 
y = r(cos Asinfi +  sin A cos IcosQ) 
z =  r  sin A sin I
(3.48)
3.4 Keplerian Epicycle
Trivial solutions to Eq. (3.34) can be found in which r = a and A =  n, where both a and 
n are constants that satisfy a3n2 =  p. This set of solutions represent circular orbits. The 
motion of satellites in very low-eccentricity orbits may be investigated by perturbing these 
trivial solutions, r = a +  s and A =  n +  e.
s" s
 1—a a
n i 2 s ,=  2  (  he'a
First order equations for these small corrections s and e from Eq. (3.34) can be derived as
(3.49)
where the notation of prime as x' = x /n  is introduced. Integrating these equations yields
(3.50)
( !+,Y . 0
-  =  28 -  -  cos(M -  Mo) 
a a
2A
e = A0 -  36M  +  —  sin(M -  M0) 
a
where S, Mo, A  and Ao are all integration constants, and M  = nt. The first order correction 
to the orbital energy Eq. (3.35) is
2 a 1 — 2 f — + e;a = ~Ta (3.51)
In these orbital expansions, the constant radius of a, about which the equations are linearised, 
may not be chosen uniquely. If this radius is fixed at the radius of a circular orbit of the 
same orbital energy as the slightly eccentric orbit under consideration, e.g.
2 a (3.52)
then <5 = 0 through Eq. (3.51), thus defining the mean semi-major axis. If M  is assumed to 
be the mean anomaly, which should be zero when the radius r  reaches minimum, then the 
solutions of Eqs. (3.50) are summarised as
r  =  a — A  cos M
2A
is = M  H sin Ma
A =  is + us
(3.53)
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Note that v is the true anomaly and the constant uj is the argument of perigee. A  is the 
magnitude of the radial variation and is called the epicycle amplitude. It is not convenient 
to use the true anomaly as perigee becomes undefined for very small eccentricities. For 
an inclined near circular orbit, it is more useful to measure the phase from the ascending 
node. It is not difficult to expand these epicycle equations to three-dimensional Keplerian 
motion. This introduces the orbital elements, inclination I  and longitude of the ascending 
node fi, which are both constants and specify the orientation of the orbital plane in the 
three-dimensional space, so the direction A =  0 can be defined.
Letting the mean anomaly at the ascending node be Me, then to first-order in the epicycle 
amplitude, the orbit can be expressed as
r  =  a — Acos(a — ap)
I  = Io 
fi! =  Qq
2  AA =  cH [sin(o; — ap) +  sinap]
a = M  - M e
(3.54)
The angle a  is proportional to time and varies through 27t in one orbit and is referred as the 
epicycle phase. When a = 0 then A =  0, which is at the initial ascending node, and when 
a = ap = —Me, then the satellite is at the perigee passage. The argument of perigee is 
related to ap, or Me through
2^ 4
u  = ap -\ sin apa
Or by defining two useful constants £p and r]p such that
A
(3.55)
=
T)P =
a
A
cos ap
sin ap
(3.56)
then the radial and azimuthal solutions of Eqs. (3.54) are arranged as
(3.57)
r  =  a [1 — (£p cos a-\-r)p sin a)]
A =  a  +  2 [fp sin a  +  rjp (1 — cos a)]
The representation of the satellite location is redundant in that a  is a measure of time, and 
there are four coordinates for the satellite position rather than three. The evolution of the 
orbit plane and the satellite’s location on that plane are readily expressed in terms of these 
variables, r, I, ft and A. Note that this representation is a mixture of two osculating orbital 
elements and two coordinates.
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Throughout this work, the set of parameters (a A  Jo fio &P «o) or often (a r)p Io Qq ao) 
are called the epicycle elem ents , and the analytical expression of (r I  Cl A f  I  fl A) using 
the epicycle elements are referred as the epicycle coordinates.
3.5 Equation of M otion in N ew  Variables
Starting from spherical polar coordinates (r, 0, </?), the equations of motion are:
f  — r(0 2 +  p 2 sin2 6 ) p dV )—  o + dr
d  , 2n\  2 *2 • a n— ( r 0 ) — r p sin 0  cos 6  = -p— at ou
j t (r2v  sin2 6 ) dV
dp
(3.58)
where V  is the so-called disturbing function.
The position of the satellite (6 , p) can be related to the orbital parameters (I, A) such that:
sin0cos(^> — O) =  cos A
sin 9 sin(<£> — f2) =  cos I  sin A
cos 6  = sin I  sin A
(3.59)
iSatehitfil 
Orbital plane
Ascending node Equatorial plane
Equinox
Figure 3.3: Relation of the Orbital Elements and Spherical Coordinates
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The instantaneous orbital plane (I, 12) is defined to contain the velocity vector and the position 
vector, e j  is the vector normal to this plane, which is given by:
e j  =  sin I  sin 12 i — sin I  cos 12 j  +  cos I  k (3.60)
where i, j  and k are basis vectors of ECI. The velocity vector v may be written in terms of 
spherical polar components:
d (r sin 6  cos p ) . d ir  sin# sin w). d{r cos 9),
v =  dt  1 +  dt  <3-61>
By solving v • e j  = 0, the condition for the velocity vector to be confined to the (1,12) plane 
is:
6  cos I  +  ^  sin ^  sin Jcos A =  0 (3.62)
If the true anomaly is p, the instantaneous angular momentum of the satellite is r 2 z>, and its
component in the z direction is:
hz = r2p  sin2 9 = r20 cos I  (3.63)
therefore
p  sin2 9 = 0 cos I  (3.64)
Condition (3.62) then requires:
9 sin 9 — — 0 sin I  cos A (3.65)
If both equations (3.64) and (3.65) are squared and added together, it can be found that
92 +  p 2 sin2 9 = v 2 (3.66)
Other useful relations can be found by combining the time derivatives of the first and the 
last of equations (3.59) and eliminating A:
9 cos II  sin A — 12 sin I  cos A = -:—  p  sin I  cos A (3.67)sm 0
However, using Eqs. (3.64) and (3.65), the right hand side of Eq. (3.67) can be shown to 
vanish. So that
i  sin A =  f2 sin I  cos A (3.68)
Note that this equality can also be found from the Gauss planetary equations [71]. Then by
substituting from 9 and I  to 0 and 12, the derivative of the last of equations (3.59) gives:
z> =  A +  f2cosI (3.69)
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Differentiating the first and the second of Eqs. (3.59) yields
. n d cos I d  d
sm(9^  =  “  - s m /c o s  A—
0 6  sin A 0 1  dX
d sin I  cos A d _ d — — —  + co s/—sin A 0 1  dX
{3.70)
d (cp — Q)
If the second of equations (3.58) are multiplied through by sin#, it may be written in the 
form:
d dV— (r v sin I  cos A) +  r v s in /sin  A =  —sin#-— dt 0 6
Using equations (3.68) and (3.69) and
Eq. (3.71) can be written as
hz — dV
dip
d V \hzI  sin 6 =  — cos I  cos A sin #— - +  tan I  cos A-7—d6 dip J
Note that if the notation of <f> = (p — Q, (or ip = (j) +  fl) is introduced then 
d V (r, #, cp) _  d V (r , #, (f) +  £1) d V (r, #, (f) +  fl)
dcp
From Eq. (3.70), it can be shown that
d(f) dfl
. ndV dV (c o s I  sin2 /cos2 A^ dVsmO—-  + tanIcosX —-  = -  + -------  . —
dO dip VsmA cos/smA J d l
sin2 # dV
cos I  sin A d l
Therefore from Eqs. (3.73) and (3.75), the inclination equation is found as
, f r ,dvhzl  = cos I  cot A—— 
d l
From the second of Eqs. (3.70),
, d 1 cot A—  = T d_ d_d l  sin/  VC°S dX dfl
Hence Eq. (3.76) is obtained as
h zl = cot I  ( cos I.dV d V \
dX d f l j
The ascending node equation is found through Eqs. (3.68) and (3.76) as
.dVhzft = cot / d l
The radial equation, the first of Eqs. (3.58), is arranged as
. 2  I* dV  r — rv  =  — 2 +  T -  r z dr
(3.71)
(3.72)
(3.73)
(3.74)
(3.75)
(3.76)
(3.77)
(3.78)
(3.79)
(3.80)
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All equations of motion are summarised in terms of the new variables (r, / ,  Q, A) such that
r  — rv —
hzI = 
hztl 
hz
_ E
r 2 dr
* M TdV 8V  c o t /I  c o s /— -  —
= cot I  
dV
on
dv
dl
(3.81)
3.6 Constants of M otion
If an axi-symmetric disturbing potential V  is assumed, for instance V  is a function of r and 
0  which is the case for the zonal harmonics, then it can immediately be found through the 
third of Eqs. (3.58) that
hz = r2ip sin2 6  = Constant (3.82)
because dV fd<p — 0. Therefore, the z-component of angular momentum is conserved for the 
satellite motion under an axi-symmetric potential.
0 is multiplied through the second of Eqs. (3.58) to obtain
A  O T /
r0— {r9) + rr6 2 — r2 0(p2 sin 6  cos 0 = -^r0  (3.83)dt d9
If f  is also multiplied through the first of Eqs. (3.58) and added to Eq. (3.83):
f r  +  r9± ( r§ )  +  ^  =  - ^ r + ^ r + ^ 0  (3.84)
where the explicit expansion of d(r2ip sin2 6 )jd t = 0  is used to re-arrange the result. 
Integrating Eq. (3.84) and re-substituting hz = r2(p sin2 6  yields
\ ( f 2 +  r2 02 + r 2 (p2 sin2 0) — — — V  = Constant (3.85)
2  r
This shows that the orbital energy is also conserved if an axi-symmetric potential is assumed. 
So that if the disturbing function is axi-symmetric then both the z-component of angular 
momentum vector and the orbital energy are conserved. If a disturbing function is tri-axial, 
then two system constants may no longer be constants. In practice, the geopotential is
expressed as V = V (r, 6 , ifr) . The angle if), which is geographic longitude, is related to ip in
Eqs. (3.58) by
= <p-0g (3.86)
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and Qg is Greenwich sidereal time expressed as an angle. If w® is the Earth’s sidereal rotation 
rate, then for some given epoch time to, 0g = — to). In this case, note that dV/dp =
dV/dip 7  ^0, which may mean that hz and the orbital energy are no longer conserved. However 
multiplying ip through the third of Eqs. (3.58) and re-arranging yields
rip sin0^- (rip sin 0) -  ru® sin 0^- (rw® sin 6 ) +  r fp 2 sin2 0 +  r 20p2 sin 6  cos 0 = 1 7 7 ^  (3.87) at at op
Similarly multiplying r through the first of Eqs. (3.58) and substituting Eqs. (3.83) and 
(3.87) to eliminate rf{02 +  p 2 sin2 0) term, the following is derived
f f  +  r0^~ (r0) +  rip sin 0^- (rip sin 0) — rw® sin 0^- (rw® sin 0) +  -^ r  — V = 0 (3.88)at at at r
where
dV dV  • dV  •
v  = l > r + o o 9 + e$ +  (3'89)
as dV /dt =  0 in (r,0,ip) rotating coordinates. Then Eq. (3.88) is integrated to obtain
1
f 2 +  r 202 +  r 2 (ip2 -  a;®2) sin2 0 -  — -  V  = Constant (3.90)
This constant is known as the Jacobi Constant and if denoted by C in terms of p  using 
ip = p  — uq and Eq. (3.64), the Jacobi constant is found as
C = £ — u;®r2 z>cos I  = 8  — u®hz (3.91)
where 8  represents the orbital energy.
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Chapter 4
Perturbation due to Non-Spherical 
G eopotential
The Earth’s potential is, in practise, not spherically symmetric. The non-spherical terms may 
be divided into two categories; these dependent only on the geocentric radius and latitude, and 
others dependent on also geocentric radius, latitude and longitude. The terms independent 
of geocentric longitude are known as zonal terms, the others are known as tesseral/sectorial 
terms.
Table 4.1: Unnormalised WGS84 Defined Zonal Coefficients [67]
I Ji
2 1.0826299890519 x 10" 3
3 -2.5321530681976 x 10~ 6
4 -1.6109876100000 x 10~ 6
5 -2.3578564879394 x 10~ 7
6 5.4316984571187 x 10~ 7
7 -3.3237639822556 x 10~ 7
8 -1.7721039947662 x 10“ 7
Note that the zonal potential is symmetric about the Earth’s polar axis and is static, or 
time independent. These potentials are mathematically expressed by Legendre or associated 
Legendre functions Pi, P™, so that they are often called zonal (m =  0), tesseral (m ^  I) 
and sectorial (m =  I) harmonics. For the zonal harmonics, the notation of J/ is commonly
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used for the Ith zonal harmonic coefficient. The second harmonic coefficient J 2 dominates 
the Earth’s perturbative gravity field and is almost 500 times larger than the next largest 
coefficient J 3 , as shown in table 4.1. Both the total orbital energy and z-component of the 
angular momentum vector are conserved if the zonal potentials are considered.
This chapter reviews the previous work done by Hashida and Palmer [30, 31].
4.1 Perturbation due to  J2 Harmonic
4.1 .1  J 2 F irst-O rder P ertu rb ation
The disturbing function V2 due to the dominant J2 harmonic is given by
v2 =  ~ ^ J 2 ( j ) P 2 (sin/sinA)
where R  is the Earth’s mean equatorial radius and
1 3P2 (sin I  sin A) =  — -  (3 cos21 — I) — -  sin21 cos 2A
In this case, Eqs. (3.81) become
• 2r — rv p 3 p1 1  ^
I to j ■i to
hzi
3/i ( R
= ~  2  r  i y
hztl 3 p ( R  =  ~ 2 r J2 K7
hz = 0
~~ i ( 7^ )  COs2^  ^ s n^ 2 1 cos2^]
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
Solutions to the equations in the neighborhood of circular orbits shall be investigated. Note 
that inclined circular orbits do not exist as solutions of the perturbed equations. The devia­
tions from circular orbits are considered to be 0 (J 2). Eqs. (4.3) are linearised by assuming
(4.4)
where a = nt is an epicycle phase and Jo, fio are osculating inclination and ascending node 
at a = 0  respectively.
r =  a +  s
I = Jo +  L
n = +  0
A = a +  e
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4.1.1.1 J 2 First-Order Solutions
Substituting hz =  r 2 z> cos J, the inclination equation, the second of Eqs. (4.3) is linearised as
3
i' — — - A 2 sin 2 Jo sin 2a (4.5)
where the abbreviation of A 2 = J 2( R /a ) 2 is introduced. This is integrated to give the 
inclination solution:
3
i — — - A 2 sin 2Jq (1 — cos 2a) (4.6)
8
The ascending node equation, the third of Eqs. (4.3) is linearised as
3
o' =  —~A 2 c o s  Jo (1 — cos 2a) (4.7)
This is integrated to give the ascending node solution:
o = — 7^ A 2 c o s  Jo ^a — i  sin 2a^ (4.8)
The hz equation, the fourth of Eqs. (4.3) immediately gives hz = r 2 i> cos J  is a constant. So 
that the variation in hz can be expressed as
hz = a2n (1 -1- 8 ) cos Jo (4.9)
where
2 s
8  =  l tan Jo +  e' +  o' cos Jo (4.10)a
which must be constant. In order to define the value for <5, the first-order approximation to 
the total orbital energy can be considered. The total orbital energy including J 2 potential is 
given by
£ = ^  (r2 + r2 v2^  — — — ^ —J2 [(3 cos2 J  — 1) +  3 sin2 J  cos 2A (4.11)
This is approximated by
£ = — +  — {<5+  t tan Jo — \ a 2 [(3 c o s 2 J  — 1) + 3  sin2 Jcos2A } (4.12)2a a I 4 L J J
Substituting the l solution of Eq. (4.6) into Eq. (4.12) yields
£ = -ij£- ( 1 - 2 5  +  j42) (4.13)
From the definition of the semi-major axis, the terms in the brackets must vanish, therefore
8  = i A 2 (4.14)
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The radial equation, the first of Eqs. (4.3) is linearised as
3s" s „
 1—  — 26 d- 2 l tan Jo — t A 2a a 4 (3 cos2 Jo — 1) +  3 sin2 Jq c o s  2a (4-15)
However, substituting 8  and i solutions of Eqs. (4.6) and (4.14) yields
s 1 r *|
 1—  =  —-7A 2 (3 cos2 Jo — 1) +  3 sin2 Jq cos 2a (4.16)a a 4 L J
The special solution to Eq. (4.16) is
^  =  ~ ^ A 2 [(3 cos2 Jo — 1) — sin2 Jo cos 2aj (4.17)
Once all other solutions are found, the last un-known e can be solved through Eq. (4.10).
If a new variable v is introduced such that
v = e + o cos Jq
Notice that v  satisfies
, _ r 2sv = 8 +  t tan Jo ------
a
through Eq. (4.10). Hence the azimuthal equation is derived by
v' = ^ A 2 [3(3 cos2 Jq — 1) +  sin2 Jq c o s  2 a j
(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)
3 1 v = - A 2(3 cos2 Jo — l)a  +  - A 2 sin2 Jo sin 2a4 8
Substituting the o solution of Eq. (4.8) into Eq. (4.21), the e solution 
by
(4.22)
(4.21)
can be explicitly found
3 1e =  7 ^ 2 ( 5  cos2 Jo — l)a  -  7 ^ 2 (7 cos2 Jo — 1 ) sin 2 a4 8
Including primary epicycle terms, the J2 first-order solutions are summarised by
s 1 '
-  =  Q2 ~  (Cp c o s  a  +  rjp sin a) +  - A 2 sin2 Jo cos 2a
CL 4
3
i =  — - A 2 sin2Jo (1 — cos 2a)
8
o — $ 2  ^ sin 2 a^
e =  n 2a  +  2  [£p sin a +  r)p (1  -  cos a)] -  7 ^ 2 ( 7  cos2 Jo -  1 ) sin 2 a
8
where the secular terms are denoted such that
1
(4.23)
0 2  =  - - ^ 2 (3  cos2 J0 -  1)
$ 2 - A 2 c o s  J0
3
« 2  =  -^ .2 ( 5  cos2 Jo -  1)
(4.24)
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and remember £p =  (A/a)  cos ap  and rjp =  (A/a)  sin ap  defined in Eqs. (3.56).
The secular perturbation on the ascending node, called nodal regression, may also be un­
derstood as a gyroscopic precession. The torque on the orbit due to the equatorial bulge is 
about the line of nodes and acts to turn the orbital plane toward the equator. Because the 
change in angular momentum Ah is parallel to the torque, it is parallel to the line of nodes 
and perpendicular to the angular momentum h, which is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The orbit 
behaves then like a spinning top subject to a torque and precesses westwards if Iq < 90°, 
eastward if Iq > 90° and no precession when 7o — 90° according to the J 2 first-order solution 
$ 2  in Eq. (4.24).
z
Gyro precession of angular momentum
AQ /
Gyro precession of Line of Nodes
Force due^o equatorial bulge
Figure 4.1: Regression of Node
In figure 4.2, the drift rates of ascending node $ and the epicycle phase at perigee k are 
plotted as a function of inclination angle, where a semi-major axis of R /a  — 0.9 is assumed. 
Notice that n can become zero for a certain inclination angle between 0 and 90 degrees. The 
motion of the ascending node stops if the inclination angle reaches 90 degrees.
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Figure 4.2: Ascending Node and Epicycle Phase at Perigee Drift Rate due to J 2 for R /a  
0.9
4.1.1.2 J2 Osculating and Mean Semi-major Axis
.JL
2  a
Let ao be the osculating semi-major axis at an arbitrary time a  (or t), then using Eq. (4.11), 
the first-order approximation on the mean semi-major axis in terms of the osculating semi­
major axis do is given by
— 77 -^--- -——.4.2 [(3 cos2 Jo — 1) +  3 sin2 Jq c o s  2a\ (4.25)
2 ao 4uq L -*
because the osculating semi-major axis satisfies
= + (4.26)
2 a0 2  \ / r
from its definition. Therefore the osculating semi-major axis and the mean semi-major axis 
are related by
«o =  a 1 1 +  7 ^ 2  [(3 cos2 Jo — 1 ) +  3 sin2 Jq c o s  2 a j J (4.27)
From which the osculating mean motion no in terms of mean mean motion n is also related 
by
no =  n j l  — j ^ 2  [(3 cos2 Jo — 1 ) +  3 sin2 Jo cos 2 a: J (4.28)
Taking the orbital average of these osculating elements of Eq. (4.27) and Eq. (4.28), following 
equalities are obtained:
1 +  ^ A 2 ( 3  c o s 2 Jq -  1 )do =  a 
no =  n 1 -  -A 2 (3cos2 J0 -  1)
(4.29)
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4 .1 .1 .3 J 2 A nom alistic and  N odal Period
In a perturbed orbit, there is generally no unique period, as the motion is not simply periodic. 
However, one may wish to know the perturbed anomalistic - perigee to perigee and nodal - 
node to node periods.
From the expression of A solution in Eqs. (4.23), the anomalistic period is governed by a 
angle whose frequency is n. So that the anomalistic period Ta is given by
3 3
m  2 7 r  2 7 T < 2  2 2'KOn2 ( „  3  . r .  O T „  . 9
Ta = —  = — — =  y— < 1 — - A 2 (3 cos To — 1) +  3 sin Jo c o s  2a
p i  p* I 4  L
If a a is the osculating semi-major axis at the initial perigee, e.g. a  =  ap, then
(4.30)
Ta = 27mf  {1 ~ 7 ^ 2  (3 cos2 Jo — 1) +  3 sin2 Jo cos 2ap  
p i  I 4 l
This result agrees with Moe and Karp [61], if the terms of (9(J2 e2) are ignored. 
The nodal period, as derived by Merson [57] and Blitzer [7], is
Tn
2 tv 2 ir
1  -  - A 2 ( 5 c o s 2 / o -  1 )
(4.31)
(4.32)
(1  -bK2) n  n
as TV is a period of A to rotate 27r. Because Ta = 27r/n, from Eq. (4.30)
3
T n  =  ^  r ' 1 1 — ^ - ^ 2  [(3 cos2 Jo — 1) +  3 sin2 Jo cos 2o;j — 5 A 2(5 cos2 Jo — 1) |  (4.33)
If aN is the osculating semi-major axis at the initial node, e.g. a = 0, then
Tn  = 27t o n 2 
p i
1 -  ^ A 2 -  | A 2 ( 5 c o s 2 Jo -  1) (4.34)
4.1 .2  J2 Second-O rder P ertu rb ation
Because the Earth’s dominant second harmonic is 0 ( J 2) =  0 (  10-3) thus 0 ( J 2) =  0 (  10-6 ) , 
the use of second-order theory is inevitable for an analytical description of perturbed orbits in 
to 6  digit accuracy. In first-order theory it is immaterial whether one uses mean or osculating 
elements to develop equations, because differences are of order J2, and the resulting errors 
will be of order J 2. However, in second-order theory, such differences cannot be ignored and 
one must be careful when handling the first-order terms.
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4.1.2.1 Post Epicycle Kepler M otion
(4.35)
Now the second-order effects of a slightly eccentric Keplerian orbit are considered. It is still 
assumed that the mean semi-major axis satisfies S = —/i /2 a and
r  =  a + s + a 
A — a  T  e -f- d
where s and e are the first-order epicycle solutions given in Eqs. (3.57) and o and t  are 
second-order corrections. Remember that the first-order solutions satisfy 2s/a + e' = 0. By 
expanding r 2A =  0 up to the second-order, it is found
5  = ^ + g  + ( i ) + {ef
a \ a j
The radial equation is re-arranged as
? l  + l . 2 ( ^  + A  = - 3 ( i  Y
a a \  a J \ a j
The second-order expansion to the orbital energy is also given by
JL
2 a 1 - 2 5  + 3
i\ 2
A 2
- ( - )  - ( 0
Substituting s and e solutions yields
2a
So choosing
1 — 25 — (£p +  77p)j
to leave the orbital energy unchanged, yields 
2 (J ^
—  +  ?  =  (£p +  V p )  +  2 [(£p ”  W p )  cos 2 a  +  Z & ' O P  sin  2 a  
through Eq. (4.36). From which the radial equation (4.37) can be re-arranged as 
^  + 7/p) +  -  [(£f> -  ifP) cos 2 a  +  2 £p?7p sin 2 a
Therefore
~fL = \ ^ p J r 'np^ ~ \  [Kp “  Vp) cos2a +  2 Zpripsin2a
The I solution can be derived through Eq.(4.41) and Eq. (4.43):
5  r
t  — -  j (£p — rjp) sin 2 a + 2 ^prjp ( 1  — cos 2 a)
(4.36)
(4.37)
(4.38)
(4.39)
(4.40)
(4.41)
(4.12)
(1.43)
(4.44)
or returning to the variables A  and a p , Eq. (4.43) and Eq. (4.44) may be re-arranged as
a I f  A \ 2
o =  2 ( a )  [1 “  C0S(2“  “  2ap)l
5 f  A \i  =  -  y — ) [sin(2o; — 2a:p) +  sin2o;p]
(4 .45)
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4.1.2.2 J 2 Second-Order Solution
Using the J2 first-order solutions of Eq. (4.23), the J 2 perturbation solution can be expanded 
up to second-order. It is assumed that
r  =  a + s + o
I  =  Io + l + J
U  =  Qq "h O  +  Z D
A =  a  -J- € 4 -
(4.46)
where s, l , 0  and e are the J 2 first-order solutions from Eq. (4.23), and a, j ,  v j  and t  are J 2
second-order corrections to the corresponding coordinates. The v parameter is also carefully
expanded to second-order by
v — A +  flcos I  =  n  +  v  +  /  (4.47)
where
v = e +  o cos In
. . (4-48)
/  =  I  +  w  cos 7o — t'O sin To I
The second-order expansion of the inclination equation in Eq. (4.3) is
a2n 2 (1 +  6 ) (l' +  / )  =  — ^ ~ ^ 2  sin 2/o sin 2a ^1 — — ^  (1 — 2ttanJo)
x (1 +  t cot Jo) (1 +  2ecot 2a) (4.49)
where 5 is J 2 first-order constant given in Eq.(4.14). Ignoring all J 2 third-order terms and
using the J 2 first-order inclination equation (4.5) and a?n2 =  /Lt, Eq. (4.49) is re-arranged as:
3 f  3s \
/  =  - A 2 sin 2/o sin 2a f £ +  — +  2ttan  Jo — tcot Jo — 2ecot 2a J (4.50)
The second-order expansion of the ascending node equation in Eq. (4.3) is
a2 n2 (I + 8 ) (o'+ m') =  — A2 COS Jo f l  — —^ (1 — 2ttan Jo)2 a \  a J
x [1 — (1 — 2e tan 2a) cos 2a] (4-51)
Arranging Eq. (4.51) yields
w' = ^ A 2 cos Io + 2i tan Jq^ (1 — cos 2a) — 3 ^ 2 6  cos Jo sin 2a (4.52)
Although the radial equation of Eqs. (4.3) can be expanded directly, it may be possible
to express the radial equation through the definition of a mean semi-major axis in order to 
reduce cumbersome second-order computations.
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By eliminating rz>2 using the radial equation of Eqs. (4.3) and Eq. (4.11), and using £ = 
—p / 2 a, the radial equation becomes
r + - —  ~  = ^  ~  ^ [(3 c o s 2  ^ — 1) +  3 sin21 cos 2A (4.53)
After some algebraic manipulations, the radial equation Eq. (4.53) is expanded to second- 
order to give:
a" a  ' ~ ' 2 ~ '2
 1—a a 2 ^ — — +  A 2 |  — [(3 cos2 Jo — 1) 4 - 3 sin2 cos 2a
3 3 1
+ - l sin 2Jo (1 — cos 2a) +  -e  sin2 lo sin 2a: > (4.54)
In order to find the last un-known /  (or £), the energy equation (4.11) is expanded up to
second-order, which yields
p p J 4cr
+  ^ { t  +  2 / ' ~ 5 ( £ )  + f t )  + ( I W )  + ^ [ ( 3 c o s 2 / 0 - l )
+  3 s i n 2 Iq c o s  2aj +  6A2 s i n 2 Iq s i n 2 a (o cot Iq +  e  cot a) j (4.55)
Prom the definition of mean semi-major axis (£ = —p/2a), the terms in the curly brackets
must vanish. Thus the I  equation is derived through the energy equation Eq. (4.55):
—  +  / '  =  "  { — -  | a 2 F ( 3 c o s 2 J0 -  1) +  3sin2 J0 co s2 a ] | -  7: ( —) a 2  a I a 2  t J J 2 \ a  J
1 / 2 5 \ 2
— — +uM — 3 A 2 sin2 Io sin2 a (l cot Jo +  e cot cc) (4.56)
Due to the ordering scheme assumed on the epicycle amplitude, the second-order solutions
are classified in two categories:
• J2 Second-order Solution: Solutions with J f  coefficients
• J2 ~Epicycle Coupled Solution: Solutions with J2£p or J2PP coefficients
J2 second-order solutions are derived in this section and J2-epicycle coupling terms are dis­
cussed in section 4.1.2.3.
Substituting all the J2 first-order solutions into Eq. (4.50), the J2 second-order inclination 
equation becomes
/  =  ——A2 sin 2 /o [2 sin 2 a — ( 8  — 5 cos2 Jo) sin4a; +  12(5cos2 Io — l)o;sin2a;l (4.57)
tj& L J
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which is integrated to give
sin 2/o [4(15 cos2 Io — 4) (1 — cos 2a)
+ ( 8  -  5 cos2 I q) (1 -  cos 4 a )  -  24(5 cos2 I q -  l ) a  sin 2 aj
Similarly the ascending node equation is obtained as
3 rw' = —-A 2 cos Jo ( 6  — 5 cos2 Iq) — 2(5 — 3 cos2 Iq) cos 2 a  
8  L
+(4 — cos2 Iq) cos 4a; +  6(5 cos2 Io — l ) a s in 2 a
and hence
w  = 32 A2 cos Iq [4(6 — 5 cos2 Io )a  +  2 ( 2 1  cos2 Io — 13) sin 2 a; 
+(4 — cos2 Io) sin4a; — 12(5 cos2 Io — l)acos2aj
Substituting all the first-order solutions into Eq. (4.54) yields 
11 1
 1—  =  — An | (49 cos4 Io — 74 cos2 Io +  9) +  24 sin2 Jo cos 2a;a a 32 l
+15sin4 Jq cos 4a;+  36 sin2 Jq(5 cos2 Jq — l)a s in 2 a
The special solution to the radial equation (4.61) is derived as
— =  7^ -Ao [(49 cos4 Jo — 74 cos2 Jo +  9) — 8  sin2 Jq (10 cos2 Jo — 1) cos 2a;a 32 l
— sin4 Jq cos4a; — 12 sin2 Jo(5 cos2 Jq — l)a s in 2 a
(4.58)
(4.59)
(4.60)
(4.61)
(4.62)
The general solutions to the radial equation are investigated in section 4.1.2.3.
Recalling / '  =  £' +  w' cos Jo — 10 ' sin Jo in Eq. (4.48), it can be shown that
—  +  £’ = — J-A ? [(56 cos4 Jo — 85 cos2 Jo +  3) — 2(57 cos4 Jo — 70 cos2 Jo +  1) cos 2 a;a 16 L
+3(6 cos4 Jo — 13 cos2 Jo +  1) cos 4a
—18(5 cos2 Jo — 1) (3 cos2 Jo — l)a s in 2 a j (4.63)
Substituting the a solution of Eq.(4.62) into the radial-azimuthal coupled equation (4.63), 
the J 2 second-order £ equation is found as
£’ = —^ A g  [3(35 cos4 Jo — 53 cos2 Jo+  4) — 2(17cos4 Jo — 26 cos2 Jo — 3) cos 2a
+(17 cos4 Jo — 37 cos2 Jo +  2) cos 4a
—6(5 cos2 Jo — 1) (7 cos2 Jq — l)a  sin 2a (4.64)
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Eq. (4.64) is integrated to give
£ = — J -A 2 [3(35 cos4 I q — 53 cos2 I q + 4 )a — 2(139 cos4 I q — 8 8  cos2 I q — 3) sin 2a
16
+4(17 cos4 Io — 37 cos2 Io +  2) sin 4a 
+3(5 cos2 I q — 1)(7 cos2 Jo _  l)aco s2 a (4.65)
4.1.2.3 J2-Epicycle Coupled Solution
As it is assumed that the epicycle terms are order of 0 (J2 ), J2 and epicycle coupled terms 
are considered to be J 2 second-order. In this section, the solutions with J2 &  and J2 VP 
coefficients are investigated.
Substituting the J2 first-order solutions and the epicycle terms appearing in both s and e 
solutions into Eq. (4.50), the J 2 and epicycle coupling terms of the inclination equation are 
given by
3
/  =  - A 2 sin 2 Jq [(£p sin a  +  t/p  cos a) — 8t]p cos 2a — 7 (£p sin 3a — t/p  cos 3a)] (4.66)
Integrating Eq. (4.66) yields
j  = ^ 2  sin 2  Jo |  Kp (1  — cos a) +  rjp sin a]
—4r]p sin 2a - +  [f p (1 — cos 3a) — t)p sin 3a]} (4.67)
The J 2 and epicycle coupled equation of the ascending node is also derived as 
3w -A2 cos Jq 6  (£p cos a  +  7/p sin a)
+  (£p cos a  — 7/p sin a) +  8rjp sin 2a — 7 (£p cos 3a +  r/p sin 3a) (4.68)
so that
3  (
w  =  — - A .2 cos Jo |  6 [£p sin  a  +  7/p (1 — cos a )] +  [£ p s in a  — 7/p (1 — cos a)]
+  4VP (1 -  cos2a) -  I  KP sin3« +  „ „ ( ! -  cosSa)]} (4.69)
Including the second-order epicycle terms, the radial and azimuthal equations are given by
o a+ — =  A 2 sin Jo [37/p sin 2a — 4 (£p cos 3a +  t/p sin 3a)]
+ + p  + rjp) +  -  Vp) cos 2a +  '^rr)p sin 2a (4.70)
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and
- A 2 [l2(3 cos2 Io — l)r)p sin2a +  2(21 cos2 Io — 4) (^pcosa +  Typsina) 
+3(2 cos2 Io — 1) (£p cos a —rjp sin a)
—7(4 cos2 Iq — 1) (£p cos 3 ck +  7ypsin3 o!)
3
+(£p + Vp) +  r  (Cp -  rjp) cos 2 a  +  3£PrjP sin 2 a (4.71)
In order to derive the a and £ solutions, firstly the terms of cos a: and sin a  in Eq. (4.70) and 
Eq. (4.71) are examined. This results in
 1—  — 0a a
2 a +  £! — K \ (£p cos a +  r]p sin a) + K 2 (£pcosa — t/p sin a)
(4.72)
where two constants K\  and K 2 are given by
ifi =  iA 2 (21cos2 i o - 4 )
=  + 2 ( 2  cos2 /o -  1 )
Eliminating a/a  in Eqs.(4.72) and integrating, it follows that 
2 cr'
(4.73)
 f- £ = Kq +  K\  (£p sin a —rjp cos a) +  K 2 (£p sin a  +  rjp cos a) (4.74)
where K q is a constant of integration. By differentiating the second of Eqs. (4.72) and adding 
the result to Eq. (4.74) yields
£" +  £ = Ko (4.75)
Therefore, the first of Eqs. (4.72) and Eq. (4.75) imply that the sin a  and cos a: terms can 
be considered to be the combination of the general solutions of two oscillators in a and £. 
The integration constant Ko can be chosen so that £ = 0 when a = 0. Eq. (4.83) in section
4.1.2.4 suggests that it is convenient to allocate
,2— = — i  A2 sin2 Jq (£p cos a — rjp sin a)
CL Z
£’ = ^ + 2  (21 cos2 Jo — 4) (£p cos a A rjp sin a)
+ - + 2 ( 2  cos2 Jq +  1 ) (£p cos a; — rjp sin a)
(4.76)
Solving Eq. (4.70) for the special solution and combining with the general solution in Eqs. 
(4.76), the radial solution of J2 and epicycle coupling term is obtained as
— =  — \ a 2 sin2 Jo [277p sin 2q; +  (£p cos ck — rjp sin a:) — (^p cos 3cn +  rjp sin 3a;)]
CL Zi
+  v p ) v p ) c o s2a -  Zp v p sin2o; (4 -77)
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Substituting the cr solution of Eq.(4.77) into the radial-azimuthal coupled equation (4.71) 
yields the I  equation
£' = A 2 (7 cos2 Io — 1 )r]p sin 2a +  i  (21 cos2 Io — 4) (£p cos a A rjp sin a)z
3 3
+ -(2  cos2 Jo +  1) (£pcosa — rjpsina) — - ( 8  cos2 Jo — 1 ) (£p cos 3a +  rjp sin3a)
5
+ -(£ p — rjp) cos 2a+  5£>prjpsm2a  (4.78)z
and integrating Eq.(4.78) gives
t  =  5 + 2  ^2(7 cos2 Jo — 1 )rjp (1 — cos 2a) +  2(21 cos2 Jo — 4) [£psina +  rjp (1 — cos a)] 
+3(2 cos2 Jo — 1) [£psina — rjp ( 1  — cos a)] — ( 8  cos2 Jo — 1) [£psin3a 
+  rjp (1 -  cos 3a)] j  +  5 [(£p -  rjp) sin 2a +  2£prjp (1 -  cos 2a) (4.79)
4.1.2.4 Modified J 2 First-Order Solutions
The J2 first-order solutions in Eqs. (4.23) can be modified by combining some of the terms 
arising from the J2 second-order solutions.
If the J2 first-order inclination solution of Eq. (4.6) is combined with the a  sin 2a, J2 ^p and 
J 2 T/P terms appearing in the J2 second-order inclination solution (4.58) and (4.67), it can be 
shown that
3 9j  — — - + 2  sin 2Jo (1 — cos 2a) — — + | sin 2Jo(5cos2 Jq — l)a s in 2 a8 16
+ ^ 2  sin 2  Jo 1 3 [£p (1  — cos a) +  rjp sin a] — 1 2 rjp sin 2 a  
— 7 [£p (1 — cos 3a) — rjp sin 3a] j  
= -  5 + 2  sin 2 J0 |  (1 -  cos 2 7 )
+  [£p (1 — cos a) +  rjp sin a] +  i  [£p (1 — cos 3a) — rjp sin 3a] |  
where the 7  angle is defined through the (3 angle by
(4.80)
(4.81)
p = (l +  ft)a
7  =  p  +  2  [£psina A rjp (1  — cos a)]
The P angle will be frequently used in the following sections.
Combining the J2 first-order ascending node solution of Eq. (4.8) with the a  cos 2a, J2£p 
and J 2 T/P terms in Eq. (4.60) and Eq.(4.69) yields
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— 5 + 2  cos Io 1 18 [£p sin a  + rjp (1 — cos a)] +  3 [£p sin a  — rjp (1 — cos a)]
+  12rjp (1 — cos 2a) — 7 [£p sin 3a +  rjp (1 — cos 3a)] j
=  —5 + 2  cos Jo -  5 sin 2 7 ^ — 5 + 2  cos Jo | 6  [£psina +  rjp (1  -  cos a)]
— [£p sin a  — rjp (1 — cos a)] — 5 [£p sin 3a +  rjp (1 — cos 3a)] j  (4.82)
A modified J 2 first-order radial solution from Eq. (4.17) can be obtained by combining the 
a  sin a  and J2& , J2 Vp terms in Eq. (4.77) and cos a  and sina terms appearing in Eq. (4.76).
— =  —-A 2 (3 cos2 Jo — 1) +  5 + 2 sin2 Jocos2a — 5+ 2sin2 / 0 (5 c o s 2 / 0 _
q, 4 4 8 a
— —+ 2  sin2 Jq [2rjp sin 2a +  (£p cos a — rjp sin a) — (£p cos 3a +  rjp sin 3a)] z
=  -  5 + 2  (3 cos2 Jo -  1) +  5 + 2  sin2 J0 cos 2 7  (4.83)
The a  cos 2a, J 2^p and J^rjp terms of (4.65) and Eq. (4.79) are combined with the J 2
first-order azimuthal solution of Eq. (4.22) to give
3 1t  — t + 2 ( 5  cos2 Jo — l)a  — - + 2 ( 7  cos2 Jo — 1 ) sin 2 a4 8
3 1— — + 2 (5 cos2 Jo — l)(7cos2 Jo — l)a c o s 2 a  +  - + 2 (7 cos2 Jo — 1 )rjp (1  — cos 2 a)
1 3+ - + 2 ( 2 1  cos2 Jo -  4) [£psina +  rjp (1 — cos a)] +  - + 2 ( 2  cos2 Jo — 1) [£psina
—rjp (1 — cos a)] — 5 + 2 ( 8  cos2 Jo — 1) [£p sin 3a + rjp (1 — cos 3a)]
3 1 1=  7 ^ 2 (5 cos2 Jo — l)a  — 7 ^ 2 (7 cos2 Jo — 1) sin 2 7  +  —+ 2 ( 2 1  cos2 Jo — 4) [£psina4 8  2
+rjp (1  — cos a)] — 5 + 2 ( 5  cos2 Jo — 2 ) [£psina — rjp (1  — cos a)]
— 7 + 2  cos2 Jq [^p sin 3a +  rjp ( 1  — cos 3a)] (4.84)
4.1.2.5 J 2 Second-O rder hz C onstan t
As hz is a system constant, it can be written
hz = a2n (1  +  S +  V) (4.85)
where V  is (9(<J2) constant. The hz can be expanded up to second-order as
2 r 1hz = r2 i> cos J  «  a2n  cos Jo (1 +  — +  —^  (1 A v '  + f ')V a a J 1 -  U +  3 ) tan J0 -  | t 2 (4.86)
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By equating Eq. (4.85) and Eq. (4.86) and re-arranging
T> = —  — jtan lo  + f ' — 3 f - ' )  — +  ( —  — t ta n Iq\ (5 +  ttanJo) (4.87)CL \CLJ Z \ CL J
where 8  = 2s/a  — t tan Jo +  v 1 (Eq. (4.10)).
Substituting Eqs. (4.56), (4.58), (4.62) and the J2 first-order solutions into Eq. (4.87), the 
J 2 second-order constant V  is found as
^  +  Vp) +  A2£p sin2 J0 -  sin4 J0 (4.88)
4.1 .3  C om plete  J2 E p icycle  P erturb ation  Solu tions
The dominant J2 perturbation solutions including the second-order effects are summarised in 
this section. The inclusion of the second-order solutions make equations lengthy, so that the 
solutions are formulated by separating the epicycle, secular, periodic and J 2 -epicycle coupling 
terms. Each term is denoted by
x  =  x epi +  xsec +  x SP +  x j 2e (4.89)
where x  represents the coordinates r, J, Q and A. Subscripts of epi, sec, SP and J2e represent 
the epicycle, secular, (short) periodic and J 2-epicycle coupling term respectively.
• Epicycle Terms (£p and rjp) - The epicycle terms appear in both the radial and 
azimuthal solutions so that
V^ L = 1 — (£p cos a  +  rjp sin a)
a 1
+  2  [(£f +  Wp) ~ ~ Vp) cos 2 a -  2 ^prjp sin 2 a]
Qepi — ^ 0
Aepi = ol +  2  [£p sin a  +  t]p  (1  -  cos a)]
+  |  [ K p  -  Vp)  sin 2a +  2^Pr]P (1 -  cos 2a)]
• Epicycle Terms (A and ap) - r epi and \ epi are re-written as
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Secular Terms -The secular terms, including the offset in the semi-major axis are
' sec , o
  =  Q2 +  Q2a
Isec =  0
^sec =  (t?2 +  $2)a
Asec =  (n2 + n l ) a  >
(4.92)
where the J2 first-order secular terms q2, $ 2  and k 2 are shown in Eqs. (4.24) and the 
second-order terms are given by
Q2 = ^ 2  ^ 2  ( 4 9  c°s4 Io -  74 cos2 10 +  9)
3
$ 2  — — 0 ^ - 2  cos 7o(6  — 5 cos2 Io)8
k 2 = — y^A 2 (35cos4/o -  53 cos2 To +  4)
(4.93)
No secular perturbation arises in the inclination.
• Short-Periodic Terms with 2n Frequency - The short-periodic perturbation terms with 
frequency 2 n are
rsp2 =  ^ A 2 sin2 Iq cos 2 7  — ^ 2  ( 1 0  cos2 Iq -  1 ) cos 2 aJ
I SPo = - - ^ 2  Sin 2 / 0 (1  — cos 2 7 ) -  j^42(15 cos2 I q -  4) ( 1  -  cos 2 a)
0,sp2 = - A 2 cos I q sin 2 7  — -  A 2 ( 2 1  cos2 Iq — 13) sin 2a
Asp2 = -  ^ A 2 j  (7 cos2 J0 -  1) sin 2 7
-  ^ 2 (1 3 9  cos4 Jq — 8 8  cos2 Jq -  3) sin 2 a |
► (4.94)
where the 7  angle is given in Eq. (4.81).
Short-Periodic Terms with 4n Frequency - The short-periodic perturbations terms with 
frequency 4n are
rspA _  
a
IsPa =
32 4^2 sin4 h  cos 4a
128 A% sin 2Jq( 8  — 5 cos2 Jq) (1 — cos 4a)
Qsp4 = ~  2 2 ^ 2  cos J0 (4 -  cos2 J0) sin 4a
A5 P4 64A^(Y7 cos4 Jq — 37 cos2 Jq 4 - 2) sin 4a
(4.95)
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J2 -Epicycle Coupling Terms (£p and r jp)  - Finally J2 and epicycle coupling terms are 
summarised by
r j2e
a
I*
= 0
2e
foe
^foe
3  f
— - A 2 sin 2 /o |  [£p (1  — cos or) +  rjp sina]
[£p (1 -  cos 3a) — 77psin3a]|
3  r
— - A 2 cos Io 1 3 [£p sin a  +  rjp (1  — cos a)]
[£p sina — rjpil  — cos a)]
— i  [£p sin 3a +  rjp (1  -  cos 3a)] J
-^A2 12(21 cos2 Io -  4) [£psina +  ?7p (1 — cos a)]
— ( 5 cos2 I o — 2 ) [£psina — rjp (1  — cos a)]
— cos2 I q [£p sin 3a +  rjp (1 — cos 3a)]
(4.96)
a
I  foe
J2 ~Epicycle Coupling Terms (A and a p )
Tfoe =  Q
=  — ^ sin2 /o |[co sap  — cos(a +  ap)]
[cosap — cos(3a — a p ) ] |
CL foe = -  ^ A 2 ( ^ j  coslo |3  [sin(a -  ap) +  sin ap]
— i  [sin(a +  ap) — sin ap] — i  [sin(3a — ap) +  s in a p ] |
Z 0  J
^ 2  ^2(21 cos2 Io — 4) [sin(a — ap) +  sin ap]
— (5 cos2 Io — 2) [sin(a +  ap) — sin ap]
— cos2 Iq [sin(3a — ap) +  sin ap]
(4.97)
Note that the J2 second-order secular coefficients do not appear to agree with other published 
results. This is, however, due to the different method used in averaging the orbital elements. 
Considering the ascending node coefficient $ 2  in Eqs. (4.93) and if the notation introduced 
in (4.29) is used, then the Kozai’s mean semi-major axis «o and inclination io are related to 
a and Io by
a = ao 1 -  \ h  ( zr-) (3cos2 -  1 )
2  \ao /
3 _ / R \ 2 .
Io = +  0 ^ 2  — sin 2 io
8  \ a 0J
(4.98)
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Combining the first- and second-order expressions for the secular evolutions of ascending 
node and re-formulating it in terms of Kozai’s a and io, it can be shown that
which agrees with Kozai [48] if terms of O (J2 e2, J |  e2) are ignored.
If an orbit is equatorial, the exact analytical J 2 perturbed orbit solution exists (See Ap­
pendix B).
4 .1 .4  J 2 E picycle P ertu rb ation  Sum m ary
• As the Earth’s J 2 coefficient is about 500 times larger than the second largest coefficient 
J 3 , the J 2 first-order perturbations are dominant.
• Secular perturbations on the ascending node Q and the argument of latitude A, as well 
as the radial constant offset are introduced.
• The node drifts westward if Io < 90° and eastward if Io > 90° due to the dominant J 2 
first-order secular term. The motion of the node stops if Io = 90°.
• The anomalistic and nodal frequency become the same if 5 cos2 Io — 1 =  0, which means 
the motion of perigee stops. This condition happens when Io = 63.4°, 116.6°.
• Short-periodic variations occur in all elements, with two oscillations per orbit arising 
from the first-order periodic.
• There is no long-periodic variation arising from the J 2 harmonic if the orbit is near 
circular.
• J2 second-order perturbation is necessary as the order of J 2 is comparable with J 3 or 
J4.
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4.2 Perturbation due to Higher Zonal Harmonics
4.2 .1  E ven Zonal P ertu rbation
The disturbing function V21 due to the even zonal J21 harmonic is given by
Lb f  R  \  2Z
V2i = - -  J21 f — J  P21 (sin 7 sin A)
When the addition theorem for the Legendre function is used, then
l
P21 (sin I  sin A) =  (—l)mWf/nP2/n (0)P|/n(cos7) cos 2mA
m=0
(4.100)
where the notation of
is introduced.
N{ = ( 2  — J?)oA i - j Y -
(4.101)
(4.102)
Note that the /-degree m-order associated Legendre function Pj71 is defined by excluding a 
factor of Condon-Shortley phase (—l)m, e.g.
dm
(4.103)
There is a notation of for the associated Legendre function defined in Eq. (4.103), 
however, the conventional notation of PJ11 is used throughout this work [51].
To consider the higher degree zonals, the disturbing function V  shall be assumed that V  =  
V2 + V21, because the J2 perturbation is so dominant. Then the equations of satellite motion 
under the J21 potential are described through Eqs. (3.81) as
2 .. /  D \  21
• 2r  — rv =
h j  =
~  “ 5  +  ( —)  P 2 (sin/sinA) +  (2 / +  1 ) ^ J h  ( - )
x £  ( - l ) ” iV2i”>/522r ( 0 )-P2im(cos I) cos 2 mA
m= 0
3 /x T / R \ 2 . o r - r>\ I1 t f R \ 21 cos2 1  -  0 - ^ 2  — sin 7 cos 7 sin 2A -1— J21 ( — ) ——-  2 r \ r  J r \ r  J sin 7
l
x ( - l ) m2rniV22imP22zm(0)P22zm(cos7)sin2mA
m= 0
3 /i  ,  ( R x2 ■■ /dx2Z
-  ( -  ) cos2 7(1 -  cos2A) -  ^ J2X [ -  ] cot72 r \ r  J r \ r  J
x £  ( - l ) miV2!mP22im(0 )a //J22r ( c o s /)c o s 2 mA
771 = 0
= 0
(4.104)
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(4.106)
where the abbreviation of diP™ (cos I) is used through the formula of Legendre function such 
that:
diP™ (cos I) = ^ /QS^  =  m cot / p zm(cos — P ;m + 1  (cos I) (4.105)
Eqs. (4.104) are linearised by assuming
r  =  a +  s2 +  s 
I  =  I q 12 L 
Q, =  Qo +  0 2  +  0  
A =  01 +  62 +  6
where S2 , 1 2 ,0 2  and 62 are the J2 first-order correction terms found in Eqs. (4.23).
4.2.1.1 J 2i First-Order Solutions
The inclination equation, the second of Eqs. (4.104) is linearised as
3
4  +  l' = - - A 2 sin 2 I 0 sin 2/3
l
+A 2iCOtI0 J 2 ( - l ) m2mNi{nP^m(0)P^r(cosI0 )sm2ml3 (4.107)
m = 1
where the notation of A 2i = J2i(R /a ) 21 is introduced. Notice that to obtain Eq. (4.107) 
periodic coupling terms of 0 (J2 J21) are all ignored and (3 angle is defined previously in Eq. 
(4.81).
Prom Eq. (4.5), it can be assumed that
4  =  - 5 + 2  sin 2I0 sin 2/3 (4.108)
because the difference caused by the above assumption is 0 ( J 2).
Therefore
l
1!  =  A 2i cot I q Y ,  ( - l ) m2rniV22imP22im(0)P22im(cos/o)sin2m/? (4.109)
m = 1
Integrate Eq. (4.109) yields
1
t = A 2l cotI0 (—QmN 2 ™P2in(0)P2ln (cosIo) ( 1  — cos2m/3) (4.110)
m = 1
The terms of 0 (J2 J2i) arising from da/dp  =  (1 +  z^ ) - 1  are ignored to integrate Eq. (4.109).
Note that the J2 term cancels out in the inclination equation Eq. (4.109). It is readily shown
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that the J2 terms also vanish in other coordinates. Thus the J2 terms are not explicitly 
specified in the following equations, unless otherwise stated.
The ascending node equation, the third of Eqs. (4.104) is linearised to give
l
o ' = —A 2\ esc I q J2  ( - l ) mAr2imp22r ( 0 )9 / ^ 2r(co s  J0) cos 2ro£ (4.111)
771 = 0
Noting that the right hand side of Eq. (4.111) becomes constant when m = 0, Eq.(4.111) is 
integrated to give
o  =  -A '2i CSC7 (11 - P 2i(U)P2l{c,os Itj)a
+ j2(-i)mNirpir(mp^(cosi0)s^ ^ }  (4.112)
771= 1  )
The hz equation, the fourth of Eqs. (4.104) gives
hz = a2n (1  +  S2 +  8 ) cos Jo (4.113)
where
2 s
£ =  l tan Jo +  e' +  o' cos Jo (4.114)a
and 82 = A 2 / 2  from Eq. (4.14). As is employed in the J2 perturbation analysis, the J21 order
constant 8  can be determined through the orbital energy, which is given by
£ = \ ( r 2 + r V ) - ^ 1 -  J21 (^ 7 )  P-u (sin /sin  A) (4.115)
This is approximated to give
£ = -ip -  + — [8 +  z-tan J0 +  A 2iP2i (sin J0 sin/3)] (4.116)
ZiCL CL
Substituting the l solution of Eq. (4.110) into Eq. (4.116) yields
£ = ~  + - [ S  + A 2iP2l(0 )} (4.117)
2 a a
From the definition of the semi-major axis, the terms in the brackets must vanish, therefore
5 = ~ A 2lP2l( 0) (4.118)
The radial equation, the first of Eqs. (4.104), is linearised to give
- + -  =  (21 - 1) a 2I j z  ( - i ) m N t r p i r ( o ) p i r ( c o s  / 0) c0S 2«/? (4 .119)
a  a  771= 0
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The special solution to the radial equation (4.119) is obtained as
s~ = (2 1  - 1 ) a 21 e  ( ~ i r N i r p i r ( o ) P i r ( c o s  /„> ,cos?2 i
a  n 1 — [ I m Vm = 0  v >
(4.120)
Notice that the radial solution when m = 0 is a constant.
The azimuthal equation in terms of the v parameter is derived through Eq. (4.19):
2(2/ -  1)
1 -  (2 m)2. cos 2 m/3 (4.121)
2(2/ -  1)
1 — (2m)2.
sin 2 m/3 
2 m (4.122)
v 1 = — (4/ — 1) A 21P21 {0 )P2i (cos Jo)
- a 2I £ ( - i ) mN ir p £ m(o)Pir(cosi0) [1 +
m = l
which is integrated to give
V = -  (4/ -  1) A 2iP2i{0 )P2i(cosI0)a
~An ^ ( - i r j v i r p 2r(o)p2r(cosjo) [1 +
m = 1
Because v =  e +  ocoslo, the azimuthal e solution is obtained through both Eq.(4.112) and 
Eq. (4.122).
The solutions of the epicycle orbit due to the J21 perturbation can be summarised as 
£ = en +  (21 -  1) A2i E  (-l)">jv2rp 2r (0)P2r  ( c o s / o ) ^ ! ^
m=l ' '
i =  A2;cot/0 ^ ( - i r i V 2” P22in>(0)P|im(cos7o)(l-cos2m/3)
771= 1
o =  ^ ;a - A 2! c s c / o E ( - 1 )m^2^^2^(0)9/P2 2^ (<:os/o)!^ ^^
771= 1
v = {*21 +  021 cos I0)a
- A n  E  ( - l ) mN£rP%n(0)P$n(cosIo)
777= 1
where the secular terms are
1 + 2(2/ -  1)1 — (2m)2.
sin 2  m/3 
2 m
(4.123)
Q2l =  {21 -  1) A 2lP 2l { 0 ) P 2l{cOS Jo)
#21  = A 2icscI0P2i{0 )P^{cosIo)
o r 4/ - 1 
*21 =  - 0 2 1 COS Jo -  ■ _  Q21
There are recurrence relations for these secular terms (Appendix C).
(4.124)
4.2.1.2 J 21 Zonal Osculating and Mean Semi-major Axis
Prom the analogy of the J2 solutions, let ao be an osculating semi-major axis. Then th e  m ean 
semi-major axis a can be related to «o through the orbital energy equation by
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Notice that a  can be replaced to /?, because the error associated with this is C{J2 J21)’ From 
Eq. (4.115), it can be shown that
n0 =  a [1 -  2 A21P21 (sin I0 sin a)] (4.126)
From Eq. (4.126), the osculating mean motion no in terms of the mean mean motion n is
n0 =  n [1 +  3 A21P21 (sin J0 sin or)] (4.127)
because aono =  a n^2 =  t1- Using the Legendre addition theorem of Eq. (4.101), the orbital
average of these osculating elements are obtained as
o0 =  a[l  -  2 A2 iP2 i(0 )P2 i(cos J0)] 
no =  n [1  +  3 A21P21 {0 )P2 i(cos I0)]
Using the Q21 parameter in Eq. (4.124) yields
ao =  a ( 1  — 2 q2 i)
no =  n ( l  +  Sg2i)
Q21
Q21 =
(4.128)
(4.129)
(4.130)
2 / — 1
The anomalistic and nodal frequencies discussed in section 4.1.1.3 are re-written in terms of 
no as
nA =  no ( 1  — 3 p2/) 
nN =  n 0 ( 1  -  3Q2i +  «2z)
4.2 .2  Odd Zonal P ertu rb ation
The disturbing function due to an odd zonal J2 1 + 1  harmonic is given by
2Z+1LL /  B \  +
V2i+ 1 =  - - J 2 1 + 1  J P2 1 + 1  (sin J  sin A) (4.131)
and
P2Z+ 1  (sin J  sin A )= £ ( - l ) mJ ^ 1 / i 3 f f 1 (0 )J* J f 1 (coBJ)Sin(2m +  l)A (4.132)
m=0
using the addition theorem for the Legendre function.
In strict sense, as is done in the even zonal analysis, the dominant J2 potential should also 
be included in the disturbing function. However, as mentioned in the preceding section 4.2.1, 
the J2 terms cancel out for the given J2 first-order solutions of Eqs. (4.23). Hence, in this 
section, the J2 terms are omitted unless otherwise stated.
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Prom Eqs. (3.81), the solutions can be obtained from the following equations:
2Z+1 I. 9r — rv = -  % + (2' + 2 )^ i+i (f )a+1 E ( - W
m=0
xP 2l+ ^ (° ) i 22Z+l'1(COs/) sin(2™ +  1 )^
h j  = -  ^ J 2m  ( ^ ) 2 !+ 1  E (—l)m(2 m +  l ) * * # 1
m =0
xP 22i+ f1 (°)P2 i+ i1 (cos 7) cos (2m +  1)A1 1 J 1
2Z+1 i
1 ( J )  cot/ £  ( - l ) miV2 ” +1P|™+1(0)
V 7 m= 0
(4.133)
x ^ /P 2^ j  (cos /)  sin(2m +  1)A
=  0
4.2.2.1 J 21+ 1 First-Order Solutions
The inclination equation, the second of Eqs. (4.133) is linearised as 
l
1' = - A 2l+ 1 cot/o 22 ( - l ) m(2m  +  l)iV|1” +1P 22“ +1 (0)P|I™|1 (cos/o)cos(2m +  1)/? (4.134)
ra= 0
hence
t =  -A a + 1  cot/o E ( - 1 )m^ 2m 1^ l m 1 (0 ) / ’| 1^ 1 (cos/0 )sin(2 m +  l)/3 (4.135)
m —0
The ascending node equation, the third of Eqs. (4.133) is linearised as
l
o' = - A 2 l+ 1  c s c / o  22 ' P l m W d i P Z l t 1 (cosh) Sin(2m +  l)/3 (4.136)
m —0
which gives
o = - a 21+1 csc/o E ( - l r ^ y p i y w ^ p i y ( c o s / o ) 1 ~ 7 i 27 i + 1 ) 0  (4 .1 3 7 )
m = 0
The fourth of Eqs. (4.133), hz is a constant, yields same as Eq. (4.114). The first-order
approximation to the orbital energy with the J 21+ 1 odd zonal potential is also obtained as
£ = -■£- +  -  [8 +  ttan  J0 +  A 2i+iP2i+i (sin/osin/3)] (4.138)Aid d
Substituting the 1 solution of Eq. (4.135) into Eq. (4.138), it can be found that
8 = 0 (4.139)
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The radial equation, the first of Eqs. (4.133), is linearised as
s" s
-  + -  = 2 IAW  ^ ( - l )™ J V |“ +1P |;™+1 (0)P|1™+1 (cos/0 )sin(2m + l)/3 (4.140)
CL (I n
7 7 1 = 0
The special solution to the radial equation (4.140) is obtained as
-  =  2 IA2 1 + 1
(4.141)
Note that n2 2 is ignored to derive the first term of Eq. (4.141). Unlike the even zonal 
solutions, there is the explicit J2 coupling term, through k2, in the radial solution (4.141).
Substituting the l and s solutions of Eq. (4.135) and Eq. (4.141) into the v  equation Eq. 
(4.19):
v' =  47^a+ 1JV21i+1P21i+ 1  (0 ) ^ + 1  (cos 7 o ) ^
- A 2 l+ 1  ( AT2V iP 2V i(0 )A m (c o s /0) sin/3 +  (-1  )mJV2™ f
V 777= 1
x P 2™ f(0)P2™ + W o ) 1 +
4Z
1 - (2 m +  1 )2. sin(2m +  l)/5 > (4.142)
Eq. (4.142) is then integrated to give the v  solution:
v = 4 lA2i+iN%l+1P%l+1 (0 )P2i+1 (cosI0)
1 — cos /?
2 ^2 ( 1  +  ^ 2 )
- ^ 21+1 j (0)P2Vi(cos/o) (1 -  COS/3) + £  (-1  r ^ Z t 1
V 777= 1
x P |- + 1(0)P2- + 1 (cos/o) 1 +
41
1 — (2 m +  l)2.
1 — cos(2 m +  1 )/? 
2 m +  1 (4.143)
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The solutions of the epicycle orbit due to the J21+1 potential are summarised as:
-  =  X2 m s in /3  +  2;A2 m ^ ( - l ) miV2i“ + 1
U/ -m= 1
w p2m+l
x  r 2l+ 1 (OJjfj+'fcos/o)
sin(2 m + 1)/3 
1 -  (2 m +  l ) 2
i = A 2l+lm t h
m=0
x  - P l m ' W - P l m ' ( c o s / o ) s i n ( 2 r n  +  l) /3
o = - A 2l+l esc I o ' Z i - i r N l U t 1 PllZt1 (0)
m= 0
x d i P ^ t 1 (cos Io)
1 — cos(2 m +  l)/3
v =
2m + 1  
2X2Z+i(1 ~ « 2 ) ( 1  -  cos 
- A 21+1 ( N 2l+lP2i+l ( ° ) P 2 /+ 1  (c o s  h )  ( 1  -  COS/3)
+ 2  cos/o)
m=l
X 1 +
4/
1 — (2 m +  l)2. 
where the notation of % is introduced such that
I
1 — cos(2 m +  1 )/31
2m + 1 J
X21+1 =  A 2i+1N%l+1P£l+1 (0 )P}l+1 (cosI0)
K 2
(4.144)
(4.145)
The e solution is directly obtained through e = v — o cos Jo-
Notice that the x  term of Eq. (4.145) gives exactly the same result as Cook [19] introduced.
4 .2 .2 . 2  Long Periodic  P e rtu rb a tio n  due to  J2 Coupling Term
Focusing on the primary epicycle terms and the x  terms appear in the radial and azimuthal 
solution in Eqs. (4.144), the perturbation on these two coordinates are further investigated.
The radial and azimuthal solutions for these terms are given by 
s
-  =  ~ Up cos a  +  t]p sin a) +  X2Z+ 1  sin /3
e = 2 £p sin a  +  2 r)P (1  -  cos a) -  2 x 21+1 (1  -  cos fd)
where £p = (A/a) cosap  and r]p = (A/a)s'map.
Two variables £ and rj are defined such that
£ =  £p cos K2 & — rjp sin n2a
rj =  £P sin n2a  +  rjP cos n2a -  X21+1
(4.146)
(4.147)
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Eq. (4.146) can then be re-written as
(4.148)
— =  — (£ cos ft +  7] sin p)
e = 2£ sin/3 +  2 (r)P — rj cos ft — X21+1 )
Eq. (4.148) indicates that the new two coordinates (£,77) behave similarly to the epicycle 
terms. It can be seen that these two coordinates slowly evolve with the frequency of K2 from 
Eq. (4.147), which is typically 0(1O3) times slower than the orbital frequency, providing the 
long-periodic variations in both the eccentricity and argument of perigee.
*1
A/a
-x
Figure 4.3: Motion of Orbit in (£, 77) Plane
The motion of £ and rj is illustrated in Figure 4.3 and the notations are defined by
A/a  =  (Q  + rfp) 2
e = ( e + v 2) 1*
u  =  tan - 1  (77/f)
x — J2i X21+1
(4.149)
In Cook’s words [19]: In the (£,77) plane, the motion is represented by a circle of radius A/a, 
centre (0, —x), as shown in Figure 4.3. The length of a radius vector from the origin to
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a point on the circle represents the eccentricity e, while the angular distance of the radius 
vector from the positive £-axis gives the argument of perigee, u.
If A /a  > |x|, the major axis (or line of apsides) rotates with period 27t/|av2| and the eccen­
tricity varies between A /a  — x  an(i A /a  +  x* Because the circle is traced out at a constant 
rate, the motion of perigee can be extremely rapid if A /a  exceeds \x\ by only a small amount. 
As it can readily be understood from Figure 4.3, the argument of perigee u  completes entire 
rotation.
If A/a  < |x|, the major axis oscillates about u  = vr/2 if % < 0 and about u  = —7r/ 2  if x  > 0. 
The motion has a period 27t/|/^2| with an amplitude of sin- 1 (A/(a|x|)), while the eccentricity 
varies between |x| — A/a  and |x| +  A/a.
For an orbit starting at the point (0, —x) in the (£, if) plane, there is no perturbation in either 
the eccentricity or the argument of perigee, called a frozen orbit.
The long-periodic coefficient X21+1 of Eq. (4.145) has K2 or 5 cos2/o — 1 divisor except 
the J 3 term which has 5 cos2 Jo — 1 in the numerator. The inclination Jo which satisfies 
5 cos2 /o — 1 — 0, or Iq = 63.4°, 116.6° often called the critical inclination. The solutions 
therefore meet instability for the orbits with near critical inclination and in this case, tz2 can 
be replaced by k  including higher even zonal secular perturbations such as K4 due to the J 4 
harmonic.
4.2 .3  J3 and J4 E picycle P ertu rb ation  Solu tions
Using formulae of Eqs. (4.123) and Eqs. (4.144), the J 3 and J 4 first-order solutions are shown 
in this section. Each solution x  is, for convenience, decomposed by
x  =  x sec +  Xsp +  x Lp (4.150)
The epicycle terms are omitted as they have introduced in Eqs. (4.90) or Eqs.. (4.90). xlp  
represents the terms of long-periodic variation.
• J3/J2 Long-Periodic Terms - The J 3 coefficient for the long-periodic terms is
X 3 =  ^ SinJ° (4.151)
The long-periodic terms appear only both the radial and the azimuthal coordinates.
t l p
=  X 3 s m  p
(4.152)a
XLp = -  2 x 3 ( 1  -  cos/3) ^
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• J 3 Short-Periodic Terms with n Frequency - The short periodic perturbation terms due 
to the J 3 perturbations with frequency n (or (1 +  tz)n) are
rsp  1 = 0
I s  P I  =  o ^ 3  COS Jo ( 5  cos2 J0 -  1) sin po 
3
&SP1 =  0^3 cot Jo(15cos2 Jo -  11) (1 -  cos/3)o
ASP1 = g ^ 3  sin Jo [3 ( 5  cos2 J0 -  1)
—(15 cos2 Jq — 11) cot2 Jo] (1 — cos p)
(4.153)
J 3 Short-Periodic Terms with Sn Frequency - The J 3 short-periodic terms with 3n 
frequency are
7- ^ -  = sin3 J0 sin 3p
Ch tjZ i
IsP3 =  o ^ 3 cos lo sin2 ^0  sin 3/?
^SP3 cot Jo sin2 Jo (1 -  COS 3p)
A5 P3 =  -  —A3 sin J0 (7 cos2 J0 -  1) (1 -  cos 3(3)
(4.154)
J 4 Secular Terms - The secular terms, including the offset in the semi-major axis due 
to the J 4 potential are
(4.155)
r sec---- = Q4a
Isec = 0
f^ sec =  $4 0 :
A sec =  K4 a
where the J 4 secular coefficients are obtained through Eqs. (4.124) such that
Q4 = ^ ^ ( 3 5  cos4 Jo — 30 cos2 Jo +  3)
15
$ 4  =  cos Jo (7 cos2 Jo — 3)
« 4  =  - $ 4  COS Jo - £ 0 4
or K4 is explicitly derived as
(4.156)
« 4  =  ——A4 (385 cos4 J q — 270 cos2 Jo +  2 1 ) (4.157)
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• J4 Short-Periodic Terms with 2n Frequency - The short-periodic terms arising from the 
J 4 harmonic with 2 n frequency are
=  -  — A 4 sin2 Jo (7 cos2 Io -  1 ) cos 2/3a 16
(4.158)
I sP 2 =  t^ A .4 sin 2J0(7c o s 2 J0 -  1) (1 -  cos 2/3) 
5
=  — 0 ^ 4  cos Io(7cos2 Jo — 4) sin2/3o
5
ASP2 = ^ A .4 (21 cos4 Jo -  8  cos2 Io -  1) sin 2/3oZ
• J4 Short-Periodic Terms with 4n Frequency - The J4 short-periodic terms with 4n 
frequency are
VSP± 7 A • 4 T A Q  =  — — A 4 sin Iq cos 4/3a 64
35
I s P 4 =  128 Sin 2I° S in 2  ^  “  cos ^
CISPA =
3 5— A 4 cos Jo sin2 Jq sin 4/3 64
AsP4 =  t ^ A 4 sin2 J0 (23 cos2 J0 -  3) sin 4/3 256
(4.159)
One may notice again that the expression for the secular drift in the epicycle phase K4 does 
not appear to agree with other published formulations, for example Kozai [48]. The reason 
for this apparent disagreement arises from the different definition of mean orbital radius used 
in the literature. From Eqs. (4.129), the J4 contribution to the relation between the epicycle 
mean motion n and the averaged mean motion ho is found by n =  no(l — £ 4 ) ,  thus
15
(1 +  K4 )n = (1 +  K4 — Q4 )ho = ho -  — 2Lt(49 cos4 Jo -  36 cos2 Jo +  3)no (4.160)oz
This agrees with Kozai [48] if terms of O (J4 e2) are ignored.
Focusing only on the long-periodic related x  and secular coefficients, further higher terms are 
introduced as follows:
• J 5 / J 2 Long-Periodic Coefficient - The x  coefficient of J 5 and J 2 coupled long-periodic 
terms is
X5
5215 sin Jq ( 2 1  cos4 Jq — 14 cos2 Jo +  1) (4.161)
8 A 2 ( 5 cos2 J0 - 1 )
J 7 / J 2 Long-Periodic Coefficient - The % coefficient of J 7 and J 2 coupled long-periodic
terms is
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Figure 4.4: Variation of x  with Orbital Inclination for R /a  =  0.9
X7
35A7
256^2 (5 cos2 Jo — 1 ) sin J0 (429 cos6 J0 -  495 cos4 J0 +  135 cos2 J0 -  5) (4.162)
J q Secular Coefficients - The secular coefficients including the offset in the semi-major 
axis due to the J q harmonic are
25
Qe — ~  77x^6(231 cos6 Jo — 315 cos4 Jo +  105 cos2 Jo — 5)256
105
$ 6  — — 7 7 7 ^ 6  cos Jo (33 cos4 Jo — 30 cos2 Jo +  5)128
kq =  -  $ 6  cos J0 -  ^ Q q5
(4.163)
Jq Secular Coefficients - The secular coefficients including the offset in the semi-major 
axis due to the Jq harmonic are
Qs =
$ 8  = 
K q =
245
16348
315
2048
(6435 cos8 J0 -  1 2 0 1 2  cos6 J0
+6930 cos4 Jo — 1260 cos2 Jo +  35)
+ 8  cos Jo (715 cos6 Jo — 1001 cos4 Jo +  385 cos2 Jo — 35) 
15
-  # s  COS J0 -  y £ 8
As shown in the formulae, %5 and Xi are n°t defined if 5 cos2 Jo — 1 ~  0.
The variation of % term with inclination for R /a  = 0.9 is shown in figure 4.4.
(4.164)
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Figure 4.5: Ascending Node Drift Rate due to Higher Zonals for R /a  =  0.9 (Label of J 2 
stands J2 second-order)
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Figure 4.6: Epicycle Phase at Perigee Drift Rate due to Higher Zonals for R /a  =  0.9 (Label 
of J2 stands J2 second-order)
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The secular drift terms due to the J2 second-order as well as the higher zonals are shown in 
figures 4.5 and 4.6. Notice that the J2 second-order and J4 effects in k have approximately 
similar magnitudes with opposite sign in the vicinity of critical inclination. Also k due to the 
J 8 harmonic is very small around this region. Thus the J q term may play a significant role 
to govern the perigee motion at near critical inclination.
4 .2 .4  H igher Zonal E p icycle  P ertu rb ation  Sum m ary
• Secular perturbations in Q, and A as well as the constant offset in r are introduced only 
by even zonal harmonics.
• Short-periodic variations occur in all elements and are induced by all zonal harmonics.
• Long-periodic variations only occur in r and A through the long-periodic perturbations 
in £ and 77, which are induced only by odd zonal harmonics.
• For the polar orbit, Io = 90°, all secular and periodic terms in f2 and I  vanish, indicating 
that the orbit is planar.
• For the orbit with epicycle amplitude A /a  < |%|, the major axis oscillates about either 
u  =  90° orw  =  270°. The extreme case of A/a  «  0, there is no perturbation in either 
eccentricity or the argument of perigee, indicating that the orbit is frozen.
• The presence of the divisor 5 cos2 To — 1 in the long-periodic terms means that the 
epicycle solutions for r and A, or £ and 77 become inapplicable near the critical inclination 
of Jo =  63.4°, 116.6°. In this case, the effects of higher zonal terms have to be taken 
into account.
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4.3 Perturbation due to  Tesseral/Sectorial Harmonics
The disturbing function due to the /-degree m-order tesseral harmonics is given by
Vlm = -  ( —)  Pzm(cos 9) (Cim cos mi) +  Sim sin m ^)  (4.165)r \ r  J
and m / 0 .  In the case where I = m  these describe sectorial harmonics, however, the general 
term “tesseral harmonics” includes sectorial harmonics unless it is necessary to specify.
The angle i) is defined in Eq. (3.86) and represents geographic longitude. It is related to cp
by
i> = tp — Og (4.166)
where 9g is Greenwich sidereal time expressed as an angle. The conventional notation of 
and Sim is related to J\m by
(4.167)
(4.168)
Clm — Jim COS mi)lm
Sim =  Jim sin mi)im
i)im is not uniquely determined because of unknown factors, which are multiples of 27t/to,
however, the smallest positive value for i)im shall be taken [18]. The disturbing function
(4.165) is then re-arranged to give:
ll I R \  ^
V lm  =  -  J im  ( — ) iT (C 0S 9) COS TO {if) -  ^ m) r \ r  /
Kaula [42] introduced an inclination function Fimp(I) through the relations:
P / 71 (cos 9) cos mcf) = J2lp=o Ftmp {I) cos (/ -  2p) A
P{m (cos 9) sin mcf) = Y!p=o Fimp (I) sin (/ -  2p) A
if (/ — to) is even, and
Pj71 (cos 9) cos mcf) = Ylp=o Fimp (I) sin (/ -  2p) A
Pf71 (cos 9) sin mcf) = -  J2p=o Fimp (I) cos (/ -  2p) A
if (/ — to) is odd, where cf> = <p — fl = i) + 9g — Q.
The inclination function, Fimp(I)-> is defined by
(4.169)
(4.170)
m in(p ,k) (2 1 -  2 t)\ sinl—m —2t
s= 0
cos5 1
X E(-!)
c
c —k
I — TO — 2t +  S
C
TO — S
^ p - t - c
{4.171)
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where k is the integer part of (I — m ) / 2  and c is summed over all values for which the 
coefficients are not equal to zero (see Appendix E).
For convenience, the following functions are introduced:
(l—m ) even
sin
cos
(l—m) odd 
(l—m) even
((/ -  2p)X +  m(fi - O g -  i / J i m ) )
((I -  2p)X +  m(fi -  O g  -  i p i m ) )
(4.172)
(l—m)  odd
The disturbing function Vim in Eq. (4.168) can be expressed in terms of (7, fi, A) such that:
l i
(4.173)
To consider tesseral perturbations in view of J 2 perturbation dominance, the disturbing 
function V  is assumed to be V  = V2 -f Vim. The equation of satellite motion under the Jim 
potential is then described through Eqs. (3.81) by:
r ;  +  ( — ] 2,2 _r  — rv  =  o^ ^ J2 f )  *^2 ( s i n / s i nA)
+ (/ + 1 )^Jim ( — ) Flmp{I)Clmp ( ^ 5  ^ 5  9g) 
r ' r ' p = 0
3 / i  T /R\ 2 . _ 2 r •— -  —J 2 — sinJ cos I  sm2A 
2  r \ r  )
u f  R \^  ^
H Jim ( j cot I  ^ ] F)rnp(/) [772 — (Z — 2p) cos 7] Simp (A, fl, 9 g )
r  '  r '  p = 0
— J 2 ^ cos2 7(1 — cos2A)
i 1
h j  =
hP
cot I E  d,Flmp(I)Clmp (A, n, eg)
p = 0
[i ( R \   ^ ^
= —TYl Jim ( j ^  ] Fimp{I)Slmp (A, fl, 6 g)
► (4.174)
where the abbreviation of djFimp(I) = dFimp(I)/d I  is introduced, and diFimp(I) satisfies the 
following recurrence relation [6 8 ] (also see Appendix E).
sin I d ,F lmp(I) = [m cos I -  (I -  2p)\Flmp(I) + ( - l ) i - m _ 1  sin I  Ft m + 1  p (4.175)
Eqs. (4.174) are linearised by assuming the coordinates introduced in Eqs. (4.106) and 
remembering that S2 , t2 , 0 2  and 62 are first-order correction terms in J 2 , found in Eqs. (4.23). 
The relation v = e +  o cos 7q is also used.
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4.3 .1  Tesseral F irst-O rder P erturbation
Solutions to Eqs. (4.174) in the neighbourhood of circular orbits are investigated. The 
sidereal time 6 g can be described in terms of epicycle phase a  such that:
@g — @0 P  — 9 q +  UJeOL (4.176)
where 6 q is the sidereal time at t = 0, hence a = 0. Note that the notation of ioe is the earth’s 
sidereal rotation rate normalised by the satellite epicycle frequency n, such that ue = uq/ti.
The following abbreviations are introduced:
^ Im p iS ^ )  =  ^ I m p  ((1 4” ^2)015 flo 4~ $ 2 Ot-j 0 q +  UJeOi)
COS
sin
(l—m) even
(l—m) odd
{jimp®- 4“ ^  (^0 $0 V’/m))
^lmp{.Ot) — $ lm p  ((1 4” ^ 2 ) ^ 1  ^0 4“ $2^: 0q CdgQ;)i
sin
— COS
(l—m) even
(l—m) odd
{jimp®- 4“ m  (flo 0q ifilm))
(4.177)
where
Tlmp = ( I -  2p)(l 4- K2) 4- m(t? 2 -  We) (4.178)
Note that only the secular variations due to the dominant J 2 terms are considered when 
addressing the tesseral perturbation problem, all J 2 periodic terms are neglected as they only 
introduce 0 ( J 2 J i m )  order periodic perturbations. Therefore, to a first-order approximation, 
the Cimp and Simp functions can be regarded as functions of epicycle phase a  as described in 
Eqs. (4.177).
It is assumed that the z component of the angular momentum vector hz is expressed as
hz = a2n (1 +  £2 4- £) cos Jo where £2 =  ^.2 / 2  is constant through Eq. (4.14), however 5 is no
longer constant. Using these assumptions and notations, the hz equation in Eqs. (4.174) is 
linearised to give:
l
5 cos Jo =  mAim  ^Fimp(Io)Simp(a) (4.179)
p = 0
where the abbreviation Aim = Jim(R/a ) 1 is introduced. This can be directly integrated to 
give:
6 cosIo = mA,m j2F im P( I o ) ^ E^ - S o C O s I o  (4.180)
p - o Tlmp
where <5q is some integration constant that needs to be determined.
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The inclination and the ascending node equations in Eqs. (4.174) are linearised and re­
arranged to give:
if sin J0 =  Aim Y  Fimp{Io) [ m -  ( I -  2p) cos J0] Simp{a)
p =o
i
o sin Jo =  Aim ^  Fimp{Io)Cimp{ot)
p= 0
(4.181)
(4.182)
Introducing following abbreviations
Clmpiot) Clmpity Cimpipf)
Flmp(&) = £>imp((X) ~ £>lmp{fy
(4.183)
these equations are integrated to give
l
i sin J0 =  Aim Y  Fimpi1 o) [ m - ( I -  2p) cos J0]
p=0 Tlmp
o sin Jo =  Aim Y  d I F l m p ( I o)Slmp^
p - o  T l m p
The radial equation in Eqs. (4.174) is linearised to give:
(4.184)
(4.185)
s" s 1
 1- -  — 2 (£ +  ^tan Jo) — (I 4-1) Aim Y ,  Fimp(Io)Cimp{&)Q Cl _
p = 0
(4.186)
Like the v parameter which was introduced in Eq. (4.18), a £ parameter can also be introduced 
such that:
<; = 5 + l tan Jo
Then
? =  -?o +  Alm £  Flmp(Io) (I -  2p) M
p - 0  Tlmp
(4.187)
(4.188)
where
Co =  t o tan J0
L0 = -  Aim esc Jo Y Fimpih) [m -  (I -  2p) cos J0] 9 lmp^
p - o Tlmp
The special solution to the radial equation (4.186) is derived as
(4.189)
s i
~ = —2C0 Aim ^  ] Fimp (Jo)
a  p = 0
( l  +  l )  -
2 (1  -  2p)
Tlmp
F'lmp(&)
1 Tlmp^
(4.190)
Notice that, as explained in section 4.2.1, explicit J 2 terms are all cancelled out for the given 
J 2 first-order solutions, for all coordinates.
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Substituting the 8 , s and i solutions into the equality 8  = 2s/a — l tan Jo 4- v' gives an 
expression for v:
v — 3co 4" 2A[m ] Fimp{Io)
p = o
(* ~ 2ff) _ 2(Z -  2p) -  (I + l)7Kmp 
2 1 Tlmp*
Eq. (4.191) can be integrated to give:
(* ~ %P) 2 (J — 2p) -(14 -  l)rlmp
v  — 3co« 4~ 2 A i m  y  ] F i m p ( I o)
p=0 1 Tlmp*
Clmpi®)
Tlmp
Slmp(&)
Tlmp?
(4.191)
(4.192)
The mean semi-major axis a, by which the equations are linearised has to be defined. When 
only the zonal potentials are considered, the mean semi-major axis a is defined in terms of 
the orbital energy that is conserved. If the tesseral potentials are included then the orbital 
energy is no longer constant, however, a can be defined through the Jacobi constant C, which 
is given in Eq. (3.91). The first order approximation to the orbital energy £ is obtained by
£ = - f + *2  a a C A-im 'y ] Fimp(Io)Cimp(ot:)
p = 0
(4.193)
where the J 2 terms are cancelled out again. u§hz can also be approximated by
w@hz — (1 4“ J2 4" J) cos Iq
Subtracting Eq. (4.194) from Eq. (4.193) yields
(4.194)
C = JL
2 a [1 4- 2ue (1 4- 8 2 ) cos 7q]
a C - -^Im h ' im p (Io )C lm p(cx) U e8 COS I q
p = 0
(4.195)
Substituting the t and 8  solutions of Eq. (4.184) and Eq. (4.180) into Eq. (4.195) and 
re-arranging gives the result:
C =  - ^ - [ 1 4 -  2 ue (1 + 8 2 ) cos io] 4- — —Co (1 -  we cos io ) — ujei0 s in io
Zu CL
- A lm £  Flmp(Io) [(/ -  2p)«2 +  m d 2] ^ 2 2 M
p = 0 Tlmp
(4.196)
However, because the last term of Eq. (4.196) is 0(J2Jim)-> the first-order approximation to 
the Jacobi constant is given by
C = [1 4- 2ue (1 4- 8 2 ) cos io  4- 2co (1 -  we cos io ) 4- 2 ueio s in io ] (4.197)
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The azimuthal solution in Eq. (4.192) has a secular perturbation term, which arises from 
the constant offset <ro appearing in the radial solution Eq. (4.190). This does not agree with 
the fact that secular perturbations do not occur as a result of the tesseral potential [79]. 
The secular term arises from a choice of mean semi-major axis, and hence there should be a 
well-defined semi-major axis, which gives no secular term. Eq. (4.197) suggests that if the 
semi-major axis a is defined through the Jacobi constant C such that
a = ~ 2 q [  1 +  2we (1  +  cos/o +  2 weto sin J0] (4.198)
then Co =  0 in Eq. (4.197), which removes the secular term. An explicit definition of Jo from 
Eq. (4.180) can then be written as:
l
J0 COS Jo =  Aim X  Fimp{h) [(/ ~ 2p) cos J0 -  m\ Clmp^  
p = o  T l m P
(4.199)
In practice, because the u e, J2 and to terms are also functions of semi-major axis a, the 
iteration scheme can be used to obtain the semi-major axis a defined in Eq. (4.198).
Having defined the semi-major axis about which the equations are expanded, the solutions 
for tesseral perturbations to the epicycle coordinates can be summarised as:
— Aim ^  ] Flmp(I0)
p — 0
(/ + ! ) - 2 (1  -  2p)
'Pimp
C'lmp(&)
1 - 'Pimpx
I =  Aim CSC J0 X  Fimp(h) [m -  (I -  2p) cos Jo] Clmp(a )
'Pimpp = 0
I
o = Aim CSC Jo X  d l F l m p ( h )  — m p  ^  ^
p = 0 T l m P
13 — 2 A /m X  Flmp(Io)
p = 0
(I -  2p) 2(1 -  2p)  -  ( / +  1 ) n mp
2 1 -  Tlmp2
Slmpjcx)
Tlmp'^
(4.200)
4.3 .2  m -Day T esseral P erturbations
It can be seen that the solutions introduced in Eqs. (4.200) meet singularities when r/mp «  0. 
This case is a resonance between the orbital frequency and the Earth’s rotation frequency. 
Recalling the definition of u e of Eq. (4.176), Timp = 0 yields
(Z -  2 p) ( 1  +  ^2 ) n +  m ( $ 2 n -  cj©) =  0 (4.201)
which occurs if
n
(/ -  2p)(l -I- k2) A  ru'd
(4.202)
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For the particular case of (I — 2p) = m  for which (I — m) must be even, Eq. (4.202) results 
in n «  uq. This shows that the epicycle frequency is approximately one rotation per sidereal 
day, which is the case for a 24-hour or geosynchronous orbit. Also if I — 2p = ± 1 , hence I 
is odd, then n mo;®, making the solutions unstable. This occurs if the satellite orbital 
period is an integer fraction of a day, for instance, 12, 8 -hours orbits. In addition, both the 
radial and the azimuthal solutions have the ( 1  — Timp2) divisor, which introduce instabilities 
if Tlmp ~  Similarly Timp = ±1 can be solved for n to give:
  ____________________________  / A Of)Q^
( l - 2P T l )  + ( l - 2p)K2 + m'd K }
These solutions indicate that if (I — 2p 1) = m  for which (I — m) must be odd, then they 
become n ~  w®. Also Eq. (4.203) yields n «  mu;® when I — 2p =  2,0.
Detailed studies of such cases are made, for instance, by Blitzer et al [10] for geostationary 
orbits and by Gedeon [23] who showed libration periods for several circular resonant orbits 
including sub-geosynchronous orbits such as 12, 8 -hour orbits. The overall resonance effects 
from tesseral harmonics are introduced by Vallado [79].
Section 4.3.3 presents and discusses a detailed study of a resonance case focusing on the 24-
hour, geostationary orbit. The solutions of Eqs. (4.204) with rimp = 0{muje) and 1 — r /m p 2 =
0 (mue) divisors are now discussed generally.
For a low-Earth orbiting satellite, which commonly completes 14-15 orbits per day (cje & 
7 x 10-2), muje <C 1 is assumed for moderate values of m, for instance up to and including 
fourth-order. For such m  values, «2 5$ 2  mu)e because K2 and $ 2  are 0 {J2 )- Therefore if 
(1 — 2 p) 7  ^ 0  then the tesseral perturbation frequencies are dominated by (I — 2p){l +  ^2 )^ 
resulting in short periodic variations of the epicycle coordinates.
If (I — 2p) = 0, which arises when the degree I is even, then the frequencies become m ( $ 2 — 
o;®)n. In this case the period of the perturbation is an integral fraction of a day. These are 
known as m-daily periodic perturbations [79]. The m-daily periodic terms are given by
i  =  -  (l + 1) A lmFlm i(Io)Clm,2 (a)
o =  Aim escI0diFl L(I0) 7  -
2 m{v  2 — ue)
v = 2(l + l)A irnFl i (Iq) ^lm |
£ V"U'm ( $ 2  -  Ue)
(4.204)
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Terms of m 2 {d2 — o;e ) 2 are neglected to obtain the results of Eqs. (4.204). Note that only 
the radial m-daily variation does not have the ( $ 2  — we) divisor.
The explicit m-daily periodic solutions in the along-track variation of v through J 44 are
9 sin2 Io & r \
V22 =  o ^ 22l -------- ^ 2 2 1  (a)
2  V2 — COe
U41 =
V42
^43
U44 =
75 s i n  2/o ( 4  — 7 s i n 2 Iq )  -
~  7 ^ 4 1 ---------q----------------- 5412(a)16 -  We
225 sin2 J0 (1 -  7cos270) « t \—r-^42--------------------------  0 4 2 2 (a)16 '&2 -  u e
525 s i n  2 Jo s i n 2 Io = . .
-A43— „------------0432(a)
1575 A44
$ 2  -  We
s i n 4 J q s
5 4 4 2 (a)
(4.205)
16 n $2 — We
In Eq. (4.205), the subscripts of v indicate, the degrees and orders of the perturbing terms 
of interest. These, as expected, agree with Cook’s results [18]. Because all m-daily periodic 
terms have a ( $ 2  — we) divisor, the amplitude of the periodic oscillation can be one order 
larger than that of short periodic perturbations.
As a matter of interest, the issue of whether the fourth-degree m-daily perturbation can be 
larger than the second-degree variation of V22 is considered. If ||u/m|| denotes a maximum 
absolute value of vim, or ||u/m|| =  max|u/m|, then the condition of || ^ 2 2 1| < 11^ 421 is satisfied 
if
8  A22 (4.206)7 175 A 42
The right-side hand of Eq. (4.206) has to be greater than or equal to zero for real solutions 
to exist. To make the right-hand side of Eq. (4.206) non-negative, the semi-major axis a has 
to satisfy
" ^  (4.207)a
R  ~  V 4  J22
which places an upper limit on a of approximately 8352.6 km for the condition ||^2 2 1| < 11^ 421| 
to be true. Hence if the semi-major axis is larger than this value, whatever the inclination 
angle is, the J42 m-daily variation amplitude cannot be larger than that of due to J22.
For the J 41 m-daily case, this situation can also arise if the inclination angle satisfies
| tan J q | < — w + y/v +  y/v2 + u3 + \Jv — y/v2 +  u3 (4.208)
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where u , v and w are given by
25 Anw = 5v = -w  
21 2 ^ ’ “ - 2 ~ w3' » = 3 ~ w 2  (4-209)
Unlike the J 42 case, the m-daily variation due to J 41 can be larger than the J22 variation for 
some inclination angles without any semi-major axis limitations.
This is not true for the J 43 and J 44 cases, because the relevant conditions would be
|sin2/ol- ^ S f ’ sin2/° -i? 5 ;fe  (4210)
where the right-hand sides of both inequalities are larger than 1 for the Earth’s potential. 
All of the m-daily periodic perturbations in Eq. (4.205) vanish for an equatorial orbit, e.g.
Io = 0.
co<Du 0 . 6
jjd>
Eo
rH
•H
-  0.4GO■H
JJ(0
J41
J42
J43
J44
20 30 40 50 60
Inclination [degrees]
Figure 4.7: LEO m-Daily Periodic Variation Amplitude
Both the radial and azimuthal solutions given in Eqs. (4.200) appear to have 1 — Tim p 2
divisors. Therefore if 1 — Tim p 2 =  0 (m u e), short periodic terms of 0(J im/m u e) may arise
both in the radial and azimuthal solutions. If degree I is odd and two values p± = (I =F 1)/2 
are considered, then
Tlmp± = ±(1 +  «2 ) +  2 ~  ^e) (4.211)
and if order m is small enough, then it can be approximated that
1 — Pmp± ~  ~f2 [m( $ 2  we) =fc K2] (4.212)
The terms of interest are given by
g
~  =  zX lm p±  C lm p±  (Ot)
^ =  ~f'2‘Xlmp±Slmp±(oi)
(4.213)
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where
XlmP± = \{ l  -  1 )Alm (4.214)2 m ( y 2  — We ) ±  K2
The explicit description of Xlmp± f°r the third order tesseral harmonics are obtained through 
Eq. (4.214):
X311 =
3 . 5 s i n 2 / o ( l  +  3 c o s / o )  ~  4 (1  +  c o s / o )
16 31 $ 2  -  We +  Av2
X312 =
3  A 5 s in 2 7 o ( l  — 3 c o s / o )  — 4 (1  — c o s  Jo) 
16 31 $ 2  -  We -  K2
X321 =
15 A s in  Jo (1 — 2 c o s  Jo — 3 c o s 2 Jo) 
8  2 ( $ 2  — we) +
X322 =
1 5 ^  s i n / o ( l  +  2 c o s  Jo — 3 c o s 2 /o )
8  32 2 ($ 2  -  We) -  Av2
X331 =
4 5 ^  sin2 J o (1 +  cos Jo) 
8  33 3 ($ 2  -  We) +  Av2
X332 =
4 5  A sin2 J0 ( l  — cos Jo)
8  33 3 (0 2  -  We) -  K2 j
4.3 .3  GEO R esonan ce due to  E quatorial E llip tic ity
If the orbital period is commensurable with the Earth’s rotational period, the satellite’s 
footprint will be a closed path. The repeating ground-track orbit, therefore, will be under the 
influence of the same set of gravitational force periodically, a condition that leads to resonance. 
The resonance can best be understood by considering the trivial case of commensurability, 
the 24-hour orbit.
The influence of the principal longitude-dependent term, J2 2 , of the Earth’s potential on 
geostationary orbit (GEO) satellites is investigated in this section.
It is found that in a co-rotating frame with the Earth there are four possible stationary 
points for circular orbits, symmetrically situated on the extensions of the principal axes of the 
equatorial ellipse. The two points on the minor axis are locations of stable equilibrium, 75.1 °E  
and 104.9° W; the others are unstable, 14.9°W  and 165.10# . The longitudinal GEO satellite 
motion appears to be a long-periodic libration about the point of stable equilibrium [8 , 1 0 ].
When considering GEO, higher order non-spherical geopotential and atmospheric drag per­
turbations may be considered negligible, but luni-solar effects on the orbit may prove signif­
icant [17, 60].
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By focusing on the dominant second zonal harmonics and second-degree second-order sectorial 
harmonics, the disturbing function V  is given by
V  =  ~ ^ J 2 ( ^ Y  P2 (cos0) +  ^ J 22 2 P22 (cos 0) cos 2 (V> -  i>22) (4.216)
where 9 and denote geographical co-latitude and longitude respectively.
Then the equations of motion in terms of the spherical coordinates (r, 9, if;) are
r -  r[92 +  (ip +  w© ) 2 sin2 9] = -  ^  +  3 ^  J 2 P2 (cos 9)
~ 3 -^ h i  P 2 (C0S #) C0S 2  W “  f e )
“  ^ r 2(ip +  a;©)2 sin29
jj, T f  R \  2 dP2(cos 6 ) 
r
/f / R \ 2  d P i ( c o s e )  , ,
+  r (.7 )  — de— cos2 (V’ -V-22)
J  [r2 (V> +  wffi) sin2 0 ] =  -  2^  J 22 ( ^ )  P2 (cos0) sin2 (V> -  ip22)
Careful inspection suggests that Eqs. (4.217) have equilibrium solutions such that
r = a, 0 =  7 t /2 ,  %/; =
where a is a constant which satisfies
1 +  f  ^ 2 ("a )  +  9J22 ("a )  C°S 2 ~~ ^
and ipo is another constant such that
a3u;© 2 =  p
sin 2 (-00  ~ f e )  =  0
and hence it is clear that
V'O =  f e ,  f e  ±  7t / 2 , ^22 +  7T
These equilibrium solutions in terms of epicycle coordinates are expressed by
r  =  a
J  =  0 ► (4.222)
A Q, — 9g = IpQ
although Q, is not defined if I  = 0, it can be understood that the angle A +  Q is the azimuthal 
phase in a reference inertial frame.
(4.217)
(4.218)
(4.219)
(4.220)
(4.221)
The third of Eqs. (4.222) implies
is — A 4- 0  cos I  ~  A -f- — cj© (4.223)
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‘I/E
Satellite
Stable Node
Ascending Node
Figure 4.8: Geometry of GEO - Inclination is not the scale
Using Kaula’s inclination function, Eq. (4.216) is re-written as
V  =  ( - ) 2p2(cos0) +  ^ J22 ( - ) 2 ^ i ?22p (/)cos((2 -2p )A + 2(n -09 -V>22)) (4.224)r \ r  J r \ r  J p=Q
and this can be used to derive the equations of motion in terms of epicycle coordinates 
(r, I, Cl,\) through Eqs. (3.81). These equations are then linearised around the stable solu­
tions by assuming
\
r  =  a +  s
I = i  [ (4.225)
A +  Q = -00 +  09 -t- v 
where a and if)o are chosen to be the stable solutions:
asUQ,2 — p |^1 +  - A 2 — 9^22 
i ’o = i>22 ± 2
(4.226)
Remember A 2 = J2 {R/a ) 2 and similarly a notation of A 22 = J2 2 {R/o) 2 is introduced. Or­
dering schemes for GEO shall be considered. Because a/R  «  6.61 for GEO, it can be shown 
J2 (R /a ) 2 ~  2.5 x 10- 5  and J2 2 {R/q) 2 ~  4.2 x 10-8 . In this analysis, it is assumed that 
1 2 «  0{  10~4) and higher order terms than 0(1O~6) shall be ignored. Note that if I  = 1° 
then J 2 «  3 x 10~4. The geometry of GEO in terms of the azimuthal angles are illustrated 
in figure 4.8.
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Eq. (4.224) shows that only the term whenp =  0 contributes to the phenomenon of resonance, 
as in this case 2 (A +  fI — 6 g — ^ 2 2 ) ~  2 (-00 — ^ 2 2 ) occurs for orbits near equilibrium points.
Prom the second of Eqs. (3.81), the inclination equation is linearised by
3
l' =  — - 1  (A 2 sin 2a +  2 A 22 sin 2v) (4.227)z
The epicycle phase a  is introduced such that
a = u@t (4.228)
The third of Eqs. (3.81), the ascending node equation, is linearised by
3
o' = — -  [A2 (1 — cos 2ck) — 2 A 22 cos 2v] (4.229)
The first and the fourth of Eqs. (3.81), the radial and the hz equations, are both linearised 
to give
2 s' f- v" = 6 .A22 sin 2 va
s" 3s
------------- 2 y' = —9 ^ 2 2  (1  — cos 2 v)a a
(4.230)
Prom the first of Eqs. (4.230), it is plausible to assume
=  K \  sin 2v, v" — K 2 sin 2v (4.231)s'
a
Then K \  and i f 2 have to satisfy
2 if i  + K 2 = GA22 (4.232)
Then s"/a = 2K\v' cos2u =  0 (A2 2v') ~  0 unless v' is zero order. The differentiation of the 
right-hand side of the second of Eqs. (4.231) is also found that —1 8 4^ 2 2 ^  sin 2v = G(A 2 2v') ~
0. This suggests that the right-hand side of the second of Eqs. (4.231) can be considered as
a constant.
So that the second of Eqs. (4.231) can be approximated by
—  +  2v' = 0 (4.233)a
and hence
ZKi +  2Pf2 =  0 (4.234)
Solving Eq. (4.232) and Eq. (4.234) yields
Ki = 12A22, K2 =  -ISA22 (4.235)
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The radial and azimuthal equations (4.230) can be de-coupled using these results to obtain
(4.236)
— =  1 2 A2 2 sin 2 ua
v" = —1 8 ^ .2 2  sin 2 v
Multiplying both sides of the second of Eqs. (4.236) by v' and integrating gives
~{v ' ) 2 =  C +  9 ^ 2 2  cos 2v (4.237)
where C is an integration constant. Assuming v' = 0 when v = vm, where vm is the maximum 
phase from a stable point, this gives C =  —9 A.22 cos 2vm.
From this it can be written
v' = ± 6 \/A 2 2 (sin2 vm — sin2 u ) 2  (4.238)
or
da = ±-CS<^ m (1  — esc2 vm sin2 v)~^dv  (4.239)
6 VA22
Eq. (4.239) indicates that the resonance motion of satellites is described by the elliptic integral 
of the first kind (see Appendix F), such that, assuming v = vm at a = am: the motion of 
epicycle phase a  is obtained by
a — am = f  (1 — esc2 vm sin2 w)~*dw (4.240)
6 v  A 22 JVm
By changing the integral variable w to (f) such that sin</> =  cscum sinw, Eq. (4.240) is 
arranged by
'sin- 1 (esc Vm sin v )
a — am = ±-
1 r  x v  .
-==  /  (1 — sin2 vm sin2 4>)~2 d(f) (4.241)
/A 22 Jir/2
ptt/ 2  1
K(sm 2 vm) = /  (1  — sin2 umsin2 0 ) _ 2 d(f) (4.242)
Jo
61/ -k
Introducing a notation of K  (sin2 um) , which is a complete elliptic integral of first kind:
r‘7 r /2
'0
Eq. (4.241) can be further re-arranged to give
/•sin-1  ( e s c s i n ? ; )  1
K ( sin2 vm) ±  6 \/A 2 2 (ck — cxm) = /  (1 — sin2 vm sin2 <fi)~^ d(f) (4.243)
Jo
which can be shown to be equivalent to the following expression by the use of Jacobian elliptic 
functions (See Appendix F):
sinu =  sinumsn (If (sin2 vm) ±  6 \JA2 2 [a — am) | sin2 vm) (4.244)
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or using the formula of sn (K (k2) ±  u j k2) =  cd (u \ k2) in Eqs. (F.8 ),
sinu =  sin umcd (6 y /A ^ (a  -  a m)) (4.245)
where, hereinafter, the parameter of sin2 vm is omitted unless it is necessary to specify. As 
sin2 vm cd2 u 4- cos2 vm nd2 u = 1 found in Eqs. (F.9) and knowing cos v > 0, it can be shown 
that
cos v = cos v  mnd ( 6 ' j A n i a  -  a m)) (4.246)
It is useful to derive v' and this can be done by differentiating Eq. (4.245):
v' = - Z y / A ^  sin 2umsd (6  yfA^fa. -  am)) (4.247)
where the differentiation formula of d (cd u) /du = — sin2 vm sd wnd u in Eqs. (F.15) is used.
Substituting Eq. (4.245) and Eq. (4.246) into the radial equation of the first of Eqs. (4.236) 
yields
s <
— = 1 2 A22 sin2umcd (6 y /A ^ (a  -  a m))nd (6 y /A ^ (a  -  am)) (4.248)
which can be integrated to give
^ =  2 \/A 22 sin2umsd (6 \ / A ^ ( a  -  am)) +  6 A22 sin2 umcd2 (6 y /A ^ (a  -  am)) (4.249)
Notice that the second term of Eq. (4.249) arises from the assumption that —9A22(1 — cos 2v) 
has been regarded as a constant in Eqs. (4.230).
Combining this result with general solutions to s and v arising from the original equation 
(4.230), the radial and azimuthal solutions yield
£
-  =  26 — (£ cos a  +  rj since) +  2 \/A 22 sin2 vm sdu
(4.250)
v = vo — 3<fa? +  2 [£ sin a  +  rj (1 — cos a)] +  sin 1 (sinum cd u)
where u = 6 \A4 2 2(a — am). Notice that because the equations are expanded about the 
reference semi-major axis a defined in Eq. (4.226), the constant offset 6  in the s solution 
(3.50) may be present, which consequently causes the secular perturbation on v.
Note that only Q{yJA2 2 ) terms are taken into account to formulate Eqs. (4.250) and the 
(9(A22) terms are neglected because they are order of 10- 8  for GEO.
The paths of near circular, small inclination orbits in the rotating coordinate frame are 
illustrated in Figure 4.9. There are 3 regions to describe the motion of near 24-hour orbits. 
Away from the Earth, in the first region, the orbital periods are less than 24 hours, and the
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Figure 4.9: Near 24-hour Orbit Paths in an Earth-Fixed Reference Frame
apparent motion of satellites is an eastward circulation around the Earth. Farther away from 
the Earth, the period increases and in this region, satellites are in 24-hour orbits. Here the 
motion consists of a long-period libration, or circulation, about a stable equilibrium point. 
The libration period is given through v solution of Eq. (4.245) by
2  i
P  = -u® ~ 1A 2 2 ~ 2 K(sm 2 vm) (4.251)
Beyond this region, the periods become longer than 24 hours and the motion is a westward 
circulation about the Earth.
Figure 4.10 is a phase-space diagram of drift rate vs longitude displacement from a stable 
point, e.g. {v,v) and the total libration period in days is also presented in figure 4.11. These 
results of figures 4.10 and 4.11 are obtained by Eqs. (4.245), (4.246), (4.247) and (4.251).
The last data point in figure 4.11 is at 89 degrees separation from a stable point and as 
this angle is more closing towards 90 degrees, the libration period is rapidly getting longer 
towards infinity.
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Figure 4.10: Apparent Motion of 24-Hr Equatorial Satellite Due to Elliptic Equator
Using the v  solutions of Eq. (4.245) and Eq. (4.246), the inclination equation (4.227) can be 
written as
l' 3— =  — - A 2 sin 2a: — 3 A.22 sin 2umcd u n d u  (4.252)L Z
Eq. (4.252) can be integrated to give
i  =  Jq g [ ~  f (1 ~cos 2a)—| y /A p z sin 2vm (sd u — sd u 0 )] ^  253)
where uq = —b y /A ^a m and it is assumed that i =  Jo at a = 0. Eq. (4.253) is approximated 
to obtain
l = I q 1 — - A 2 (1  -  cos 2 a) -  — \JA22 sin2 vm (sd u — sduo)
Li
Similarly the ascending node equation (4.229) is given by 
3
o' = —- A 2 ( 1  — cos 2 a) +  3 A2 2 (cos2 vm nd2 u — sin2 vm cd2 u)
Li
Assuming o = fio at a  =  0, Eq. (4.255) can be integrated to give
3 f  1 \  1
o =  Q0 -  2 ^ 2  -  2  s in2aj +  [2  (E{u) -  E(u0))
— {u — uq) — 2  sin2 vm (sn u cd u — sn uq cd uq)
(4.254)
(4.255)
(4.256)
using the formulae of Eqs. (F.14) and where E{u) is the elliptic integral of the second kind 
(See Appendix F).
Having determined the ascending node, the azimuthal solution is obtained through the third 
of Eqs. (4.225) as
A =  'ifo P 9g + vq — 35a +  2 [£ sin a  +  rj (1 — cos a)] +  sin- 1  (sin vmcd u)
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Figure 4.11: Libration Period of 24-Hr Equatorial Satellite Due to Elliptic Equator
- n 0 +  s in2aj -  2  (E(u) -  E(u0))
— (u — uo) — 2 sin2 vm (sn u cd u — sn uo cd uo)] (4.257)
Because A is required to be A =  0 at a = 0, the following equality has to be satisfied:
V’o +  # 0  +  +  sin 1 (sinumcd u q )  -  =  0 (4.258)
where it is assumed that 6 g — 6 $ +  u ea.
From the geometry, however, it is clear that fio should be related to the 6 q and 'ipo parameters
such that
=  #o +  "00 +  sin- 1  (sinumcd uo) (4.259)
as -00 +  sin- 1  (sinumcduo) is an initial satellite’s longitudinal location at a — 0. So that it
can.be considered that vq =  0 ,
By realising all the terms with the expression of x ( u )  —  x ( u q )  are 0{yfA^i) and ignoring 
resulting 0 (^ 2 2 ) terms, the solutions to the GEO resonance problem are summarised by
=  1 +  28 — (£ cos a  +  77 sin ce) +  2 \ / A 22 sin 2 umsd u
I  = Io 1 — - A 2 ( 1  — cos 2 a)
Q, =  — ^ 2  ( a  ~
> (4.260)
A +  Q, = 'fio + 9q + (I — 35)a +  2 [£since +  77 (1 — cosce)] +  sin 1 (sinumcd u )
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where
a
@o
u
u0
ipo
Qo
=
O g - O i
6\A 4-22 («  -  Oim )
6  \ /  A 22 O-m
if)22 =t 7r/2
i ’o +  0 0  +  sin- 1  (sinumcd u0)
(4.261)
Notice that the perturbations on the inclination and the ascending node are only due to 
the J 2 harmonic under the assumed approximation or ordering scheme. Also terms of order 
Oil's/A2 2 ) are ignored for small inclination orbits such as GEO.
In practice, a satellite can be controlled to maintain its geostationary location, which is 
assumed to be the maximum separation angle vm as the satellite is expected to have zero 
relative velocity at the geostationary location. So that it is feasible to assume v  ~  vm +  Sv 
where Sv <C 1. Then Eq. (4.245) leads
and then
Sv — — tanvm (1 — cd u)
v  =  vm — tan vm (1  — cd u)
(4.262)
(4.263)
Further assuming n <  1, the Jacobian elliptic functions can be expressed as power series 
through Eqs. (F.12):
(4.264)
where terms up to and including terms of order u2 are taken into account. Eqs. (4.264) gives
sd u = u
sn {u\k2) s=a u
cn (u\k2) ?
dn (u\k2) p-
cd u = 1 — - u 2 cos2 vm
(4.265)
which can be substituted into Eq. (4.263) to give
1
v = Vm -  sin 2 vm (4.266)
Therefore the in-plane motion of GEO resonance perturbation of Eqs. (4.260) can be simplified
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(4.267)
4 .3 .4  T essera l/S ector ia l E p icycle  P erturbation  Sum m ary
• No secular terms are appearing in all the epicycle coordinates.
• Even-degree tesseral harmonics introduce approximately one or two order larger pe­
riodic variation than their short periodic oscillation amplitude. This particular term 
called m-daily periodic because the period of this oscillation is an integral fraction of a 
day.
• m-daily periodic perturbation of LEO due to low degree tesseral harmonics can go up to 
more than half-kilometre’s amplitude in along track direction. This is mainly induced by 
the second-degree second-order sectorial harmonic J 2 2 , often called equatorial ellipticity, 
thus the period of oscillation is approximately 1 2  hours.
•  777-daily  v a r ia t io n s  in  t h e  a lo n g - t r a c k  d i r e c t io n  d u e  t o  f o u r t h - d e g r e e  t e r m s  J 41 a n d  J42 
c a n  b e c o m e  la r g e r  in  a m p l i t u d e s  t h a n  d u e  t o  J 22 f o r  p a r t i c u la r  s e m i - m a j o r  a x e s  a n d  
in c l i n a t i o n s .
• In special cases when the orbital period is commensurable with the Earth’s rotational 
period, the motion of the satellite is under the influence of the same set of gravitational 
forces. This leads to resonance.
• The motion of a satellite at GEO, which is 24-hour equatorial circular orbit, can exhibit 
strong resonance due to J 2 2 equatorial ellipticity.
• There are two stable and two unstable points on the equatorial plane in the co-rotating 
frame with the Earth. 75.1 °E  and 104.9°W are stable, 14.9°W and 165.1 °E  are unsta­
ble.
• In the presence of the J 22 perturbation, the motion of a satellite at GEO is characterised 
by libration about a stable point. The libration period varies depending upon the 
maximum separation from a stable point, and is typically 850 ~  1000 days.
under the assumption of u = A 2 2 OL +  1 to give
rp
-  =  1 +  2 J — (£ cos a -f 77 sin a) +  2 \JA2 2U sin 2 v7a
A =  ^1 — 35 +  7^ 2^ 01 +  2  [£ sin a  +  7/ (1  — cos a)]
3 1— - A 2 sin 2 a — - (u 2 — u q 2 ) sin 2 ?;m
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• As the maximum separation from a stable point approaches 90°, the libration period 
increases to infinity.
4.4 Simulation Results
4.4.1 Zonal P erturb ation  S im ulation  R esu lts
In this section, the accuracy of the zonal solutions over time is addressed through numeri­
cal simulations. The simulations compare the epicycle description of the orbit using terms 
up to and including J 4 with the numerically integrated orbit of a state-of-art symplectic 
integrator [58].
Care should always be taken to verify the accuracy of analytical solutions by comparison with 
a numerical integrator, as the analytical solutions may use some averaged mean elements. 
The assumptions made to obtain the results in this section must therefore be explained.
• Some osculating orbital elements are first selected for the simulation. The true or mean 
anomaly is chosen such that the satellite is at the ascending node, hence on the equator 
at t = 0. The given orbital elements are transfered to Cartesian coordinates of the 
satellite, which are used for the numerical integrator as initial conditions.
• The initial orbital elements are osculating elements at the ascending node, therefore 
the inclination Iq and the ascending node S7o are? by definition, the same as the given 
inclination and ascending node.
• The satellite is at the ascending node when t — 0, so obviously cuo — 0.
• The orbital energy of the satellite can be computed from its position and velocity 
including all of the relevant terms in the geopotential. The mean semi-major axis a is 
then determined directly from this energy.
• All that remains for the epicycle description of the orbit are the epicycle amplitude A  
and epicycle phase at perigee cap, or equivalently £p and rjp. These appealed as con­
stants of integration of the radial equation. Because everything else is knom, th rough  
the initial conditions of radial position of satellite ro and the radial velocity/p, these re ­
maining two unknowns can be determined. This completes the set of epicjcle e l e m e n t s  
required.
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• The orbit is numerically integrated in Cartesian coordinates with the given initial con­
ditions, and also analytically propagated with the epicycle elements obtained through 
the procedure explained in here.
• The two orbits are directly compared by assuming the numerically integrated orbit to 
be accurate.
In general, the conversion from Cartesian or equivalently osculating orbital elements to epicy­
cle elements requires numerical iteration treatments, which are given in Appendix D.
In the simulations presented here, the numerically integrated orbit and the analytic orbit are 
both propagated for 360 days, which corresponds to more than 5000 orbits, to determine the 
magnitude of errors.
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6050 70 80 90
Figure 4.12: 360 Days Propagation Peak Error as a Function of Inclination
In figure 4.12, the peak positional errors in terms of along-track, cross-track and radial 
directions during 360 days propagation are plotted as a function of inclination angle. The 
semi-major axis and the eccentricity chosen to obtain these results are 7178 kilometres and 
1 x 10-3 . The plot indicates that the along-track errors increase as the inclination decreases. 
This plot also shows that the peak along-track peak error is about 3.5 kilometres at 10 degrees 
inclination.
If Aa  denotes the modelling error in the semi-major axis, then it can be assumed that
3 A q j1Aa
a
3 An
2 n 2 OL'J' (4.268)
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' Figure 4.13: 360 Days Propagation Peak Error as a Function of Eccentricity
where n is the mean motion, (%t = nT  and T  is the total propagation time. If the time scale 
of 5000 orbits propagation is considered, the epicycle phase a t  reaches more than 3 x 1 0 4 
radians. For the given semi-major axis, the along-track error of 3.5 kilometres corresponds 
to 5 x 10- 4  radians and therefore A a/a  ~  1.6 x 10~8. This order of error might come from 
J f , J 2 J 3 or J2 J4 terms which have not been included in the model.
The peak positional error as a function of eccentricity is presented in figure 4.13, where 7178 
kilometres semi-major axis and 98 degrees inclination are used to obtain the result. The 
plot shows a minimum at e ~  2 x 10- 3  ~  2.5 x 10-3 , which is an osculating quantity. The 
corresponding epicycle amplitude A/a  or + Vp is derived to be 1.0 x 10~ 3 ~  1.5 x 10-3 . 
For this scenario, it therefore appears that if the epicycle amplitude is approximately close 
to the value of J2 then a better propagation accuracy can be expected.
The error becomes significant as the eccentricity increases. Such results, however, are ex­
pected as the assumption of (9(e) «  0 (J2 ) is made in deriving the epicycle formulae. If the 
same simulation is done by setting e =  1 0 “2, one order larger than J 2 , then no matter what 
the inclination is, the resulting error in the semi-major axis can go up to G( 1 0 ~7).
In figures from 4.14 to 4.16, the history of propagation errors in the along-track, cross-track 
and radial directions are introduced with respect to the time. Three types of orbit of Surrey 
satellites are described in table 4.2. These data were obtained through the NORAD bulletin 
on 23rd January 2003.
The UoSat-5 type orbit is typical of a sun-synchronous orbit and both the UoSat-12 and
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Figure 4.14: J 4 Propagation Error - UoSat-5 Type Orbit 
Table 4.2: Three Types of LEO
Semi-major axis Eccentricity Inclination
UoSat-5 Type 7139.5 km 0.0007 98.1°
UoSat-12 Type 7019.0 km 0.0018 64.6°
S-80T Type 7692.9 km 0.0016 6 6 .1 °
S80T type orbits are in the vicinity of 63.4° critical inclination. The UoSat-12 type orbit has 
the lowest orbital altitude of approximately 640 kilometres and the largest eccentricity, so 
this may experience the worst orbital modelling errors of the three orbits described in table 
4.2.
The UoSat-5 type orbit propagation errors in figure 4.14 clearly indicate the error in the 
along-track secular variation, whereas the UoSat-12 and S80T type orbit propagation errors 
in figures 4.15 and 4.16 show similar envelopes with different magnitudes of errors. This is 
considered to be due to the orbital altitude because S80T type orbit is approximately 670 
kilometres, or 0.1 Earth Radii, higher than that of UoSat-12 type orbit. The statistical values 
for these three cases are given in table 4.3 for comparison.
It is important to note that, in all cases, however, the resulting orbit propagation errors from 
comparison with the numerical integrator are mainly due to the error in the semi-major axis 
of (9(10-9) ~  (9(10-8 ). Nevertheless, the results obtained through the simulation in this
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Figure 4.15: J 4 Perturbation Error - UoSat-12 Type Orbit
section are quite satisfactory and enough to verify the accuracy that the epicycle description 
was designed to achieve. This is because the J 2 third order terms and J 2-J3 or J 2-J4 coupling 
terms, which are all 0(1O-9 ) for LEO, are not included in the model.
It is worth commenting that this order of accuracy is adequate for the real LEO applications 
because other uncertain perturbation factors, such as that due to aerodynamic drag, can 
dominate the propagation error especially when long-term propagations are considered.
Table 4.3: J4 Epicycle Modelling Propagation Accuracy
Type
along-track
RMS Error 
cross-track radial along-track
Peak Error 
cross-track radial
UoSat-5 284 m 82.5 m 2 1 .6  m 542 m 2 0 0  m 44.3 m
UoSat-12 372 m 96.6 m 136 m 1 0 1 0  m 232 m 296 m
S-80T 170 m 6 6 .1  m 55.1 m 400 m 165 m 99.5 m
Zonal Perturbation Simulation Summary
The zonal perturbation simulation results are summarised as follows:
• The epicycle perturbation modelling up to and including the J4 zonal harmonic is shown 
to maintain about a kilometre accuracy after one year’s propagation, corresponding to 
more than 5000 orbital periods.
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Figure 4.16: J 4 Propagation Error - S80T Type Orbit
• This magnitude of error, which is about (9(10-8 ), could be due to the un-modelled J f , 
J 2 J 4 and J2 J3 coupling terms, as these are all of (9(10-9).
• As the inclination decreases, the modelling error increases. The best agreement be­
tween the numerical integrator and the epicycle model happens around 40° and 70° 
inclinations.
• As the eccentricity increases, the modelling error increases, however this is expected. 
The best agreement occurs when osculating eccentricity is around 2 ~  2.5 x 10-3 , which 
corresponds to a mean epicycle amplitude A /a  of 1 ~  1.5 x 10-3 .
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4.4 .2  J22 Sectoria l & J32 Tesseral P ertu rb ation  S im ulation  R esu lts
In this section, the epicycle propagation of the orbit using the second zonal harmonic J2 
and the second-degree second-order sectorial harmonic J22 is compared to the corresponding 
output of a numerical integrator. The effect of J21 terms are ignored because J21 = 0  in the 
WGS84 defined geopotential coefficients [67]. Some other geopotential models define non-zero 
values for J 2 1 , for example the JGM - 2  model defines J21 ~  1.56 x 10- 9  [79], however this 
is three order of magnitude smaller than J22 ~  1-82 x 1 0 -6 . The J2 second-order terms are 
included for this simulation because J f  is same order as J 2 2 .
The procedure used in this simulation is the same as that described in the preceding section 
and the three types of typical LEO satellites in table 4.2 are again considered.
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Figure 4.17: 360 Days Propagation Peak Error as a Function of Inclination
In figure 4.17, the peak positional errors over 360 days propagation are plotted as a function 
of inclination. The positional errors are expressed in terms of along-track, cross-track and 
radial directions for convenience. These results correspond to modelling the orbit with 7178 
kilometres semi-major axis and 1 x 10- 3  eccentricity. As for the zonal simulation results, as 
the inclination decreases, the error in the along-track direction increases, whereas the error in 
the cross-track direction increases if the inclination increases. The results show, however, that 
the errors are, at most, approximately 1 kilometre for all inclinations. Considering 360 days 
propagation, which corresponds to more than 5000 orbits, this order of error indicates that 
the error in semi-major axis is (9(10-9) ~  (9(10-8 ), which could be due to the un-modelled 
J f  or J2 J22 terms.
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Figure 4.18: 360 Days Propagation Peak Error as a Function of Eccentricity
The peak positional error as a function of osculating eccentricity is also shown in figure 4.18. 
Here the inclination angle is fixed to 98 degrees to gain the results. In general, this plot shows 
that the error increases as the osculating eccentricity becomes larger. It can be seen that the 
along-track error is a minimum at the osculating eccentricity of 2.5 x 10-3 . This might be 
due to the fortuitously accurate prediction of the mean semi-major axis for the given initial 
conditions.
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Figure 4.19: J22 Propagation Error - UoSat-5 Type Orbit
The entire time histories of along-track, cross-track and radial errors between the numerical 
and analytical orbits over 360 days propagation are presented in figures 4.19 through 4.21.
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Figure 4.20: J 22 Perturbation Error - UoSat-12 Type Orbit
For these three LEO satellite cases, the propagation results are all very satisfactory, as the 
errors are less than approximately half a kilometre.
It might be worth noting that approximately 45 and 60 days periodic variations in the along- 
track error profiles in both UoSat-12 type and S80/T type orbits are observed in figures 4.20 
and 4.21. From figure 4.2, for instance in which the UoSat-12 type orbit is considered, the 
ascending node rotates about 180 degrees per approximately 45 days with respect to ECEF 
coordinates as the ascending node drift rate is approximately -3 degrees per day, or -4 degrees 
per day in ECEF coordinates. This long-periodic oscillatory error might be correlated with 
the ascending node precession due to tesseral harmonics.
Table 4.4: J22 Epicycle Modelling Propagation Accuracy
Type
along-track
RMS Error 
cross-track radial along-track
Peak Error 
cross-track radial
UoSat-5 284 m 82.5 m 2 1 . 6  m 542 m 2 0 0  m 44.3 m
UoSat-12 372 m 96.6 m 136 m 1 0 1 0  m 232 m 296 m
S-80T 170 m 6 6 .1  m 55.1 m 400 m 165 m 99.5 m
Two orbits are propagated for one day by the epicycle propagator, one including and the 
other excluding J 22 modelling. The UoSat-5 type orbit is used and these orbits are compared 
with the numerically integrated orbit. In figure 4.22, the along-track propagation errors of
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Figure 4.21: J22 Propagation Error - S80T Type Orbit 
the two epicycle orbits are plotted as a function of time.
The initial ascending node f^ o is chosen such that Q,q — 6 q — ^ 2 2  =  7r/ 4  for the given initial 
sidereal time 6 q. The 2-daily along-track solution from J22 perturbation in Eqs. (4.205) is 
then re-arranged as follows:
V22 = - 7 ^ 2 2  !m 10  [1 -  cos2(#2 -  wc)a] (4.269)L V2 ~
The effect of 2-daily periodic variation, if J22 modelling is neglected, is clearly seen in figure 
4.22. The amplitude of this 2-daily periodic variation appears to reach almost 1.3 kilometres, 
corresponding to 1 .8  x 1 0 ~ 4 radians variation in the along-track direction, as is shown in table 
4.5:
Table 4.5: Propagation Accuracy with/without J22 Modelling
along-track
With J22 
cross-track radial
Without J22 
along-track cross-track radial
RMS
Peak
3.29 m 
8.65 m
2.38 m 
5.34 m
2.81 m 
7.76 m
818 m 1 1 1  m 
1340 m 232 m
32.9 m 
51.2 m
The UoSat-5 type orbital elements makes the magnitude of the V22 coefficient in Eq. (4.269) 
approximately 9.0 x 10“ 5, hence V22 can peak at 1.8 x 10- 4  radians.
As can be seen in figure 4.22, if J22 modelling is taken into account in the epicycle formulae,
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Figure 4.22: J22 Propagation Error in Along-track Direction - UoSat-5 Type Orbit
the propagation errors become significantly smaller when compared with the numerically 
integrated orbit.
The odd-degree tesseral perturbation simulation results are introduced next. The tesseral 
perturbations due to the third-degree second-order tesseral J 32 is evaluated by assuming the 
disturbing function V, such that
V  = - ^ J 2 ( j j P 2(cos 0) +  ^  J 32 ( * ) 3 p | (  cos 0) cos 2 (^  -  V3 2 ) (4-270)
where J 32 ~  3.75 x 1 0 -7 .
The reference orbit is numerically integrated assuming the restricted potential defined in Eq. 
(4.270). Two orbits are propagated for one day, one including and the other excluding J 32 
modelling, again using a UoSat-5 type orbit. The initial ascending node Qo is chosen such 
that — ^ 0  — ^ 3 2  =  ?r/4 for the given initial sidereal time 6 q. The along-track propagation 
errors of the two epicycle orbits are plotted in figure 4.23 with respect to the propagation 
time.
The orbital periodic variations with the 2-daily periodic envelope, when J 32 modelling is 
neglected, can be seen in figure 4.23. This is caused by the coupling effect of terms with two 
different frequencies; orbital frequency n, and approximately (1  ±  2 u e)n.
Recalling the choice of Qo and 6 0 , the along-track motion due to the J 32 2-daily perturbation 
is re-arranged as
^ 3 2  ~  -2  [X3 2 i sin(l -  2ue)a +  % 322 sin(l +  2u e)a\ (4.271)
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Table 4.6: Propagation Accuracy with/without J 32 Modelling
along-track
With J32 
cross-track radial
Without J32 
along-track cross-track radial
RMS
Peak
5.65 m 
1 2 .0  m
1.40 m 
3.23 m
1 .6 6  m 
3.36 m
84.1 m 15.1 m 
188 m 27.9 m
39.8 m 
89.6 m
where the J 2 secular terms o f 'd and n are ignored.
The results show that the peak periodic perturbation can reach approximately 0.2 kilometres 
in the along-track direction if J 32 modelling is neglected. This along-track error corresponds 
to 2 .8  x 1 0 - 5  radians.
From Eq^. (4.215), the UoSat-5 type orbital elements give |x32i| ~  4.4 x 10- 6  and IX3 2 2 1 ~  
2.4 x 10~6.
The simulation also indicates that there is a small change in the epicycle amplitude, or 
eccentricity, between the orbit with and without J 32 modelling, yj^p +  rjp ~  7 .0 1  x 1 0 ~ 4 if 
J 32 modelling is included and yj^p + rjp «  7.08 x 10- 4  if excluded. Thus there is a difference 
of approximately 7 x 10- 6  in the epicycle amplitude when compared with the numerically 
integrated orbit.
The simple sum of all errors, as a coarse evaluation method, reaches almost 1.4 x 10-5 . 
However, the factor of 2 in the coefficient of azimuthal solution leads to 2.8 x 10- 5  radians,
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or 0.2 kilometres, discrepancy in the along-track direction during the worst case. This agrees 
with the simulation results.
If J 32 modelling is included, agreement with the numerically integrated orbit can be seen in 
figure 4.23 and table 4.6.
J 22 Sectorial &: J 32 Tesseral P e rtu rb a tio n  S im ulation Sum m ary
The second-degree second-order sectorial and third-degree second-order tesseral perturbation 
simulation results are summarised as follows:
• The epicycle perturbation modelling up to and including J 22 sectorial harmonic is ver­
ified to maintain about a kilometre accuracy after one year’s propagation, which corre­
sponds to more than 5000 orbital periods.
• This magnitude of error, which is about 0(1O-8), could be due to the un-modelled J f  
and J2 J22 coupling terms, as these are all of (9(10~9).
• As the inclination decreases, the modelling error in the along-track direction increases, 
whereas the error in the cross-track direction improves slightly.
• The errors in the cross-track and radial directions increases monotonously as the eccen­
tricity increases. The error in the along-track direction, however, has a local minimum 
around 2.5 x 10“ 3 eccentricity.
• The long-periodic variation in the along-track direction can be expected as a result of 
the ascending node precession due to the J 2 zonal harmonic.
• The epicycle modellings of 2 -daily perturbations due to J22 and J 32 sectorial/tesseral 
harmonics are simulated, and both indicate agreement with the numerically integrated 
orbit.
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Chapter 5
Perturbation due to Disturbing  
Bodies and Atm ospheric Drag
5.1 Perturbation due to Disturbing Bodies
The disturbing function V  due to a disturbing body is given by
(5.1)
v  =
j =2
v  = t o ( L . y  p^coaQ) 
rd \ r dJ J ' J
where pd = Grrid and rrid is the mass of the disturbing body, is the geocentric range to 
the disturbing body centre and © is separation angle between a satellite and the disturbing 
body. If the spherical coordinates of the satellite and the disturbing body are (r, 6 , cp) and 
(r^, 6 d, <p>d) respectively, then cos 0  can be found from
cos 0  =  cos 0 cos Od +  sin 6  sin 9d cos(<p — <pd) (5.2)
Then using the addition theorem for Legendre function,
J
P j(cos 0) =  ^  Nj Pj (cos 9)P j(cos 6 d) cos k(<p — <pd) (5.3)
k =o
where the notation of iV/ is defined in Eq. (4.102).
From Eqs. (4.169) and Eqs. (4.170),
P j (cos 0)P j(cos 6 d) cos k((p — <pd)
= ^ 2  Fjkp(I)Fjkq(Id) cos ((j  -  2p)X -  (j -  2q)Xd +  k(tt -  Dd)) (5.4)
P ,Q
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where Ad, Id and Dd are the argument of latitude, inclination and ascending node of the 
disturbing body respectively. Note that Eq. (5.4) is true for both even and odd j.  Also 
notice that Eq. (5.4) is valid even when k = 0, because
'5 2 Fj0p(I)Fj0q(Id)&n(j -  2p)Asin(j -  2 q)\d = 0 (j : even)
P,Q
^2Fjop{I)Fjoq{Id)cos{j -  2p)Acos(j -  2q)Xd =  0 (j : odd)
P,Q
(5.5)
Satellite
x
Figure 5.1: Satellite and Disturbing Body Geometry 
Therefore, by introducing a notation of
4 Pg =  N?Fjkp(I)Fjkg(Id)
Pj{cos 0 ) can be re-arranged to give:
P j (COS 0) =  Y ,  A kpq C0S( ( i  -  2P)X -  U -  2(l ) X d +  k ( t o  -  f id ) )
k,p,q
where k,p, q take values from 0 to j ,  e.g. 0  < k,p,q < j.
(5.6)
(5.7)
If ad and nd are the semi-major axis and the mean motion of the disturbing body respectively, 
then
m . j
(5.8)d 3 2V d =  T 7 ~ T ~ ~ a d n dM  + m d
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where M  is mass of the Earth. So that
t i (JLV = -J2S_aV fn-V (Af 2 (f-V+1 (r_Y  (5 .9 )
r d \ r dJ M  + md \ n j  \ a dJ \ r dJ \ a j
By introducing two notations such that
n d
Kd = —
T > .  ( ■ ' < -  > <s “ >
M  + m d \ a d,
where a and n  are satellite semi-major axis and mean motion, the disturbing function Vj of 
Eq. (5.1) can be re-written as
i 3 f  T '\ 3
k,p,q
v3 = ( ^ )  ( Q  Z ) AkPq cos(0’ -  2p)x ~ U ~ 2 (l)Xd +  H v  ~ tod)) (5-11)
5.1.1 F irst-O rder L inearised E quations
The orbit of the disturbing body is assumed to be purely Keplerian and epicyclic, which 
implies that the epicycle elements of the disturbing body ad, pd, I d and Qd all stay constant
and
T  d  —  Q>d  S d
A<* =  0Ld +  ed
—  =  ~ ( £ d  cos ad +  7]d sin ad) 
®d
(5.12)
f-d =  2 [&, sin a ,i +  ri,t ( l  -  cos a d)}
where the epicycle phase for the disturbing body ad is defined by
ad = nda  +  aod (5.13)
and aod is the epicycle phase of the disturbing body at a = 0.
The satellite orbit is also assumed to be near circular and only the dominant J2 perturbation 
shall be taken into account. The epicycle coordinates introduced in Eq. (4.106) can there­
fore be used to obtain first-order solutions. Using the equation of motion Eq. (3.81), the 
inclination equation can be linearised to give:
l’ sin Jo =  T j ( ^ 2 A3kpq[ k - { j - 2p)cosI0]
V d J  k,p,q
x sin ((j -  2p)(l +  k 2 ) o l  -  (j  -  2q)\d +  k(Cl0 + tf2 -  tod)) (5.14)
Note that the J2 terms cancel out for the given J2 inclination solution i2 in Eqs. (4.6) and 
all J2 coupling terms are ignored except J2 secular terms of k 2  and fl2. The same notation 
of A3kpq is used for J0.
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In practice, the eccentricity of the orbit of the disturbing body, the Moon or the Sun, is 
O(10~2) going up to 0.055 for the Moon, hence the epicycle terms of rd and Ad in Eq. (5.14) 
may not be negligible. To address this, a function up can be defined such that
ui = Y l  A kPq [k  ~  O’ “  2P) cos Jo] S 3kpq(a)
k,p,q
where
C kPq( a ) = cos(0‘ -2 p ) ( l  +  «2 ) a -  (j - 2 q)ad + k (n 0 + '&2 a - n d))
S kPq(a ) =  sin((i “ 2p)(l +  n2 ) a -  {j -  2 q)ad + k(Q0 + -  Dd))
The inclination equation (5.14) can then be re-arranged to give:
i! sin Iq =  Tj / • . i \ Sd dui U p  -  { j  +  l)u /— +  77—  ed
ad dad
A similar procedure is used to obtain the ascending node equation such that
o' sin Jo =  T i ( •  . i  \  S d  ,un ~  U +  l)« n — +  «—  ad dad .
where
« a = Y ,  9 I A kpqC lpq(a )
k , P , q
(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)
and the abbreviation of diAJkpq = dAkpq/d I  is introduced.
Assuming hz = a2n( 1 +  S2 +  5) cos Jq, the hz equation in Eqs. (3.81) can be linearised to give:
S' cos Jq =  Tj us ~ (j +  1 )us—  +ad dad .
where
(5.20)
(5.21)=  E  kAl p q S lpq (a )
k , P , q
From the inclination and £ equations (5.17), (5.20) and the definitions of ui  and us of (5.15), 
(5.21), the <7 parameter introduced in Eq. (4.187) satisfies
c' = r 7- l ■ 1 1 \  iUq ~ {j +  I K ----  ^ *~ edad oad .
and
=  -  E  A l p q ( j  ~  2P )S kpq(a )
k,p,q
The radial equation is obtained as
(5.22)
(5.23)
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where
Ur ~  ^ 2  ^kpqCkpq(a ) (5.25)
k,p,q
The final un-known parameter e can be derived through the equation
(5.26)a
w h e r e  v = e +  o c o s  Jq.
The following abbreviations are introduced for convenience:
=  c i Pq(o) ~ c i Pq(a ) \
=  S i j a )  -  S i j 0) '
(5.27)
As can be seen from the linearised equations of (5.17), (5.18), (5.20), (5.22) and (5.24),
body. The solutions without the effect of epicycle terms, called primary solutions, are defined 
such that they have only 0 (Tj) coefficients. The solutions with the epicycle contributions, 
called epicycle coupled solutions, are defined to have 0 (Fj£d, Fjijd).
5.1 .2  E ven D egree P rim ary  Solu tions
The primary solutions when j  = 21 are considered in this section. As previously defined, the 
primary solutions describe the motion of satellites under the influence of disturbing bodies 
in circular orbits.
The primary term of the inclination equation (5.17) is
solutions can be derived separately, with and without the epicycle terms of the disturbing
i! sin J0 =  r 21U1 where A2klpq [/c -  (21 -  2p) cos J0] Slpq(a) (5.28)
k,p,q
where Slpq(a) = 0 and Cklpq(a) = 1 if (k,p,q) = (0,1,1) and the notation of X)7 is introduced 
which represents all the summation except a triplet of (0, 1, 1), e.g.
(5.29)
Integrating Eq. (5.28) yields
(5.30)
where
TkPq = (21 ~  2P)(1 +  «2 ) ~ (21 -  2 q)nd +  k$ 2 (5.31)
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From Eq. (5.18), the primary term of the ascending node equation is obtained as
o'sin Jo =  r 2iun where un = diA%pqC%l,q(a)
k,p,q
(5.32)
By splitting uq = d/A§jz +  'Ek,p,qdi Al lpqCkpq^ a ^  the solution to E(h (5-32) is
osin/o =  T2i djAl\ia + r21
k,p,q kpq
Notice that the ascending node solution has a secular term.
From Eq. (5.22), the equation for the primary term of c is
c' =  r 2iuq where u, = -  ^  A2klpq(2 l -  2p)Sfpq{a)
k,p,q
(5.33)
(5.34)
Direct integration of Eq. (5.34) gives
? =  a  +  r a  Y , 'AZq(21 ~ 2p) (5-35)
k,p,q Tkpq
where the integration constant qj must be determined. To address this, the first-order ap­
proximation to the orbital energy from Eq. (5.11) is first examined;
2a l - 2 ?  +  2 r2, ^ C g , ( a )k,p,q
(5.36)
Substituting Eq. (5.35) into the energy equation (5.36) gives:
JL
2  a 1 — 2co +  2 T2iA‘qu
i C 21 (ad
+ 2 r a  £  At lpq [(21 -  2p)k2 -  (21 -  2q)Kd +  h»2] - ^ - L
k,p,q
21
'kpq
J L
2  a ( l  -  2qj +  2 r2zAoS^ (5.37)
as the last term of the energy equation is second-order. The integration constant qj can 
therefore be chosen to be
ft =  r 2iAoK (5.38)
in order to eliminate the constant offset in the energy equation (5.37).
The <7 solution of Eq. (5.35) can therefore be re-arranged as:
? =  r 2i i  A§j, +  £ ' a ^ ( 2 Z  -  2 p ) ^ L [  (5.39)
k,p,q kpq
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Notice that 0 at a  =  0.
From Eq. (5.24), the primary term of the radial equation is
s" s
+  -  =  2 q + 2 W 2iur where ur = Y ,  Aj^(2Z -  2p)Cfpq(a)
k,p,qa a
(5.40)
Substituting the £ solution (5.35) into Eq. (5.40) and re-arranging yields
a a+  -  — V2i < (21 +  2)AqSj +  Y  A
21
kpq
k,p,q
21 + 2(21 -  2p)j-2l
kpq
Ckpqia ) (5.41)
The special solution to Eq. (5.41) is therefore obtained as
^ 2 1 1 (2£ +  2)Aqh +  53 A21kpq
k,p,q
21 + 2(21 -  2p)r 21 
kpq i -  ( + g ) 2
(5.42)
Substituting the radial solution s of Eq. (5.42) and the solution of Eq. (5.39) into Eq. 
(5.26), the primary azimuthal equation can be explicitly obtained as
/  — —r 2j < (41 +  3) A§n +  53  A21kpq
k,p,q
/ x 3 +  ( r f  )21 CulJa) 
4l + ( 2 l - 2 p )  kva
which can be integrated to give
t; =  - r 2i|(4 (  +  3 ) A ^ a + ^ 'A ;
k,p,q
21
kpq 41 + (21 -  2p)
kpq
3 +  W
J21
kpq
1 _  (~21 \2
'■kpq'
Tk J i l  -  (TfcL)2]
(5.43)
(5.44)
The offset of the semi-major axis and the secular terms arising from the even-degree solutions 
can be summarised as
Qd2i = (2£ + 2)T2i[P2i(0)]2P2i(cosIo)P2i(cos Id)
$ d 2i =  - T 2icscIo[P2i(0)]2P^(cosIo)P2i(cosId)
41 + 3
Kd2l =  —V d 21 COS I q ~  21 +  2  Qd 21
(5.45)
where the fact that A§jf =  N ^F 20i(I0 )F2oi(Id) = [P2i(0)]2 P2i(cosI0 )P2i(cosId) and Eq. 
(4.105) are used.
5.1 .3  Odd D egree P rim ary Solu tions
Primary solutions for j  = 21 + 1 are now considered in this section. The primary term of the 
inclination equation (5.17) is
j/sinlo =  T2i+iUi where ui =  E [* -  (2« -  2p +  1) cos To] S f +  (a) (5.46)
k,p,q
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Integrating Eq. (5.46) yields
t sin Jo =  r 2;+i E  ~ 2P + 1) cos J0] .2 1 + 1
k,p,q kpq
From Eq. (5.18), the primary term of the ascending node equation is obtained as 
o'sin J0 =  T2i+iuq where un =
k,p,q
The solution to Eq. (5.48) is
• t  r> V '  o  a 2 Z + 1  ^ k p q  0  sin Jo =  ™ +1
k,p,q Tkpq
Notice that no secular term arises if the degree is odd.
From Eq. (5.22), the equation for the primary term of c is
?' =  r 2i+iU5 where n5 =  -  ^  A ^ 1 (2 1  - 2 p + l)S*j+l (a)
k,p,q
Direct integration of Eq. (5.50) gives
c  =  r 2 m £ A ! - H ( 2 ; - 2 P + D ^ | ^
(5.47)
(5.48)
(5.49)
(5.50)
(5.51)
k,p,q kpq
and the integration constant can be chosen as Co =  0 in order to eliminate a constant offset 
in the energy equation.
From Eq. (5.24), the primary term of the radial equation is
^- +  ^  =  2c +  (21 + l)T 2i+iur where ur = Y  tfkpqQ 1 ~ 2P +  (5.52)
k,p,q
Substituting the c solution (5.51) into Eq. (5.52) and re-arranging yields
+  -  -  r 2z+i 5 3  tfkpq
k,p,qa a
(21 + 1) + 2(21 - 2 p  +  l)2 1 + 1
kpq
The special solution to Eq. (5.53) is therefore obtained as
2(21 -  2p +  1)
r « E A  I V
k,p,q
(2 1  +  1) + r2l+l
kpq 1 -  ( O 2
(5.53)
(5.54)
Substituting the radial solution s of Eq. (5.54) and the c solution of Eq. (5.51) into Eq. 
(5.26), gives the primary azimuthal equation explicitly:
«/ =  - r 2i+1 £  A g J 1
k,p,q
2(21 +  1) +  (21 — 2 p + l )
3 +  K 2^ 1)2! C f+ ( a )
21+1
kpq
which can be integrated to give
- r 21+1 Y ,  a S 1
k,p,q
2(21 +  1) +  (21 - 2 p  +  l) 2 +  (Tk p q 1 )21
2 1 + 1
kpq
1 -  ( O 2
2 1 + 1
kpq
(5.55)
(5.56)
kpq
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5.1 .4  T ,-E picycle C oupled  Solu tions
There is no need to consider the epicycle-coupled solution by separating even and odd degree. 
Prom Eq. (5.17), the epicycle coupled solution for inclination, denoted here as be , is given by
ue' sin Jo =  Pj /• , -n sd dur - { j  +  1 )u i—  +  t ~ ed (5.57)
ad dad
Explicitly computing terms of (j +  1 ){sd/cLd)ui and (duj/ dad)ed, the inclination epicycle 
coupled equation of (5.57) can be re-arranged to give:
i e' sin J0 =  Yj Y  K p q  ik  ~  O' -  2P) cos Jo] { - 2 (j -  2q)r)dC3k (a)
k,p,q
+ ^(3 j -4 g .+  l) 
—^ ( i  — 4^ — i)
^ S Jkpq_ , ( a ) + VdCJkpq_r(a)
^ S 3kpq+h( a ) - n dClpq+h(a) (5.58)
Integrating this yields
be sin J0 =  Yj Y  K p q  ik  ~  (i “  2P) cos Jo\
k,p,q
—2(j — 2g)
Vd SlpqW
kpq
+ ^ ( 3 j - 4 g  +  l) kp q-
kpq-\
id <5 ,^+i(a) -  v„ S L a Wkpq+i
kpq+h
(5.59)
Note that the first term of the be solution has a rkpq divisor, which becomes zero if j  = 21 and 
(k,p,q) =  (0,1,1). However, the first term of the be solution also has a (j — 2q) coefficient 
which becomes zero if j  = 21 and (k,p,q ) =  (0,1,1). In the following equations, it can therefore 
be assumed that if j  = 21 and (k,p,q ) =  (0,/,/), then (j  — 2 q)/r3kpq = 0.
The epicycle coupled equation for the ascending node oe is given via Eq. (5.18) as
oe' sin Jq =  Yj t • . 1 \ sd . dun - ( j  +  l ) t i n —  +  77— ed
ad dad
Substituting the sd, solutions and uq into Eq. (5.60) and re-arranging gives:
(5.60)
oe'sin /o  =  I j  dlKpq \ 2 Vd(j -  2 l)S{vq(a)
k,p,q
+2 (3i  — + 1) 
- i g - 1)
idClpq_h{ a ) - m Slpq_^(a)
idCikpq+k(a)+-niSik p q J a ) (5.61)
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and therefore
oe sin Jo =  Yj ^ 2  di&{kpq
k,p,q
+dU  -  2 q)
kpq
1 tdSL 1 ~  % C L i  (“ )
+ i ( 3 j  -  4q +  1) kpq 2 ,---------kl ± J l —
2
^ S i p q U ( a ) + VdC l ^ _ ( a )kpq+i
kpq+l
The contribution of the epicycle terms of the disturbing body to the <r parameter is
= Yj
which can be explicitly derived as
Sd . dus ~\J +  Y)uq —  +a-d dad £d
te = Yj Y / Ai p q U - 2p ) [ 2U - 2q),ndC3kpq{a)
k,p,q
- 7 r ( 3 j - 4 «  +  l)
By integrating Eq. (5.64), the c epicycle coupled solution is obtained as
+  2 — 1)
*  =  r , E A U i - 2 P)<
k,p,q
2(j -  2 q)Vd S l p q (a )
kpq
1 ZdCl  i ( a )  ~  VdSJk i ( a )
+  h 3 j - 4 q  +  l) kP9 -2— ;--------
2 Th - h  
tdC3kpq+)_(a) + n dsi„„J.l (a )kpq+i
(5.62)
(5.63)
(5.64)
(5.65)
kpq+~
The integration constant can be chosen as — 0 in order to eliminate a constant offset in 
the energy equation.
From Eq. (5.24), the radial equation for the epicycle coupled solution, se, is
(5.66)—  + -  = %e + jY j  a a
/. . 1 \ sd . dur
\ J  +  1 )U r  h 7~ ed
ad dad
Substituting the qe solution of Eq. (5.65) into Eq. (5.66) and re-arranging gives the terms in 
square brackets:
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j  +
j  +
2Q ~ 2p) 
J
kp q—\  j  
2 (j ~  2p)
Tjkpq+b
Eq. (5.67) can be solved to give the special solution:
a ~  Fj S  Alpg
k,p,q 
1
/
2 r}d(j -  2 q)
L w - 2 , ) 1
<
Tkpq
idC3kvq+d a ) + niSlvq+i(a)
SL ( « )
> (5.67)
+ 2 (3 j-4 g  + l) j  +
2 (i -  2p)
J +
2(i -  2p)
r3kpq+ 1  j
i -  K p ,)2 
! - K p,_ l ) 2 
1_(7*«+i)2
(5.68)
The azimuthal equation in ve for the epicycle coupled solution is obtained from Eq. (5.26). 
Substituting the qe solution of Eq. (5.35) and the se solution of Eq. (5.42) into Eq. (5.26) 
gives:
V  =  - r . E A i , - 2 ^ 0  -  2g) 2j +  y  2p)3 (J*p?)2
k,p,q ^kpq
4 pq(*)
+2 (3 j-4 g  + i) 2j  +  (j -  2p)-
2j + O' -  2p)
kp q~ 2
3 +  ( j , +| ) 2
TJ 
kpq+1
i  -  K P,)2
^ t+ i ( a ) + ^ t+ i(a )
! - K p, +i ) 2
which can be integrated to give:
v e =  “ f j  Atp, 1
'
Z V d ti ~  2g) 2 j  +  (i 2p )3 +  (^ )2
k,p,q ^kpq
+ ^ ( 3 i - 4 g  +  l) 2i +  0
3 +  ( r i  1  )2
X v k p q - 2 '2p) j
fcpg-f
.(5.69)
TW 1 -  K p,)2l
X
-  K„„_J2]
3
2j + 0  -  2p)'
fcp? 2 
.^2
kp q+
kpq+h
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X kpq+i
kp q+ i
(5.70)
5.1.5 Solar P ertu rb ation  on Sun-synchronous Orbit
The disturbing bodies of interest for this research are the Moon and the Sun. The order of 
magnitude of perturbation due to the disturbing body is characterised by the Fj parameter 
defined by Eq. (5.10), especially j  = 2 or T2 -
The mass ratios for the Moon and Sun can be approximated as:
— ^ ----«  — -—  and ----- ^ ---- «  1 (5.71)Me +  Mj) 82.3008 M0 +  Mo  K ;
and the mean motion of the Moon and the Sun can also be approximated as n =  13.20/day
and riQ =  0.986°/day. Using these values, the 1?2 coefficient can be readily obtained if the
mean motion of the satellite n is known.
2.5
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uou«S
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Figure 5.2: T2 Perturbation Factor
Figure 5.2 displays the variation of the T2 coefficient as a function of satellite orbital altitude, 
for the Moon and Sun separately. As can be seen, as the orbital altitude increases to above the 
geosynchronous altitude, approximately 36000 kilometres, the T2 perturbation factor reaches 
0 ( 10-5) which is almost comparable to the perturbation due to the dominant J 2 harmonic. 
The luni-solar perturbation on geostationary orbits is discussed later in section 5.1.6.
However, the order of magnitude of perturbations due to the Moon and the Sun is far less than 
0 (  10~6) if the satellite orbital altitude is less than 5000 kilometres, and (9(10-8 ) ~  0 (  10~7)
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for altitudes lower than this. The luni-solar perturbation may therefore be negligible for LEO 
applications except for the special case sun-synchronous orbit (SSO).
For the Sun, the T2 perturbation factor can be written as:
M q  f n e \ 2 _ J n @ \ 2 
2 0  M m  +  M(7) V n  )  ~  I n  J (5.72)
and for typical SSO, r 2© = 0 (10 8).
From Eq. (5.28) and Eq. (5.32), the solar effects on both the inclination and the ascending 
node for I = 1 are given by
l = r 20 
sin Jo
o' =  L ©
E  a *m I* _  (2 ~ 2p) cos J°] s klxl(a )
k,p,q
sin To 53 dl^ipqCkpq(a )k,p,q
(5.73)
where
CkPq(a ) =  cos((2 -  2p)( l  +  n 2) a
— (2  — 2 q) { KQa  +  a:0© )  +  & (fto +  $ 2  01 — f t © ) )
S kPq(a ) =  s i n ( ( 2 - 2 p ) ( l  +  « 2)a
(5.74)
— (2 — 2 q ) ( K , Q a  +  c*o©) +  &(fto +  rd 2 a  — ft© )) ,
and kq  = n©/n.
Focusing on the term corresponding to the triplet (k,p ,q ) =  (2,1,0), Eq. (5.74) yields
C 'l io W  =  cos(2 ( $ 2 -  « © ) «  +  2 ( f t 0 -  f t ©  -  a 0© ) )
S f i o M  =  s in ( 2 ( ^ 2 -  K © )a  +  2 ( f t 0 -  f t ©  -  a 0© ) )
where $ 2  — ft© ~  0 for SSO.
From Eq. (5.6),
(5.75)
A2io =  2NiF 2 2 1(I0 )F2 2 0(Ie ) = — sin2 J0(l +  cos J©)2 
where 7© is the inclination of the Sun.
Eqs. (5.73) for (k,p,q) = (2,1,0) can then be explicitly written as:
3
L' = ^ 2 0  sin Jo (1 +  cos/©)2 sin2(($2 — ft©)o: +  ft0 — ft© — a o0) 
3
o' =  - r 2© cos J0(l +  cos/©)2 cos2((tf2 -  «©)a +  ft0 -  ft© -  a0©)
(5.76)
(5.77)
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(5.78)
Integrating Eq. (5.77) assuming i = 0 and o = 0 at a = 0 yields 
3
i =  — r 2 0 (tf2 -  «©)_1sin70(l +  cos JQ)2
x [cos 2(Q0 -  A © ) “  cos 2 ( ( ^ 2  -  kq)(x + D0 -  A©)]
3
o = — r 2 0 (^2 -  «©)_1cos70( l +  cos/0 )2
x [sin2(($2 -  K©)a +  -  A © ) ~ sin2(H0 -  A©)]
where A ©  is the mean longitude of the Sun at the epoch, e.g.
A ©  — ^© +  a o© (= ^© +  +  Mo0) (5.79)
The angle fio — A ©  often used to describe the geometry of SSO with respect to the Sun. 
In the ideal case where $ 2  — k q  =  0, this angle should remain constant. The corresponding 
measurement in terms of time is usually referred to as the Local Time of Ascending Node 
(LTAN) of SSO such that L T A N  = 1 2 hr +  (Do — A 0 )°/15°, where Do is measured with 
respect to the direction of A 0  and the counter-clock wise rotation is taken as positive.
In practice, it is found that the inclination perturbation described by Eq. (5.78) can cause 
further variation in the ascending node of SSO. Recalling the secular perturbation due to 
dominant J2 harmonics of Eq. (4.24), the derivative of $ 2  gives
AD' = Atf 2 = ^ 2 ( 2  sin I A I  +  ^  cos I'j (5.80)
Ignoring the change in the semi-major axis, which is typically due to the atmospheric drag 
effect, and substituting the t solution of Eqs. (5.78) into the AI  expression of Eq. (5.80), the 
J2 coupling effect on the ascending node motion can be described by
AD’ = ^ A 2 T2®(02 ~  k©)-1 sin2 70(1 +  cos 70 )2
x [cos 2 ( ^ 0  -  A © ) “  cos 2 ( ( ^ 2  -  k q )cx +  Do -  A©)] (5.81)
Integrating Eq. (5.81) yields
AD = ^ i 4 2r 2©(#2 -  K©)"2sin270(l +  cos70 )2 [2cos2(ft0 -  A © ) ( # 2  -  «©)<*
+  sin2(fl0 -  A©) ~ sin2(($2 -  k0 )o: +  D0 -  A©)] (5.82)
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If | $ 2  — I ^  inclination and ascending solutions can be approximated as
1 =  - r 2 0 sin 7 o( l +  cosJ© ) 2
x [sin2(Q 0 --^ o © ) a  + ( # 2  ~ «©) cos 2 (fi0 -  X0©) a2]
3
0 =  - r 2© c o s7 0( l +  COS/©)2
x [cos 2 (^o -  L 0q) a -  ( $ 2  ~  «©) sin 2 (Q0 -  A)©) a2]
3
+  3 ^ ^ 2 r 2© sin2 70(1 +  cos 7© ) 2
x [3 sin2(^ o  — A )©) a 2  +  2($2 -  ^© ) cos2(f2o -  To©) a3]
(5.83)
(5.84)
5.1 .6  Luni-Solar P ertu rb ation  on G eosta tion ary  O rbit
As mentioned briefly in the preceding section, if the orbital altitude reaches geosynchronous 
altitude, then the perturbation factors are
J 2 ( R / a f  «  2.477 x 10" 5
r 2 5  «  1.625 x 10" 5
r 2© »  0.745 x 10-5
where T2 ^ denotes the I?2 perturbation factor in Eq. (5.10) for the Moon, T2© for the Sun 
and it is assumed that a = 6.61 radii. Note that the order of the perturbations due to the 
Moon and the Sun become the almost same as that due to the J 2 term for GEO. Therefore, 
the motion of a GEO satellite under the luni-solar perturbations must be investigated. In 
this section, some explicit analytical expressions are introduced to address this, focusing on 
the primary V2 terms.
From Eqs. (5.45), the secular terms are obtained as
Q2d =  | r 2d(3 cos2 70 -  1) (3 cos2 Id -  1)
3
$2d =  -  g r  2d cos 70 (3 cos2 I d - I )
K2d =  -  $2dCOs70 -  -Q2d
where d =  D for the Moon and d = © for the Sun.
All the T2 term solutions include the divisor:
TkPq =  (2 “  2p )(!  +  « 2) -  (2 -  2q)nd +  M 2
(5.85)
(5.86)
Therefore, any possible combination of triplets (k ,p ,q ), other than (0,1,1) which is already 
accounted for, which make rj:pq «  0 will cause singularities in the solutions. This also
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corresponds to the case of resonance and a similar approach to that taken in section 4.3.3 
will therefore be employed to obtain solutions. The case of sun-synchronous orbits, discussed 
in the preceding section, is an example of this problem.
For the purposes of this study, terms considered make t% negligible are terms of (1,1, k) or 
Tkn = for GEO because |$| ~  3.72 x 10-5 whereas k «  3.68 x 10-2 and kq ~  2.75 x 10-3 
(This does not include the sun-synchronous case).
From Eq. (5.42), the radial solution for (1,1, ft) terms is
<5'87>
Note that there is no $2 divisor term arising in the radial solution.
If only the p = q = 1 case is focused on, the inclination solution of Eq. (5.30) can be written 
as,
F 2
1 — - r— csc/o ^ 2  -  Gm (a)] (5.88)
fc=i
It can therefore be seen that the $2 divisor appears in the inclination solution. The explicit 
expression of Eq. (5.88) is given by
i =  --7 — cos J0sin2Jd[cos(fi0 -  fid) ~  cos(#2a  +  fio -  fid)] o if 2
3 r
+ — - ^ s i n J 0sin2 Jd[cos2(fi0 -  fid) -  cos2(#2a  +  fio -  fid)] (5.89) 
lb  if2
However the period to complete one revolution of ascending node due to J2 precession of 
$ 2  for GEO satellites is approximately 74 years. Therefore, the long-periodic terms in Eq. 
(5.89) can be approximated as secular variations such that 
3
l = - r 2d cos Jo sin 2 Jd sin(fio — fid) +  sin Jo sin2 Id sin 2(fio — fid)] ct (5.90)
The second term of Eq. (5.90) can be ignored for GEO as Jo ~  0, thus
3
I' = o r 2d sin 2Jd sin(fi0 -  fid)a (5.91)o
This indicates that a secular variation in inclination can be expected due to luni-solar per­
turbations.
Similarly writing Eq. (5.33) for (k,p,q) = (ft, 1,1) gives 
 ^P2^
o = --T—csc Jo cos2Jo sin2Jd[sin(^2o; +  fio -  fid) -  sin(fio -  fid)] o if 2
3 r
c°s Jo sin2 Jd [sin 2 ($2 a: +  fio -  fid) -  sin2(fi0 -  fid)] (5.92)
lb  if2
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which can be approximated by 
3
o = -  V2d esc Jo cos 2Io sin 2Id cos(Qo _  d) +  cos Jo sin2 J^ cos 2(S7q — ^d)] ol (5.93)
This is further simplified assuming small inclination such that
o = 5 1.2A g-n 2 j d cos^ 0 _  Qd)a (5.94)
8 1 o
Because this term has a small Jo divisor, this term may dominate the actual secular term on 
the ascending node introduced in Eqs. (5.85).
The azimuthal perturbation of Eq. (5.44) for (k ,p ,q ) =  (k , 1,1) can be written as:
3 r
v  =  - - - ^ s in 2 J o s in 2 J d[sin(^2Q: +  Qo -  ^ d )-s in (Q 0 -  ^d)]
4  V2
o ■p
-  -  sin2 J0 sin2 Jd[sin 2(#2a: + D0 -  Qd) ~  sin 2(f)0 -  ^d)] (5.95)8 V2
which can be approximated as:
v  =  — ^ r 2d [sin2Jo sin2Jd cos(Qo _  ^d) +  sin2 Jq sin2 J^ cos 2(Qq — ^d)] & (5.96)
and therefore
v «  0 (5.97)
because both terms in Eq. (5.96) have sin Jo factor in the coefficients which is small for
equatorial orbits.
The result v  «  0 indicates that, although the ascending node has the secular variation 
described in Eq. (5.94), the net secular perturbation effect on the azimuthal motion v  of 
GEO satellite vanishes. This can be explained by considering that the secular variation of 
the argument of latitude e has the same magnitude as the secular variation of the ascending 
node, but with the opposite sign, such that v = e + o cos Jo ~  e +  o «  0.
The important effect of the luni-solar perturbation effect on GEO satellite is therefore the
secular variation in the inclination given in Eq. (5.91).
It may be convenient to describe the motion at GEO in terms of the geographical latitude and
longitude for practical applications. The conversion from epicycle to geographical coordinates 
is now considered. By denoting (  and -0 for latitude and longitude respectively and &e — 
£l — 6 g, which is the ascending node with respect to ECEF frame, the following equalities can 
be readily derived from Eqs. (3.59):
cos (  cos(,0 — De ) = cos A
cos (sin  {'i/j — Qe ) =  cos J  sin A f (5.98)
sin (  =  sin J  sin A
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As can be seen in Figure 6.2, the inclination of most GEO satellites is smaller than 1°.
An inclination of 1° gives sin I  «  1.75 x 10-2 and sin4 7 «  9.28 x 10-8 . Neglecting terms of 
0 ( J 4, ( 4), the third of Eqs. (5.98) can therefore be approximated as:
C - ^ C 3 =  ( / - g / 3)s inA (5.99)
Assuming £ = I  sin A +  A£, (  can be found by solving Eq. (5.99) for A (  such that
(  = 7sinA — i / 3 sinAcos2 A (5.100)
The first of Eqs. (5.98) is
1 1cos(^ — Qe) ~  cos A +  ~ ( 2 cos A «  cos A +  - I 2 cos A sin2 A (5.101)Z Z
Similarly let 'ip — Qe  = A + Aip, solving Eq. (5.101) for Aip then gives
'ip = De + A +  j I 2sin2A =  D +  A -  09 +  ^ / 2sin2A (5.102)
-4
- 6  —  
-34.2 -34.1 -34.05
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Figure 5.3: An Example of GEO Satellite Footprint - Skynet 4A Type Orbit
An example of a geographical footprint of a GEO satellite is shown in figure 5.3. The Skynet 
4A type orbit, which is introduced later in section 6.6.4, is assumed to generate the figure. 
100 sub-satellite points are sampled per day according to the motion of the satellite and an 
entire 7 days envelope is plotted. Due to the 5 degrees inclination of the Skynet 4A type orbit, 
and slow longitudinal drift, the “figure-of-eight-shape” footprint of the satellite can be clearly 
seen. This particular shape can be explained by both Eqs. (5.100) and (5.102). Ignoring 
terms of O(I^) and assuming \  & 9g, the latitudinal motion in geographical coordinate is
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sinusoidal oscillation once per day from -5 degrees to 5 degrees, in the case of the Skynet 
4A example given. The longitudinal motion is also a sinusoidal oscillation but twice per 
day from -0.1 degrees to 0.1 degrees offset from the stationary longitude. The combined 
longitudinal and latitudinal motion describes this “figure-of-eight-shape” footprint each day 
in the geographical coordinate.
5.1 .7  P ertu rb ation  due to  D istu rb in g  B od ies Sum m ary
• Even-degree terms introduce secular perturbations in the ascending node and the ar­
gument of latitude and a constant offset in the semi-major axis of the satellite orbit.
• Periodic variations occur in all epicycle coordinates and are induced by all terms. Al­
though the motion of the disturbing body is assumed to be epicyclic in order to simplify 
the problem, the frequency of the periodic terms are quite complex. This is because 
it consists of four coupled frequencies, the primary epicycle frequency, two secular per­
turbation frequencies in the argument of latitude and the ascending node, due to the 
zonal harmonics k and $, and the orbital frequency of the disturbing body.
• Large amplitude periodic terms may arise which have a d divisor. These terms become 
important at GEO altitude, because d is of order 3.7 x 10-5 , and therefore very small.
• In practice, the terms with small d divisor can be approximated to give secular terms 
without a d divisor. The secular perturbation in inclination is of particular importance 
when considering GEO motion.
• In general, such critical terms are not significant for LEO satellites, because the nu­
merator V2d decreases as the denominator d increases, resulting in IT^ d/d  being at most
e>(io-5).
• One particular LEO case however, the sun-synchronous orbit, experiences deep reso­
nance with the Sun, because by definition, the relative geometry of sun-synchronous 
orbits to the Sun is constant.
• Continuous forces acting in the same direction with respect to the orbital plane grad­
ually precess the plane of sun-synchronous orbits, resulting in secular changes of the 
ascending node and the inclination.
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Due to the cos Jo factor in the ascending node resonance solution and the sin Jo factor 
in the inclination resonance solution, the inclination of sun-synchronous orbits (because 
Jo «  98°) experiences significant resonance effects.
The secular inclination change is positive if the LTAN of a sun-synchronous orbit is 
from noon to 6pm or midnight to 6am, and negative if the LTAN is from 6am to noon 
or 6pm to midnight.
5.2 Perturbation due to Atmospheric Drag
For satellite orbits near the Earth, it is understood that the satellite motion can be influenced 
by the Earth’s upper atmosphere. The cause of drag is the atmospheric density p which is 
extremely complex to determine for real-world problems. Knowledge of molecular chemistry, 
thermodynamics, aerodynamics, hypersonics, meteorology, electromagnetics and planetary 
science as well as orbit mechanics is required to rigorously model the effects of atmospheric 
perturbation [79].
Unlike the gravitational force, drag is a non-conservative perturbation and mainly affects the 
semi-major axis of epicycle orbits. In this chapter, the effect of drag on epicycle orbits is 
discussed.
5.2.1 D rag F irst-O rder P ertu rb ation
In an inertial spherical coordinate system, the satellite velocity vector can be described as
vsa£ —
r
r0 
rip sin i
(5.103)
and the inertial atmospheric velocity at this satellite location is
v a i m  —
0 
0
ruiQ sin i
(5.104)
where u® is the Earth’s sidereal rotation rate.
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The relative satellite velocity vector v with respect to the atmosphere can therefore be written
as:
v — vsa£ vatm — r9
r(p  — a;®) sin#
(5.105)
The drag force f  is given by [79]
f  =  — j B |v |v  (5.106)
where B , the drag coefficient, is defined as
B = \ c D—p (5.107)2 m
Cd is a dimensionless parameter referred to as the satellite’s drag coefficient. The drag
coefficient for satellites in the upper atmosphere is often assumed to be Cd ~  2, however 
Cd ~  1 for spherical shape satellites.
The atmospheric density p is assumed to be constant. King-Hele [44] introduced the simplest 
model for atmospheric density p by p = poe^r°~r^ H where he assumed that po is the density at 
the initial perigee point, distance ro from the Earth’s centre and H  is constant. For epicycle 
orbits, it can be further approximated that p «  p0 as r  «  ro over short time scales in terms 
of the drag perturbation effect. A  in Eq. (5.107) is the satellite’s cross-sectional area which
is the area normal to the satellite’s velocity vector and m  denotes the satellite’s mass. A  is
another difficult parameter to estimate and for high-precision applications, it is necessary to 
use attitude determination results to obtain A  value, however, for the purpose of this study, 
A  is assumed constant. Note that under these assumptions, the drag coefficient B  is constant 
with physical dimension of [T-1].
Ignoring w®2, the relative velocity can be described as
v2 = v • v =  r 2 +  r 292 +  r 2 (<p — a;®)2 sin2 9
~  f 2 +  r2(92 + p 2 sin2 9) — 2r 2w®<p sin2 9
— _|_ r 2 p2 _  2 r 2a;®z> cos I  (5.108)
using Eq. (3.64) and Eq. (3.66).
For a given disturbing force (Fr, Fq, F<p), the equations of motion are
r  — r(02 + cp2 sin2 9) = — +  Fr
d— (r2 0) — r 2 p 2 sin#cos 6  = rFg
d
dt (r2p sin2 9) — r sin 9F,<p
(5.109)
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and from Eq. (5.105) and Eq. (5.106), it can be shown that
\
Fr = —Bvr
tFq =  - B v r 20 (5.110)
r sin 6 F^ = —B vr2 (p — u;®) sin2 0
Using Eq. (3.73), the second of Eqs. (5.109) becomes
hzi  sin2 0 = B vr 2 cos21 cos A #sin# +  (p — a;®) sin2 # tan J cos Aj (5.111)
where remember hz = r2p  sin2# =  r2is cos I. However, from Eq. (3.64) and Eq. (3.65) ,
# sin# +  ip sin2# tan I  cos A =  — z> sin 7 cos A +  cos/ tan Jcos A =  0 (5.112)
therefore the inclination equation of Eq. (5.111) can be re-written as:
hzI  = — B vr2uiQ cos7 sin/cos2 A (5.113)
Using Eq. (3.68), the ascending node equation is found to be
hztl = — Bvr 2 u<$ cos/sin  Acos A (5.114)
The third of Eqs. (5.109) becomes
hz = —Bvhz ( ! -  ^  ) (5.115)
and the first of Eqs. (5.109) yields
f  — ri>2 = ~ ^~ 2  ~ Bvr  (5.116)
The three equations (5.113), (5.115) and (5.116) can then be linearised ignoring effects due 
to the Earth’s non-spherical potential, and assuming the perturbed coordinates (r, I, Q, A) as 
defined in Eqs. (4.4), three equations (5.113).
A first-order approximation to the v2 of Eq. (5.108) is
v2 «  a2 n 2 (1 — 2 u e  c o s I q )  (5.117)
and hence
v ~  an (1 — u e cos Jo) (5.118)
where u e = o;®/n.
The inclination equation (5.113) can then be linearised to give
i' = — ^ B a u e sin Jo (1 +  cos 2a) (5.119)
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where terms of 0 { u 2) are ignored.
As the drag coefficient B  has a physical dimension of [L-1], it is favourable to introduce a 
dimensionless coefficient for B , denoting B*, such that
B* = B R  (5.120)
where R  is the Earth’s mean equatorial radius.
Eq. (5.119) can then be re-written as:
\! — — ^ B*  ^eSin/o (1 +  cos2o;) (5.121)
which is integrated to give
i =  u e sin/o ^ sin2a^ (5.122)
Notice that the o solution of Eq. (5.122) indicates that a secular perturbation appears in 
inclination due to drag.
The ascending node equation (5.114) is linearised to give
o' =  -is*  ( - | )  We Sin2a (5.123)
and a solution to this equation is
o = ( - | )  u e (1 -  cos 2a) (5.124)
By letting hz = a2n (1 -I- 5) cos Jo, Eq. (5.115) becomes
S' _* /  a \  M T \ f t  1 - s in 2/osin2 Q;\ ,,  10,^
— S =  ~ B  b )  ( l - ^ c o s / o ) ^ - ^ -------_ ------- j  (5.125)
where the following approximation is applied:
a;® a;® sin2 6  _  a;® (1 — sin21 sin2 A) 1 — sin2 Jo sin2 a  , ,
: : z : j  ~  7 (5.12b)
ip V  COS I  V  COS I  COS I q
Ignoring 0 ( u e2) terms, Eq. (5.125) can be re-arranged to give:
*  = —B" 1 ° 1 — 2u e cos Io — tan Io sin Io (1 +  cos 2 a) £
(5.127)
1 + 8  \Rs
Integrating Eq. (5.127) yields
\  _)_ £ =  e {^ o --B *(^ )[(l-2o7e c o s /0) a - |a ; e tan 7osin /o (Q :+ |s in 2a )]}  ^  -j^g)
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where So is an integration constant.
Approximating ex «  1 + x  for small x , Eq. (5.128) becomes
S = — B* (1 — 2cae cos Jo) a  — ^o;e tan/o sin/o ^ sin2o;^ (5.129)
Notice that from the inclination solution (5.122), it can be shown that
q = 50 -  B* (1 -  2u e cos J0) a (5.130)
and  ^=  6  +  i tan Jo-
For epicycle orbits, it can be assumed that
Fr = - B v r  «  0 (5.131)
as it is a second-order quantity. Therefore the radial equation (5.116) simply becomes
which is linearised to give
r — ri, 2 = —lL  (5.132)
— +  -  =  2c (5.133)a a
and including the result from Eq. (5.130), this becomes
-  + -  = 250 -  2 B * (  (1 -  2 ue cos J o )  a  (5.134)a a \ R J
The special solution to the radial equation (5.134) is found as
-  = 260 -  2 B* (1 — 2o;e cos J o )  a  (5.135)
a \ R J
Note that the radial solution has a secular term.
Using the c solution (5.130) and the radial solution (5.135), the azimuthal equation becomes
v' = s — — =  —35o +  3J?* ( ~^r \ (1 — 2o;e cos J o )  a  (5.136)a \ R J
Integrating Eq. (5.136), the azimuthal solution is found to be
v = — 3£o<2 +  ^B*  (1 — 2we cos J o )  a 2 (5.137)
Substituting the ascending node solution o of Eq. (5.124) into Eq. (5.137) yields
e =  — 3<5oo: +  -  J?* (1 — 2tae cos Jo) a 2 + i B * u e cos Jo (1 — cos 2 a) (5.138)
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Note that the drag perturbation introduces a quadratic variation on the azimuthal coordinate 
with respect to the time elapsed.
The radial and azimuthal solutions both have a £o constant originally introduced by the hz 
solution. In practice, however, 0{5q) = 0(B*(a /R )) which is usually (D(10-10) ~  0(1O~8) 
depending on the cycle of solar activity unless the satellite’s orbital altitude is extensively low. 
Therefore, as long as all other perturbations of d?(10-1°) ~  (9(10-8) are not fully modelled, 
<$o can also be ignored. In this case both radial and azimuthal solutions are given by
-  =  -  2B* ( ( 1  -  2 u e cos J0) a  1
a s /  \  i /  \  r (5-139)
e = - B * (1 -  2u e cos J0) a2 +  -B* ue cos J0 (1 -  cos 2a) J
5.2 .2  P ertu rb ation  due to  A tm osph eric  D rag Sum m ary
• The main effects of atmospheric drag are the perturbations in the radial and argument 
of latitude coordinates.
• Atmospheric drag causes a secular perturbation in the semi-major axis which leads to 
a quadratic perturbation in the argument of latitude.
• For a short time orbit prediction, the effect of the drag perturbation may not be sig­
nificant. Because a typical value of B* for a microsatellite is (9(10-8) when the solar 
activity is maximum. However, due to the quadratic variation in the argument of lat­
itude, for a longer period orbit prediction, for example a week, it is essential that the 
drag perturbation be considered.
• A secular perturbation is also observed in the inclination, however this is at least one 
order of magnitude smaller than that in the semi-major axis.
• The secular variation in the inclination is negative and vanishes when the inclination 
becomes zero, i.e. equatorial orbits. The secular change in inclination will be maximum 
if the inclination is 90°, i.e. polar orbits.
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Chapter 6
Epicycle Orbit Determ ination
In order to minimise the onboard processing requirements, it is feasible to use analytic formu­
lations of perturbed orbits where moderately accurate orbital knowledge is required. Around 
1 ~  10 kilometres analytical fit and prediction accuracy can be expected for Earth orbiting 
satellites [79]. If the analytical description of orbits is used, then the matrix of variational 
equations, or the state transition matrix (STM), can also be derived analytically. This im­
plies that no numerical integration scheme is necessary in order to propagate the orbital 
state and state transition matrix, which introduce significant reductions in onboard compu­
tational requirement [32, 33]. The approach of this work is to use the analytical epicycle 
orbit description in designing the onboard orbit estimators for micro or nano satellites.
6 .1  Global Positioning System  Review
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based navigation system which became 
fully operational since 8 th of December, 1993. Position and time are determined by receiving 
GPS signals which contain ranging information as well as messages transmitted by the satel­
lites. GPS is a constellation of 24 satellites in six orbital planes, with four satellites in each 
plane. GPS satellites move in a 12-hour orbit. This ensures a user located anywhere on the 
Earth a visibility of four satellites or more at any time.
GPS signals are transmitted on two coherent carrier frequencies, LI (1575.42 MHz) and L2 
(1227.60 MHz). The LI is biphase-modulated by two types of pseudorandom noise PRN- 
codes: one at 1.023 MHz called the Coarse-Acquisition code or C/A-code, and the other at 
10.23 MHz called the Precision, P-code. The P-code is referred to as the Y-code if it is
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encrypted. The second carrier signal L2 contains only Y-code modulation, and is intended to 
give authorised users the additional capability of the most accurate positioning, measuring 
the ionospheric delays using the two frequencies, the delays being frequency-dependent. Y- 
code access is reserved for the Precise Positioning Service (PPS) mode of operation, whereas 
everything else is classified as the Standard Positioning Service (SPS). Hence, only SPS was 
available for this work.
A 50 bits/sec navigation message is also combined with the PRN-codes. This navigation 
message, 1500 bits in length and repeated every 30 seconds, carries many important infor­
mation to the user such as satellite ephemerides, ionospheric modelling coefficients, status 
information, system time and satellite-clock corrections.
Another relatively new usage of GPS signals is called Carrier-Differential GPS. This tech­
nique uses the carrier phase and the number of carrier cycles in high precision applications, 
such as attitude determination and relative orbit determination for formation flying mis­
sions [39].
6.1 .1  P o sition  Solu tion
The algorithm to solve the problem of position determination through the GPS signals is 
briefly reviewed in this subsection.
The GPS positioning problem is to solve four unknown variables from four different satellites’ 
measurements. Three variables of position coordinates are need to be solved in free space. In 
addition, because the user clock is not expected to be precisely synchronised to the satellite 
system time initially, another variable of offset between the user and the system clock also 
has to be found.
The observable known as pseudorange is a timing measurement of the propagation delay that 
is due to the geometric range from the transmitting satellite to the receiver, which is true 
range, and also the receiver clock offset from satellite time - hence, the term pseudorange and 
not just the range [13].
If four pseudoranges pi {i = 1 ~  4) are observed:
Pi = \!(xi -  x ) 2 +  (yi -  y)2 +  (zi -  z )2 +  cAt  (6.1)
where (x{ yi Zi)T is the position coordinate of satellite z, (x y z)T is the position coordinate
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of a user or an observer, A t is the receiver offset from the satellite system time and c is the 
speed of light, pi are, in strict, noiseless pseudoranges.
The user position in Eq. (6.1) is expressed with respect to the coordinate frame of reference 
used by the satellite system. In the case of GPS, this reference is ECEF and specifically 
called World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS-84)-
Although Eq. (6.1) can be solved for four unknowns analytically when four pseudoranges are 
observed, the iteration scheme by linearising Eq. (6.1) is commonly used in order to obtain 
the solutions.
Starting from a-priori estimate of the user location X(0) =  (#(o) V(o) z(o) ^ ( 0 ) ) T 5 Eq. (6.1) is 
linearised about X(0) to give
A x  
A y  
A  z 
cAt
The partial derivatives are given by 
dpi f ,
(x(o)) =  -
( X i  -  x (0))
dx
dpi
y j (Xi -  £ (o ) )2 +  (yi -  2/(o))2 +  (*» -  z (o)Y
, , { V i -  2/(0))
— -(X (0 ))  = ------/-   ■ ■ =
d y  y j ( x i -  x (o))2 +  (Vi -  2/(0))2 +  (Zi -  Z(0)V
dpi ( v ( z i - z {o})
dz
dp
\ J ( x i  -  Z (0 ) ) 2 +  (s/i -  2/(0) ) 2 +  (z i -  Z(0)Y
(x(o)) =  1
(6 .2)
(6.3)
d(cAt)
Solving for Ax =  (A x  A y  A z cAt)T of Eq. (6.2) with i — 1 ~  4, the user location is updated 
by X(!) =  X(0) +  Ax, and recursively x ^ +1) =  x +  Ax. This process is continued until Ax 
becomes sufficiently small.
The position and velocity solutions derived through GPS signals are commonly called GPS 
navigation solutions.
6.1 .2  D ilu tion  o f P recision
The geometry of the visible GPS satellites is an important factor in achieving high quality 
results for navigation solutions. A measure for the geometry is called the Dilution of Precision 
(DOP) factor.
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Let 1  be a 4 x 4  matrix appearing in Eq. (6.2), then the solution fails if A  is singular, 
\A\ = 0 . The determinant of A  is geometrically proportional to the volume of a body, which 
is formed by the intersection points of the user-satellite vectors with the unit sphere centred 
at the observing user. The larger the volume of this body, the better the satellite geometry. 
Hence, better geometry should make DOP value lower, the reciprocal value of the volume of 
the geometric body is directly proportional to DOP [35].
Mathematically DOP can be obtained by the matrix Q defined by
Q =  (At A )~1 (6.4)
Denoting Q = (qij) =  (crjcrj) where i , j  =  x ,y ,z , t ,  reflecting the user location x, y, z  and 
receiver clock t , the diagonal elements are used for the following DOP definitions:
GDOP - Geometric Dilution of Precision
GDOP = trace(Q) = +  cqj +  cr% +  of (6.5)
• PDOP - Position Dilution of Precision
PDOP = yjal + a l + al  (6.6)
• TDOP - Time Dilution of Precision
TD O P = (6.7)
There are another DOPs called HDOP, horizontal dilution of precision +  Oy and VDOP, 
vertical dilution of precision y/o%, if Q-matrix is transformed into the topocentric local coor­
dinate system with its axes along the local north, east and vertical.
6.1.3 G PS Error Sources
The accuracy of a GPS position solution is dictated by errors in the pseudorange mea­
surements. The error components are listed in Table 6.1 with their approximate statistical 
characteristics [13].
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Table 6.1: Correlated Errors Affecting Pseudorange
Error Component Standard Deviation Time Constant
PPS SPS
Satellite broadcast parameters 3m 30m > lh
Selective availability* 0 30m ~  2 min
Iono refraction with correction lm 5m > lh
Tropo refraction with correction 2m 2m > lh
Code multipath lm 5m 1/2 to 10 min
* Selective availability was disabled on 1st of May 2000
• Selective Availability
The U.S. Department of Defence introduced Selective Availability (SA) to intentionally 
degrade the system accuracy to unauthorised or civil users. This is done by the cor­
ruption of the GPS satellites’ clocks and the broadcast ephemerides. SA was, however, 
disabled on I s* of May 2000.
• Atmospheric Errors
The atmospheric effects of the ionosphere and troposphere may cause biases in pseu­
dorange measurements. Although the compensating parameters for ionospheric errors 
are included in the navigation message, they are imperfect and contain errors at levels 
that are approximately represented in Table 6.1 [13].
Tropospheric error, as it is dependent on local atmospheric conditions, is not com­
pensated by any navigation messages. The tropospheric errors are minimised by the 
user-defined models that are typically the function of altitude, satellite elevation angle 
and for more complex models, temperature and humidity. For satellite GPS navigation 
by onboard GPS receivers, however, the tropospheric errors are insignificant.
• Multipath
Multipath phenomena refer to the distortion of a directly received GPS signal by its 
spurious replica that took an indirect path by way of reflecting off one or more ob­
jects [13]. To establish mathematical models to account for the multipath effect is 
usually impractical because the multipath effect depends upon the geometry of the sit­
uation. Instead of accounting for multipath, efforts should be made in order to avoid
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multipath by placing the antenna as far from reflective objects as possible [79].
• Relativistic Effects
The atomic frequency standards in the GPS satellites are affected by relativistic ef­
fects which require compensation in user’s equipment [41]. The effects arise from both 
special- and from general-relativity due to the satellites’ velocity and due to the differ­
ences in the gravitational potential at the satellite’s altitude relative to the potential 
at the user altitude respectively. Some correction parameters are broadcasted in the 
navigation message.
Appendix G defines the level of performance the U.S. Government makes available to civil 
users through the GPS SPS.
6.1 .4  G PS for G eostation ary  O rbiters
GPS has been used extensively for LEO satellites, however at higher altitude, visibility of 
the GPS signals begins to degrade. Above the GPS constellation, approximately 12200 
kilometres altitude, it becomes necessary to look in the nadir direction to receive any GPS 
signals, because the transmission of the GPS signals is focused onto the Earth. Especially 
for geostationaly orbit (GEO) satellites, only signals from GPS satellites at the opposite side 
of the Earth can be received which passes through the Earth’s ionosphere.
GEO is a circular orbit with zero inclination - equatorial orbit - at an altitude of approximately 
36000 kilometres, 6.61 Earth radii. The period is equal to that of the rotation of the Earth, 
24 hours. The satellite thus appears to be stationary to an Earth-based observer.
In figures 6.1, 6.2 the histograms of eccentricity and inclination of 302 operational geostation­
ary satellites are shown, which are obtained from NORAD bulletin on 17th of January 2003. 
As can be seen that the majority of GEO satellites have very small eccentricities, e < 5 x 10-4  
and small inclinations, I  < 0.1°.
It is suggested that following improvements are required for a GPS receiver intended for 
operation in GEO or High-Earth orbit (HEO) satellites [52].
• Stable clock - The need for an accurate and stable receiver clock increases because of 
the long periods of time when four GPS satellites are not available simultaneously to 
provide a navigation solution.
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Figure 6.2: GEO Satellite Inclination Distribution
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Figure 6.3: Orbital Geometry with Respect to GPS Signal
• Robust navigation filter and clock model - A capable and robust navigation filter and 
clock model is required to enable the receiver to generate solutions when fewer than 
four GPS satellites are visible simultaneously and to propagate a solution through GPS 
signal outages.
• Satellite Selection and signal acquisition - Criteria other than DOP or highest elevation 
must be used to select and assign GPS satellites to receiver channels for tracking. An 
estimate of received signal-to-noise ratio should be one of the most important factor of 
selection. The signal acquisition algorithms may require mission specific customisations 
and must be robust enough to cope with the varying conditions, such as Doppler and 
signal-to-noise ratio, experienced over each orbit.
• Multiple antennae/channels - Multiple antennae and antenna orientations are required 
to provide the best coverage against the changing geometric distribution of signals in 
the sky throughout an orbit.
• High gain antennae - Nadir pointing satellites can utilise high gain receiving antennae 
to improve signal visibility at high altitudes.
• Weak signal tracking - Enabling the receiver to track weak GPS signals and to take 
advantage of available side-lobe signals can be employed to increase the number of
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Figure 6.4: GPS Visibility for GEO - Main-Lobe 
visible GPS signals.
Resistance to jamming and radiation tolerance are also imposed on GPS receivers for GEO 
or HEO applications.
Due to the poor visibility of GPS satellites from GEO environment, it is desirable to acquire 
signals from the side-lobe of the GPS antenna pattern.
Figure 6.4 shows the simulation results of the number of GPS satellites visible from a GEO 
satellite if only the main-lobe of GPS signal is received. If a receiver can acquire the side- 
lobe, then the visibility is significantly improved as shown in figure 6.5. GPS constellation 
in December 2002 is used to obtain both results and the off nadir angle of 28° ~  37° for the 
side-lobe region is assumed. These simulation results have significant similarities with those 
published by Long [52].
As can be seen in figure 6.4, the signal acquisition from the side-lobe is vital to produce GPS 
navigation solutions.
It is reported that a navigation accuracy of better than 30 metres RMS is achievable using a 
GPS receiver with a highly stable oscillator and a nadir pointing high gain antenna [52].
The concept of using ground-based transmitters sending GPS-like navigation signals has also 
been investigated [73]. These are called Pseudolites (Pseudo Satellites), which are located on 
the ground and transmit a signal compatible to GPS signal towards a specific GEO satellite. 
In this way, the number and quality of measurements are increased for users with limited
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Figure 6.7: Expected GDOP in GEO - IntelSat 602 Type Orbit
GPS visibilities. Because Pseudolites are transmitting GPS compatible signals, only slight 
modification is required for GPS receivers in order to receive both GPS and Pseudolites 
signals.
For GEO applications, even when more than 4 GPS satellites are visible with the aid of 
side-lobe tracking capability, GDOP can be still very poor.
In figure 6.6, the typical GDOP values expected from LEO are plotted. The UoSat-12 type 
orbit (the orbital elements are later introduced in section 6.6) is used for the simulation. As 
shown in the figure, GDOP is around 2.5.
Whereas in figure 6.7, the expected GDOP values from GEO environment are plotted. The 
IntelSat 602 type orbit defined in section 6.6 is used for the simulation. Because at least 4 
visible GPS satellites are necessary to compute GDOP, the side-lobe tracking capability is 
assumed. As is clearly seen in the figure, GDOP values are far worse than those in LEO and 
the possible best GDOP is still approximately 30 which is 10 times worst than the typical 
GDOP values of LEO satellites. Therefore, although to increase the number of visible GPS 
satellites is a key factor, the expected GDOP may not be greatly improved.
This section is summarised:
• Poor visibility of GPS satellites from GEO environment is the main problem in deter­
mining GEO by GPS.
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• To use high-gain antennae to track weak GPS signals may be beneficial. The capability 
to track GPS side-lobe signals significantly improves the GPS visibility.
• A good GPS geometry, or GDOP, cannot be expected in GEO environment. The best 
GDOP expected in GEO is still 10 times worse than that of the LEO.
6.2 Estim ation Theory Review
A least-squares estimator determines the state vector which minimise the square sum of the 
difference between the observed measurement and the predicted measurements obtained from 
an observation model.
There are two classes of least-squares estimators, batch and sequential. A batch estimator 
updates a state vector at an epoch or reference time using a block of observations taken 
during a fixed time-span, whereas a sequential estimator updates after each observation or a 
small set of observations is processed.
The two major types of sequential estimators are recursive least-squares estimators and 
Kalman filters. A recursive least-squares estimator updates the state at an epoch, same 
as a batch estimator does. A Kalman filter is a sequential estimator with a fading memory 
and generally updates the state vector at the time of each of observations rather than at an 
epoch time.
These three estimators, a batch least-squares estimator, a recursive least-squares estimator 
and a Kalman filter are reviewed in this section.
6.2.1 B atch  Least-Squares E stim ator
This subsection briefly describes the mathematical algorithm of the Gauss-Newton least- 
squares procedure initially formulated independently by Karl Gauss and Adrien Legendre in 
the early 19th century [81]
It is assumed that the measurements z equals the observation model vector h, based on the 
mathematical model of the measurements as a function of the state x plus additive White 
Gaussian noise n:
Zfc =  h(x, tk) +  nk (6.8)
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which is often called the observation equation. In order to minimise the weighted sum of the 
squares of the residuals between the observed measurements and modelled measurements, 
the cost function is commonly defined by
J =  \  “  h (x > *fc))r Wjfe(zfc “  h (x > h))  (6.9)
k
where k runs through all the measurements. Wk is a square matrix with the same dimension as 
the observation vector z  and is symmetric, non-negative definite, which is chosen to weight the 
relative contribution of each observation, according to its expected accuracy or importance. 
Wk can simply be the identity matrix, however, it is usually chosen to be a diagonal matrix 
with inverse variances of measurement noises, e.g.
w p  =  E(nk nkT) (6.10)
where E  denotes expected value.
For J  to minimise with respect to x, dJ/dx. must be zero. Therefore, the value of x  which 
minimises J  is a root of the equation
A  T
g^ =  - ' E ^ k - h ( ^ , t k))TWkHk =  0  (6-11)
where Hk =  dhk/dx  and hk =  h(x,^)>
If the observation equation Eq. (6.8) is linear such that
z* =  Akx  +  riA, (6.12)
then the solution to Eq. (6.11) is readily found to be
x = ( E  Akw kAk) Y , AlWk*k (6.13)
V k J  k
because h (x,tk) =  Akx, thus Hk =  Ak. In this case, the estimation process is called the 
Linear Weighted Least-Squares or the Linear Least-Squares for the simplest case of Wk =  I, 
the identity matrix.
The matrix P  defined by
P = ( ^ T A TkWkA ^  (6.14)
is called the covariance matrix, which contains the estimates for the closeness of the fit with
the actual measurements. The matrix P  is sometimes referred to as the gain matrix [14].
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For non-linear cases, the problem should be linearised in order to utilise the least-squares
techniques. Starting from a prior estimate of the state X(0), the iteration scheme can be
deployed to obtain the correction to j th estimation to update (j  +  l) th estimation by
x a+i) =  x «) + A xe>) (6-15)
Then h  can be expanded in a Taylor series about the reference state vector by ignoring 
higher order terms:
h (x,tfc) =  h ( x . ( j p t k ) +  H k A x t f
„  a h .  . ,  (6.16)
where H& is evaluated by x^-j at t  =  tk and Axq-) is correction vector to be estimated. 
Substituting Eq. (6.16) into Eq. (6.11) yields
\  k J  k
These iterations continue until the differential correction Axy) approaches zero and/or until 
the cost function no longer decreases. At this time, has converged to its optimum
value.
The covariance matrix is similarly defined as Eq. (6.14):
P  =  ( E  Hk WkHk'j =  E(eeT) (6.18)
assuming that E(e) =  0, where e =  x — xq-) is the estimation error vector.
6.2.2 R ecu rsive Least-Squares E stim ator
Suppose N  sets of measurements {z^} are available to estimate the state x. The least-squares 
estimation method uses all N  sets of the measurements to obtain the most likely estimate 
for the state x and the iteration process will be involved if the problem is non-linear.
The idea of recursive least-squares estimator is as follows:
• A batch least-squares estimate of the state vector x, determined with an observation 
from only zi will be denoted x^p
• The state estimate determined using observations from both zi and Z2 will be denoted 
X(2), and so forth.
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• An expression for X(2) using x^) and the observation from Z2 is formulated.
• This will then be extended to form an expression for x^) using x ^ _ 1) and the obser­
vation from z*;.
This approach to determine the state vector x is called the recursive least-squares estimation 
and provides following useful recursive formulae [81].
The estimate of the state, when kth measurement is made, is given by
X(*) =  x (fc-1) +  K k [zjfe -  h(x(Jb_1),tA:)] (6-19)
where the gain matrix, K k is given by
K k =  P ^ H f i H . P ^  + W ^
d h  . ? (6 -2 0 )
-“ fc 5x 1)5^ )
(6 .21)
The error covariance matrix Pk of the state estimate is obtained as
Pk =  (.I - K kHk)Pk 
Pi =  ( J W i f f f  +  Po- 1) - 1
where Pq is introduced which is commonly chosen to be a diagonal matrix. The diagonal 
elements are variances of the uncertainty in the a-prior estimate of x, or X(0). The use of 
Po is especially valuable when lack of observability is a problem, e.g. the matrix H W H T is 
singular.
6.2.3 K alm an F ilter
To estimate or predict the value of a state vector at an arbitrary time tk, the state estimate at 
to, from a least-squares or recursive least-squares algorithm, must be propagated from to to 
tk using a model of the system dynamics. The Kalman filter on the other hand, estimates the 
state vector x (^ )  directly based on all measurements up to and including zk. The Kalman 
filter is often called the extended Kalman filter if a model of the dynamics is non-linear. 
One of the most significant properties is that the Kalman filter compensates for dynamics 
model inaccuracies by incorporating a noise term which gives the filter a fading memory, 
each observation has a gradually diminishing effect on future state estimates. To design 
the Kalman filter requires two model equations, called the system equation and observation 
equation.
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The Kalman filter assumes that the state vector x satisfies
x =  f ( x , t ) + w  (6.22)
Eq. (6.22) is commonly called the system equation, and w  is called the system noise or 
process noise which should be zero mean white Gaussian noise and represents the model 
inaccuracy:
E(w(t)w(s)T) =  S(t)S(t -  s) (6.23)
Unless otherwise stated, the term of “Kalman filter” will be used in place of “Extended 
Kalman filter” in this work.
The observation equation is same as that was defined in the least-squares algorithm and by 
Eq. (6.8). The measurement noise matrix Rk is given by
Rk =  E(nkn kT) (6.24)
which is the inverse matrix of Wk defined by Eq. (6.10).
The system equation (6.22) must be linearised about a reference trajectory x  such that 
x  =  x +  Ax where x satisfies
x =  f(x, t) (6.25)
Then Eq. (6.22) can be expanded in a Taylor series by ignoring higher terms:
di
x +  Ax «  f(x,£) +  —  (x,t)A x +  w  (6.26)
and the assumption of Eq. (6.25) yields
Ax =  FA x +  w, F =  —  (x,t) (6.27)ax
The discretisation of Eq. (6.27) by ignoring the system noise term is found to be
A xk =  $( tk, tk_i) A x ^ i  (6.28)
The state transition matrix 4> is obtained as
Of
$(M *-i) ~  eFk~lAt, Fk- i  =  —  (xjb_i,tfc_i) (6.29)
where At — t — tk-\ .  Notice that F is a constant matrix. In practical applications, further 
approximation is often applied such that
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As is shown later, the state transition matrix <j> is used only to propagate the covariance 
matrix.
The Kalman filter algorithm is then introduced as follows:
• State Propagation - The prediction of the state vector xk is numerically obtained as
xk =  xk- i +  [  f(xfc_i ,t)dt (6.31)
Jtk- 1
• Covariance Propagation - The covariance matrix is propagated by using the state tran­
sition matrix:
Pk =  $ ( tk, tk- i )Pk-i<f>(tk, tk- i ) T +  Qk (6.32)
where the system noise matrix or process noise matrix Qk is given by
Qk =  f  f  <f>(tk,t)S(t)5{t -  s)<h(tk,s)Tdsdt (6.33)
Jtk- 1  Jtk~ i
• Kalman Gain - The Kalman gain matrix is obtained as
K k =  PkHk (HkPkHk +  P * ) - 1 (6.34)
where the Hk matrix is defined by
o r
Hk =  Tj^{xk, tk) (6.35)
• State Update - The state update is given by
xk =  xk +  K k [zk -  h(xfc, tk)\ (6.36)
• Covariance Update - The covariance matrix is updated as
Pk =  ( I  -  K kHk)Pk (6.37)
An alternative form of the Kalman filter is to use the inverse of Pk matrix. After the step 
introduced in Eq. (6.32), the recursive algorithm of the alternative Kalman filter is shown as 
follows:
• Covariance Update - The inverse of covariance matrix is first updated as
Pkl = P ?  + H £K ?H k (6.38)
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• Kalman Gain - The Kalman gain matrix is obtained as
K k = PkH l R I 1 (6.39)
• State Update - The state update is performed as described in Eq. (6.36).
The order in which the Pk and Kk computations appear in the alternative recursive algorithm 
is reversed.
Note that two covariance matrix inversions are required for each recursive loop, Pk to P ^ 1 
and Pk  to Pk- Nevertheless, the alternative algorithm has some advantages if very little 
is known about the process and state initially. It is numerically unstable and not permitted 
in the usual Kalman filter algorithm to start with Pq =  oo. The alternative algorithm will 
accommodate this situation assuming P q 1 =  0. This corresponds to infinite uncertainty, or 
zero information. P  inverse is often referred to as the information matrix [13].
If computer roundoff errors can be expected due to the onboard processing environment, a 
covariance matrix P  can become non-symmetric and/or non-positive definite and therefore 
meaningless. This may cause the Kalman filter to diverge very rapidly. In order to avoid 
computational problems, some alternatives are studied. Such problems (as they were in the 
early 1960s) are probably not as worrisome today because of the spectacular progress in 
computer technology [13].
• Joseph Algorithm
To use the Joseph algorithm to update Pk matrix:
Pk =  (I -  K kHk)Pk(I -  K kHkf  +  K kRkK l  (6.40)
This form has better numerical behaviour than Eq. (6.37).
• Square-root Filtering
If a square matrix A is positive definite, then there exists a positive definite matrix B  
such that A =  BB,  that is, B  is a square root of A and often denoted by yfA [53].
Any symmetric positive definite square matrix can also be factored into a triangular 
matrix and its transpose, known as Cholesky decomposition. If A is such a matrix, then 
A =  BBT. The matrix B is not unique and may be either an upper or lower triangular 
matrix. For the square-root filtering, however, the matrix B  satisfying A =  B B T is 
usually called the square root of A.
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Because the covariance matrix P  is symmetric positive definite, there exists the square 
root of P, P  =  W W T. The basic idea of the square-root filter is to propagate and 
update W  rather than P  itself. One of the critical situation is where the elements of 
P  go through an extremely wide dynamical range in the course of the filtering. For 
example, if the dynamical range of P  is 2N  orders of magnitude, the corresponding 
range of W  will be reduced to N  orders of magnitude [13]. The first square-root filter 
development is due to Potter [70] who developed an algorithm for the limited case of 
uncorrelated scaler observations with no process noise.
• U-D Factorisation
The U-D factorisation algorithm, which is due to Bierman [5], is the favoured algorithm 
in applications where numerical stability is of special concern, such as a Kalman filter 
with considerable large dimension of the state vector. The fundamental idea to maintain 
the numerical stability of the filter is same as the square-root filter^ the decomposition 
of a symmetric positive definite P  matrix.
A symmetric positive definite matrix P  can be factored into a upper triangular matrix 
U with unity on the diagonal and a diagonal matrix D  such that P  =  UDUT. U and 
D  matrices are propagated and updated rather than in terms of P  matrix.
In many applications, however, where the system is completely observable and there is ade­
quate process noise feeding into the filtering, there is no divergence problem. In most cases, 
the usual update equation (6.37) is perfectly adequate and is easy to implement [13].
6.3 Epicycle LEO Estimator
6.3 .1  LEO E stim ator Im p lem en tation
The ordering scheme of perturbation is one of the key issues in designing orbit estimators 
without violating the accuracy requirements. The goal for LEO analytical estimators is to  
determine near circular orbits of micro or nano satellites to within 1 kilometre and this 
estimate should hold good for a period of 1 week. The time-scale of 1 week corresponds to 
approximately 100 orbital periods for typical LEO micro or nano satellites. This requires 
to model the secular terms to (9(10-6 ) because lack of these terms could introduce up to  1 
kilometre positional errors, especially in the along-track direction. Therefore, the inclusion of
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J2 , J f  and J4 secular perturbations is essential. Periodic variations only need to be considered 
to (9(10-3), thus the J2 short-periodic and the J 3/ J 2 long-periodic variations are included.
Following additional perturbation modellings may also be included in the epicycle orbit prop­
agator.
• Higher Odd Zonals - Satellites in the vicinity of the critical inclination (63.4°, 116.6°) 
may require higher order modelling of long-periodic perturbations. The terms of J 5 / J 2  
and J 7 / J 2  can therefore be included in epicycle orbit modelling.
• Low Degree Tesseral Harmonics - The low degree tesseral/sectorial harmonics cause 
periodic acceleration and deceleration in the along-track direction. This causes the 
positional deviations reaching almost one kilometre, as shown in Figure 4.7. Up to and 
including fourth degree m-daily periodic terms can be included in the epicycle orbit 
propagator.
• Atmospheric Drag - For LEO satellites, the atmospheric drag perturbation may not be 
negligible, especially when long time scale predictions are required. A drag epicycle for­
mulation discussed in section 5.2 is simplified and incorporated in the orbit propagator.
Table 6.2: Epicycle Estimator Modelling
Orbit Propagation 
Standard Option
STM Propagation 
Standard Option
Secular J 2, J f  & J4 None J2 None
Short-Periodic J2 None J2 None
Long-Periodic ^ 3 /^ 2  J5/J2 &  J71J2 ^ 3 /^ 2  None
Tesseral Periodic None J22 ~  J44 None None
Drag None Yes None Yes
It should be stated that the J 2, J3 and optionally drag perturbations are considered to ob­
tain the partial derivative matrix, or the state transition matrix. Any other perturbations 
are available only for the epicycle orbit propagator, in order to predict the expected mea­
surements.
The state vector x to be estimated is defined by
x =  (a ip  fjp Iq  Do « o ) T  or x =  (a &  Vp 0^ D0 <*0 B*)T (6-41)
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where Jo and Dq are the osculating inclination and ascending node at the initial ascending 
node and ao is the epicycle phase at the first measurement is made. B *, the drag constant 
defined by Eq. (5.120), has to be additionally estimated when the drag option is used. Note 
that the states are all constant quantities, e.g. x =  0 , and the epicycle coordinates are 
obtained through the following analytical formulations:
(6.42)
-  =  1 +  q -  (£pcosa +  77psino:) +  Ar^ cos 2/3 +  xsin/3 +  Ar*
I  =  I0 +  AJ2(1 -  cos 2/3) +  A/
=  Qq -k flot AQ2 sin 2/3 A q
A =  /3 +  2 [^psino; +  r)p(l — cos ck)]  +  AA2 sin2/3 — 2x(l -  cos/3) +  A \
where /3 =  (1 +  n)a, and A# 2 are the short-periodic coefficients due to the J 2 first-order 
perturbations in Eqs. (4.23). Terms of A x represent other optional perturbations shown in 
Table 6.2. Note that both A r |  and A r* are dimensionless quantities.
The velocity coordinates are also obtained through Eqs. (6.42) as
—  =  (^p sin ex — r]p cos a) — (1 +  «)(2Ar| sin 2/3 — xcos/3) +  A7
— = 2(1 +  k)AJ2 sin2y0 +  A/
n
— =  -1- 2(1 +  k)A Q 2 cos2/3 +  A ^
n
^  =  (1 +  k) +  2(^pcosa +  77psino;)
+(1 +  ft) (2 AA2 cos 2/3 — sin /3) +  A^
The measurements, or observation vector, are assumed to be
z  = (x y z)T or z  = (x y z x y z)J
(6.43)
(6.44)
where x, y and z are position coordinates and x, y and z are velocity coordinates in ECI. They 
are directly converted from the position and velocity measurements from GPS receiver, which 
are given in the WGS84 ECEF coordinate frame. Utilisation of the GPS navigation solutions 
as observation data provides the user with a simple, reliable method of orbit determination. 
This method eliminates the cost and complexity associated with differential techniques or 
enhancement of onboard receiver software or storage requirements [15].
A batch least-squares estimator and a Kalman filter are designed based on the epicycle 
description of perturbed orbits in this work. The batch least-squares estimator is mainly
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used to post-process the downloaded GPS measurements and the Kalman filter is for the 
onboard use.
As the state vector x defined in Eq. (6.41) is constant, it is readily found that the state 
transition matrix $  becomes an identity. The state and the covariance matrix can therefore 
be propagated such that
x/c =  1
Pk =  P k-1 + Q k-1
The measurement updates of the state and the covariance are also simplified to give
(6.45)
K k =  PkH l(H kPkH j  + Rk)~l 
x* =  x/i_i + K k [zk -  h(x*_i,t/t)] 
Pk = (I ~ K kHk)Pk_i
(6.46)
where the observation matrix is obtained as
d\i
Hu =  -7j^(xk-i,tk) (6.47)
The Kalman filtering formulations of Eqs. (6.46) and Eq. (6.47) appear to be the same as 
the results shown in the recursive least-squares formulations of Eqs. (6.19), Eqs. (6.20) and 
Eqs. (6.21), if the process noise matrix Qk is equal to 0. Therefore the Kalman filter for 
the epicycle orbit determination problem can be identified with the recursive least-squares 
estimator with fading memory.
The epicycle orbit Kalman filter is estimating the epicycle elements at the epoch, or at the 
time when the first measurement is made. This is not convenient if the elapsed time grows 
considerably large. The onboard estimator is therefore designed and operated as follows:
• An integer number N  can be specified.
• The epoch is updated at the first measurements immediately after a  becomes larger 
than 2Nir. Namely if a  reaches a =  2Nir +  Act; then oro in the state vector x is altered 
to c*o =  Aa. This transition should occur in the vicinity of equator crossing from the 
south to north unless N  is too large.
• The semi-major axis a, two and rjp parameters and the inclination Jo in the state 
vector are unchanged.
• The ascending node in the state vector is updated to Qq +  2$AT7r.
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• If optional perturbations are included, the positional coordinates x (= r, 7, f2 or A) 
have to be corrected in order to avoid sudden discrepancies in the coordinates when the 
epicycle phase of a  is altered. The correction term Ax  for each coordinate x is obtained 
such that Ax =  A x(a =  2N tt +  Aa) — =  Act;).
• The default implementation of N  is 1. The onboard Kalman filter is therefore tracking 
the state vector x or the epicycle elements at the most recent approach to the equator 
crossing from the south to north.
6.3 .2  P artia l D erivative M atrix
The observation matrix Hk for the epicycle orbit determination problem is obtained as
dzk dzk dyk
Hk (6.48)dx dyk 3x
where the subscript k represents the kth measurement observed at t =  tk, and the vector y is
y  =  (r I  Cl X)T or y  = ( r I C l X r i C l  X)T (6.49)
and y k designates y at t =  tk, or a =  ak.
The first partial derivative matrix dz /dy  in Eq. (6.48) is found by the relations of the orbital 
geometry of Eqs. (3.48) and the velocity relations of Eqs. (6.50).
x =  r(cos X cos Cl — sin A cos I  sin Cl) +  r l  sin A sin I  sin Cl
—rCl(cos A sin Cl +  sin A cos I  cos Cl) — r A(sin A cos Cl +  cos A cos I  sin D)
y =  f(cos AsinfJ +  sin A cos Jcos f2) — r7 sin A sin 7 cos  ^ (6.50)
+rQ(cos A cos Q — sin A cos 7 sin fi) — r  A(sin A sin Q, — cos A cos 7 cos Q)
i =  r  sin A sin 7 +  r7 sin A cos 7 +  rA cos A sin 7
It is convenient to introduce following notations:
f i  =  cos A cos 0, — sin A cos 7 sin 0,
/2 =  sin A cos Q, +  cos A cos 7 sin Q
fs =  cos A sin D +  sin A cos 7 cos Cl
/4  =  sin A sin Cl — cos X cos I  cos Cl
and
gi =  cos A cos 7 
<72 =  sin A cos 7 
<73 =  cos A sin 7 
<74 =  sin A sin 7
(6.51)
(6.52)
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Notice that these parameters satisfy useful relations such that
d(fi h  h  h )  
d{I n  A)
<74 sin O - / 3 - f 2
~ 9 3  sin D - / 4 fi
94  cos 91 fi  - / 4
gz cos 91 f 2 fz
and
d ( f f i  9 2  9 3  9 a ) 
8(1 A)
The Eq. (3.48) and Eq. (6.50) can be re-written as
- 9 3 ~ 9 2
- 9 4 9 i
91 ~ 9 4
9 2 9 3
Then
d{x y z)
d ( r I9 1 X rI9 1 X )
rfi
rfz
rgA
rfi  +  r(IgA sin ft -  9lf3 -  Xf2) 
r f 3 +  r { - i g A cos 0, +  9lfi -  X/ 4) 
rg4 +  r(ig2 +  A g3)
fi  rg4 sin ft - r / 3 - r f 2 0 0 0 0
/3 -rgA cos ft rf i  - r f 4 0 0 0 0
94  rg2 0 rg3 0 0 0 0
and
dx
d(r I  91 A r I  91 A)
194  sin ft -  ft/ 3 -  X f 2 
rg4 sin ft +  r (Ig2 sin ft +  91g4 cos ft +  Ag3 sin ft) 
- r f z  +  r(Ig4 cos ft -  f t/ i  +  A/4)
- r /2 +  r(ig3 sin ft +  ft/4 -  A/i) 
fi
rg4 sin ft 
- r f z  
- r f i
(6.53)
(6.54)
(6.55)
(6.56)
(6.57)
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dy
d ( r i n \ r i n \ )
- I g i  cos D +  t lf i — A/4 
■rgi cos Q, +  r(Ig2 cos D — Qg4 sin Q, +  Xg$ cos Q,) 
rfi  +  r{ig4 sinD -  Clfs -  Xf2)
- f / 4 -  r(ig3 cos 0  +  Clf2 +  A/3)
h
—rg  ^cos 0 , 
rfi  
- r f i
T
(6.58)
dz
d(r I  D X r I  D A)
1 9 2  +  X g s  
rg2 -  r(ig4 -  Xgi) 
0
rg3 +  r(fgi -  Xg4) 
94
rg2
0
rgz
(6.59)
The second partial derivative matrix dy /dx  of Eq. (6.48), the state transition matrix, is 
found through Eqs. (6.42) and Eqs. (6.43). However, as is shown in Table 6.2, epicycle 
orbit modelling for the partial derivative matrix, or the state transition matrix, can be quite 
simplified. Terms of other perturbations in Eqs. (6.42) and Eqs. (6.43), except drag, 
are not accounted for the state transition matrix computation. The contribution of the drag 
perturbation to the state transition matrix is considered later.
Using the abbreviations of dx =  d/dx,  the partial derivatives with respect to the positional
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coordinates are obtained as follows:
dr
a d(a 7]P J0 Dq ocq)
r/a2 +  daQ +  (da&rl) cos 2p  +  (dax) sin/3 
+(£p since — r]p cos a)(daa)
— (2Ar| sin 2/3 -  xcos/3)(da/3)
— cos a
— since
dioQ +  {Oi0Ar^) cos 2/3 +  (d/0x) sin/3 
-(2Ar£ sin 2/3 -  xcos/3)(d/0/3)
0
£p sin a — rjp cos ce
— (1 +  «)(2A r2 sin 2/3 — x cos fi)
where
o ^  \ 3 adaa =  - { d an) =  - - -n 2 a
dap  =  (1 +  n)daot +  (dan)a
di0P =  (di0n)a
+  daK ) ce
d l
d{a £p r)p I0 a0)
(daAI2)(l -  cos 2/3) +  2A/ 2 sin 2P{dafi)
0
0
1 +  (<9j0AJ2)(1 -  cos 2/3) +  2AJ2 sin2/3(d/0/3) 
0
2(1 +  Av)A/ 2 sin 2/3
d(a £p rjp Iq «o)
da$ +  $(daO!) +  (^a AQ2) sin 2/3 +  2Af)2 cos 2p{dap)
0
0
(di0d)a +  (<9/0AQ2) sin 2/3 +  2Af22 cos 2/3 (c3/oi0)
1
$  +  2(1 +  k )  A Q . 2  cos 2P
(6.60)
(6.61)
(6.62)
(6.63)
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OX
d(a  £ p  rjp I q D o Q?o)
daft +  {daAX2) sin2/? -  2(d0x )(l -  cos ft) 
+ 2 (£p cos a t i p  sin a) (dact)
+2(AA2 cos 2/3 -  x s in ft)(daft)
2 sin a:
2(1 — cos a)
(dIoK)a +  (dIoAX2) sin2/3 -  2(d/0x)(l -  cos/3) 
+ 2 (AA2 cos 2/3 -  xsin/3)(dj0/3)
0
(1 +  k) +  2 (£p c o s  a -\-tjp sin a)
+2(1 +  k) (AA2 cos 2/3 — x sin /3)
(6.64)
The partial derivatives with respect to the velocity coordinates are:
dr
an d(a rjp I q <^o)
r / ( 2 a2n) — (1 +  K,)[2 (daAr2 ) sin2/3
~{dax) cos/3] -  (2At*2 sin2ft -  xcosft)(dan) 
+(£p coso; +  rjp sina)(daa)
- ( 1  +  «)(4Ar| sin2 ft +  xsinft)(daft) 
sin ol 
— cos a 
- ( 1  +  k) [2 {dIo A r|)  sin2 ft -  (dIox ) cos ft]
— (2Ar^ sin2/3 — xcos ft)(di0K)
- ( 1  +  «)(4A r| sin 2ft +  xsinft)(d/0ft)
0
£p cos a  +  rjp sin a:
— (1 +  k)2 (4A r| cos 2/3 +  x  sin ft)
(6.65)
d l
n d(a £p rjp Iq f^ o ao)
2(1 +  k) [(daAI2) sin 2/3 +  2AI2 cos2ft(daft)] 
+2AI2 sin2/3(daft) — (3/2)//(an)
0
0
2(1 +  k) [(di0AI2) sin 2/3 +  2AI2 cos 2ft(di0ft)] 
+2  AI2 sin 2/3 (di0 k)
0
4(1 +  k)2A I2 cos 2/3
(6.6 6 )
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an
n d(a £P Tjp J0 a 0)
dad +  2(1 +  tv)(da AQ2) cos 2/?
+ 2AJJ2 cos 2 (3(daK)
—2(1 +  k)AQ2 sin2/3(da/3) — (3/2)Ct/(an) 
0 
0
+  2(1 +  k)[(5/0A ^ 2) cos 2/3 — 2A^2 sin 2/3 
x  ( d i 0l3)] +  2 A ^ 2  cos 2  f3 ( d i0K,)
0
—4(1 + ft)2 AS22 sin 2/3
daK +  2(1 +  «) [(daAA2) cos 2/3 -  ( d a x )  sin/3] 
+ 2 (AA2 cos 2/3 -  x  sin /3 ) (d a K)
—2 (£p sin  a; — r ] p  cos a:)(daG!)
- 2(1 +  k)(2AA2 sin 2/3 3-x  cos /3)(da/?)
— (3/2)A/(an)
2 cos a 
2  sin a
dIoK +  2(1 +  «) [(dIoAX2) cos 2/3 -  (dIox) sin/3] 
+2(AA2 cos 2/3 -  xsin/3)(dj0/s)
- 2(1 +  k)(2AX2 sin2/3 +  xcos j3)(d/0/3)
0
—2 (£p sin a  — rjp cos a)
—2(1 +  k ) 2 (2 AA2 sin 2^ +  X cos /3)
Explicit results for some fundamental terms are given as follows:
dX
n d(a r)p Iq Q0 «o)
Partial derivatives of the dominant J2 first-order secular perturbations are:
d(g2 d2 k2) 
da
i  —  (3 cos2 J0 -  1)
Z CL
3^2
COS Jn
3 -A 2 . 2 T ■, \-  - — (5 cos2 J0 -  1) z a
d{g2 d2 k2) 
dl0
- A 2 sin 2 J0
3 „ • r- A 2 sin  Jo
15A 2 sin 2 Jq
(6.67)
(6 .68)
(6.69)
(6.70)
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Partial derivatives of the J 2 first-order short-periodic perturbations are:
d(Arjj Ah  AQ2 AA2)
da
1 ^2 . 2 T-  -  —  sin IQ
2 a
3 ^2 . _- —  sin 2io4 a
3A2 
2 a cos Jo
j — (7 cos2 70 ~ 1)4 a
(6.71)
d(A r| AI2 A 0 2 AA2) 
dl 0
- A 2 sin 2/ 0 
3
-  -  A 2 cos 2 / 0
• r-  -A 2smJ0 
7 „ •-  A2 sm 2 Jo
Partial derivatives of J3 /  J2 long-periodic perturbation are:
dXs
d(a I0)
A3 A3
sm /o cos Jq
2 aA2 2A2
(6.72)
(6.73)
Atmospheric drag modelling can be simplified in designing the epicycle orbit estimator. The 
simplified formulae for the drag perturbations are only on both the radial and the azimuthal 
coordinates such that
Ardrag 2 5 * ( 5  I fi
A X d r a g  ~  2 B * .
Note that Ar r^ag is dimensionless coefficient normalised by the semi-major axis a.
Their partial derivatives are also obtained as:
(6.74)
dAr drag
d{a rjp Iq Oo a o B*)
■2 B*(a/R)(/3/a +  dap) 
0 
0
- 2  B ‘ (a/R)(dh P)
0
—2B*(a/R)(l  +  k) 
- 2  (a/R ) 0
(6.75)
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dAXdrag
d(a rjp Iq Do ao B*)
(3/2)B*(a/R)(p/a +  2da/3)(3 
0 
0
3B*(a/R)(dIop)p
0
W*(a/R)( l  +  n)l3 
(3/2)(a/R)f32
The partial derivatives of their time derivative are:
(6.76)
dAr drag
n d(a £p T]p Io  Q0 «o B * )
-2B*{a/R) [(1 +  n)/a +  dan] 
-(3 /2 ) A r*drag/{an)
0
0
- 2  B*(a/R)(dIon)
0
0
—2(a/R)(l +  k)
(6.77)
dAXd,rag
n d(a £p Tjp Io Do a 0 B*)
3B*(a/J7){[(1 +  k,)/a +  daK\ /3 +  (1 +  K,)da(3} 
— (3/2) AA d r a g / ifl'a)
0
0
3B*(a/R) [(dIoK)p +  (l +  K)dIo0\
0
W*(a/R)( l  +  K) 2 
3(a/R)(l  +  k)/3
(6.78)
6.4 Drag Estimator
As is shown in subsection 6.3.2, the drag coefficient B* can be added into the state vector 
when the drag perturbation is included. This however introduces the increase of the dimension 
of the state vector as well as some matrices used in the estimation processes. This may be
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unsuitable for onboard applications. Therefore a simple drag coefficient estimator without 
sacrificing the accuracy must be investigated for the onboard Kalman filter.
Suppose the semi-major axis estimation is observable, then it can be possible to estimate the 
B* drag coefficient through the series of semi-major axes rather than direct GPS measure­
ments. This approach enables to decouple the simplified drag estimator from the main orbit 
estimator keeping the orbital state vector to be still 6 dimensional as defined in (6.41). For 
example, the semi-major axis estimated by the main orbit estimator will be passed to the 
drag estimator every N  orbits. This semi-major axis measurement is used to estimate the 
B* drag coefficient.
Let hj be j th estimate of the semi-major axis from the orbit estimator, then the prediction 
of the (j +  l ) th semi-major axis a.j+i under the drag perturbation is simply assumed to be:
a,j+1 =  a,j — 2 bjT (6.79)
where T  is the sampling time of the semi-major axis measurement and bj is the state of the 
drag estimator. Equating this to Eq. (6.74), the B* parameter is readily recovered through 
bj as
Bj = bj (1 +  ~  bj ^ j ln (6.80)
and n =  /i1/2^ -3/2.
When (j  +  l ) th semi-major axis measurement a,j+i is obtained, then the state b parameter is 
updated such that
bj+i =  bj +  K j+i(a,j+i -  dj+i) (6.81)
where the Kalman gain K j+1 is found in Eq. (6.34) for the given covariance pj+i  and the 
measurement noise variance Rj+i. The observation matrix Hj+1 is given by
Hj+1 =  - 2  T  (6.82)
Note that in case of the drag estimator, K j+1, Pj+i, Rj+i and Hj+1 are all scalar.
6.5 Epicycle GEO Estimator
The GEO estimator design is based on the simplified epicycle GEO description introduced
in section 4.3.3. In practice, a GEO satellite is maintained to stay in the vicinity of its
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stationary longitude, where the separation angle measured from one of the stable points 
becomes maximum, vm.
Therefore it is plausible to use following epicycle modellings to describe the motion of GEO
satellite such that 
r  
a
3 1I  =  Io 1 — — ^ 4.2 (1 — cos 2a) +  Aj
= 1 +  28 — (£p cos a +  r)p sin a) +  2y/~A^u sin 2vm +  A,
where
Q =  Q0 -  ? A2 -  i  sin 2 a j  + A^
A =  ^1 — 3S +  ^ 2^ o  +  2 [£p since +  r)p(l — cos a)]
3 1 2— -Ao sin 2a; — - u  sin 2 vm +  A\4  4
u =  6 y/A^a, vm =  too -  -00 -  Oo, V'O =  f e  ±  ^
(6.83)
(6.84)
and Ax are the perturbations due to the luni-solar perturbations. The semi-major axis a is 
constant defined in Eq. (4.219), which is approximately 42164.69 kilometres. The epicycle 
phase a  is defined by a =  o;®t, and t is the elapsed time since the maximum separation has 
occurred.
The velocity equations are derived through Eqs. (6.83) to give 
f =  sina — 77p cos o; +  Ar*
au)Q
i -IqA2 sin 2a +  A/ z
tl 3
—  =  -  - A 2 (1 -  cos 2a) +  Aq
a;® 2
A
= ^1 — 35 +  7^ 2^ +  2(£p cos a  +  r]p sin ck)
-  - A 2 c o s  2 a -  3y/A22u s i n 2 vm +  A \
(6.85)
where 0 (J 22) terms are ignored.
Because the epicyclic motion of GEO satellite is linearised about the reference semi-major 
axis which makes the mean orbital rate equal to the Earth’s sidereal rotation rate a;®, the 
definition of the state vector is somewhat different from the state vector used in the LEO 
estimator.
Unlike the LEO estimator, the semi-major axis is not directly determined. Instead the small 
deviation 5 from the reference semi-major axis can be determined by the estimator. This
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approach makes the structure of GEO estimator concise as the partial derivative matrix 
becomes much simpler than that of the LEO estimator. This is shown later in Eqs. (6.93) to 
(6 .100).
As can be seen from figures 6.4 and 6.5, GPS visibility is strictly limited in the GEO environ­
ment and the navigation solution may not be available all the time. It is therefore necessary 
for the GEO determination to assume that GPS pseudorange and Doppler are observable:
z  = (p p)T (6 .8 6 )
where Doppler measurement is regarded as p and p denotes the pseudorange measurement. 
The pseudorange and Doppler measurement equations are obtained through Eq. (6.1) as
P =  k c p s  -  r| +  b j
(rgps ~ r) • (v Gps  ~ v) ( (6-87)
p =  — b + d )
where both GPS position and velocity vectors r gps and vgps are assumed to be known 
through the GPS navigation message and converted with respect to the ECI coordinate 
frame.
b and d in Eqs. (6.87) denote the GPS receiver’s clock bias and drift respectively and the 
system equation for these clock parameters are simply assumed to be
b =  d +  np, d =  rif (6.88)
where np and nj  are white Gaussian noises. Both the b and d clock parameters have to be
estimated along with the orbital parameters simultaneously.
The state vector x  is therefore defined by
x =  (S £P 7]P Jo fto a 0 b0 d0)T (6.89)
The observation matrix Hk, excluding the clock parameters, is given by
Hk =  (6.90)
dx 0 {rk vfc) dx
where subscripts k  stand the values at t  =  t k , or at the time when k t h  measurement is made.
The first partial derivative matrix in Eq. (6.90) is found through Eqs. (6.87) to give
dp
d(rk vfc)
{*G PS,k  ~  * k ) T  0 
p - b (6.91)
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and
dp
d(rk v*)
Using the same notations introduced in section 6.3.2, the partial derivative of d(rk Vk)/dyk 
has already been derived through Eq. (6.56) to Eq. (6.59), which is necessary to obtain the 
second partial derivative matrix in Eq. (6.90).
The partial derivative matrix dyk/dx  is given as follows; where the effect of the luni-solar 
perturbation terms A x in Eqs. (6.83) and A x in Eqs. (6.85), also 0 (J22) terms are all 
ignored.
The partial derivatives with respect to the positional coordinates are:
1 dr
a d (8  rjp Iq Dq o:o)
2
— cos a
— sin a: 
0
0
(6.93)
£psina  — rjp cos a
( v GPS , k  -  Vfc)T (r GPS, k -  **fc)'
p - b p - b
(6.92)
_______ d l
8 ( 8  rjp Jo <2o)
0 
0 
0
1 — (3/ 4) ^ 2(l — cos 2a:) 
0
— (3/2)/q sin 2a:
(6.94)
 8 0 _______
8(8 £p jjp Iq Qq qu)
T
0
0
0
0
1
— (3/ 2)A2(l — cos 2a:)
(6.95)
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d \
9(8  £p rjp I q ao)
d r
auQ d(8 £P rjp J0 f i0 a 0)
—3a 
2 sin a  
2(1 — cos a)
0 
0
1 — 3$ +  (3 / 2 )A2 +  2(£p cos a  +  rjp sin a) 
— (3/ 2)^2 cos2a  — Sy/A^usin.2 vm
The partial derivatives with respect to the velocity coordinates are:
0
sin a  
— cos a  
0 
0
cos a A rjp sin a
0 
0 
0
—(3/ 2)^ 4.2 sin 2a  
0
—3 / o^ 2 cos 2 a
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
—3^2 sin 2a
-3  
2 cos a  
2 sin a  
0 
0
2 (—£psina  +  ?7p cos a) +  3^2 sin 2a
d l
u @ 9 ( 6  £p  rjp I q O q a o )
1 on
u® 9(6  £p rjp J0 ao)
d \
9(8 £p rjp Jq n 0 ao)
(6.96)
(6.97)
(6.98)
(6.99)
(6 .100)
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The partial derivative matrix of the measurement with respect to the clock parameters at 
the epoch (bo do) is readily found to give
dzk 1 tk 
0  1
and
d(b0 d0) 
d ( r i n X r i n \ )
=  0
d(b0 do)
Note that tk is the elapsed time since the first measurement is made.
(6 .101)
(6 .102)
6.6 Epicycle Estimator Simulation Results
6.6.1 LEO F ittin g  A ccuracy
To justify analytical epicycle orbit modelling, following procedures are taken in the first 
instance:
• Precise numerically propagated orbits are prepared by assuming up to and including J 4 
zonal harmonics. The symplectic orbit integrator is used to generate the truth orbits.
• The truth orbits are regarded as GPS measurements without adding any noises.
• The emulated GPS measurements are used to determine the orbit by the epicycle orbit 
estimator with corresponding perturbation modelling.
• The noise-free GPS measurements (hence the truth orbit) and the estimated orbit are 
compared to evaluate the modelling accuracies.
• The same comparison is made assuming the geopotential of up to and including 4th 
degree 4th order tesseral harmonics.
• 7 days worth of GPS measurements at 100 samplings per day are assumed.
• 3 LEO types tabulated in 4.2 are chosen for the simulations.
The fitting errors are transformed into the along-track, cross-track and radial directions for 
easier geometrical interpretation and are shown in table 6.3.
As it can be seen in table 6.3, in all cases, the orbit fitting RMS errors are in the region 
of 30 metres, which is approximately of order 4.3 x 10- 6  if a 7019 kilometre semi-major
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Table 6.3: Epicycle Modelling Accuracy
Type Position RMS Error Velocity RMS Error
along-track cross-track radial along-track cross-track radial
J 4 Modelling
UoSat-5 13.5 m 3.75 m 12.4 m 0.0196 m/s 0.00318 m/s 0.0156 m/s
UoSat-12 21.7 m 5.84 m 14.5 m 0.0353 m/s 0.00762 m/s 0.0159 m/s
S-80T 19.3 m 4.88 m 12.7 m 0.0275 m/s 0.00532 m/s 0.0116 m/s
J 44 Modelling
UoSat-5 22.7 m 28.5 m 14.7 m 0 . 0 2 2 2  m/s 0.0237 m/s 0.0375 m/s
UoSat- 1 2 30.7 m 24.5 m 17.3 m 0.0384 m/s 0.0261 m/s 0.0462 m/s
S-80T 26.7 m 2 0 . 6  m 15.1 m 0.0296 m/s 0.0187 m /s 0.0335 m/s
axis is assumed. Although the same geopotential model is assumed both for the numerical 
orbit and the analytical orbit, note that all second-order or (9(10-6 ) periodic terms are not 
implemented in the orbit estimator. Therefore the analytical orbit may have periodic errors 
around the truth orbit of O(10~6). The magnitude of errors in table 6.3 is small enough to 
justify the accuracy of epicycle orbit modelling. Note that the velocity RMS errors are less 
than 5 centi-metres per second.
Next, a more practical scenario is assumed to evaluate performance and to see if the epicycle 
orbit estimator can be used for real applications.
• The truth orbits are numerically prepared by the symplectic integrator. Now the precise 
36 x 36 WGS-84 defined geopotential modelling is employed.
• GPS measurements are emulated based on the truth orbits. 10 metres and 0 .1  me­
tres/second (T<r) white Gaussian noises are added to the position coordinates and the 
velocity coordinates respectively.
• The emulated GPS measurements are used to determine the orbit by the epicycle orbit 
estimator. Both J 4 and J 44 modellings in the estimator are evaluated.
• 7 days worth of GPS measurements at 100 samplings per day are assumed.
/
• 3 LEO types tabulated in table 4.2 are chosen for the simulations.
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Figure 6 .8 : UoSat-5 Type Orbit Fitting Error by J 4 Modelling
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Figure 6.9: UoSat-5 Type Orbit Fitting Error by J4 4  Modelling
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Figure 6.10: UoSat-12 Type Orbit Fitting Error by J 4 Modelling
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Figure 6.11: UoSat-12 Type Orbit Fitting Error by J4 4  Modelling
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Figure 6.12: S-80/T Type Orbit Fitting Error by J 4 Modelling
Figures 6 .8 , 6.10 and 6.12 show the positional observation residuals which are displacements 
between the observed measurements and predicted measurements through the estimated or­
bits when the J4 perturbed orbit modelling is used for the epicycle orbit estimator.
No significant secular errors can be found in these figures, which indicates that the epicycle 
orbit estimator is correctly determining the mean semi-major axis. However, it can be seen 
that some periodic errors repeat approximately every 1 2  hours, and peak at more than one 
kilometre in all figures.
This is caused by the tesseral harmonics, mainly due to the second-degree second-order 
sectorial harmonic J22 term. The three LEO satellites used in this simulation are all inclined 
more than 60 degrees, enabling along-track variation due to J22 to reach more than a half­
kilometre, as shown in figure 4.7.
Figures 6.9, 6.11 and 6.13 show the orbit fitting positional errors when the J 44 perturbed 
orbit modelling is chosen for the epicycle orbit estimator.
As is expected, the 1 2 -hour periodic errors are significantly improved by enabling J 44 mod­
elling. For all three cases, the residuals reduce to about half-kilometre errors over a period 
of one week.
The statistical values for the orbit fitting accuracy are listed in table 6.4. This shows the 
RMS error of epicycle orbit determination is less than 200 metres for all three LEO cases if 
the J 44 option is chosen for a week fitting.
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Figure 6.13: S-80/T Type Orbit Fitting Error by J 44 Modelling
Table 6.4: Orbit Fitting RMS Error without Drag
Type Position RMS Error Velocity RMS Error
along-track cross-track radial along-track cross-track radial
J 4 Modelling
UoSat-5 576 m 135 m 126 m 0.133 m/s 0.142 m/s 0.558 m/s
UoSat-12 567 m 2 1 1  m 174 m 0.192 m/s 0.218 m/s 0.513 m /s
S-80T 431 m 132 m 1 1 1  m 0.109 m/s 0.114 m/s 0.359 m /s
J 44 Modelling
UoSat-5 118 m 41.6 m 40.1 m 0.0481 m/s 0.0403 m/s 0.105 m /s
UoSat-12 142 m 169 m 54.9 m 0.106 m/s 0.181 m/s 0.125 m /s
S-80T 116 m 84.6 m 2 2 .8  m 0.0253 m/s 0.0780 m/s 0.107 m /s
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peak error 4x4 
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peak error 36x365 1.2
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Figure 6.14: UoSat-12 Type Orbit Fitting Error as a Function of Eccentricity
In order to see the tolerance of the epicycle orbit estimator against the magnitude of eccen­
tricity of orbits, several sets of truth orbits are prepared. The UoSat-12 type orbit is again 
used however, the eccentricity is varied from 0  to 0 .0 1  with a 0 . 0 0 1  step-size.
Firstly the truth orbits are generated assuming up to and including 4 x 4  potential, and 
10 metres and 0.1 metres/second white Gaussian noise are added in position and velocity 
respectively. In this way, the robustness of the epicycle orbit modelling against the magnitude 
of eccentricity can be evaluated.
Secondly the truth orbits are propagated with 36 x 36 potential to see how realistic fitting 
error grows as eccentricity increases. Seven days worth of measurements are used with 100 
samplings per day, and for both cases, J 44 modelling is assumed for the epicycle orbit estima­
tor. The peak and RMS positional errors are plotted in figure 6.14. Peak error varies from 
around 100 metres to 400 metres when the truth orbit is generated by 4 x 4 modelling, and 
from 700 metres to more than a kilometre when 36 x 36 modelling is used.
The epicycle orbit modelling is developed under the assumption of small eccentricity of order 
J 2 or 1 x 10-3 . These results, however, indicate that the epicycle orbit modelling can still fit 
the orbit of one order larger eccentricity, and maintain the peak error within approximately 
one kilometre.
The effect of atmospheric drag is also simulated. In addition to full geopotential modelling 
(36 x 36 WGS-84 Defined) the drag force is taken into account in the truth orbit. This 
orbit is propagated by the symplectic integrator, and a simple constant atmospheric density
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Figure 6.15: UoSat-12 Type Orbit (with Drag) Fitting Error by J 4 Modelling
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Figure 6.16: UoSat-12 Type Orbit (with Drag) Fitting Error by J4 4  & Drag Modelling
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Table 6.5: UoSat-12 Type Orbit Fitting RMS Error with Drag
Position RMS Error Velocity RMS Error
along-track cross-track radial along-track cross-track radial
Ja 3680 m 2 1 1  m 176 m 0.193 m/s 0.218 m/s 3.93 m/s
J 44 3660 m 169 m 62.6 m 0.109 m/s 0.181 m /s 3.93 m/s
J 4 & Drag 579 m 216 m 184 m 0 .2 0 1  m/s 0.224 m/s 0.575 m /s
J 44 Sz Drag 147 m 175 m 57.5 m 0.113 m/s 0.188 m/s 0.126 m /s
modelling is applied.
The B* value defined in Eq. (5.120) of 1 x 10- 8  and the UoSat-12 type orbit is chosen for 
the simulation. This value of B* for the UoSat-12 type orbit gives approximately 14 ~  15 
metres per day decay in the semi-major axis.
The orbit is firstly fitted by the epicycle orbit estimator only including J 4 modelling, and the 
results are shown in figure 6.15. The quadratic feature of observation residuals in the along- 
track direction can be found in this result, whereas the errors in the other coordinates remain 
comparatively small. This significant fitting error in the along-track direction is caused by 
the neglect of the drag perturbation modelling.
If the J 44 and drag modelling are both included in the epicycle orbit estimator, the quadratic 
shape of the residuals are removed as can be clearly seen in figure 6.16.
In table 6.5, the numerical results of the orbit fitting with drag perturbation are presented. 
Note that if no drag modelling is implemented, then the radial velocity fitting errors may 
reach almost 4 metres/second order, causing large-amplitude errors in the positional along- 
track direction. This indicates that for LEO real applications, drag modelling is required 
to obtain sub-kilometres accuracy. This result also implies that a large amount of effort in 
modelling the higher complex geopotential may not be necessary unless drag modelling is 
implemented.
As is shown in table 6.2, only J 2 and J 3 first-order terms are considered to compute the state 
transition matrix. It is necessary to evaluate the magnitude of errors associated with the 
truncation of higher orders. For this, the reference orbit of the UoSat-12 type is numerically 
integrated for 7 days at 100 samplings per day. Up to and including J 4 zonal potentials are 
considered and the GPS measurements are emulated by adding no noise.
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Table 6 .6 : UoSat-12 Type Orbit Determination with Truncated Dynamics for the State 
Transition Matrix (STM) Propagation
by Truncated STM by Full STM Truth
Semi-major Axis (km) 7012.691154177 7012.691154178 7012.691142110
Inclination (deg) 64.599964607 64.599964604 64.000000000
Ascending Node (deg) 30.000113584 30.000113585 30.000000000
This set of measurements are used to determine the orbit by two options:
• The state transition matrix is computed by assuming only J 2 and J 3 first-order solutions 
(Truncated State Transition Matrix).
• The state transition matrix is computed by assuming complete solutions up to and 
including J 4 , and J2 second-order solutions (Full State Transition Matrix).
The results obtained are shown in table 6 .6 .
As it can be seen in table 6 .6  that the truncation of higher terms in the state transition matrix 
only gives 9 decimal-point disagreement with their estimation results. If they are compared 
with the numerically integrated orbit, however, 4 decimal-point accuracy is obtainable for 
both cases. The 4 decimal-point accuracy or 6  digit accuracy is expected because all periodic 
terms of order 1 0 - 6  are neglected in the orbit propagation function.
This experiment suggests that there may be no need to make extra efforts to compute the state 
transition matrix rigorously to match the dynamics used in the orbit propagation function. 
It is analogous that if the orbit propagation is modelled accurate to order of k then it is 
necessary to take into account up to and including terms of order k / 2  to compute the state 
transition matrix in order to keep the consistency of modelling accuracy.
LEO Fitting Accuracy Simulation Summary
The summary of these simulations are
• J 44 modelling is good enough to keep orbit fitting errors below half a kilometre.
• For LEO applications, drag modelling is essential. However, the simple drag model is 
adequate to significantly improve fitting accuracy.
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• Although the epicycle LEO estimator is designed for orbits with eccentricity of around 
1 0 ~3, it still holds the fitting accuracy to roughly 1 kilometre up to one order larger 
eccentricity.
• The epicycle orbit estimator only require to take J 2 and J 3 first-order solutions into 
account for the state transition matrix computation.
6.6.2 LEO P red ic tio n  A ccuracy
The orbit prediction accuracy of the epicycle orbit estimator/propagator is considered in this 
section.
The simulations are performed as follows:
• The truth orbits are numerically prepared by the symplectic integrator. The precise 
36 x 36 WGS-84 defined geopotential modelling is assumed.
• GPS measurements are emulated based on the truth orbits. 10 metres and 0.1 me­
tres/second (1-cr) white Gaussian noises are added to the position coordinates and the 
velocity coordinates respectively.
• The orbit is propagated for 7 days, although GPS measurements are emulated by only 
using the first day of orbit assuming 1 0 0 0  samplings per day.
• The orbit is determined by the epicycle orbit estimator using the GPS measurements. 
Both J4 and J44 modellings are used.
• Base upon the determined epicycle elements, the entire 7 days orbit is recovered by the 
epicycle orbit propagator. This is compared with the truth orbit to evaluate the orbit 
propagation accuracy.
• 3 LEO types tabulated in 4.2 are chosen for the simulations.
In figures 6.17 and 6.18, the results of a UoSat-5 type orbit are shown.
It can be seen in both figures that the secular error grows in the along-track direction. The 
J 44 modelling is more useful for observing the secular effect as the large 12-hour periodic 
errors are removed. It appears to reach about 1.5 kilometres along-track secular error after 
7 days propagation.
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Figure 6.17: UoSat-5 Type Orbit Prediction Error by J 4 Modelling
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Figure 6.18: UoSat-5 Type Orbit Prediction Error by J4 4  Modelling
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Time [days]
Figure 6.19: UoSat-12 Type Orbit Prediction Error by J 4 Modelling
This corresponds to approximately an order of 3.5 x 10~7, or 2.5 metres error in the semi­
major axis estimation by the use of only 1 day worth of GPS measurements. As it is assumed 
that the epicycle orbit modelling is covering up to and including J 4 secular perturbations and 
Jq ~  5.43 x 10- 7  from table 4.1, this magnitude of prediction error can be expected.
In figures 6.19 and 6.20, the results for a UoSat-12 type orbit are plotted.
The prediction errors after 7 days propagation reach almost 1 kilometre, although unlike 
UoSat-5 type orbit, the largest error occurs in the cross-track direction. This implies that 
the error in the ascending node secular term is larger than the error in the along-track secular 
term with regard to the error in the semi-major axis for the given UoSat- 1 2  type inclination 
angle of 64.6 degrees.
As introduced in figure 4.2, if the orbit is near-polar orbit (such as a UoSat-5 type orbit), the 
secular term in the along-track direction k, is larger than the secular term in the cross-track 
direction $, which is almost zero if the inclination is close to 90 degrees. However, if the 
inclination goes down to 64.6 degrees (near critical inclination) then conversely $ is larger 
and k is almost zero. Therefore the error in the semi-major axis directly reflects in k direction 
for near polar orbit and in $ for near critical inclination orbits.
The S-80T type orbit shows similar results to those of UoSat-12, which are given in figures 
6 .2 1  and 6 .2 2 .
The peak errors of each simulation case are summarised in table 6.7. The 7 days prediction
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Figure 6.20: UoSat-12 Type Orbit Prediction Error by J 44 Modelling
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Figure 6.21: S-80/T Type Orbit Prediction Error by J4  Modelling
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Figure 6.22: S-80/T Type Orbit Prediction Error by J 44 Modelling
errors, by the use of the epicycle elements determined through the first day’s GPS measure­
ments, are still within 2 kilometres if the J 44 modelling is chosen.
The effect of drag must also be evaluated in order to make simulation results more practical. 
The UoSat-12 type orbit is again used for the drag simulation.
Only one day measurements may not be sufficient to estimate the orbit as well as the drag 
coefficient accurately. If drag modelling is not enabled, then the propagation error grows to 
almost 45 kilometers, as can be shown in figure 6.23.
This result again indicates that minimising the error caused by the drag perturbation is the 
key point to improving the accuracy of the LEO determination problem. Although drag 
modelling in the epicycle orbit estimator is quite simple, prediction accuracy is significantly 
improved by enabling it. In figure 6.24, the prediction error is introduced with J 44 and the 
drag modelling enabled. Now peak prediction errors of less than 4 kilometres are achieved.
In table 6 .8 , the peak errors of drag simulation with various choice of modelling are listed. If 
drag modelling is used with only J4 modelling, then the prediction accuracy is improved to 
7.5 kilometres. This is a significant improvement, although still about 4 kilometres away from 
the accuracy obtained by J 44 and drag modelling. When no drag simulations are performed, 
there are no such larger errors between J 4 and J 44 modelling and the errors are periodical.
This suggests that accurately modelling the tesseral terms helps quick convergence of the 
drag coefficient, as it is estimated by basically observing the decay of the semi-major axis. If
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Figure 6.23: UoSat-12 Type Orbit (with Drag) Prediction Error by J 4 Modelling 
Table 6.7: Orbit Prediction Peak Error without Drag
Type J 4 Modelling 
along-track cross-track radial
J 44 Modelling 
along-track cross-track radial
UoSat-5 2580 m 370 m 506 m 1410 m 180 m 1 2 1  m
UoSat-12 2790 m 884 m 771 m 780 m 822 m 156 m
S-80T 2 2 0 0  m 483 m 450 m 416 m 410 m 61.7 m
the tesseral modelling is poor and measurements sampled during a day or even fraction of a 
day are all that is available, then the estimator cannot immediately determine whether the 
change in the semi-major axis is due to the tesseral harmonics or to drag.
In order to obtain the comparable accuracy as the J44 with drag result by using J4 with 
drag modelling, around 3 days fitting is required as is shown in figure 6.25.
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Figure 6.24: UoSat-12 Type Orbit (with Drag) Prediction Error by J 44 & Drag Modelling 
Table 6 .8 : UoSat-12 Type Orbit Prediction Peak Error with Drag
model used along-track cross-track radial
Ja 42900 m 912 m 826 m
Jaa 41600 m 851 m 190 m
J 4 &; Drag 7500 m 8 8 6  m 797 m
J 44 & Drag 3610 m 856 m 180 m
  along
radial
-2
-5
Time [days]
Figure 6.25: UoSat-12 Type Orbit (with Drag) Prediction Error by J 4 & Drag Modelling 3 
days Fitting
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LEO Prediction Accuracy Simulation Summary
The summary of orbit prediction simulations are
• Less than 5 kilometers prediction accuracy can be expected by the epicycle LEO esti­
mator and propagator for a period of one week.
• The inclusion of drag modelling is essential to hold the week-ahead prediction within a 
few kilometres accuracy.
• The accurate J 44 geopotential modelling provides quicker converge for the proper semi­
major axis of orbit especially when the drag perturbation is present.
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6.6 .3  LEO K alm an E stim ator  Perform ance
In this section, the performance of the epicycle LEO Kalman estimator shall be evaluated. 
This estimator is designed and developed by assuming a possible onboard usage. Under the 
same assumptions as the preceding two sections, both the fitting and the prediction accuracies 
are investigated.
As is known, it is necessary to initialise the state for the non-linear Kalman filter, or extended 
Kalman filter, with some a-prior knowledge of the state. Otherwise, it may take a considerable 
amount of time before the estimator becomes stable, or in the worst case, the estimator may 
diverge.
For LEO, continuous visibility of more than 4 GPS satellites can be assumed, which means 
that the GPS navigation solution can always be expected as long as the GPS receiver is on. 
Hence the initialisation of epicycle LEO Kalman estimator is carried out by
• Using a navigation solution which is converted with respect to ECI coordinates, the 
osculating orbital elements can immediately be derived.
• A-prior epicycle elements are initialised by the use of these osculating orbital elements. 
The epicycle semi-major axis, inclination and ascending node are assumed to be same 
as the osculating quantities. The others are simply given by = ecosa;, rjp = e sin w 
and a = M  +  u, where e, u; and M  are the osculating eccentricity, argument of perigee 
and mean anomaly respectively.
This assumption is generally good enough to initialise the epicycle LEO Kalman estimator, 
as the differences from the truth should be 0 ( 1 0 -3 ).
By assuming 36 x 36 full geopotential, but no drag, 7 days’ fitting accuracies for 3 types of 
LEO are shown in table 6.9. Unless otherwise stated, 100 measurements per day and J 44 
dynamics in the Kalman estimator are assumed.
The orbit fitting RMS errors for three types of LEO are all within 100 metres in each direction. 
The plot of the fitting errors for the three types show quite similar shapes, thus only UoSat-5 
type orbit result is shown in figure 6.26.
As the simple drag estimator implemented in the epicycle LEO Kalman estimator assumes 
that the series of semi-major axes update from the epicycle LEO Kalman estimator are
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Table 6.9: Orbit Fitting RMS Error without Drag - Kalman Estimator
Position RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
Velocity RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
UoSat-5
UoSat- 1 2
S-80T
89.4 m
63.5 m 
30.9 m
24.5 m
38.7 m
2 2 .8  m
51.8 m
55.4 m
30.5 m
0.0624 m/s 
0.106 m/s 
0.0317 m/s
0.146 m/s 
0.157 m/s 
0.0976 m/s
0.0921 m/s 
0.0773 m/s 
0.0414 m/s
i
  along
  cross
—  radial0 . 8
0 . 6
0.4
0 . 2
0
- 0 . 2
« -0.4
u - 0 . 6
•0 . 8
-1 1 2 3 4
Time [days]
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Figure 6.26: UoSat-5 Type Orbit Fitting Error by Kalman Estimator
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Table 6.10: Orbit Fitting RMS Error with Drag - Kalman Estimator
Type Position RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
Velocity RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
100 Samples per Day
UoSat-12 152 m 75.3 m 161 m 0.236 m/s 0.282 m/s 0.154 m/s
1000 Samples per Day
UoSat-12 65.5 m 38.7 m 62.4 m 0.107 m /s 0.208 m/s 0.112 m/s
  along
  cross
—  radial
- I  - 0 . 2
« -0.4
u - 0 . 6
C no -0.
-1
Time [days]
Figure 6.27: UoSat-12 Type Orbit (with Drag) Fitting Error by Kalman Estimator
observable, the quick and precise determination of the semi-major axis becomes an important 
factor in maintaining accuracy.
Assuming a UoSat- 1 2  type orbit and the semi-major axis estimation is passed to the drag 
estimator every 14 orbits, the orbit fitting accuracy is given in table 6.10. Two sampling 
frequencies are considered to obtain the results: 1 0 0  measurements and 1 0 0 0  measurements 
per day.
As it can be seen in table 6.10, 10 times more measurements will be required to obtain a 
similar accuracy to that of table 6.9 if the drag perturbation is present. The time history of 
the fitting errors with 1000 measurements per day is also introduced in figure 6.27.
For the Kalman estimator, it is perhaps more interesting to see the prediction accuracy rather 
than the fitting accuracy. Empirically, it is known that, if the measurement noise variance R
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is fixed;
• With a larger process noise variance Q, the Kalman filter starts to ignore the modelling 
of dynamics implemented in the estimator and relies more on measurements. As a result 
of this, the fitting errors may seem to be significantly improved, however the Kalman 
filter is perhaps just converting the measurements to the osculating orbital elements.
• With a smaller process noise variance Q, the Kalman filter starts to put less importance 
on the measurements and relies more on modelling in the estimator. As a result of this, 
the fitting error may be dominated by the orbit modelling error, which is larger than 
the magnitude of the measurement noise GPS is offering when the epicycle or analytical 
orbit modelling is assumed.
• Thus the larger the process noise Q , the better orbital fitting accuracy, but this may 
provoke a quick diverge from the truth orbit when no measurements are available.
• A smaller process noise Q, in spite of worse orbit fitting performance, may provide 
better orbit prediction capability. If the modelling of the orbit is believed to be close 
to the reality, then no or very small process noise variance Q might be the option to 
consider. On the other hand, smaller Q with imperfect modelling may introduce sudden 
diverge of the estimator when unexpected measurements are given.
However, because the epicycle orbit estimator is using simplified and analytical orbit mod­
elling, to make Q very small may not be a practical choice. It is the issue, especially for the 
non-linear or extended Kalman filter, to optimise Q in order to obtain a well-balanced per­
formance for both fitting and prediction. If the measurements noise R  is also not well-known, 
then tuning the Kalman filter may become extremely difficult.
The Q values used for both the orbit fitting and prediction simulations are the same and 
are determined through simulations, and are shown in table 6 .1 1 , where the measurement 
noises are ideally set to 1 0  metres for the position and 0 .1  metres/second for the velocity 
coordinates.
The peak prediction errors for 3 LEO types are shown in table 6 .1 2 , where J 44 modelling is 
assumed for the estimator. Compared with the batch estimator results, it can be seen that 
the RMS orbit fitting errors are improved, however the peak orbit prediction errors indicate 
slightly worse results. This may be matter of a choice of the Q matrix.
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Table 6.11: Kalman Estimator Process Noise Standard Deviation
Semi-major axis 3 x 10- 7  km ( 3 x 10~ 6 km if Drag)
&  4 x 10- 7
T/p 4 x 10- 7
Inclination 2 x 10- 4  degrees
Ascending Node 2 x 10- 4  degrees
Q!o 2  x 1 0 - 6  degrees
Table 6.12: Orbit Prediction Peak Error without Drag - Kalman Estimator
along-track cross-track radial
UoSat-5 3030 m 232 m 337 m
UoSat-12 1 2 2 0  m 752 m 325 m
S-80T 734 m 362 m 153 m
Also the plot of orbital prediction errors for three types of LEO are shown in figures 6.28, 
6.29 and 6.30.
For three cases, the along-track directions have the largest peak errors and this is due to 
the estimation error mainly in the semi-major axis. This situation becomes even clearer if 
the drag perturbation is included. The accurate estimation of the semi-major axis is vital to 
minimise the orbit prediction errors in the along-track direction.
As it is explained in section 6.4, the drag estimator in the epicycle orbit Kalman estimator 
is implemented such that the semi-major axes determined by the primary orbit estimator 
are measurable. Therefore, to simulate the Kalman estimator’s performance against drag 
perturbation, the following assumptions are made:
• UoSat-12 type orbit is used as this orbit has the lowest altitude of approximately 640
Table 6.13: Orbit Prediction Peak Error with Drag - Kalman Estimator
along-track cross-track radial
UoSat-12 7280 m 659 m 323 m
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Figure 6.28: UoSat-5 Type Orbit Prediction Error by Kalman Estimator
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Figure 6.29: UoSat-12 Type Orbit Prediction Error by Kalman Estimator
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Figure 6.30: S-80/T Type Orbit Prediction Error by Kalman Estimator
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Figure 6.31: UoSat-12 Type Orbit (with Drag) Prediction Error by Drag Modelled Kalman 
Estimator
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kilometers.
• The main orbit estimation loop is running assuming 1000 measurements per day for 2 
days.
• Every 14 orbits, the semi-major axis determination is given to the drag estimator in 
order to estimate the drag coefficient B*. Because UoSat-12 orbit is approximately 14.8 
orbits per day, only 2  measurements of semi-major axis over the 2  day period are used 
to estimate the drag coefficient. To assume 1 day fitting of the drag perturbed orbit 
in order to see the long-term prediction capabilities is not practical for this design of 
orbit and drag estimators.
• The Kalman estimator continues to propagate the orbit for 7 days, although there are 
no more GPS measurements available after 2  days.
• The estimated and predicted orbit is compared with the truth orbit to evaluate the 
accuracy of the epicycle orbit Kalman estimator.
The result is shown in table 6.13 and figure 6.31.
2  measurements may not be good enough to correctly estimate the drag coefficient, never­
theless this simple drag estimation yields errors of less than 8  kilometres at the end of a 7 
day orbit prediction.
LEO Kalman Estimator Performance Simulation Summary
The simulation results of the epicycle LEO Kalman estimator are summarised as:
• Overall orbit fitting performance is better than that provided by the batch estimator.
• The treatment of process noise is vital to obtain well-balanced fitting and the prediction 
performance.
• If the drag perturbation is present, frequent GPS sampling is required for quick and 
accurate convergence of the Kalman estimator. Around 1000 measurements per day is 
recommended from the simulation results.
• Due to the nature of the drag estimator operation, it is inevitable that some time will 
be required to complete the drag fit.
• Less than 100 metres fitting accuracy and 3 kilometres prediction accuracy can be 
expected assuming a drag perturbed UoSat- 1 2  type orbit, over a one week period.
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6 .6 .4  GEO F ittin g  A ccuracy
In this section, the orbit fitting accuracy of the epicycle GEO estimator is examined. Two 
GEO satellites chosen for simulation purposes are shown in table 6.14 and are based on the 
NORAD bulletin on 11th February 2003.
Table 6.14: Two Types of GEO
Skynet 4A IntelSat 602
Epoch 09/02/2003 04:03:08 09/02/2003 04:32:01
Semi-major axis 42165.45 km 42163.91 km
Eccentricity 0.000251 0.000034
Inclination 5.2683° 1.0585°
Stationary Longitude 34.2°W 32.9°E
Many scenarios are considered in this section, however, the following general procedure is 
assumed:
• A precise truth orbit is generated numerically by assuming a full 36 x 36 geopotential 
with luni-solar attraction. A symplectic integrator is used.
• GPS orbits are prepared using the NORAD recommended deep space orbit propagator 
SDP4 [38] and data from the 1 2 th February 2003 NORAD bulletin operational GPS 
satellites.
• Based on the truth orbit, GPS orbits, truth GPS receiver clock modelling and GPS 
visibility from the satellite, the pseudorange and Doppler measurements are emulated 
with the addition of white Gaussian noise. The GPS visibility is determined using the 
specified user receiver antenna option, either main-lobe tracking or main- and side-lobe 
tracking.
• The measurements are used to estimate the truth orbit using the epicycle GEO esti­
mator. The estimated orbit is compared with the truth orbit to evaluate the accuracy 
of the estimator.
• 7 days of GPS measurements, with 100 samples per day are assumed.
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Firstly, the accuracy of the luni-solar epicycle modelling developed in chapter 5 will be eval­
uated. For this purpose, the noise-free GPS pseudorange and Doppler measurements are 
emulated and the truth orbit is estimated excluding and including the luni-solar pertur­
bation modelling in the estimator. No bias and no drift are assumed for the truth clock 
modelling.
Table 6.15: Luni-Solar Modelling Accuracy
Type Position RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
Velocity RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
Without Luni-Solar Modelling With Main-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
856 m 3290 m 535 m 
838 m 3910 m 484 m
0.0617 m/s 0.237 m /s 0.0377 m/s 
0.0592 m/s 0.275 m /s 0.0422 m/s
Without Luni-Solar Modelling With Main- and Side-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
826 m 3280 m 531 m 
729 m 3910 m 484 m
0.0617 m/s 0.238 m /s 0.0336 m/s 
0.0593 m/s 0.274 m /s 0.0295 m/s
With Luni-Solar Modelling With Main-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
456 m 197 m 222 m 
234 m 231 m 117 m
0.0179 m/s 0.0128 m /s 0.0183 m/s 
0.0115 m/s 0.0154 m /s 0.0110 m/s
With Luni-Solar Modelling With Main- and Side-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
457 m 199 m 222 m 
234 m 230 m 117 m
0.0179 m/s 0.0128 m /s 0.0188 m/s 
0.0115 m/s 0.0153 m /s 0.0107 m/s
The fitting results are shown in table 6.15 and there are significant improvements in the orbit 
fitting accuracy especially in the cross-track direction. The luni-solar perturbation modelling 
used in the estimator only includes second-degree T2 primary and epicycle-coupled terms, 
however cross-track errors are reduced to less than 0.3 kilometres from a few kilometres, for 
both satellite cases.
The use of the side-lobe tracking in order to improve GPS visibility does not contribute to 
save the accuracy in this simulation.
A plot of positional errors for a 7 day orbit fit with and without luni-solar modelling is shown 
in figures 6.32 and 6.33. The Skynet 4A type orbit is used here.
Some practical assumptions are made for the next simulations. 10 metres and 0.1 me-
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Figure 6.32: Skynet 4A Type Orbit Fitting Error without Luni-Solar Perturbation Modelling
tres/second (l-cr) white Gaussian noise are added into the pseudorange and Doppler mea­
surements respectively. Two sets of GPS receiver clock noise are considered as follows:
• 300 metres clock bias with 10 metres/second bias rate l-cr Gaussian noise, which rep­
resents the standard deviation of np  in Eq. (6 .8 8 ), and no clock drift are assumed.
• 30 metres/second clock drift with 0.3 metres/second2 drift rate l-cr Gaussian noise,, 
which represents the standard deviation of n f  in Eq. (6 .8 8 ), and no clock bias are 
assumed.
The real GPS receiver clock characteristic may not be as simple as the above cases, however 
these assumptions help to investigate the estimator’s sensitivity to the clock bias and clock 
drift perturbations. Luni-solar modelling is enabled in the estimator throughout the following 
simulations.
The results are summarised in table 6.16. It can be seen from the table that the orbit deter­
mination accuracy is worse when the clock drift term is present. The along-track direction is, 
in particular, poorly determined. This is perhaps not difficult to understand, because even a 
small clock drift induces a large clock offset or bias as the time goes.
In figures 6.34 and 6.35, the orbit fitting positional errors are plotted. The Skynet 4A type 
orbit is used for the clock bias and the IntelSat 602 for the clock drift simulation. The 
epicycle GEO estimator seems to be robust against the constant clock bias errors, as there
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Figure 6.33: Skynet 4A Type Orbit Fitting Error with Luni-Solar Perturbation Modelling
are no significant differences between figures 6.33 and 6.34, where figure 6.33 is obtained by 
assuming no measurement noise as well as no clock bias and drift terms.
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Figure 6.34: Skynet 4A Type Orbit Fitting Error with Clock Bias Term
However, it is evident from figure 6.35 that the epicycle GEO estimator performs less accu­
rately if the clock drift term is assumed. If the clock drift is present, with clock drift rate 
random noise as modelled in Eq. (6 .8 8 ), then the exact solution of clock bias b and drift d 
are
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Table 6.16: GEO Fitting Accuracy
Type Position RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
Velocity RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
With Clock Bias With Main-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
455 m 197 m 222 m 
235 m 231 m 117 m
0.0179 m/s 0.0128 m /s 0.0183 m/s 
0.0115 m/s 0.0154 m /s 0.0111 m/s
With Clock Bias With Main- and Side-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
457 m 196 m 222 m 
234 m 230 m 117 m
0.0179 m/s 0.0128 m /s 0.0188 m/s 
0.0115 m/s 0.0153 m /s 0.0107 m/s
With Clock Drift With Main-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
2280 m 292 m 861 m 
2350 m 813 m 744 m
0.0628 m/s 0.0208 m /s 0.128 m/s 
0.0544 m/s 0.0594 m /s 0.145 m/s
With Clock Drift With Main- and Side-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
1820 m 306 m 897 m 
1750 m 632 m 814 m
0.0655 m/s 0.0213 m /s 0.0724 m/s 
0.0597 m/s 0.0193 m /s 0.0760 m/s
(6.103)
b = bo + dot + J  npdu-\- J  (t — u)rifdu
d = do +  / rifdu 
Jo
This causes some degradations of the batch estimator accuracy as bo and do are estimated 
by assuming Eq. (6.101). Strictly, Eq. (6.101) is valid for the batch estimator’s design, if 
b = bo +  dot +  rib and d = do + rid where and rid are white Gaussian noises. This introduces 
a model discrepancy because b and d should follow the trajectory described in Eqs. (6.103).
When do =  0 and n o n / term is included, which is the case for the clock bias term simulation, 
because the magnitude of the standard deviation of np  is much smaller than the pseudorange 
measurements, there is no significant degradation in the resulting orbit estimation accuracies.
GEO Fitting Accuracy Simulation Summary
From the simulations, it is found that:
• Second-degree luni-solar perturbation modelling is essential to improve the estimation 
accuracy, especially in the cross-track direction.
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Figure 6.35: IntelSat 602 Type Orbit Fitting Error with Clock Drift Term
• There are no significant improvements in the fitting accuracy when extra GPS visibility, 
or side-lobe tracking is assumed.
• In order to maintain the accuracy, stable clock drift performance is required for GPS 
receivers. The batch least-squares estimator may have difficulty in tracking the clock 
terms, if they are changing significantly against time due to large random noise com­
ponents.
As a matter of interest, the same set of simulations were performed with pseudorange and 
Doppler measurement noise of 300 metres and 3 metres/sec (l-cr) white Gaussian noise re­
spectively. Which are 30 times larger than usually assumed. The results, however, indicate 
no significant degradation of fitting accuracy.
6.6.5 GEO P red iction  A ccuracy
As in the LEO case, the epicycle GEO estimator/propagator is now evaluated in terms of 
the orbit prediction accuracy. The simulation procedure is basically the same as that used 
in the LEO simulations:
• The truth orbits are prepared by using the symplectic integrator. The full 36 x 36 
geopotential and luni-solar perturbation are included.
• The GPS orbits are also prepared by following the method described in section 6.6.4.
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• The truth orbit is propagated for 7 days, however, GPS pseudorange and Doppler 
measurements are emulated only for the first day. 1000 samples per day is assumed.
• The orbit is determined by the epicycle GEO estimator using 1 day’s GPS measure­
ments.
• Based on the determined epicycle elements, the entire 7 day orbit is recovered by the 
epicycle orbit propagator. The recovered orbit is compared with the truth orbit to 
evaluate the orbit prediction accuracy.
• Two types of GEO introduced in the preceding section are chosen for the simulations.
The peak, rather than RMS, positional errors are listed in this section.
Assuming no measurement noise and no clock bias and drift in the truth clock modelling, the 
orbit is estimated and propagated with and without luni-solar perturbation. The results are 
shown in table 6.17.
Table 6.17: Propagation Accuracy with/without Luni-Solar Modelling
Type Peak Error without Luni-Solar 
along-track cross-track radial
Peak Error with Luni-Solar 
along-track cross-track radial
With Main-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
10300 m 13200 m 2040 m 
5370 m 16400 m 1330 m
2020 m 573 m 1040 m 
5290 m 741 m 627 m
With Main- and Side-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
2700 m 13300 m 1810 m 
13000 m 16500 m 1480 m
2370 m 584 m 1050 m 
4200 m 712 m 601 m
Using an IntelSat 602 type orbit, the orbit propagation positional errors for the 7 day period 
are shown in figure 6.36 and figure 6.37. In figure 6.36, the result without luni-solar modelling 
is presented and in figure 6.37, luni-solar modelling is enabled.
It can be seen from two figures that the luni-solar modelling contributes greatly to improving 
the prediction accuracy.
Assuming white Gaussian noise of 10 metres and 0.1 metres/second (l-cr) on the pseudorange 
and the Doppler measurements respectively, the peak positional errors for the 7 day orbit
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Figure 6.36: IntelSat 602 Type Orbit Prediction Error without Luni-Solar Perturbation Mod­
elling
propagation are shown in table 6.18. Here, exactly the same two cases as the preceding 
section are assumed for the GPS receiver clock characteristic.
Table 6.18: GEO Prediction Accuracy
Type Peak Error with Clock Bias 
along-track cross-track radial
Peak Error with Clock Drift 
along-track cross-track radial
With Main-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
2040 m 
5290 m
573 m 
744 m
1040 m 
626 m
40500 m 
53400 m
596 m 
1070 m
2140 m 
2390 m
With Main- and Side-Lobe
Skynet 4A 
IntelSat 602
2380 m 
4220 m
583 m 
712 m
1050 m 
600 m
37600 m 
34900 m
581 m 
566 m
2060 m 
1800 m
Regardless of the use of side-lobe tracking, if the clock drift is present, the prediction accuracy 
is not satisfactory and the error in the along-track direction can reach almost 40 kilometres.
GEO Prediction Accuracy Simulation Summary
Summarising the GEO orbit prediction simulations:
• The modelling of the luni-solar perturbation is necessary to maintain the orbit predic-
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Figure 6.37: IntelSat 602 Type Orbit Prediction Error with Luni-Solar Perturbation Mod­
elling
tion accuracy.
• For practical applications where the GPS receiver clock drift rate noise may be present, 
the prediction accuracy may degrade by up to 40 kilometres per week.
6.6 .6  GEO K alm an E stim ator  Perform ance
In practice, the assumptions made in the preceding two sections may not be a good repre­
sentation of reality. For instance, in figure 6.40, real in-orbit data of the Surrey GPS receiver 
clock drift is introduced. This data comes from the UoSat-12 GPS receiver, sampled for 
about 24 hours after 00:27:48 17th January 2001 GPS time.
Ignoring signs, the clock drift is around 300 metres/second which is 10 times larger than 
that assumed in the preceding sections. Also the profile indicates that the real clock drift is 
far from constant and in fact follows a complex trajectory varying from approximately 295 
metres/second to 315 metres/second during this 24 hours.
The batch epicycle GEO estimator cannot cope with these large non-constant clock drift 
dynamics. To track dynamical parameters, the use of a Kalman filter is advantageous.
Unlike the LEO Kalman estimator, however, initialising the Kalman filter might be a problem 
because a navigation solution may not be available due to poor GPS visibility. So that a 
simple batch estimator is implemented to estimate the orbital and clock parameters. This
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Figure 6.38: Skynet 4A Type Orbit Prediction Error with Clock Bias Term 
Table 6.19: GEO Kalman Estimator Process Noise Standard Deviation
Semi-major axis 1 x 10"4 km
1 x 10~6
7 ]p 1 x 10"6
Inclination 1 x 10-4 degrees
Ascending Node 1 x 10-4 degrees
a?o 1 x 10-3 degrees
simple batch estimator assumes only Keplerian orbit dynamics, and is as a result very concise. 
For convenience, this simple batch estimator is called the epicycle GEO 2-body estimator.
Both orbit fitting and prediction simulations take place under the same assumptions as section 
6.6.4 and section 6.6.5. However it is assumed that the first 300 pseudorange and Doppler 
measurements are used by the epicycle GEO 2-body estimator in order to determine coarse 
orbital and clock parameters, for the epicycle GEO Kalman estimator initialisation. Only 
the IntelSat 602 type orbit is used in the simulations.
The process noise values assumed for this simulation are found in table 6.19.
The orbit fit positional RMS errors are shown in table 6.20. As expected, the Kalman 
estimator tracks the clock parameters well and unlike the batch estimator result, there are no 
significant differences in the RMS errors between the two clock modelling assumptions. It also
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Figure 6.39: IntelSat 602 Type Orbit Prediction Error with Clock Drift Term
can be seen that the extra GPS visibility provided by the use of side-lobe signal acquisition 
greatly improves the fitting accuracy.
300 metres/second clock drift with 30 metres/second2 clock drift rate Gaussian noise is as­
sumed in order to emulate the Surrey GPS receiver. As mentioned earlier, with such a large 
noise characteristic, the epicycle GEO batch estimator cannot estimate the orbit properly. 
Even the epicycle GEO Kalman estimator has considerable errors in the estimation if only 
100 measurements per day are used.
From the simulations it is found that the following points are required to cope with large 
clock drift errors.
• 1000 measurements per day are required.
• Side-lobe tracking is necessary to increase the GPS visibility.
Otherwise, the epicycle GEO Kalman estimator may not be able to provide precise orbital 
knowledge in the presence of large clock drift term.
In table 6.21, the RMS and peak orbit fitting errors with 300 metres/second clock drift are 
listed. If 1000 measurements per day are included, then the epicycle GEO Kalman estimator 
tracks the trajectory quite accurately. Also the time history of the orbit fitting result is shown 
in figure 6.41.
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Figure 6.40: UoSat-12 GPS Receiver Clock Drift In-Orbit Data
Table 6.20: GEO Fitting Accuracy - Kalman Estimator
Type Position RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
Velocity RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
With Clock Bias With Main-Lobe
IntelSat 602 607 m 115 m 399 m 0.029 m/s 0.013 m /s 0.052 m /s
With Clock Bias With Main- and Side-Lobe
IntelSat 602 82.2 m 24.0 m 125 m 0.011 m/s 0.007 m/s 0.015 m /s
With Clock Drift With Main-Lobe
IntelSat 602 1620 m 155 m 2810 m 0.165 m/s 0.020 m /s 0.184 m /s
With Clock Drift With Main- and Side-Lobe
IntelSat 602 84.0 m 24.5 m 139 m 0.012 m/s 0.007 m/s 0.020 m /s
Table 6.21: GEO Fitting Positional Accuracy with 300 metres/second Clock Drift
Type RMS Error Peak Error
along-track cross-track radial along-track cross-track radial
IntelSat 602 69.9 m 16.6 m 123 m 1280 m 159 m 591 m
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Figure 6.41: IntelSat 602 Type Orbit Fitting Error by Kalman Estimator with Large Clock 
Drift Term
Table 6.22: GEO Prediction Accuracy - Kalman Estimator
Type Peak Error with Clock Bias 
along-track cross-track radial
Peak Error with Clock Drift 
along-track cross-track radial
With Main-Lobe
IntelSat 602 3580 m 5600 m 1850 m 3170 m 4930 m 9430 m
With Main- and Side-Lobe
IntelSat 602 1050 m 734 m 312 m 1340 m 734 m 315 m
In figure 6.42, the truth and estimated clock drift parameter are plotted. The epicycle GEO 
Kalman estimator tracks the clock drift parameter quite accurately, so that it is difficult to 
identify the true and estimated clock drift trajectory from figure 6.42.
The prediction accuracy of the epicycle GEO Kalman estimator is also evaluated under the 
same simulation regime as assumed in section 6.6.5. The peak orbit prediction errors are 
shown in table 6.22. The side-lobe tracking option again improves the prediction accuracy. 
With the use of the side-lobe tracking capability, it is possible to predict the orbit to within 
2 kilometres accuracy for GEO satellites.
In figures 6.43 and 6.44, the orbit prediction errors for a 7 day interval are shown. The 
discrepancy which can be seen in both figures shortly before the 1 day mark is due to the
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Figure 6.42: Kalman Estimator Clock Drift Tracking Performance
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Figure 6.44: IntelSat 602 Type Orbit Prediction Error by Kalman Estimator with Clock Drift 
Term
Table 6.23: GEO Prediction Accuracy with 300 metres/second Clock Drift
Type RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
Peak Error 
along-track cross-track radial
IntelSat 602 6290 m 341 m 297 m 11700 m 732 m 766 m
poor GPS visibility geometry. Around that time, only 1 GPS satellite is visible from the 
satellite, which obviously causes degradation of the orbit estimation accuracy.
The particular case of 300 metres/second clock drift is also simulated, and the peak errors 
are presented in table 6.23, where the side-lobe option is enabled as the propagation error 
increases significantly if only main-lobe GPS visibility is assumed.
In figure 6.45, the orbit prediction errors for 7 days are shown. The peak error can increase 
up to more than 10 kilometers for a one week orbit prediction, if the large clock drift term is 
included.
GEO Kalman Estimator Simulation Summary
A summary of the simulations:
• Unless the GPS receiver’s clock is highly stable, the use of Kalman estimator may be 
the only option of GEO tracking, using GPS pseudorange and Doppler measurements.
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Figure 6.45: IntelSat 602 Type Orbit Prediction Error by Kalman Estimator with 300 Large 
Clock Drift Term
• Simple batch estimator implementation may be required in order to initialise the 
Kalman estimator.
• Side-lobe tracking capability is essential to improve the visibility of GPS satellites and 
more than 1000 samplings per day is necessary for estimator convergence, if the clock 
stability is poor.
• Under these assumptions, less than 200 metres RMS fitting accuracy and less than 12 
kilometres peak prediction error have been observed through the simulation.
6.6 .7  P rocessin g  T im e
The processing time required by the epicycle estimator is briefly examined in this section, as 
the reduction of computational demand is one of the advantage of analytical modelling.
A UoSat-12 type orbit is propagated for 30 days with a 1 minute output period. The epicycle 
propagator and 2 comparison propagators; a symplectic integrator and an embedded 6-stage 
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method known as RKF4(5) [62] are used. Both state and state tran­
sition matrix are propagated simultaneously.
Firstly, because the epicycle propagator can accommodate first-order tesseral terms up to 4th- 
degree 4</l-order, the comparison of processing time has been made by including 4 geopotential
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terms in the two numerical integrators. Thus the computational efficiency can be evaluated 
under comparable dynamics.
The primary reason for using numerical integrators is to obtain highly precise orbit and state 
transition matrix propagation, where in general the modelling of higher geopotential terms 
is required. Therefore the processing time with full 36 x 36 geopotential modelling enabled 
is also evaluated for both integrators.
The results are listed in table 6.24. A 500MHz Pentium processor is used to obtain these 
values. Ratio is the processing time normalised to the time taken by the epicycle propagator 
with J 44 modelling.
Table 6.24: Processing Time of Various Propagators in Second/Ratio
Propagator 4 x 4  Potential 36 x 36 Potential
Epicycle 1.64/1.00 N/A
Symplectic 8.68/5.29 63.88/38.95
RKF4(5) 209.93/128.01 3985.40/2430.12
As can be seen from table 6.24, the epicycle propagator is about 5 times faster than the 
state-of-the-art symplectic integrator with comparable geopotential modelling. If the numer­
ical integrators are to be used for high precision orbit propagation, then the computational 
requirements will be an order larger when the symplectic integration scheme is applied, and 
3 orders of larger magnitude for RKF4(5).
A comparison with another analytical orbit propagator, SGP4 [38] is also undertaken. To 
make a fair comparison to be fair, J 4 with drag modelling is included in the epicycle propa­
gator as SGP4 models up to and including 4th degree zonals including J2 second-order and 
drag perturbations.
Because SGP4 can only propagate the orbit, the epicycle orbit state transition matrix prop­
agation is disabled. The UoSat-12 orbit is propagated for 360 days with a 1 minute output 
period and the results are shown in table 6.25.
Because the epicycle analytic solutions are specially tailored to describe near circular orbits, 
the epicycle propagator gives almost 4 times faster performance than SGP4. Two major 
factors make the epicycle propagator much faster:
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Table 6.25: Processing Time of Two Analytic Propagators in Second/Ratio
Epicycle SGP4
2.10/1.00 8.24/3.92
• No involvement of numerical iteration schemes to solve Kepler’s equation.
• Far simpler drag modelling than SGP4.
Processing T im e S im ulation Sum m ary
This section is summarised:
• 1 to 3 order larger computational penalty is imposed on onboard processors if a numer­
ical integration scheme is employed.
• Because the epicycle propagator is optimised for near circular orbits, about 4 times 
faster performance than the NORAD SGP4 propagator can be expected.
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Chapter 7
UoSat-12 In-Flight Orbit 
Determ ination
Surrey’s orbit determination experience with onboard GPS receivers dates back to 1993 when 
the Portuguese PoSat- 1  technology demonstration microsatellite was launched with a GPS 
experiment based on the Trimble TANS II receiver [74, 34]. This was the first demonstration 
of autonomous orbit determination using GPS.
Recently a new GPS receiver has been developed at Surrey, a 12/24 channel C/A code receiver 
based upon commercially available GPS technology [76] and this receiver has been flown on 
Surrey minisatellite UoSat-12.
UoSat-12 is a 325-kg minisatellite built at Surrey and was launched from Baikonur Cosmod­
rome on the 21st of April 1999 by ISC Kosmotras aboard the first orbital demonstration 
launch of the Dnepr/SS18 converted ICBM. UoSat-12 carries a number of attitude and or­
bit experiments such as cold-gas orbit and attitude control, Nitrous Oxide resistojet orbit 
control, star imager and 3 reaction wheels.
The UoSat-12 flight configuration is shown in figure 7.1.
From September 1999, the epicycle orbit Kalman estimator was operational onboard UoSat- 
1 2  until June 2 0 0 2  when the GPS receiver’s power was switched off for power budget reasons. 
Early in the experiment, the epicycle orbit Kalman estimator supported the autonomous on­
board orbit control task [3] maintaining the UoSat-12 semi-major axis in a repeat-groundtrack 
orbit. Only J 4 modelling was implemented at the beginning.
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Figure 7.1: UoSat-12 in Flight Configuration
O rbital m anoeuvring to m aintain the repeat-groundtrack orbit was completed on the 3 of 
February 2001.
Because the logged telem etry downloaded everyday contains GPS navigation solutions, it is 
possible to analyse the UoSat-12 in-orbit da ta  afterwards using either the batch  or Kalm an 
estim ator on the ground.
In this chapter, using real da ta  from the UoSat-12 onboard GPS receiver, the orbit determ i­
nation performance by the epicycle LEO estim ator shall be discussed.
Unless otherwise stated, UoSat-12 downloaded d a ta  from the 20th to the 26th of May 2001 
are used throughout this chapter. During this period, the UoSat-12 GPS receiver provided a 
very few position and velocity fix outages, and no orbit manoeuvring took place.
7.1 U oSat-12  Orbit F itt in g  A ccuracy
Nominally GPS measurements are logged every 1 minute, thus there are approxim ately 10000 
navigation solutions over a period of one week. It is noted that the year 2001 is coincidentally 
the year of solar maximum, so tha t significant orbit disturbances may well be expected due 
to atm ospheric drag perturbations.
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In the first place, the UoSat-12 orbit is estimated by the epicycle LEO batch estimator using 
J 4 modelling. The plot of observation residuals, or fitting errors, are shown in figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: UoSat-12 Orbit Fitting Error by J 4 Modelling
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Figure 7.3: UoSat-12 Orbit Fitting Error by J 4 & Drag Modelling
In figure 7.2, the quadratic-like shape of the residuals in the along-track direction can clearly 
be seen, which is caused by atmospheric drag perturbation on the UoSat-12 orbit. The 
estimation errors reach nearly 4 kilometres over this period.
There are noticeable similarities with the simulation shown in figure 6.15.
If drag modelling is also considered in the estimation, the fitting accuracy is significantly 
improved as it is shown in figure 7.3, and the quadratic-like shape of fitting errors in the
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along-track direction is removed.
However, there are still approximately half-daily periodic residuals reaching almost 2 kilo­
metres, and these are due to the tesseral perturbations which have not been included in the 
model.
along
cross
radial
Time [days]
Figure 7.4: UoSat-12 Orbit Fitting Error by J 44 & Drag Modelling
If J 44 modelling is further included in the estimation, the fitting residuals are well below one 
kilometre as it is shown in figure 7.4, and the half-daily periodical fitting errors mainly in the 
along-track direction are removed.
Less than one kilometre fitting accuracy for a period of one week is achieved and these 
results confirm that the analytical epicycle LEO estimator with simple drag modelling is 
quite applicable when only moderate, or sub-kilometre, accuracy of orbit determination is 
required.
In table 7.1, the UoSat-12 orbit fitting accuracies achieved using different models are pre­
sented. It can be seen from table 7.1 that substantial improvements are obtainable especially 
in the along-track direction by including both J 44 and drag models. The epicycle elements 
of the UoSat-12 orbit are shown in table 7.2 which are determined including J 44 and drag 
modellings.
Next, the UoSat-12 orbit fitting performance of the epicycle LEO Kalman estimator shall be 
examined.
The measurement noise variances used are 10 metres for the position measurements and 0.1
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Table 7.1: UoSat- 1 2  Orbit Fitting RMS Error
Position RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
Velocity RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
h 1040 m 232 m 182 m 0.476 m/s 0.552 m/s 1.40 m/s
J 4 & Drag 562 m 233 m 175 m 0.473 m/s 0.553 m/s 1.05 m/s
J 44 & Drag 149 m 178 m 62.3 m 0.446 m/s 0.535 m/s 0.926 m/s
Table 7.2: UoSat-12 Determined Epicycle Elements
Epoch 20/05/2001 00:00:30.0 UTC
Semi-major axis (km) 7027.073
Eccentricity 0.002298
Inclination (deg) 64.570
Ascending Node (deg) 163.633
Epicycle Phase at Perigee (deg) 229.397
Epicycle Phase at Epoch (deg) -144.869
Drag Parameter B* 2.3928 x 10" 9
metres/second for the velocity measurements, which are the same values assumed in the 
simulation discussed in section 6.6.3.
The assumption of 10 metres measurement noise is feasible because
• According to the U.S. Government’s commitment for positioning accuracy below 3000 
kilometres altitude, 13 metres (2-cr) horizontal 22 metres (2-cr) vertical accuracy can be 
expected (see Appendix G).
• Surrey’s symplectic precision orbit estimator indicates, after SA was discontinued, the 
maximum 1 -o positional RMS error to be 10 metres [16].
The process noise variances are also assumed to be the same as introduced in table 6.11, 
except the value for the semi-major axis where 3 x 10- 6  kilometres is used regardless of drag 
model inclusion.
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Figure 7.5: UoSat-12 Orbit Fitting Error by J 44 Modelled Kalman Estimator
In figure 7.5, 7 days GPS data are fitted using the Kalman estimator assuming only J 44 
dynamics, whereas the result shown in figure 7.6 includes simple drag modelling. The esti­
mated semi-major axis values are passed to the drag estimator every 14 orbits. The actual 
statistical values are also introduced in table 7.3. It appears that the fitting accuracies are 
worse if drag modelling is included, however this is due to the choice of the process noise for 
both cases. The importance of drag modelling will be raised later when the UoSat-12 orbit 
prediction capability is discussed.
The orbit fitting performance of the epicycle Kalman estimator is, although this depends on 
the choice of the process noise variances, generally better than that is provided by the batch 
estimator. Notice that, however, no significant differences can be found in the velocity fitting 
errors between two types of estimator.
Table 7.3: UoSat-12 Orbit Fitting RMS Error by Kalman Estimator
Position RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
Velocity RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
J 44 
J 44 & Drag
64.8 m 36.0 m 80.1 m
74.8 m 39.7 m 83.8 m
0.444 m/s 0.556 m/s 0.928 m /s 
0.445 m/s 0.562 m /s 0.930 m /s
The UoSat-12 orbit determination results for a period from the 20th to the 26th of May 
2001 using the Kalman estimator are shown in table 7.4. The epicycle Kalman estimator is
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Figure 7.6: UoSat-12 Orbit Fitting Error by J 44 & Drag Modelled Kalman Estimator
assumed to update the epicycle elements every 14 orbits. The new semi-major axis update 
is then immediately used to determine the B* coefficient using the drag estimator.
Notice that the epoch of the determination results is different from that of batch estimator’s 
introduced in table 7.2, because the Kalman estimator updates the epicycle elements every 
14 orbits. The resulting standard deviation (l-cr) values are also shown in the table.
Table 7.4: UoSat-12 Determined Epicycle Elements by the Kalman Estimator
Epoch 26/05/2001 15:40:34.0 UTC
Epicycle Element Standard Deviation
Semi-major axis (km) 7027.052 2.6831 X 1 0 --5
Eccentricity 0.002305 2.2730 X 1 0 --7
Inclination (deg) 64.570 1.2055 X 1 0 --4
Ascending Node (deg) 143.365 9.5641 X 1 0 '-5
Epicycle Phase at Perigee (deg) 229.144 1.3341 X 1 0 '-2
Epicycle Phase at Epoch (deg) 3.555 1.1747 X 1 0 '-5
Drag Parameter B* 2.1374 x 10" 9 3.5910 X 1 0 “ 10
If each of the standard deviations are normalised by each of the estimated epicycle elements 
(A x /x ), then the normalised standard deviations are approximately 0 ( 1 0 -6 ) for the inclina­
tion, ascending node and epicycle phase at epoch. In-plane parameters, the eccentricity and
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the epicycle phase of perigee are one order worse, however the semi-major axis is 0 (1 O~9) 
for 7 days fitting. If the variances are mapped to the position and velocity coordinates, the 
resulting standard deviations at the epoch are also shown in table 7.5.
Table 7.5: UoSat-12 Standard Deviation in Position and Velocity at Epoch
X y  z v x vy v z
4.52 m 6.50 m 3.36 m 0.0131 m/s 0.0133 m/s 0.00611 m/s
The standard deviations in the positional coordinates are all below 10 metres and the velocity 
coordinates are smaller than 2  centi-metres/second.
UoSat-12 Orbit Fitting Accuracy Summary
The conclusion of the UoSat-12 orbit fitting study are:
• To make orbit fitting practical, the drag perturbation has to be taken into account 
especially for the batch estimator.
• To keep the peak fitting errors below a kilometre for the batch estimator, J 44 geopo­
tential modelling is essential.
• The Kalman estimator indicates better fitting accuracy than that of the batch estimator. 
One of the advantage of the Kalman filter is that it stays closely to the trajectory by 
optimising its fading memories, or process noise variances.
• As far as fitting performance concerned, the Kalman estimator can track the orbit 
without including drag modelling.
• Less than 200 and 100 metres positional fitting RMS errors can be expected for the 
batch and the Kalman estimator respectively.
• All cases indicate similar results for the velocity fitting accuracy, 0.5 metres/second in 
the along- and cross-track direction, the radial direction is worse at 1 .0  metres/second.
• The velocity fitting accuracies, in all cases, are slightly worse than the simulation results, 
whereas the position fitting accuracies agree with those obtained in section 6 .6 .
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Table 7.6: UoSat-12 Orbit Prediction Peak Error
Model 1 Day Fit 
along-track cross-track radial
2 Days Fit 
along-track cross-track radial
J 44 
J 44 & Drag
9110 m 838 m 
1600 m 838 m
350 m 
339 m
8170 m 
825 m
758 m
759 m
355 m 
349 m
7.2 UoSat-12 Orbit Prediction Accuracy
In this section, using real in-flight GPS measurements from UoSat-12, the orbit prediction 
accuracy shall be evaluated. As shown in the preceding section, the orbit fitting accuracy 
provided by the epicycle orbit estimator is around 100 metres at best. If only instantaneous 
satellite location is of interest, one may ask why GPS navigation solutions are not good enough 
as they are believed to be accurate to approximately 1 0  metres since selective availability was 
disabled. 1 0  metres positional accuracy is better than the epicycle orbit estimator can fit, 
unless the process noise variance, or fading memory, is tuned large when the Kalman filter is 
used.
In this case, however, the epicycle orbit Kalman estimator is just smoothing the GPS naviga­
tion solutions to determine the osculating orbital elements, as explained earlier in sub-section 
6.6.3. Therefore the best fitting accuracy can be attainable probably good to about 10 metres 
level, instead the orbit prediction accuracy can be significantly degraded.
To provide the precise orbit prediction capability is also imposed on orbit determination 
systems, because the knowledge of future satellite location may be required in order to operate 
the satellite.
Note that the epicycle orbit propagators used in the batch and the Kalman estimators are 
identical.
The epicycle batch estimator is examined first. The GPS measurements logged on the 20th of 
May 2001 are used to determine the orbit, and the estimated orbit is propagated for another 7 
days and the peak rather than the RMS positional errors are examined. The same simulation 
using 2 days worth of logged data on the 20th and the 21s* of May 2001 to estimate the orbit 
is also undertaken.
The results are summarised in table 7.6:
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Figure 7.7: UoSat-12 Orbit Propagation Error by J 44 Modelling
This result shows that there are no significant improvements on the orbit prediction accuracy 
using an extra day of GPS measurements if only J 44 modelling is included. If the drag 
modelling is included however, a longer sampling period definitely helps to estimate the drag 
coefficient accurately.
The 1 day fitting and 7 days propagation results with and without drag modelling are shown 
in both figures 7.8 and 7.7. The quadratic discrepancy found in the along-track direction 
due to the drag perturbation is, as observed in the simulation, eliminated if drag modelling 
is enabled.
In figure 7.7, it can be seen that the orbit fitting is accurate for the first day when the 
GPS measurements are available, however, the fit diverges quickly from the true trajectory 
due to the lack of measurements. This shows why accurate orbit modelling is important for 
maintenance of orbit propagation accuracy. Although there are no noticeable differences in 
the error profile during the first 1 day between two figures, significant improvements can be 
seen for the rest of the week in figure 7.8, which is obtained by enabling drag modelling.
In figures 7.9 and 7.10, 2 days fitting and 7 days propagation results with and without drag 
modelling are shown. From the figures, two days worth of GPS measurements allow the 
determination of the drag coefficient accurately and the positional prediction peak errors are 
now less than 1 kilometre. Note that no significant improvements can be expected if drag 
modelling is excluded.
The orbit prediction accuracy of the epicycle Kalman estimator is now evaluated. 2 days
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Figure 7.8: UoSat-12 Orbit Prediction Error by J4 4  & Drag Modelling
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Figure 7.9: UoSat-12 Orbit Propagation Error by J4 4  Modelling - 2 Days Orbit Fitting
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Figure 7.10: UoSat-12 Orbit Prediction Error by J 44 & Drag Modelling - 2 Days Orbit Fitting
worth of GPS measurements are necessary to estimate the orbit as well as the drag co­
efficient because of the way that the drag estimator is implemented. Remember, for the 
Kalman estimator implementation, the orbit estimator samples the GPS measurements very 
frequently and the drag estimator assumes that the semi-major axis update from the orbit 
estimator is observable. The measurement update of the drag estimator is, as mentioned 
earlier, usually much less frequent that that of the orbit estimator.
In practical onboard implementation, the orbit estimator samples GPS measurements every 
1 0  seconds and the semi-major axis estimation is passed to the drag estimator approximately 
once per day, in order to update the B* drag coefficient. Thus even 2 days GPS measurements 
only provide two measurements for the drag estimator.
In spite of this situation, the results from two days fitting are quite satisfactory. In figures 
7.11 and 7.12, the orbit fitting accuracies excluding and including drag modelling are shown 
respectively.
There are noticeable similarities in figures 7.11 and 7.12 with the accuracies obtained using 
the batch estimator under the same assumptions, as shown in figures 7.9 and 7.10.
In order to compare the orbit prediction accuracy with the NORAD recommended propagator 
SGP4 [38], the NORAD Two Line Element (TLE) from the 21^ of May 2001 is prepared 
and propagated to the 27th of May using SGP4. Using the 20th of May GPS measurements, 
the epicycle elements at the end of the 20th of May are estimated, by propagating the orbit 
backwards.
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Figure 7.12: UoSat-12 Orbit Prediction Error by J4 4  & Drag Modelled Kalman Estimator - 
2 Days Orbit Fitting
Table 7.7: UoSat-12 Orbit Prediction Peak Error - Kalman Estimator
along-track cross-track radial
J4 4 7900 m 745 m 1140 m
J4 4  & Drag 1 1 2 0  m 689 m 1140 m
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Figure 7.14: UoSat-12 Orbit RMS Propagation Error as a Function of Elapsed Day since 
Epoch by NORAD SGP4 Propagator from the 21s* to the 27th of May 2001
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Using the estimated elements, the orbit from the 21th to the 27th of May is recovered using 
the epicycle propagator. Both orbits given by SGP4 and the epicycle propagator are divided 
into 7 1-day blocks and each block is compared with the corresponding GPS measurements, 
assuming GPS measurements are accurate. The results are plotted in figure 7.13 for the 
epicycle propagator and figure 7.14 for SGP4, as a function of the day-number since Day N  
- starting from 1 rather than 0.
This indicates that the prediction is still good enough to provide around 1.5 kilometres 
accuracy for a period of 1 week using only 1 day worth of GPS measurements, if the effect 
of drag is comparable to the magnitude shown in table 7.2 or smaller.
These two results show that orbit prediction using the epicycle propagator is about 3 times 
better than provided by NORAD for this particular one week. In practice, however, significant 
variations in the accuracy are found in the both SGP4 and the epicycle propagator results 
depending on the chosen week.
Therefore, in order to make the comparison to fair and practical, the following scenario is 
considered.
• Prepare a NORAD TLE broadcasted on Day N.
• Using this TLE and SGP4, the orbit is propagated forward for 7 days, namely until 
Day N  +  6.
• Using GPS measurements of Day N  — k to N  — 1, where k = 1 ~  3 are examined, the 
orbit is estimated using the epicycle orbit estimator. In this simulation, the epicycle 
elements at the time of the last GPS measurement, rather than at the time of the first 
measurement, are determined.
• Based upon the estimated epicycle elements, the orbit is propagated from Day N  to 
Day N  +  6 by the epicycle orbit propagator.
• Both SGP4 and the epicycle propagator’s orbit propagation RMS errors on Day N  +  6 
are evaluated and compared by assuming that the GPS measurements on Day N  +  6 
are accurate.
• There should not be any orbital manoeuvring during the corresponding period in order 
to make this comparison fair.
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Table 7.8: UoSat-12 Orbit a Week Orbit Prediction RMS Error
Week-A the 5th to the 11th of March 2001
along-track cross-track radial B*
SGP4 18.8 km 1.46 km 0.484 km 1.47 x 10"9
EPI k = 1 8.84 km 0.728 km 0.116 km 6.05 x 10"9
EPI k = 2 3.47 km 0.785 km 0.111 km 3.48 x 10~9
EPI k = 3 1.68 km 0.797 km 0.110 km 3.80 x 10"9
Week-B the 11th to the 17th of April 2001
along-track cross-track radial B*
SGP4 42.0 km 1.28 km 0.728 km 1.28 x 10“ 8
EPI k = 1 18.7 km 0.647 km 0.105 km 1.82 x 10"9
EPI k = 2 0.951 km 0.691 km 0.104 km 5.37 x 10"9
EPI k = 3 1.52 km 0.731 km 0.106 km 5.78 x 10~9
Week-C the 27th of June to the 3rd of July 2001
along-track cross-track radial B *
SGP4 4.08 km 1.46 km 0.701 km 2.50 x 10"9
EPI k = 1 22.4 km 0.771 km 0.0723 km -2.77 x 10"9
EPI k = 2 1.32 km 0.830 km 0.0746 km 1.78 x 10“ 9
EPI k = 3 1.61 km 0.891 km 0.0760 km 2.33 x 10"9
Several results are summarised in table 7.8. Where NORAD drag coefficients are converted 
into the epicycle defined B* values in order to allow the direct comparison.
The NORAD defined drag coefficient B* is related to the epicycle drag coefficient B* by
B* = — ( ---- —  V b *  (7.1)
R \ a - R - 7 8 J  '  1
where the semi-major axis a and the Earth’s equatorial radius R  are in kilometres.
As seen in table 7.8, the dominant errors are in along-track direction which is due to the 
unpredictable drag perturbation. By looking at the error values as well as the determined 
drag coefficients, the future prediction accuracy seems to be largely dependent on the variation 
of the atmosphere or drag coefficient.
The results in table 7.8 read
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• Week-A - More measurements are used, the accuracy goes better. This may suggest 
that the drag coefficient was quite stable during these periods.
• Week-B - The average effect of drag over the 9th and the 10th of April coincidently 
gives a good prediction of drag coefficient for the next 7 days. NORAD prediction of 
the drag coefficient is far out for this week, thus the errors are quite large.
• Week-C - The epicycle estimator seems to have a problem determining the drag coeffi­
cient using only 1 day, and returns negative values for the drag coefficient. By taking 
another 1 or 2  days’ measurements, the prediction accuracy is significantly improved, 
and the drag coefficient estimation agrees closely with the NORAD determination.
These experiments indicate that the drag perturbation is the most important issue for the 
LEO orbit prediction problem, although the year 2001 is the period of maximum solar activity.
Unless the orbital altitude is extremely low, then the perturbation due to J2 is dominant and 
is mathematically well formulated, however, the drag perturbation is somewhat uncertain, as 
the variation of the atmosphere is very difficult to predict.
Suppose that almost perfect orbital elements and drag parameters are determined and pro­
vided to users who are in need of accurate orbit prediction. If the atmosphere varies due to 
a sudden change in solar activity or some other factor, then their prediction accuracy may 
significantly be degraded.
UoSat-12 Orbit Prediction Accuracy Summary
This section may be summarised:
• Precise LEO prediction accuracy is completely governed by the drag perturbation be­
haviour.
• If the drag coefficient is fairly stable, then a few kilometres accuracy is attainable for a 
one week prediction.
• 2 days measurements are preferred for a 7 day orbit prediction. In theory, more days of 
measurements should improve the future orbital prediction accuracy. However, in the 
presence of the unknown behaviour of the drag perturbation, this may not be true. A 
good determination of the drag coefficient for a week does not necessarily mean good 
prediction of the drag coefficient for the next week.
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• 2 days measurements can provide better prediction performance than NORAD as far as 
these simulations are concerned. Sometimes, one order better accuracy can be expected.
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7.3 UoSat-12 Orbit Evolution
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the UoSat-12 orbit determination experiment 
took place from September 1999 to June 2002. The onboard orbit control experiment also 
ran until February 2001 maintaining UoSat-12 in a repeat-groundtrack orbit.
Until the 10th of July 2001 when the UoSat-12 resistojet orbit control experiment commenced, 
no orbit manoeuvring occurred. Thus the period from March to June 2001 provides a good 
opportunity to observe the natural evolution of UoSat-12 orbit due to perturbations.
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Figure 7.15: UoSat-12 Inclination Evolution from the 1st March to the 30th of June 2001
The UoSat-12 inclination evolution from the Is* March to the 30th of June 2001 is shown 
in figure 7.15. As found in section 4.4.2, an approximately 45 day long-period oscillation 
can be seen in figure 7.15. This is caused by the coupling effect between the ascending node 
precession due to J 2 and tesseral harmonics, as the UoSat-12 ascending node completes 180° 
rotation over 45 days in ECEF.
The following two figures 7.16 and 7.17 present the UoSat-12 orbital evolution in terms of 
ascending node and epicycle phase at perigee from the l si March to the 30th of June 2001.
The figures clearly show evidence of secular perturbations on these two epicycle elements. 
The evolution of these two elements is quite linear and no significant sign of long-periodic 
variation can be found.
Using the UoSat-12 orbit determination results on the 20^ of May 2001, the J2  secular
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Figure 7.16: UoSat-12 Ascending Node Evolution from the 1st March to the 30th of June 
2001
perturbation drift rates in the ascending node D and in the epicycle phase at perigee k, are 
computed. Eqs. (4.24) are used to obtain these J 2 first-order secular drift rates.
Then, using orbit determination results on the 20th of June 2001, the average secular drift 
rates for the period between the 20th of May and the 20th of June on both epicycle elements 
are derived and compared with the theoretical values using J 2 first-order solutions.
The UoSat-12 orbit determination on the 20th of May 2001 indicates a semi-major axis of 
7027.072 kilometres and an inclination of 64.57 degrees. This leads to J2 first-order secular 
drift terms
• Ascending node drift rate is -3.05 degrees/day (118 days period).
• Epicycle phase at perigee drift rate is -0.277 degrees/day (1300 days period).
The higher order even zonal terms may affect these numbers, but only the last digit.
Table 7.9: UoSat-12 Orbit Secular Drift Rate
20/05/2001 20/06/2001 Variation Drift Rate
Ascending Node 
Epicycle Phase at Perigee
163.64 deg 
229.48 deg
69.11 deg 
220.75 deg
-94.53 deg 
-8.73 deg
-3.05 deg/day 
-0.282 deg
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Figure 7.17: UoSat-12 Epicycle Phase at Perigee Evolution from the 1st March to the 30th 
of June 2001
The measured results are shown in table 7.9, and reasonable agreement between the theoret­
ical and the measured secular drift rates can be seen.
In figure 7.18, the UoSat-12 semi-major axis evolution from the 1st March to the 30th of June 
2001 is shown. The semi-major axis drops significantly around 40 days from the I s* of March, 
which is caused by a sudden change of atmospheric characteristics. This is confirmed in figure 
7.19, where the drag coefficients during corresponding period determined by the onboard drag 
estimator are plotted. For comparison purposes, the drag coefficients determined by NORAD 
are also shown.
Both detected immediate changes in the atmosphere around 40 days from the 1st of March, 
as shown in figure 7.19.
It is also worth commenting that in spite of the very simple drag modelling assumed, the 
estimation of the drag coefficient agrees well with NORAD.
During this 120 days period, the semi-major axis dropped approximately 700 metres, or on 
average, the semi-major axis decayed 6  metres per day.
The UoSat- 1 2  semi-major axis evolution from the 10th of April to the 30th of April 2002 
determined by the onboard estimator is also shown in figure 7.20.
For the first 250 days or so, the semi-major axis is almost constant but this does not mean 
no drag perturbation during this period. The repeat-groundtrack orbit maintenance con-
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Figure 7.18: UoSat-12 Semi-major Axis Evolution from the 1st March to the 30th of June 
2001
troller [3] is designed to keep the UoSat-12 semi-major axis as 7027.92 kilometres, which 
provides a 7 day or 105 orbit repeat-groundtrack orbit. The N 2 cold gas jet is used for orbit 
manoeuvring.
As mentioned earlier, after the 10th of July 2001, day 456 in the figure, many experimental 
resistojet [26] firings took place, so this decay history of the semi-major axis should not be 
ascribed to atmospheric drag.
After several resistojet calibration firings, an orbit control experiment is performed to demon­
strate a fly-by involving Surrey’s new UoSat-12 and oldest UoSat-2 [47] from the 31st of 
January 2002, day 661 onwards in the figure.
Using this opportunity, an eccentricity damping controller is also implemented at the same 
time from the 31s* of January to the 22nd of February 2002, day 689 in the figure. Fundamen­
tally, the UoSat-12 and UoSat-2 encounter controller attempts to control the semi-major axis 
of UoSat-12, thus the eccentricity damping controller can be implemented simultaneously by 
specifying the orbital phase, or epicycle phase of each manoeuvre.
Finally entire the UoSat-12 orbital evolution in terms of £ and 77 parameters from the 13th 
of September 1999 to the 19f/l of August 2002 is shown in figure 7.21. The £ and 77 pa­
rameters are defined in Eqs. (4.147) through the £p and r]p parameters determined by the 
epicycle estimator. £p and rjp parameters are estimated every day and UoSat-12 completes 
approximately 14.7 orbits per day where the epicycle phase reaches about 5400 degrees, cor-
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Figure 7.19: UoSat-12 Drag Coefficient from the 1st March to the 30^ of June 2001 Deter­
mined by Onboard Estimator and NORAD TLE
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Figure 7.20: UoSat- 1 2  Semi-major Axis Evolution from the 10f/l of April 2000 to the 30th of
April 2002 by Onboard Estimator
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Figure 7.21: UoSat-12 £ and 7? Evolution from the 13^ of September 1999 to the 19th of 
August 2002
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Figure 7.22: UoSat-12 Positional Observation Residuals of Onboard Estimator on the 2 nd of 
May 2000 when Selective Availability was Disabled
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responding to 307T radians. Thus it can be assumed that cos30«;7r ~  1 and sin30ft7r ~  30k7T 
for a period of one day because O(k) is 10~3. So that the following approximations are used; 
£ «  £p — 30r)pK7r ~  £p and 77 =  30£pAv7r +  rjp — % «  rjp — x  in order to obtain figure 7.21.
X includes up to the Jj contribution which is also implemented in the estimator and is 
approximately 1.785 x 10-3 .
The trajectory starts from the top-right of the circular curve labeled “13/09/1999” and moves 
clock-wise ending near the origin and labeled “19/08/2002”. The labelled dates indicate the 
date when these two parameters are determined.
Because the UoSat-12 inclination is near critical, it takes more than 3.5 years for the epicycle 
phase at perigee to precess one entire revolution. This can be easily visualised from the figure 
7.21.
As mentioned, the resistojet experimental orbit control took place in such a way to reduce the 
UoSat-12 eccentricity during the period between the 31st of January to the 22nd of February 
2002. The mean eccentricity, or epicycle amplitude, is simply interpreted as the length 
measured from (0, — %) in the coordinate frame of figure 7.21.
The resistojet eccentricity damping firings happened on the arc in figure 7.21, labelled from 
“31/01/2002” to “22/02/2002”.
Finally, although it is not directly related to the UoSat-12 orbit evolution, the plot of po­
sitional observation residuals from the onboard orbit estimator on the 2nd of May 2000 is 
presented.
Significant reductions in the residuals can be seen after around 4 o’clock in the morning.
Unfortunately this is not due to some improvement in the orbit estimator. On the 1st of May 
2000, U.S. president directed the U.S. Department of Defence (DoD) to discontinue the use 
of SA effective midnight the Is4 of May 2000 Eastern Standard Time (EST) [28]. This time 
corresponds exactly 4 AM on the 2nd of May 2000 in GMT.
When SA was imposed, the positional RMS errors were usually about 30 metres, however 
after SA was disabled, the errors almost immediately reduce to less than 10 metres as shown 
in figure 7.22.
Notice that the figure starts to indicates the systematic rather than the random errors more 
clearly, which were veiled by the larger noise characteristic due to SA.
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UoSat-12 Orbit Evolution Summary
• The UoSat-12 inclination exhibits an approximately 45 day long-periodic variation, 
which is considered to be due to the ascending node precession due to the dominant J 2 
perturbation.
• The modelling of the secular drift rates in the ascending node and the epicycle phase at 
perigee indicate good agreement with those estimated from in-orbit GPS measurements.
• The onboard drag estimator, in spite of its simple assumptions, can track sudden 
changes in the atmosphere and shows good agreement with NORAD.
• The UoSat-12 £ — 77 curve, although this is slightly deformed by the some orbital manoeu­
vres, shows similar trend to the theoretical behaviours of these two orbital parameters.
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7.4 Orbit Determ ination of Other Surrey Satellites
7.4 .1  P oS at O rbit D eterm in ation
The PoSat microsatellite was designed and built in Surrey in collaboration with the Por­
tuguese Academic and Industrial Consortium. PoSat was successfully launched by Arianes- 
pace - Ariane-4 V59 launcher - as an auxiliary satellite alongside the French SPOT-3 remote 
sensing satellite into an 800 kilometre SSO on September 26th 1993 [74, 75]. PoSat was 
Surrey’s first satellite to carry a GPS experiment consisting of GPS receiver, antenna and 
processing hardware and software. The PoSat GPS receiver is the Trimble TANS, a C/A 
code, single frequency GPS receiver, which has been modified to operate at orbital velocities.
The limited PoSat GPS measurement data from the 10/l:47m:35s 13th to the 12^:56m:15s IVth 
of March 1995 have been re-processed in order to determine the PoSat epicycle orbit.
SA was enabled around that time and the GPS measurements on the 14f/l, the lhth and the 
18th of March are well distributed over the day.
6  days worth PoSat GPS measurements are fitted using the epicycle orbit estimator and the 
RMS position and velocity fitting errors are shown in table 7.10. J 44 and drag modellings 
are both included, and the positional errors with respect to time are shown in figure 7.23. 
It can be seen, unfortunately, that there are significant GPS measurement outages in figure 
7.23, which last almost 24 hours.
Table 7.10: PoSat Orbit Fitting RMS Error
Position RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
Velocity RMS Error 
along-track cross-track radial
J 44 & Drag 123 m 70.4 m 77.2 m 0.324 m/s 0.275 m/s 0.708 m/s
The determined PoSat epicycle elements at the epoch are given in table 7.11. Because the 
orbital altitude of PoSat is about 800 kilometres and the year 1995 is the period of minimum 
solar activity, the estimated drag coefficient is one or two orders smaller (9(10-10). This 
equals to about 0.5 metres decay in the semi-major axis per day.
The evolutions of the semi-major axis, inclination are also shown in figures 7.24 and 7.25 
respectively, although only for 6  days.
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Table 7.11: PoSat Determined Epicycle Elements
Epoch 13/03/1995 10:47:25.25 UTC
Semi-major axis (km) 7176.333
Eccentricity 0.001013
Inclination (deg) 98.613
Ascending Node (deg) 150.293
Epicycle Phase at Perigee (deg) 130.265
Epicycle Phase at Epoch (deg) 1.284
Drag Parameter B* 3.1393 x 10"10
LTAN (hr:min:sec) 22:38:51.55
The evolution of the semi-major axis is shown in figure 7.24. A monotonous decrease in 
the semi-major axis due to the drag perturbation is expected, however this figure shows the 
semi-major axis can also increase with time. PoSat does not have any orbit manoeuvring 
device onboard.
Considering the vertical scale of figure 7.24, which has a range of only 5 metres, the variation 
of the semi-major axis could be due to estimation errors.
The estimated drag coefficient in table 7.11 indicates that no significant decay in the semi­
major axis can be expected or the semi-major axis stays almost constant during this period. 
In this situation, the semi-major axis may be dominated by the estimation errors which can 
be more than a few metres, when SA is enabled.
It can be clearly seen from figure 7.25 that the inclination has a secular variation even over 
6 days period. Because PoSat is approximately 22h:40m SSO, this secular change in the 
inclination could be due to solar attraction, as explained in chapter 5. The changes in the 
PoSat LTAN are also presented in figure 7.26.
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Figure 7.23: PoSat Orbit Fitting Error by J4 4  & Drag Modelling
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Figure 7.24: PoSat Semi-major Axis Evolution from the 13th March 1995
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Figure 7.25: PoSat Inclination Evolution from the 13th March 1995
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Figure 7.26: PoSat LTAN Evolution from the 13^ March 1999
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7.4.2 SN A P and  T singhua  O rb it D e te rm in a tio n
Recently, SNAP (Surrey Nanosatellite Application Platform ) and Tsinghua were launched 
on a Dnepr launcher from Plesetsk on the 28th of June 2000. They were injected into a 
704 kilometre SSO to dem onstrate autonomous form ation flying. Both satellites carry GPS 
receiver.
SNAP has a mass of only 6.5 kilograms (shown in figure 7.27), bu t carries an innovative 
m ono-propellant propulsion system based on butane [25] to perm it it to m anoeuvre back to 
the vicinity of Tsinghua. The chances of doing this would depend upon the initial relative 
orbital geometry of the two spacecrafts when they separate from the launcher.
Figure 7.27: SNAP in Flight Configuration
Because of the higher area-mass ratio of SNAP (A  =  0.044m2, m  = 6.5kg, thus A / m  = 
6.8 x 10~3) compared to Tsinghua (A — 0.22m 2, m  =  50kg, thus A / m  = 4.4 x 10- 3 ), 
atmospheric drag causes SN A P’s semi-major axis to decay rapidly relative to Tsinghua, thus 
it was hoped tha t SNAP would be deployed into a slightly higher initial orbit.
Unfortunately the deployment was such tha t SNAP ended up with a semi-m ajor axis around 
1.5 kilometres lower than  th a t of Tsinghua. This significantly increased the A v  required to 
bring the two back together to dem onstrate a close approach. For this, it would have required 
a correction to overcome the semi-major axis difference and a further firing to boost SNAP 
to an even higher a ltitude in order to allow Tsinghua to catch up to SNAP.
The semi-major axis evolutions of two spacecrafts are shown in figure 7.28.
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On the 15th of August 2000, a successful butane thruster test of only 0.1 seconds was per­
formed. At that stage, the separation angle between the two satellites was nearly 90°, a 
quarter of an orbit.
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Figure 7.28: SNAP & Tsinghua Semi-major Axis Evolution from the 27th of July 2000
After a few more performance tests of the thrusters, routine butane thruster firings were 
performed from the 30th of August 2000. Nominal operation was a 3 second firing every 3 to 
4 orbits.
Around the 11th of September 2000, the peak separation angle of approximately 124°, one- 
third of an orbit, was observed, when the semi-major axis of SNAP almost caught up with 
that of Tsinghua.
The orbit manoeuvring stopped on the 19th of September 2000, when the semi-major axis of 
SNAP was at the target value of about 1 kilometre higher than that of Tsinghua. A total 
of 80 firings had been performed by this stage under the full automatic control of SNAP’s 
onboard computer.
The atmospheric density was higher than nominal during this period due to high levels of 
solar activity and SNAP continued to fall rapidly. The semi-major axis decay was up to 
20 metres per day, which corresponded approximately to 10 metres drop per day relative to 
Tsinghua.
Further orbit predictions indicated that SNAP needed to be boosted higher still if a close 
approach was to be demonstrated. Thus, a further series of firings was undertaken from the 
20th to the 29th of October 2000, which raised SNAP’s semi-major axis by a further 350
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metres before the propellant was finally expired. In total, 98 firings were made with a total 
firing duration of 297 seconds.
According to the detailed analyses of the resulting SNAP and Tsinghua orbits, if the drag 
effect became weaker, there was still be a possibility of achieving a close approach between 
the two satellites.
Unfortunately, the closest approach of two satellites happened around the 12th of March 2001 
with a separation angle of about 16.7°. This corresponds to approximately 2000 kilometres 
away from Tsinghua, which is one order of magnitude larger than the original target.
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Figure 7.29: SNAP & Tsinghua Inclination Evolution from the 27th of July 2000
Unlike the PoSat case, the inclination evolution of two satellites indicates positive secular 
drift as shown in figure 7.29. This is because these two satellites are injected into 14 : 48 
LTAN SSO.
In figure 7.31, the £ and rj parameters of both satellites during entire period of the experiment 
are plotted. The £ — rj trajectory for Tsinghua is not a smooth curve, however this is due to 
the insufficient data point to draw the figure.
The results show that the eccentricity of SNAP is damped out quicker than that of Ts­
inghua, probably due to the combined effects of the firings and the larger atmospheric drag 
perturbation.
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Figure 7.30: SNAP & Tsinghua LTAN Evolution from the 27th of July 2000
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Figure 7.31: SNAP & Tsinghua £ -  77 Evolution from the 27th of July 2000
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7.4.3 A lSat O rb it D e te rm in a tio n
AlSat is the most recent 100 kilogram-class m icrosatellite (shown in figure 7.32) constructed 
at Surrey in collaboration w ith the Centre National des Techniques Spatiales (CNTS). AlSat 
was launched on a Cosmos launcher from Plesetsk on the 28th of November 2002 into a 715 
kilometre IO i^OO™ SSO.
Figure 7.32: AlSat in Flight Configuration
AlSat is the first Algerian satellite and also the first satellite contributing the Disaster M on­
itoring Constellation (DMC), combining 5 microsatellites to provide daily revisits worldwide 
w ith 600 kilometres swath width, 32 metres resolution m ulti-spectral cameras.
AlSat also carries the Surrey GPS receiver and butane propulsion system  in order to m ain­
tain  the DMC [27, 25]. Due to power budget restrictions, AlSat GPS receiver is operated 
interm ittently, between a 10 and 50 % duty cycle. Currently AlSat GPS receiver is switched 
on for approxim ately 10 minutes per orbit, providing about 500 m easurem ents each day.
In figure 7.33, the AlSat semi-major axis evolution since 17th of December 2002 is shown. The 
sharp falls in the figure are due to the orbital m anoeuvring to lower the orbit, because AlSat 
was injected into a slightly higher orbit than  expected. Ignoring these effects, approxim ately 
4 ~  5 metres decay in the semi-major axis per day is observed.
The inclination and LTAN evolutions are presented in figures 7.34 and 7.35 respectively. 
The AlSat LTAN is currently drifting very slowly earlier, approxim ately 0.6 seconds per 
day. Because the LTAN is about lO^OO771, the secular change in inclination due to the solar 
a ttraction  is negative as shown in figure 7.34.
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Figure 7.33: AlSat Semi-major Axis Evolution from the 17th of December 2002
The AlSat eccentricity evolution is plotted in figure 7.36. Because the AlSat eccentricity 
at the orbital injection was also larger than planned, the orbital manoeuvring to reduce the 
semi-major axis takes place at the estimated epicycle phase at perigee passage, thus reduction 
in the eccentricity can also be expected.
In figure 7.36, the effect of eccentricity damping due to the firings may be clearly seen.
Finally, the £ — rj evolution of AlSat is introduced in figure 7.37. The AlSat semi-major axis 
of 7092.4 kilometres with 98.2° inclination results in secular motion of the epicycle phase at 
perigee of approximately -3° per day. Thus it takes about 120 days for £ and 77 to complete 
one entire revolution.
When one revolution is completed, it is expected that the £ — rj curve will look like spiral 
curve running inwards, if the orbit correction manoeuvring is carried on.
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Figure 7.34: AlSat Inclination Evolution from the 17th of December 2002
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The new description of perturbed near-circular orbits given in chapter 4 and chapter 5 repre­
sent the culmination of this thesis. The new description of perturbed near circular orbits is 
based on the classical epicyclic motion of small eccentric orbits and covers the perturbations 
due to the non-spherical geopotential, the luni-solar attractions and the atmospheric drag. 
This new epicycle orbit description gives no singularity for small eccentricity, is valid for or­
bital eccentricities of comparable order to J 2 or smaller, and leads to a very simple geometric 
interpretation.
The effects due to short-periodic, long-periodic and secular variations are all separated in 
perturbed epicycle orbit descriptions, and are obtainable up to an arbitrary degree and order 
of disturbing potentials.
The new epicycle orbit description uses mean elements of the semi-major axis, the epicycle 
amplitude, the epicycle phase at perigee, two osculating orbital elements of the inclination 
and the ascending node at an initial time of equator crossing from the South to the North, 
called the epicycle elements.
When the epicycle elements and the time of interest since the initial node are given, the 
four positional coordinates are analytically obtained: the osculating radius, inclination, as­
cending node and argument of latitude, and their time-derivatives. These are called epicycle 
coordinates.
The osculating inclination and ascending node define the instantaneous orbital plane (the 
plane containing the instantaneous position and velocity vectors), and the two polar coordi­
nates of radius and argument of latitude determine the position of a satellite in the orbital
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plane.
Thus four epicycle coordinates are necessary to locate the satellite, although this represen­
tation greatly simplifies the description of the perturbed motion. The Cartesian coordinates 
are readily derived from the epicycle coordinates. Note that there is no need to solve Kepler’s 
equation for the epicycle orbit representation.
Because the epicycle orbit perturbation solutions are far simpler than those by conventional 
methods, and providing the complete solutions for periodic variation terms, if the orbit is 
restricted to near circular, these formulations can bring great benefit to the analytical studies 
of orbits with regard to the mission analysis interests. Examples of such interests are the 
accurate prediction of the time of closest approach to the target [56, 83], or long-term orbit 
evolution analysis to optimise the amount of the propellant required for an imposed orbit 
maintenance.
The simpler analytical description of perturbed orbits may also be greatly advantageous in 
designing orbit controllers.
Possible research for future expansion could be the development of the relative perturbed 
motion of nearby spacecraft based upon the epicycle orbit descriptions. The fundamental 
approach to developing the epicycle formulations is to investigate the complex motion of 
perturbed near-circular orbits by observing its motion from the point of view of a co-rotating 
nearby reference circular orbit. Thus this idea might be expanded to describe the relative 
epicycle motion of a satellite, slave satellite, with respect to some other satellite, master 
satellite [46].
The numerical simulations confirm the epicycle orbit formulation can provide at least 6 digit 
accuracy compared with the precise numerically propagated orbit, taking into account up to 
and including fourth-degree zonal and fourth-degree fourth-order tesseral harmonics, as these 
terms are of practical importance. Further higher terms are also readily available (especially 
for the numerical applications) as the formulations are based on the associated Legendre 
functions which can be easily evaluated by their recursive relations.
Although the epicycle orbit is usually studied to describe the motion of low Earth orbits, as 
long as the orbit is near circular, the epicycle orbit solutions can be expanded to represent 
the motion of near circular deep space satellites.
Considering possible future missions, the motion of a geostationary orbit is derived by a 
similar epicycle approach. The particular perturbations on the geostationary orbits known as
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24-hour resonance, as well as the long-term orbit evolutions due to the luni-solar attractions, 
are derived and shown to be neatly incorporated with the perturbed epicycle orbit solutions.
It is known that when the entire spectrum of tesseral harmonics is included, the dominance 
of the equatorial ellipticity (J 2 2-term) still limits the number of equilibrium positions to four, 
although the symmetry is destroyed.
Real satellite orbit determination experiences, however, indicate that the orbit prediction 
accuracy might be significantly influenced by the atmospheric drag behaviour. Suppose no 
drag perturbation is present, the accurate estimation of epicycle elements should guarantee 
the orbit prediction accuracy, which could be bounded by orbit modelling accuracy. Thus, 
as an extreme example, perfect orbit modelling will provide long-term prediction accuracy 
as long as the initial estimation of orbital elements is accurate. This is thanks to improved 
understanding of the orbit mechanics.
However, if drag perturbation is present (for example, due to the unexpected or sudden change 
of the atmospheric behaviour), accurate tracking of the drag parameter may not guarantee 
the accurate prediction of the drag parameter for next few days or weeks, unless variation 
of atmospheric density remains reasonably stable during this time. Thus there may be some 
future scope to investigate a sophisticated method for estimating and predicting the drag 
coefficient.
Occasionally the prediction accuracy of a week ahead could degrade to 20 kilometres due to 
the unexpected change in the drag parameter, which is about 4 times worse than the simu­
lation indicated. If this case happens, however, NORAD TLE accuracy is also significantly 
degraded. It is shown that the overall prediction accuracy of epicycle orbit determination 
system is greatly superior to the accuracy achieved using NORAD TLE with the SGP4 
propagator. Although this might not be a fair comparison, the epicycle orbit estimator can 
re-establish the orbit much faster than NORAD can after orbital manoeuvring is performed.
This flight experience of the epicycle orbit determination system proved that an orbit esti­
mator based entirely on the analytical description of the orbit can be autonomously operated 
onboard. No heavy computational requirement is imposed and no numerical instability is 
experienced for very small eccentric orbits. The orbit fitting or determination accuracy rea­
sonably agrees with the simulation results. Less than half a kilometre accuracy is quite 
comfortably achieved, which also proves that the simulation environment is quite a good rep­
resentation of reality. The orbit prediction accuracy may be subject to future atmospheric
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instabilities, however, the accuracy is shown to be better than that provided by NORAD, by 
a factor of three to five, and occasionally by a factor of more than ten.
By looking at possible future missions, experimental batch and Kalman estimators are de­
veloped for geostationary orbit satellites. The simulations indicate less than a few kilometres 
orbit determination accuracy can be obtained by the epicycle GEO estimator, and also indi­
cate that visibility of the GPS satellites from the GEO environment is one of the issues to 
be addressed, if a GPS stand-alone system for GEO determination is proposed.
The novelty and the contribution achieved through this work is summarised and this concludes 
the Thesis:
• This work develops the comprehensive compilation of analytical formulation of the 
perturbed motion of near circular orbits. This is a new approach, which attempts to 
evaluate small deviations of the orbit with respect to an epicycle orbit.
• Focusing on near circular orbits, this work presents the new results to explicitly intro­
duce the perturbation solutions up to any arbitrary degree and order of the geopotential, 
the luni-solar attraction and the atmospheric drag including all the relevant periodic 
terms by epicycle orbit description approach.
• This novel epicycle description of perturbed near circular orbit enables the design of 
an orbit estimator which is most suited to an autonomous onboard operation. This is 
because the epicycle orbit estimator can be implemented fully analytically, providing 
significant computational advantage.
• Two analytical epicycle orbit estimators are developed, the batch and the Kalman. The 
batch estimator is for ground-based usage, and the Kalman estimator is for onboard 
usage. Both estimators can provide superior orbit prediction capability to that of 
NORAD TLE and the SGP4 propagator.
• The epicycle orbit estimator is designed to have flexible modularity. This enables 
the estimator to easily tailor the choice of perturbation modellings depending on the 
accuracy required. It is even possible to alter the measurement modelling from GPS to 
another orbit sensing device, such as traditional ranging.
• The autonomous onboard Kalman epicycle orbit estimator has been demonstrated for 
more than 1000 days in-orbit, onboard UoSat-12. This estimator supported the UoSat-
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12 repeat ground-tracking orbit control experiment, the UoSat-12 and UoSat-2 en­
counter orbit control experiment and the UoSat-12 eccentricity damping control. All 
experiments were performed satisfactory.
• The ground-based batch estimator supported SNAP and Tsinghua close approach ex­
periment by processing the limited amount of available GPS measurements. This esti­
mator is currently supporting DMC satellite’s orbit determination.
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A ppendix A
N utation  Coefficients
This material is adapted from [63].
i bi Ci rf* e,* Bi Ci Di
1 0 0 0 0 1 -171996 -174.2 92025 8.9
2 0 0 0 0 2 2062 0.2 -895 0.5
3 -2 0 2 0 1 46 0 -24 0
4 2 0 -2 0 0 11 0 0 0
5 -2 0 2 0 2 -3 0 1 0
6 1 -1 0 -1 0 -3 0 0 0
7 0 -2 2 -2 1 -2 0 1 0
8 2 0 -2 0 1 1 0 0 0
9 0 0 2 -2 2 -13187 -1.6 5736 -3.1
10 0 1 0 0 0 1426 -3.4 54 -0.1
11 0 1 2 -2 2 -517 1.2 224 -0.6
12 0 -1 2 -2 2 217 -0.5 -95 0.3
13 0 0 2 -2 1 129 0.1 -70 0
14 2 0 0 -2 0 48 0 1 0
15 0 0 2 -2 0 -22 0 0 0
16 0 2 0 0 0 17 -0.1 0 0
17 0 1 0 0 1 -15 0 9 0
18 0 2 2 -2 2 -16 0.1 7 0
19 0 -1 0 0 1 -12 0 6 0
20 -2 0 0 2 1 -6 0 3 0
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% Q>i bi Ci d* ez Ai Bi Di
21 0 -1 2 -2 1 -5 0 3 0
22 2 0 0 -2 1 4 0 -2 0
23 0 1 2 -2 1 4 0 -2 0
24 1 0 0 -1 0 -4 0 0 0
25 2 1 0 -2 0 1 0 0 0
26 0 0 -2 2 1 1 0 0 0
27 0 1 -2 2 0 -1 0 0 0
28 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
29 -1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
30 0 1 2 -2 0 -1 0 0 0
31 0 0 2 0 2 -2274 -0.2 977 -0.5
32 1 0 0 0 0 712 0.1 -7 0
33 0 0 2 0 1 -386 -0.4 200 0
34 1 0 2 0 2 -301 0 129 -0.1
35 1 0 0 -2 0 -158 0 -1 0
36 -1 0 2 0 2 123 0 -53 0
37 0 0 0 2 0 63 0 -2 0
38 1 0 0 0 1 63 0.1 -33 0
39 -1 0 0 0 1 -58 -0.1 32 0
40 -1 0 2 2 2 -59 0 26 0
41 1 0 2 0 1 -51 0 27 0
42 0 0 2 2 2 -38 0 16 0
43 2 0 0 0 0 29 0 -1 0
44 1 0 2 -2 2 29 0 -12 0
45 2 0 2 0 2 -31 0 13 0
46 0 0 2 0 0 26 0 -1 0
47 -1 0 2 0 1 21 0 -10 0
48 -1 0 0 2 1 16 0 -8 0
49 1 0 0 -2 1 -13 0 7 0
50 -1 0 2 2 1 -10 0 5 0
51 1 1 0 -2 0 -7 0 0 0
52 0 1 2 0 2 7 0 -3 0
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i (Li bi Ci d i e» Bi Ci Di
53 0 -1 2 0 2 -7 0 3 0
5 4 1 0 2 2 2 -8 0 3 0
55 1 0 0 2 0 6 0 0 0
56 2 0 2 -2 2 6 0 -3 0
5 7 0 0 0 2 1 -6 0 3 0
58 0 0 2 2 1 -7 0 3 0
59 1 0 2 -2 1 6 0 -3 0
60 0 0 0 -2 1 -5 0 3 0
61 1 -1 0 0 0 5 0 0 0
62 2 0 2 0 1 -5 0 3 0
63 0 1 0 -2 0 -4 0 0 0
6 4 1 0 -2 0 0 4 0 0 0
65 0 0 0 1 0 -4 0 0 0
66 1 1 0 0 0 -3 0 0 0
6 7 1 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 0
68 1 -1 2 0 2 -3 0 1 0
69 -1 -1 2 2 2 -3 0 1 0
70 -2 0 0 0 1 -2 0 1 0
71 3 0 2 0 2 -3 0 1 0
72 0 -1 2 2 2 -3 0 1 0
73 1 1 2 0 2 2 0 -1 0
74 -1 0 2 -2 1 -2 0 1 0
75 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 -1 0
76 1 0 0 0 2 -2 0 1 0
77 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
78 0 0 2 1 2 2 0 -1 0
79 -1 0 0 0 2 1 0 -1 0
80 .1 0 0 -4 0 -1 0 0
81 -2 0 2 2 2 1 0 -1 0
82 -1 o' 2 4 2 -2 0 1 0
83 2 0 0 -4 0 -1 0 0 0
8 4 1 1 2 -2 2 1 0 -1 0
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i Q>i hi Ci di Ci Bi Ci D i
85 1 0 2 2 1 -1 0 1 0
86 -2 0 2 4 2 -1 0 1 0
87 -1 0 4 0 2 1 0 0 0
88 1 -1 0 -2 0 1 0 0 0
89 2 0 2 -2 1 1 0 -1 0
90 2 0 2 2 2 -1 0 0 0
91 1 0 0 2 1 -1 0 0 0
92 0 0 4 -2 2 1 0 0 0
93 3 0 2 -2 2 1 0 0 0
94 1 0 2 -2 0 -1 0 0 0
95 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0
96 -1 -1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0
97 0 0 -2 0 1 -1 0 0 0
98 0 0 2 -1 2 -1 0 0 0
99 0 1 0 2 0 -1 0 0 0
100 1 0 -2 -2 0 -1 0 0 0
101 0 -1 2 0 1 -1 0 0 0
102 1 1 0 -2 1 -1 0 0 0
103 1 0 -2 2 0 -1 0 0 0
104 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
105 0 0 2 4 2 -1 0 0 0
106 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
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Appendix B
J2 Equatorial Orbit
If the orbit lies in the equatorial plane and only the J2 perturbation is considered, it is not 
necessary to resort to approximate perturbation methods: the equations of motion Eq. (B.l) 
have exact solutions in terms of elliptic integrals, and these solutions are not limited to orbits 
of small eccentricity [43].
When 9 =  7r/2, the equations of motion (3.58) incorporating perturbations due to the J2 
potential reduce to
2 '
. . .  2r — rv = ---- 2
r2v  =  h
1 3 T ( R \
1 +  2‘h  ( 7 ) (B.l)
where h is a constant.
Trivial solutions to Eqs. (B.l) exist such that r =  a and v =  n, where a and n are both 
constants that satisfy
=  a . 3 T f R \1 + 2 (7 ) (B.2)
for a given system constant h. Once a is found, n can be determined through a2n =  h.
These solutions indicate that a circular orbit exists under the J2 perturbation if it is in the
equatorial plane.
Using Eqs. (3.36), the substitution p =  1/r and the notation p' =  dp/dv, Eqs. (B.l) can be 
re-written for the general case such that
p" +  p =  ^ ( 1 +  5 j 2i ? v )  (B.3)
Multiplying Eq. (B.3) by 2p' and integrating gives:
(,p' )2 =  C +  2p - 1p - p i  +  J 2R 2p - 1p 3 (B.4)
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where p =  h2 /  p, and C is an integration constant.
Taking pi as the value of p at perigee, or p[ =  0 and p\ > p, Eq. (B.4) yields
(p 'f  =  {p~ Pi) [2P~l ~ (p  +  Pi) +  J2R2p~1 (p2 +  Pip +  P i) ]  (B.5)
If the expression in square brackets is set equal to zero, the resultant equation has two roots:
(1 - J j S V V i )  + yjl  +  2J2i?2p -V i -  J 2-R2P“2(8 +  Z h R 2pl) '
Po =
P 2 =
2 J2R2P~ 1
(1 -  J2R2p~1Pi) -  +  2J2 R2p - 1p1 -  J2R2p - 2(8 +  3J 2i? 2P i)
(B.6)
2 ,hK2p - 1
p 2 is approximately 2p-1 — p i  and corresponds to apogee. Thus p  always satisfies p 2 <  p  <  p i -  
The other root, po «  —2p-1 +  1 /(J2R 2p~l ) is very large, roughly 0 ( 1 /J2) times larger than 
P i  or p 2 .
> p r 1 (1  +  \ j 2R2p t)  (b.7)
From the p 2 solution of Eqs. (B.6), however, the condition to satisfy p 2 <  p i  is found to be
p
From Eq. (B.2) and for a given pi, this indicates that the system constant h has to be larger 
than or equal to the value of h corresponding to a circular orbit under the J2 perturbation 
with radius pjf1 in order for p / / 1 to be the minimum geocentric distance of the orbit.
Eq. (B.5) is then
d v  =  ~ vj 2r 2p -1 ^ 00 ~  p ^ p l ~  P^ P ~  p2^ ~ * dp B^’8^
where P2 < p  <  p i  < po, and the negative square root is chosen because it is convenient to
have v  positive as will be shown later. By taking the value of v  initially at perigee, which is
zero, Eq. (B.8) can be rewritten in integrated form as
1 fP
v  =  — ■
y / h & p - 1 'Pi 
A new variable <p can be introduced such that
f  [  [(po -  p) (pi — p ) ( p  — P2)] 2 d p  (B.9)Jo 1
P i  -  P 2 P 0 -  p
and
sin2 v  =  e ^ p i e i ^ p  ( a i 0 )
P i  -  P2 P0  ~  P
Differentiating Eq. (B.10) and re-arranging the result yields
c o s 2 c p = p 0 - p l p - p2 (B .ll)
[(po — p ) (p i  — p ) ( p  — P2)] 2 d p  =  -2 (p 0 - p 2) 2 (1 — msin2 <p) 2 dip (B.12)
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where m = (pi -  p2)/(po ~ P2).
Hence Eq. (B.9) may be expressed as an elliptic integral of the first kind:
2
v  = [  (1 — msin20) 2 dO (B.13)
JoyJJ2 Rlp~l (po -  p2)  
If the angle u is defined by
U =  KV, K =  J2R2p~1(po -  p2) (B.14)
then Eq. (B.13) becomes sin<£> =  sn (u\m) by use of the Jacobian elliptic sn function.
Using 1 — msin2^  =  (po — pi)/(po — p) and the Jacobian elliptic function formula of 1 — 
m  sn2 (u\m) =  dn2 (u\m), the p solution is obtained as:
P =  Po -  ( p o ~  P i )  nd2 ( u \ m )  (B.15)
For a given true anomaly v, the positional coordinates can be written as
cosz/ smv  .
x =  , y =   (B.16)
P P
and the corresponding velocity terms can be written as:
x y
x =  —yP  p, y =  x v ----p (B.17)
P P
The time derivative of v is readily found through the second of Eqs. (B.l), v =  hp2.
The time derivative of p can be obtained through dp/dv where:
J
— =  — 2Km(po — p)sd(u|m) cn(u|m) (B.18)
by using the Jacobian elliptic function derivative formulae (F.15).
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A ppendix C
J 2 1  Secular Term Recurrence 
Relations
The secular terms introduced in Eqs. (4.124) can be derived recursively.
It is only necessary to find the recurrence relations of Q21 and $2/, because K21 can be directly 
obtained through Q21 and $21 from the third of Eqs. (4.124):
O r 4 1 -1
«2Z =  - V 2 l  COS 70 -  —---- -Q21 (C .l)
21 —  1
Therefore the recurrence relations in terms of Q21 and $21 are examined in this Appendix. 
Substituting x =  0 into the Legendre function recurrence formula of
(n +  l)Pn+i(x) -  (2n +  1 )xPn(x) +  nPn-i(x) =  0 (C.2)
yields
(n +  l)P n+i(0) +  nPn_i(0) =  0 (C.3)
Also substituting n =  21 — 1,21,21 +  1 and x =  cos Jo into Eq. (C.2) gives
(4/ -  1) cos J0P2/-i(cos J0) =  2JP2i(cosJo) +  (21 -  l)P2i_2(cos J0)
(41 +  1) cos I0P21 (cos J0) =  (21 +  lJJfej+i (cos J0) +  2 IP21-1 (cos J0) ► (C.4)
(41 +  3) cos J0P2m  (cos J0) =  (21 +  2)P2Z+2(cos J0) +  (21 +  l)P 2i(cos J0)
where I > 1.
Substituting the first and third of Eqs. (C.4) into the second of Eqs. (C.4) to eliminate 
P2 m (cosJ0) and P2/_i(cos Jo), and re-arranging the result yields 
(2Z +  l)(2/ +  2)
(4; +  3) -^21+2(cos Jo) +
(2/ + 1)2 (21)2 _  2 r
41 +  3 + 4 [ 3 I - ( 4( +  1) cos P2i(cos Jo)
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21(21 — 1) _ ,
+  _ -y  P21-2 (COS Jq) =  0 (C.5)
Multiplying Eq. (C.5) by P2i(0 ) and using the recurrence formula of Eq. (C.3), it can be 
shown that Q21 satisfies following recurrence relation:
(21 +  2 ) 2  ( S2 t + 2 \  _   1
(4? +  3)(2i +  1) V A 21+2 (21 -  1)
Q21
M i
+ (21 -  iy
(4 /- l ) (2 Z -3 )  U 2Z-2
Q21-2
=  0 (C.6)
The recurrence formula of ft21 is next considered.
The previous procedure is re-applied using the associated Legendre function recurrence for­
mula of
(n -  m +  l)P™+1 (x) -  (2n +  l)xP^(x) +  (n + m)P%L1 (x) = 0 (C.7)
Using the results from substitution of n =  21 — 1,21, 21 +  1, m =  1 and x =  cos Jo into Eq. 
(C.7), the terms of Pjz+i and P21- 1 appearing in the equation for n — 21 can be expressed by 
the even-degree associated Legendre functions P21/+25 P21 and P21-2  t°  give
21(21 +  1) .
4f +  3 P 2t+2(m s I o) +
+
21(21 +  2) +  (21 -  l)(2t +  1) _  (4< +  cqs2 Jo
41 +  3 
21(21 + 1 ) Dl 
41 — 1
4 1 - 1  
P^_2 (cosl0) =  0
(cos 70) 
(C.8)
Multiplying Eq. (C.8) by P2i(0 ) esc Jo and using the recurrence formula of Eq. (C.3), it can 
be found that ft2i satisfies following recurrence relation:
21(21 +  2) / fl2i+2\
41 +  3 V .^2Z+2/
+
21(21 +  2 ) (21 — l)(2i +  1)
~ i r + 3  — -------------------)
(2Z -  1) (2Z +  1) / 0 2i-2
ft 21 
A21
41 -  1 M i - c<
(C.9)
From Eqs. (4.24) and Eqs. (4.156), the initial values for Q21 and ft21 are obtained by
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It may be worth introducing that the long-periodic coefficients X21+1 in Eq. 
satisfy the following recurrence relation (/ > 2):
2/ +  4 /  X21+3 \  _  J_
4Z +  5 U 2Z+3 /  2/
(21 +  l)(2i +  3) , 21(21 +  2 ) , A, ,
d-------- Ti 1 (4  ^d~ cos -‘O4Z +  5 41 +  1
(2 f - l ) (2 i  +  l) { X21-1  . 
(2 /-2 )(4J +  l) U 21- 1.
and the initial values are given by
X3 1 . T
s i n i o
Az 2 A2
^5 ^ sinio (21 cos4 io — 14 cos2 Iq +  1)
^5 8 A2 (5 cos2 Jo — 1)
through Eq. (4.151) and Eq. (4.161).
(4.145) also
X21+1 \
A21+1)
(C .ll)
(C.12)
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A ppendix D
Osculating to Epicycle Elem ents 
Conversion
If the position and velocity vectors ro and vq, or equivalently the osculating orbital elements, 
are given, then the corresponding epicycle elements can be found by inverting the epicycle 
equations of a perturbed orbit.
Two options are introduced to obtain the epicycle elements, the single-point conversion and 
the precise conversion of elements.
The precise conversion of elements uses a least-squares technique to estimate the epicycle 
elements, as explained in chapter 6. A high precision numerical propagator generates an 
ephemeris for a specified period, for instance a few days and the position and velocity vectors 
are treated as observations in the least square process.
The single-point conversion method is explained in more detail in this Appendix. In this 
method, it is important to assume that the initial position and velocity vectors ro and vo 
are known in order to derive the corresponding epicycle elements. These vectors, ro and vo, 
should also be given to a high precision numerical integrator for comparison purposes.
Prom ro and vq the orbital energy, or Jacobi constant if all relevant terms in the geopotential 
are to be considered, can be derived. The mean semi-major axis a is then determined from 
the orbital energy or Jacobi constant.
If z =  (xo vo), z can be described analytically as a function of epicycle elements. The problem 
is then to determine the epicycle elements (£p rjp Iq $7o ^o) such that
z =  z(x), x =  (£P rjp I0 a0)T (D.l)
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where z consists of position and velocity vectors predicted through the epicycle description 
of perturbed orbits up to and including order of terms accounted for.
If the given initial satellite location is exactly at the ascending node, then from the definition 
of epicycle elements, To and fio are immediately found as they are osculating quantities at 
the ascending node, and obviously cko =  0 in this case. Under such a particular condition, 
the epicycle elements to be found are reduced to £ p and t / p ,  therefore only two equations, 
for example the r  and r equations, can be used to find these two unknowns.
In the general case, an iteration scheme can be employed to solve for x. Starting with a good 
estimate of the epicycle elements, which are usually obtained through the osculating orbital 
elements, the initial x can be written as:
X(o) «  {ecosu esinu I t t  M  +  u)T (D.2)
Such that the j th iteration will be:
f a A xU) = i ~ z (x t») (D-3)
where the partial derivatives are evaluated at x^) which is 6 x 5 matrix denoted by A. Ax^) 
will then be given by
A xC0 =  (At A)~1At [z -  z(x(j-))] (D.4)
A new update can be obtained through xq-+1) =  x^-) +  Ax^) and the iteration ends when 
the correction Ax(j) becomes sufficiently small.
Note that it is vital to use the original ro and vq with a numerical integrator to evaluate 
the accuracy of an analytically propagated orbit using the derived epicycle elements, x. This 
is because the converged position and velocity vectors z(x) may not be precisely the same 
as the given ro and vo as one of the 6 independent epicycle elements, the semi-major axis 
a, is strictly pre-determined by either the orbital energy or the Jacobi constant. They may 
therefore have errors of 0(1O-6) due to the neglect of some <D(10“6) periodic terms in the 
practical applications shown in chapter 6.
The rigorous determination of the mean semi-major axis is a key point in maintaining the 
long-term prediction accuracy of the orbit model.
The epicycle elements can also be converted from the NORAD two line elements [55].
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Appendix E
K aula’s Inclination and Eccentricity  
Functions
This material is adapted from [42]. 
• Inclination Functions
I m P Flmp(I)
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 sin 7/2
1 0 1 — sin 7/2
1 1 0 (1 +  cos 7)/2
1 1 1 (1 — cos7)/2
2 0 0 —3 sin2 7/8
2 0 1 3 sin2 7/4 — 1/2
2 0 2 —3 sin2 7/8
2 1 0 3 sin 7 (1 +  cos 7) /4
2 1 1 —3 sin 7 cos 7/2
2 1 2 —3 sin 7 (1 — cos 7) /4
2 2 0 3(1 +  cos7)2 /4
2 2 1 3 sin2 7/2
2 2 2 3 (1 — cos7)2 /4
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I m P Flmp(I)
3 0 0 —5 sin3 7/16
3 0 1 15 sin3 7/16 — 3sin7/4
3 0 2 —15sin3 7/16 +  3sin7/4
3 0 3 5 sin3 7/16
3 1 0 —15 sin2 7 (1 +  cos 7) /16
3 1 1 15 sin2 7 (1 +  3 cos 7) /16 -  3 (1 +  cos 7) /4
3 1 2 15 sin2 7 (1 — 3 cos 7) /16 — 3 (1 — cos 7) /4
3 1 3 — 15 sin2 7 (1 — cos 7) /16
3 2 0 15 sin 7(1 +  cos 7)2 /8
3 2 1 15 sin 7(1 — 2 cos 7 — 3 cos2 7) /8
3 2 2 — 15sin7 (1 +  2 cos7 — 3 cos2 7) /8
3 2 3 —15sin7 (1 — cos7)2 /8
3 3 0 15 (1 +  cos 7)3 /8
3 3 1 45 sin2 7 (1 +  cos 7) /8
3 3 2 45 sin2 7(1 — cos 7) /8
3 3 3 15 (1 — cos7)3 /8
4 0 0 35 sin4 7/128
4 0 1 -35  sin4 7 /32+  15 sin2 7/16
4 0 2 105 sin4 7/64 -  15 sin2 7/8 +  3/8
4 0 3 -35  sin4 7 /32+  15 sin2 7/16
4 0 4 35 sin4 7/128
4 1 0 —35 sin3 7 (1 +  cos 7) /32
4 1 1 35 sin3 7 (1 +  2 cos 7) /16 — 15 sin 7 (1 +  cos 7) /8
4 1 2 cos 7 (15 sin 7/4 — 105 sin3 7/16)
4 1 3 —35 sin3 7 (1 — 2 cos 7) /16 +  15 sin 7 (1 — cos 7) /8
4 1 4 35 sin3 7(1 — cos 7) /32
4 2 0 — 105 sin2 7(1 +  cos 7)2 /32
4 2 1 105 sin2 cos 7 (1 +  cos 7) /8 — 15 (1 +  cos I ) 2 /8
4 2 2 105 sin2 7 (1 — 3 cos2 7) /16 +  15 sin2 7/4
4 2 3 -105sin27cos7 (1 -  cos 7) /8 -  15 (1 -  cos7)2 /8
4 2 4 —105 sin2 7(1 — cos 7)2 /32
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z m P Flmp(I)
4 3 0 105 sin 1(1 +  cos 7)3 /16
4 3 1 105 sin 1 ( 1 - 3  cos21 - 2  cos31) /8
4 3 2 —315 sin31 cos I/S
4 3 3 —105 sin I  (1 — 3 cos21 +  2 cos31) /8
4 3 4 — 105 sin 7 (1 — cos7)3 /16
4 4 0 105(1 +  cos 7)4/16
4 4 1 105 sin2 7(1 +  cos 7)2 /4
4 4 2 315 sin4 7/8
4 4 3 105 sin2 7(1 — cos I ) 2 /4
4 4 4 105(1 -  cos 7)4 /16
(E.l)
There are some useful recurrence relations of Kaula’s inclination functions.
Multiplying the associated Legendre function recurrence formula of
( l - m  +  1 ) 7 ^  (cos#) -  (21 +  1)cosOPj71 (cos#) +  (I +  m)P^ 1 (cos#) =  0 (E.2)
by cosm(f) and using Eq. (4.169), Eq. (4.170) and cos# =  sinlsinA, it can be found 
that the Kaula’s inclination function satisfies following recurrence relation:
(I m  +  l).F/_|_i mp i  -(21 +  1) sin7 (Fimp F'lmp—l) T (^  +  Tn)Fi—i m p —i =  0 (E*3)
where the sign of second term is positive when (Z +  1) — m is even and negative when 
(I +  1) — m is odd, and 0 < m < Z, 0 < p < Z +  1. Note that Fijk =  0 if k < 0 or i < k.
The Fi+n +ip (0 < p < I T  1) terms are obtained using the recurrence formula of 
associated Legendre function such that
P{+}(cos#) =  (21 +  1) sin0Pi (cos6 ) (E.4)
Multiplying Eq. (E.4) by cos(Z +  1 )4> and using sin# cos 4> =  cos A and sin#sin</> =  
cos I  sin A yields
Fi+u+ip =  2 ^  +  ^  tt1 +  cos I)Fup +  (1 -  cosI)Fup-i]  (E.5)
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• Eccentricity Functions
I m P Z m P
2 0 - 2 2 2 2 0
2 0 -1 2 2 1 -e /2  +  e3/16 +  • • •
2 0 0 2 2 0 1 -  5e2/2 +  13e4/16 +  • • •
2 0 1 2 2 -1 7 e /2 -1 2 3 e3/16 +  ---
2 0 2 2 2 - 2 17e2/2 — 115e4/6 4----
2 1 -2 2 1 2 9e2/4 +  7e4/4 4- • • •
2 1 -1 2 1 1 3e/2 +  27e3/16 4----
2 1 0 (1 -  e2)"3/2
3 0 -2 3 3 2 e2/8 +  e4/48 +  • • •
3 0 -1 3 3 1 —e +  5e3/4 4----
3 0 0 3 3 0 1 — 6e2 4- 423e4/64 H----
3 0 1 3 3 -1 5e -  22e3 +  • • •
3 0 2 3 3 - 2 127e2/8 -3065e4/48 +  ---
3 1 -2 3 2 2 l le 2/8 +  49e4/16 -1----
3 1 -1 3 2 1 e(l -  e2)"5/2
3 1 0 3 2 0 l +  2e2 +  239e4/64 +  . . .
3 1 1 3 2 -1 3e +  l le 3/4 +  • • •
3 1 2 3 2 - 2 53e2/8 +  39e4/16 H----
4 0 -2 4 4 2 e2/2 — e4/3 H----
4 0 -1 4 4 1 —3e/2 +  75e3/16 +  • • •
4 0 0 4 4 0 1 -  l ie 2 +  199e4/8 +  • • •
4 0 1 4 4 -1 13e/2 — 765e3/16 H----
4 0 2 4 4 -2 51e2/2 -  321e4/2 +  • • •
Z m P Z m P
4 1 -2 4 3 2 (3e2/4 )(l — e2)-7/2
4 1 -1 4 3 1 e/2 +  33e2/16 4- • • •
4 1 0 4 3 0 1 +  e2 +  65e4/16 +  • • •
4 1 1 4 3 -1 9e/2 — 3e3/16 +  • • •
4 1 2 4 3 - 2 53e2/4 -  179e4/24 +  • • •
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I m P I m P Gimp {I)
4 2 - 2 4 2 2 5e2 +  155e4/12 +  • • •
4 2 -1 4 2 1 5e/2 +  135e3/16 +  -*-
4 2 0 (1 +  3e2/2)(l — e2)-7/2
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A ppendix F
Jacobian Elliptic Functions
This material is adapted from [1].
Let m =  sin2 a  and m is the parameter and a  is called the modular angle, then
• Elliptic Integral of the First K ind
F(p\a) =  F(p\m) =  [  (1 -  sin2 asin2 0)~^dO (F.l)
Jo
• Elliptic Integral of the Second K in d
E(p\a) =  E(p\m) =  [  (1 — sin2cusin20)^d9 (F.2)
Jo
There is Elliptic Integral of the Third Kind which is , however, not used in this work.
Together with the parameter, the complimentary parameter m\ is defined by m +  m\ =  1, 
and both are real numbers, m is assumed that 0 < m < 1 without loss of generality.
The elliptic integrals are said to be complete when p =  7r/2. These complete integrals are 
designated as follows:
K(m) =  K  =  /  2 (1 -  msin2 6 )~*d6 , K r =  K(m \) =  /  2 (1 -  mi sin2 6)~id0 (F.3)
Jo Jo
and
r~ r~
E(m) =  E — /  2 (1 -  msin2 6 )*d6 , E' =  E(m\) =  /  2 (1 -  m\ sin2 6 )^d6  (F.4)
Jo Jo
The Jacobian elliptic functions can be defined with respect to the elliptic integral of the first 
kind, Eq. (F.l). The angle ip is called the amplitude and denoted by ip =  am (u|m). and
sn (u\m) =  sin<£>, cn (u\m) =  cos tp, dn (u\m) =  (1 — msin2 p)* (F.5)
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Unless explicit attention to the value of the parameter is necessary, abbreviations pq u is 
introduced instead of pq (u\m) where p and q are any two of the letters s, c, d, n. Following 
another three functions are also used in this appendix:
sd u =
sn u cd u = cn udn u 5 ^ dn u ’
Generally if p, q, r are any three letters s, c, d, n, then
pr u
nd u = 1dn u
pq u = qr u
(F.6)
(F.7)
provided that when two letters are the same, e.g., pp u, the corresponding function is put 
equal to unity.
Change of Argument
u —u u +  K u - K K - u u +  2K u - 2 K 2K — u
sn u —sn u cd u —cd u cd u —sn u —sn u sn u
cn u cn u —m \/2sdu m ^ 2sd u m ^ 2sd u —cn u —cn u —cn u
dn u dn u m ^ 2nd u m ^ 2nd u m ^ 2nd u dn u dn u dn u
cd u cd u —sn u sn u snu —cd u —cd u —cd u
sd u —sd u 1/2 m /  cnu 1/2—mi cn u ra}/2cn u —sd u —sd u sd u
nd u nd u m ^ 2dn u ra}/2dn u m ^ 2dn u ndu nd u nd u
(F.8)
• Relations Between the Squares of the Functions - Relations between the squares 
of the functions are
—dn2 u +  m\ =  —m cn2 u =  m sn2 u — m 
—mind2 u + m\ =  —mraisd2 u = m cd2 u — m
(F.9)
Note that m + m\ =  1.
Approximation in Term of Circular Functions - When the parameter m is so 
small that m? and higher powers are neglected, the approximations are obtained by
sn (u\m) ~  sinu — - m  (u — sinucosu) cosu
cn (u\m) ~  cosu +  (u — sinucosu) sinu
dn (u|m) 1 *21 — -m sin  u
2
(F.10)
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Approximation in Term of Hyperbolic Functions - On the other hand, when the 
parameter m is so close to unity that m i2 and higher power of m\ can be neglected, 
then
sn (u\m) 
cn (u\m) 
dn (u\m)
1 n \tanhu +  -m i (sinhu coshu — u) sech u 
sech u — -m i (sinhu coshu — u) tanhu sech u 
sech u + -m i (sinhu coshu + u) tanhu sech u
(F .ll)
Leading Terms of the Series in Ascending Powers o f  u
sn (u\m)
cn (u\m) 
dn (u\m)
x v? n, u 5u -  (1 +  m) — +  (1 +  14m +  m ) — o! 5!
v 7
— (1 +  135m +  135m2 +  + 0{u^)
= 1 u¥ +  (1 +  4m) — (1 +  44m + 16m2) +  0(u 8)6 !
1 — m — +  m (4 +  m) — — m(16 +  44m +  m2)— +  0 (u 8)u 14! 6 !
► (F.12)
No formulae are known for the general coefficients in these series.
• Series Expansions in Terms o f the N om e and the Argument - The nome q and 
the argument v are defined by q =  e-7ri^ /K and v = 7ru/(2K).
sn (u|m) 
cn (u|m) 
dn (u|m) 
cd (u\m) 
sd (u\m) 
nd (u|m)
2tt ”  H
m *K  n=0 1 “  q
2tt ~  qn+l2
I jy  2-^  1 i n2n+\ m i K  n = 0  1 +  9
2?r ^  qn
qn+ 2
^ + ism (2 n  +  l)u
7T +2K  ' K  £ r + « * "
2ir ^  (-1  )nqn+12 
ir&K n=0 1 - 9
2jt ^2, (-1  )ngn+
cos(2 n + l)v
cos 2 nv
l  +  «2"+1
7T 2 t t  ^  ( - 1  Yq
2n+1 cos(2n +  l)v
n l
sin(2n 4- l)v
+
2m i2K  m i^ K  n=1 1 +  9■,2n
cos 2nu
(F.13)
Integrals in Terms of the Elliptic Integral of the Second K in d  - The notation 
for the integrals of the squares of the Jacobian elliptic functions in introduced such that
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Pq u =  Jq pq2 tdt when q ^  s.
mSnu = —E(u) +  u
mCnu =  E{u) — m\u
Dn u =  E(u)
mCd u = —E ( u ) + u  +  ms n u c d u
mmiSd u = E(u) — m\u — m snu cdu
miNd u = E(u) — m sn u cd u
(F.14)
Derivatives - The derivatives of Jacobian elliptic functions are
Function Derivative
snu cn u dn u
cn u —sn u dn u
dn u —m sn u cn u
cd u —raisdu  ndu
sd u cd u nd u
nd u m sd u cd u
(F.15)
The elliptic integral of the second kind E{u) can be obtained in terms of Jacobi’s zeta function 
Z(u) by
Z(u) =  E(u) — fpu (F.16)
Using the nome q =  e“ 7rK"//-K', the Jacobi’s zeta function Z(u) as well as E /K  are expressed 
by
2?r ^  qn
and
n=l -  «■
2
2 n sin 2 nu
E  1 „  , f % Y  1 q2n
K ~ 3 m \KJ U ~ 2E j ZL n=1 t2 n
(F.17)
(F.18)
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A ppendix G
GPS SPS Performance Standards
This material is adapted from [28].
SPS performance standards are established in a manner consistent with the following defini­
tions:
• Service Volume: The spatial volume supported by SPS performance standards. 
Specifically, the SPS Performance Standard supports the terrestrial service volume. 
The terrestrial service volume covers from the surface of the Earth up to an altitude of 
3000 kilometres.
• A vailability of Position D ilu tion  of Precision (P D O P ): The percentage of time 
over a specified time interval that the Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP) is less 
than or equal to a specified value.
• SPS SIS U ser R ange E rro r (U R E) Statistics:
— A satellite SPS SIS URE statistic is defined to be the RMS difference between 
SPS ranging signal measurements (neglecting user clock bias and errors due to 
propagation environment and receiver), and “true” ranges between the satellite 
and a SPS user at any point within the service volume over a specified time interval.
— A constellation SPS SIS URE statistic is defined to be the average of all satellite 
SPS SIS URE statistics over a specified time interval.
• Positioning Accuracy: The statistical difference between position measurements and 
a surveyed benchmark for any point within the service volume over a specified time 
interval’
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Tim e T ransfer A ccuracy R elative to  U T C  (USNO): The difference at a specified 
probability between user UTC time estimates and UTC (USNO) at any point within 
the service volume over a specified time interval.
The U.S. Government commits to maintaining the Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP) in 
accordance with the tolerances described in table G.l.
Table G.l: Position Dilution of Precision Availability Standard
PDOP Availability Standard Conditions and Constraints
> 98% global Position Dilu­
tion of Precision (PDOP) of 6 
or less
> 88% worst site PDOP of 6 
or less
• Defined for position solution meeting the 
representative user conditions and operating 
within the service volume over any 24-hour 
interval
• Based on using only satellites transmitting 
standard code and indicating “healthy” in the 
broadcast navigation message
The U.S. Government commits to providing SPS Signal-in-Space (SIS) UREs established in 
table G.2. The performance based on SIS implies that contributions of ionosphere, tropo­
sphere, receiver, multipath or interface are not included.
Table G.2: Constellation SPS SIS URE Standard
SPS SIS URE Standard Conditions and Constraints
< 6 metres RMS SIS SPS URE 
across the entire constellation
• Average of the constellation’s individual 
satellite SPS SIS RMS UER values over any 
24-hour interval, for any point within the ser­
vice volume
The commitments for maintaining PDOP in table G.l and constellation SPS SIS URE in G.2 
result in support for position and time transfer accuracy standards as presented in table G.3.
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Table G.3: Positioning and Timing Accuracy Standard
Accuracy Standard Conditions and Constraints
Global Average Positioning 
Domain Accuracy
• < 13 metres 95% All-in-View 
Horizontal Error (SIS Only)
• < 22 metres 95% All-in-View 
Vertical Error (SIS Only)
• Defined for position solution meeting the 
representative user conditions
• Standard based on a measurement interval 
of 24 hours averaged over all points within the 
service volume
Worst Site Positioning Do­
main Accuracy
• < 36 metres 95% All-in-View 
Horizontal Error (SIS Only)
• < 77 metres 95% All-in-View 
Vertical Error (SIS Only)
• Defined for position solution meeting the 
representative user conditions
• Standard based on a measurement interval 
of 24 hours for any point within the service 
volume
Time Transfer Accuracy 
• < 40 nanoseconds time 
transfer error 95% of time (SIS 
Only)
• Defined for time transfer solution meeting 
the representative user conditions
• Standard based on a measurement interval 
of 24 hours averaged over all points within the 
service volume
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